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INTRODUCTORY NOTE 

The LSA Secretariat has prepared this 
Meeting Handbook to serve as the official 
program for the Fiftieth Annual Meeting of 
the Linguistic Society of America. The 
abstracts (arranged in alphabetical order, 
by author) are photocopies of originals 
submitted to and accepted by the LSA Pro
gram Committee. The Program Committee was 
chaired by John G. Fought and consisted of 
Clara Bush, Eve V. Clark, Janet Dean Fodor, 
Ernst Pulgram, Oswald Werner and Harry A. 
Whitaker. 

In addition to the general program, the 
Program Committee also accepted two propo
sals for organized symposia to be held 
during this meeting. "A Bilingual Symposium: 
Building a Research Agenda" will be presented 
in three half-day sessions starting Saturday 
afternoon before the regular program. 
"Experimental Linguistics: A Symposium" 
will take place the evening of 28 December. 
Although abstracts for these organized 
sessions have not been printed, overviews 
appear in the Program Notes. 

The Association for Computational 
Linguistics will hold a session, concurrent 
with the last afternoon LSA session, during 
the Annual f-leeting. Abstracts for the ACL 
session appear at the end of the Handbook 
in alphabetical order. 

We would like to take this 
to formally acknowledge the help 
been graciously given by the San 
Loca 1 Arrangements Colilnittee. Clara 
Chairman, and the Committee consist; 
Jagdish Jain, John Lamendella, Will 
Helen Patton, Orrin Robinson,· Jesse 
and William Vroman have arranged the 
California Wine Tasting through the Win 
Institute, written a sightseeing guide e 
San Francisco, undertaken to provide ; 
sive housing for students during the. 
prepared a guide to restaurants to be 
available at registration and provided 
student assistance in the actual running 
the 3 l/2 day meeting. The Secretariat 
expresses its appreciation and thanks ~r 
this, and all the other hel p they have 
provided. 

We hope that this Meeting Handbook 
be a useful guide for those attending this 
meeting, as well as serve as a pennanent 
record of the 50th Annual Meeting. 
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Begay Atkinson 
LSA Secretariat 
December 1975 

will be an LSA Book Exhibit of 
publications in Golden Gateway 

B The exhibit is scheduled to 
at.the hours listed in the Program 
Infonnation. 
display copies in the LSA Joint 
ibit will be sold and the proceeds 

fellowshi ps for the Linguistic 
(Uisplay copies have been 

lY donated by the publishers exhi
in the LSA Joint Book Exhibit. ) 
for display copies, at a discount of 

than that given by the publisher, 
while the Exhibit is in progress 

ied by payment. Books must be 
up by 10:00 AM on 30 December or will 

~sold and the advance payment donated to 
t~~guistic Institute Fe 11 owshi ps. 

~~~ AND CHEESE TASTING -The Wine Institute of California has 
,_rously agreed, through the San Francisco 
LOCal Arrangements Committee, to pr:pare a 
ttne tasting for LSA members attendmg the 
~1 Meeting. This wine tasting is in 
~ration with the Wine Growers of Ca lifornia. 
california wineries donating the wines are: 
~~sou Vineyards, the Robert Mandavi 
11nery, and Wente Brothers. Samples are: 

•te Brothers 
fey Riesling 
IJ Blanc de B 1 an cs 
IDSE Wente 
Piaot Noi r 1971 

Robert Mandavi Winery 
Fume Blanc 1974 
Riesling 1974 
Gamay 1973 
Pinot Noir 1972 

The tasting will be from 5:30 to 7:00PM 
11 fllbarcadero Room A & B on Monday, 29 
~er. Although the wines have been 
~ted, there is a $3.00 charge per ticket 
SiliCe the hotel charges a corkage fee to 
COYer service, room rental, and the cost of 
~cheeses. Tickets may be purchased at 
~Registration desk, if available. 

lTIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION (NSF) 

Dr. Paul Chapin, National Science 
f~ation • s (NSF) Staff Associate for 
ll~istics , will be available to meet with 
Ulmembers and delegates in the Bayview 
._at the following times: 

~. 28 December 10:00 AM- 11:00 AM; 
3:00 PM - 4:00 PM 
~. 29 December 10:00 AM- 11:00 AM; 

3:00 PM - 4:00 PM 
111eSday, 30 December 3:00 PM - 4:00 PM 
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CONVENTION MESSAGE CENTER 

Through the courtesy of Pacific Tele
phone, there will be a Telephone Message 
Center at the meeting. Incoming messages 
will be received at the Message Center and 
recorded by the attendants. The name of 
each person for whom a message is received 
will be listed on a magnetic board. Please 
check the Message Center periodically to 
avoid missing calls as t here is no facility 
for paging. The Center has been assigned 
San Francisco telephone number (415) 788-1274. 
BILINGUAL SYMPOSIUM 

A Bilingual Symposium: Bu ilding a 
Research Agenda, sponsored by the National 
Institute of Education and coordinated by 
the Center for Applied Linguisti cs, has been 
designed to promote exchange between pro
fessional lingui sts and educators. 

Symposium sessions will treat linguistic 
research which can be applied immediately 
to the challenging needs of bilingual educa
tion programs. At the same time, a forum 
will be provided for linguists and practi
tioners to work t ogether to develop priori
ties for future research in linguistics . 
Through such dialogue, linguistic research 
can be made more responsive to bilingual 
education planning and practice. Partici
pants will include prominent research lin
guists, noted practitioners of bilingual 
education, representatives of private 
founda tions and government and federal 
agency representatives. 

Topics to be covered include language 
acquisition and proficiency assessment, 
language structure, semantics and pragmatics, 
sociolinguistics and the ethnography of 
communication. Brief presentations of 
research in t hese areas will be made, 
followed by di scussi on of their relevance to 
bilingual education needs. 

EXPERIMENTAL LINGUISTICS 

This symposium brings together a collec
tion of papers concerned with the processes 
by which linguists and other language 
scientists accumulate reliable, researcher
independent language facts for the purpose 
of testing linguistic theories. The approach 
is multifaceted, ranging from the philoso
phical bases of linguistic theory, to 
mathematical techniques for interfacing 
theoretical models and empirical data, to 
observational and experimental techniques 
for collecting relevant linguistic data. 

The first paper, "Empirical syntax and 
semantics of children's speech." deals with 
a number of problems inherent in the lin
guistic analysis of large corpora of natural 
spoken language. A probabi listi c model 
is presented for the analysis ot syntactic 
structures. Extendi ng the model to account 



for semantic structures presents new 
theoretical problems of model verification. 

The second paper presents "Some child 
language and sociolinguistic constraints on 
linguistic metatheory." Unlike the pre
ceding paper, it reports experimental 
procedures for eliciting children's semantic 
interpretations of sentences. The focus is 
on using these experimental data for 
English while-clauses to choose among 
competing theories of grammar, in this case 
generative and interpretive semantics. 

The third paper, "Extending a corpus: 
language games for analyzing pragmatics," 
integrates both naturalistic and experi
mental means of collecting linguistic data. 
It deals on the one hand with the role of 
pragmatics in grammar. and on the other 
with the processes by which pragmatic 
competence is acquired. The presentation 
will include a videotape of the corpus 
extension techniques. used to insure that 
the linguistic situations of interest will 
occur in the observed interchanges. 

Finally, the symposium will consider the 
role of "The ideal speech community in 
empirical linguistic research." The use of 
idealizations in theory construction in 
other disciplines is extended to cover the 
linguistic idealization of the homogeneous 
speech community. When an idealization is 
made the consequent of an empirical hypothe
sis of language acquisition, it is possible 
to bridge the gap between theoretical 
linguistic research of idiolects and the 
experimental research in linguistic communi
ties. 

The set of four papers and their position 
in a general framework of experimental 
linguistics will be reviewed by an invited 
commentator. Participants will be invited 
to respond and comments from the audience 
will be encouraged. 

ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTATIONAL LINGUISTICS 

The Association for Computational 
Linguistics will sponsor a session on Tuesday 
afternoon. 30 December, in the Seacliff Room. 
The abstracts of the papers to be presented 
may be found on page 151. 

SAN FRANCISCO 

[NOTE: The LSA Secretariat would like to 
thank the Chairman of the san Francisco 
Local Arrangements Committee, Clara Bush, 
and her colleagues for providing the follow
ing information on San Francisco.] 

Novel Transportation 

Walking: San Francisco is a walker's 
town. Its distinctive ethnic neighborhoods 
can best be appreciated on foot (Chinatown, 
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Golden Gate Park. North Beach, the 
District. Nob Hill, Pacific Heights 
Peaks. the Waterfront, etc.), In f; t 
can walk over the Golden Gate Bridge~ • 

Biking: You can rent bikes in Ha 
Ashbury to explore Golden Gate Park. 

Outside elevator: Take the glass 
outside elevator to the top of the Fa; 
Hotel for a day or night view of the 

Ba ferries: Take a commute ferr 
Sausalito Mediterranean-like villagey 
turned well-to-do art colony) or to 
Tiburon's restaurants and shops--or tak 
sightseeing cruise on the Bay or the e 
for a tour of Alcatraz Island. 

The Muni system: Ride the famous sa 
Francisco cable cars (a National His n 
Landmark with a Cable Car Barn Museu111)--or 
the street cars, the buses or BART (Bay 
Area Rapid Transit). BART represents 
the latest in computer-operated transport 
including the longest underwater tunnel ;~ 
the world, connecting San Francisco and 
Oakland under the Bay. {Ride near the 
front of the train to watch the accel 
recorded on the digital speedometer. 
Special tourist deal: Between 9:00a.m. 
and 3:30 p.m •• $1.00 roundtrip over whole 
system without getting off.) 

conservatory Theater (ACT}, the 
and other entertainment--con
films, lectures, shows and exhi

al interest. There are 
ild~~~=~'-j;~'"f.~~~cacross the or 

san Francisco 
dancing as well a.:..:.s~a~zz:..:,=ro::.ck •n• 
traza rock, mainstream boogie and 

entertainers. The Fairmont, Mark 
Hilton. St. Francis and Hyatt 
11 feature skyline bars, some 
• which provide splendid panoramic 

city at night. See the vistas 
Coit Tower, Twin Peaks. the~e 

of Honour (a major art museum). 
ta Point at the north end of 

Gate Bridge. 

street vendors: Even though it's off
--ror them. you'll find many street 

selling their wares on the sidewalk 
~rcadero Plaza near the Hyatt Regency. 
fishennan •s Wharf. and on Telegraph 

in nearby Berkeley. 

There's a 49 Mile Scenic Drive for 
which distinctive signs are posted throug~ there are two 
out the city. Maps are available and auto .,.,tl~t:u es, each of which now 
taped-tours can be rented. of interesting shops: 

•::::..:::~~-{once Del Monte's) and Ghirardelli 
Dining Out in San Francisco a chocolate factory). There's 

in the Square showing The San 
The city is rich in ethnic restaurants,·~~~~~~~~multi-media trip 

coffee houses, and fascinating food markets sco s history, featuring 
which feature the groceries, meats and quake). Nearby are two big import 
baked goods dear to specific cultures. A The Akron (a discount import shop) 
1 is t samp 1 i ng favorite res tau rants among Cost Plus Im~rts (two huge warehouses 
the range of possibilities will be avail- ~d$ from Afrtca, the Orient and other 
able to registrants at the meeting; in wtic lands). Both are great for browsing 
addition to the expected ethnic cuisines •Hor inexpensive and unusual items. 
found in any big city some specialties to 
look forward to in San Francisco include 
Basque, Cuban and West Indian, Filipino, 
Greek, Hungarian. Indian, Indonesian, 
Korean, Mexican, Middle Eastern, Russian, 
Scandinavian, Thai. and Vietnamese. In a111 
event. plan to sample the local Dungen~s 
crab, Pacific abalone, and the famous San 
Francisco sourdough bread. 

Entertainment 

~ntown: Union Square and Maiden 
hops with high fashion, fine jewelry 

fts. galleries {e.g. Gump•s. I. 
's, Abercrombie-Fitch, Shreve's, 

of Copenhagen. etc.). 
The San Francisco Opera season is over 

in December and the regular Ballet seasoo 
hasn't yet begun. Fortunately, however. 
there will be the traditional holiday 
ballet performances of The Nutcracker Sui!! 
as well as regular performances of the San 
Francisco Symphony, productions by San 
Francisco's famous repertory company, the 

Along the Embarcadero and Bay water-
~: There's the historic Ferry Building, 
~ ocean liners berthed at Pier 35, two 

c shops at Pier 43: The Balclutha 
restored windjammar) and a replica of Sir 
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Francis Drake's The Golden Hinde which landed 
near The Golden Gate in 1579, then there's 
the Maritime Museum, including the Hyde 
Street Pier restored as a turn-of-the-century 
wharf. Nearby you'll find San Francisco's 
unique and delightful Wine Museum. 

Near the Marina: There's the Palace of 
Fine Arts {a restored Panama-Pacific Expo
sition building designed by Maybeck) which 
now houses the Exploratorium, a museum 
for sensory exploration in science and 
technology, 

In Golden Gate Park: You'll find the 
California Academy of Sciences, including 
the Aquarium and the Planetarium--also the 
Aboretum. the Conservatory, and the 
Botanical Gardens. There, too, is the 
deYoung Museum and the Brundage Collection 
of Asian Art, also the Japanese Tea House 
and miniature gardens dating from the 1894 
Exhibition. 

Along the Pacific Coast: There's 
Fleishhacker Zoo. Cliff House, Seal Rock and 
Bird Rock. Most of the year, and especially 
in winter, sea lions inhabit the rocks and 
islands off the Coast--since 1887 they have 
been legal residents of the City. The grey 
whales, in winter migration southward, pass 
close to shore and can be glimpsed from 
shore observation points. Seventeen miles 
to the north, across the Golden Gate Bridge 
is Muir Woods National Monument, the closest 
stand of California's magnificent redwood 
trees. 

. ~lsewhere in the city: There's 
M1ss1on Dolores, established in 1776, the 
northernmost of the famous California 
missions along the trail of the Spanish 
padres. El Camino Real; there's Lombard 
Street "the crookedest street in the world" 
with eight terraced switchbacks on a 40° 
slope; there's Octagonal House; there's the 
Golden Gate Produce Market where restaurants 
open at 2 a.m.--and more, much more. 

For up-to-date information about events 
scheduled for December in San Francisco, 
consult The Bay Guardian or the Sunday 
Chronicle-Examiner {pink section). 
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General Information 

Bayview Room (A; B) . ................. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .... Street 
Board Room ................. . ........... . .. . .. · . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . .. Intermediate 
Embarcadero Room (A; B; C; D) ................. . .. .. · · · · · . · · · · · · · · · .. Intermediate 
Golden Gateway Ballroom (A; B) ... . . .. ..... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ..... Street 
Pacific Room (Exhibit Hall) ......... . ........ . ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .... Ground 
Regency Room . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . Intermediate 
San Francisco Room (A; B) ....... . ........ . . . ........ · · · · . ..... . · .... Intermediate 
Seacliff ...... . ............... . · ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. Street 

Registration, Job Placement, LSA Book Exhibit 

Registration for the 1975 LSA Annual Meeting will be conducted in the Golden Gateway Ballroom 
The Job Placement center will be located in the Pacific Room. Golden Gateway B will contain the 
Book Exhibit. 

Sat: 

Sun: 

Mon: 

Tues: 

Sat: 

Sun: 

Mon: 

Tues: 

Placement Registration 
11:00 a.m.-2:30 p.m. 10;00 a.m.-3:00p.m. 

5:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m. 
8:00 a.m.-4:00p.m. 8:30 a.m.-6:00p.m. 

8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. 8:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m. 

Closed 9:00 a.m.-Noon 

Special Interest Highlights 

LSA Executive Committee 
Bilingual Symposium 
Cash Bar 

Past Presidents Breakfast 
Cash Bar 

California Wine & Cheese Party 
($3.00 per person. Purchase tickets at 
Registration Desk.) 
Symposium on Experimental Linguistics 

LSA Business Meeting• 
Presidential Address: The Pertinence of 
Peirce to Unguistics 

9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
2~5 p.m. 
8-10 p.m. 

8-10 a.m. 
5:30-7:30 p.m. 

5:30-7 p.m. 

8-11 p.m. 

8:30- 11 a.m. 
11 a.m.-Noon 

10:00 a.m.-2:00 
3:30 p.m.-6!00 

10:00 a.m.-2:00 
3:30 p.m.-5:30 
8:00 a.m.-Noon 

Board Room 
Golden Gateway A 
Ballroom Foyer 

Regency Room 
Ballroom Foyer 

Embarcadero A., B 

•LsA Resolutions Committee: Dwight Bolinger, Chmn., Kostas Kazazis, and Robin Lakoff. 

Psyc:ho ~ 

r.nguustin · 
Neuro· 

Reg1 strat•on 

Job Placement 
LSA Book Exh•bit 

LSA Execut1ve Committee 
B1lmguao Symposium 
Cash Bar 

Bilingualism 
S•vill•· 
T roi/1(• 

History of 
Linguistics 
M11/kiel 

Golden Gateway Foyer 

Pac1fic 
Golden Gateway B 

Board Room 
Golden Gateway A 
Golden Gateway Foyer 

Phonology
Romance 
Sch11nt1 

SocioM 
linguis tics 
Discourse 
Shuy 



2-5 p.rn. 
Golden Gateway A 
BIDnguel S,rnposlurn (Sponsored by NIE) 
Chair: Roger Shuy 

Saturday, December 27 
AFTERNOON 

1:00 Rudolph C. Trollte, CAL & Sarita Schotta. NIE; Opening Remarks. 1:45 Deborah Keller-Cohen, U Michigan; Synthesis of Research in Language Acquisition. Disc: Theresa Chen, 
SFSU & Barnard Spo/slty. UNM. 2:45 Bruce Fraser, Boston U; Synthesis of Research in Developmental Psycholinguistics and Language Proficiency Assessment. Disc: George 
Blanco, UT -Austin & Ricardo Cornejo, UCLA. 3:45 Break. 4:15 Harry Whitaker, U Rochester; Synthesis of Research in Neuro1inguistics. Disc: William Dingwall, U Maryland. 5:15 
Roger Shuy, CAL & Georgetown U; Summation. 8:00 Cash Bar (Ballroom Foyer!. 

1 
Bilingual Symposium-Golden Gateway A 
Chair: Dell Hymes 

9:00 Arnold Zwicky. Ohio St U; Syntax. Disc: 
Gustavo Gonzalez, UC·Santa Barbara & 
Rosaura Sanchez. UCLA 

10:00 Break 
10:30 John Lawler, U Michigan: Semantics. 

Disc: (Forthcoming.) 

11:30 Charles Pyle, U Michigan: Pragmatics. 
Disc: Lily Wong Fillmore. UC- Berkeley & 
Richard Cerbatos, SF Unified Schl Dist 

4 
Synla• !-Embarcadero A, B 
Chair: Adrian Akrnajian 

9:00 W11son Gray. MIT; Relative/Correlative Deletion 
in Gothic 

9:30 Joan Birch. U Montana: Cqnstrainrs on 
PrenomtnaJ Re~afvfzat1on 

10:00 Leonard M. Fa tz. UCLA; Natural Syntactic Rules: 
The Two Refle)(!Ves i n Dutc-h 

10.30 Jeanette K Gundel . Ohio St U On the Source 
of It '" Clelt Sentences 

11 00 Julia Hersc~ensohn , Middlebury C , An 
~nterpretive Approach to Inalienable Possess•on 
in French 

11:30 Victor A Friedman. UNC: Structural 
and Generative Approaches to an Ana•ysis of the 
MaeedonJan Ptetel"lte 

1 
Bilingual Sympo,Pum-Golden Gatewa, A 
Chair· Rudolph C. Trolke 

2:00 Ralph Fasold, Georgetown U: Social n
guistics. Disc. Will1am MJan, Teachers C , 
Columbia U & Mark Lohman, NIE 

3:00 Break 

3:30 Joel Sherzer. U Texas-Austin: Ethnography of 
Communication. Disc: Lucia Ellas-Otlvares, 
Pan American U & Mar jorle Martus, Ford Fdn 

4:30 Gtyn Lewis. Wa'es. UK; International View 
of Bilingual Education 

5:10 Rudolph C. Troike, CAL; Summation 

4 
Synla• It-Embarcadero A, 8 
Chair: Joseph Greenberg 

2:00 Tom Hester . U Texas-Austin: Against 
Equ•- NP-Deletton as a Test lor SubteCt•OI n 
Basque 

2 30 EllenS Kaufman. UNM; Unbounded Movement 
Rules: Evidence from Navajo 

3:00 Alice C. Harris, Harvard : Is Georgian Ergative? 

3:30 Break 

4:00 Laurence R. Horn, Yale; On Preventing 
CAUSE+ NOT 

4:30 David E. Johnson, IBM Research: Ergativity 
in Univer sal Grammar 

5:00 Fred R. Eckman. U Wisconsin: On 
Explaining Some Typological 
Facts about Raising 

2 

Sunday, December 28 
MORNING 

Styllsllcs-San Francisco A 
Chaor James Hoard 

9:00 Richard Tow. SUC New York , Bulfalo. 
The Fourteenth Cen1ury All terative Lme A 
Metrical Descnption 

9:30 Daniel L Greenblatt, U M·ssour; Variable 
Rules and Generative Metrics 

10:00 Break 

10:30 Ted Gundel. Oh·o Si ll: On t~e Sign·ltcance 
of Semantic Models for Sty li~fc Analysis 

11:00 George Di lon, ndiana & Purdue U, Perceiving 
Grammatical Relations in Paradise Lost 1 

11:30 Patricia M. Wolle. U Cal-Berkeley and Jane 
Flick. U BC. Canada: Language Varation in 
Humphry Clin~er 

5 
Metalheory-Embarcadero C, D 
Chair: Tatmy Gtv6n 

9:00 

9:30 

H):OO 

10 30 

11 00 

11•30 

2 

M. Carmen Lozano Rusu, Indiana U. 
On Dellmitmg Phono1og1cal Vanation 

Donald G Churma Ohio Sl U . Bayes' Theorem. 
Sub~ective Probab1hties and Ungu1shc 
Argurnenlat1on or How to Argue Conv1nc1ngly 
without Convtncing Anyone 

Jon 0 Ringen. Indiana U-So Bend Linguistic 
Fntu t10n and Introspective 'Observalion' 

Break 

0 Terence Langendoen, CUNY Grad Ctr: 
Properties or Infinite, bul Ffnitely 
Schematizable Grammars 
Robert l. Brown, Jr. and Martin Slei nmann. U 
M4nnesota; 'Text Grammars' and the 
Umils of Gtammars 

·-

Sunday. December 28 
AFTERNOON 

Psychollnguiotlca-Language Acquisition-San Francisco A 
Chair Charles Ferguson 

2:00 Ronme W1lbur. Boston U, Issues il'l lite 
Acquisition of Phonology 

2·30 Robert B. Shilkret. Mar~an Viets. Mt Holyoke C and 
Morton Wiener. Clark C: Effects of Redundancy 
and tn tonationat Stres~ in Fa, i litating o.;tdren·s 
Compfehension of Temporally- ordered Events 

Break 
1 2 45 

3 30 Thomas E. Armbru$ter. 1,1 Cal-I rvine. How 

I 
I 

4 00 

4 30 

s·oo 

5 

to nfluence Responses to · rs Kathy Easy Tg See?' 

Thomas Bye. UCLA: Some Consequences of 
Presupposit on Fa=-ture ·n the 
Dtscourse of Children 

Laurence B. Leonard, Mempht~ St U. 
Single-word Utterances Before and After the 
Acquisition of Syntax 

Dons A. Allen. Albert Einstein C Med: ·s peaKer 
Desires x·: A Child s Proposition 

Indo-European It - Embarcadero C. D 
Cha" Calvert Watkins 

2 00 Stephanie Jamison. UNC: Vedic Evidence for 
the Function of the PiE ·o-grade ·.eyeti 
Formation 

2:30 Jay H . Jasa neff Harvard: Greek 
amphll Latin amt:>o. and Re ated Forms 

3 :00 Ernst Pulgram. U MtCh1gan: ndo 
European Passive Parad•gms Detects 
and Repairs 

3 30 Break 

4:00 Morris Halle and Paul Ktparsky. MIT. Towards a 
Reconstruc tion of the 1 E Accent Sys tem 

4•30 Jurgen Klausenburger, U Was~~ngton. Nasal 
lnfbcation in Latin. Demorpholog1zat•on 

5:00 Robert J. Jeffers Ohio St U. Old lnsh Verbal 
nouns 

3 
Phonology·Phonellco-San Francisco B 
Chair: Wt11 Leben 

9 00 John T Jensen U Colorado. Accent on 
Swed sh Prosodic or Segmenta~? 

9 30 S Robert Greenberg. UCLA. Where Does 
Intonation Come From? 

10.00 Break 

10.30 C~ar1es N Li. U Cai· Santa Barbara and 
Sandra A Thompson. UCLA Tone Percep110n 
and Product1on Ev dence from Tone 
Acqu sit10n 

11:00 Peter Reimold. Cotumbta U . A CritiQue of 
·Acoustic Assimilalion' 

1 t:30 Wil iam M, Christie. Jr. U Arizona: 
Some Multiple Cues for Juncture tn Eng sh 

& 
Indo-European 1-SeaciiH 
C~a·r· Madtson Beeler 

9 00 Sara Garnes Oh1o Sl U & De no son U . The Nordic 
Ouanlily Shilt. Quantity vs Quality 

9 30 D•eter Wanner. U IUmo1s 
Reconstruction or a Lost Rule 

10 00 HOskuldur ThrAinsson, Harvard, Notes on 
Analogical Change !Withdrawn) 

10.30 Break 

11'00 Ellen M. Kaisse. Harvard: A Mer- or Less-
Pheme: A Case of DelelCfCalizaHon io Modern 
Greek 

11:30 Nancy Sten,on. U Cal-San o;ego: The Status 
of fr'fSh Pr"everbat Particles 

3 
Semantics 1- San Francisco B 
Cha• r Edwatd Keenan 

2 .00 Davtd R Dowly. Oh10 St U The Mon1ague
Aiduk ewtcz System ol SynlaCitCO-
SemantJt Categor~e• a• a linguisttc Theory of 
SyntactiC Category and Grammatical Relal on 

2.30 Laun Karttunen, U Texas Aust•n Syntax and 
Semantics of Ouest' ons 

3:00 Robin Cooper. u Te.as Austtn: A Montague 
Semantics lor Hill te Relahves 

3:30 O>oon-kyu Oh. U Kansa$: A Re-analysi~ of 
Present Perf eel Tense in Montague Grammar 

4:00 BreaK 

4 .30 Kathleen Dahlgren. UCLA. 
Reh .. rent1al Semanf cs 

5 .00 Geoflrey Nunberg. Hunter C. CUNY: 

8 

Lexical Ambiguity or Referential 
I ndeler mi nacy'? 

Native American Languages 1-SeaciiH 
Chai r: Mary R . Haas 

2 00 Mad· sonS. Beeler and Kathryn A. K'ar . U Cai
Ber~eley: Interior Chumash 

2:30 " ud e Ma•well. PLFM . Proxy: V'lma 
McComsey· San Mateo Chu j : A VOS Language 
That s Pa1d the Pr~ce 

3·00 Mary Le Cron Foster . CaJ St U -Hayward; 
Concord •n Tarascan Shape Grammar 

3 :30 Break 

4 .00 Margaret Langdon. U Cal-San Diego 
and Pamela Munro. UCLA. Subject and 
!Switelll Relerence '" Yuman 

4 30 Pamela Munro. UCLA; Com tative Conjunctton· A 
Syntacl c ReinterpretatiOn In Yuman 

5 00 Larry Gorbet. UNM. The Poor get 
Poorer A t=unctional AnalySts of D1egueno Case 
Hierarchies 

) 



1 
SJnlll• Ill-Golden Gale••J A 
Chaor Terence Langendoen 

\!:00 Lyle Jenkons I nst Sprachwossenschall 
The Linear Cycle in English Synta• 

9·30 Robert Freidon Purdue U; ArguonQ lor the 
Syntactoc Cycle 

tO 00 Davod l.!ghlfoot, McG ill U , Traces and 
Tw ce- moved NPs 

tO· 30 Jorge Hankamer Harvard An 
Explanatoon lor the Sententoal SubJect Constraint 

tt 00 Adr;an Akma1oan and Adroenne Lehrer , U 
Arotona : N P-•ke Quantifiers and the Prl>b.em o f 
Determon•ng I he Head ol an NP 

tt 30 Gloroa Sheontu ck , U lllinoos On the 
Gradat on of Grammatocal Rel*l *>$ 

4 
History ol Ungulsllcs-Embarcadero A, B 
Chaor : Yakov Malkiel 

t O 00 w , Keoth Perc-vat . U Kansas. PhOnel oC:$ .,., t ~e 
Moddle Ages 

10 30 Alan M Perlman. Wayne St U Samuel Greene 
F;rst Transrormahonallst? 

1l :00 Glendon F Drake .. San Otego 51 U 
The Source of American L ngulstlc Prescr1 pllvlsm 

AThousend 

T. Lamen<Jetta. 
Umble Sy-stem in Human Commu~cation 

2:30 Susan Curtiss. VIctoria Fromk!n, Ricl>ard A. 
Harshman. UCLA and Stephen D. Krashen 
U 5o Cal; Language Development in the M 1nor 
( Roghtl Hemosphere 

3 DO Break 

3 30 Lynn A Froedman. U Cal Berkeley . 
T~e Manifestafon of Subjec t and Object 
1 n American Sign Language 

4 :00 Charlotte Baker. U Cal-Berkeley. Regulators 
and Turn-takong in American Sign Language 
Discourse 

4:30 James C. Woodward. Jr. and Susan DeSantis. 
Gallaudet C: Two-to-ontt It Happens 

5:00 

Semantics 11-Reeency Room 
Chair : 

2:00 Pamela Downing. 
Pragrnarc Constraints on Nominal 
Compounding in English 

2:30 Mark Aronolf. SUN Y- Stony Brook; 
Possible Words 

3:00 Break 
3:30 Robert L Allen and Ctolford Alden Hill, 

Columbia U: Markttd and Unmarked Systems for 
Orienting Linguistic Representation of 
Obtecls and Events in Relation to the 
Spatoo- lemporal Center of 
the Language User 

4 :00 Chet A Creoder. U Western Ontaroo ; 
Thematization and Word Order 

4 30 Beatriz R Lavandera. Johns Hopko ns: The Role 
of Linguist c Structure in Sociolinguistic 
Anatysos Spanish Si-c Ia uses 

8-11 p.m. 
Gold•n GalewaJ A, 8 

Monday, December 29 
MORNING 

PaJchollngulsllcs-Neurollngulsllcs- S.n Francisco A 
Char v~ctona Fromk;n 

9 00 Harvey Rosenbaum and Kong-On K•m , SW Reg 
Lab Some Limns on Human Processing · Self
embeddong and Backward Relerenc e 

9 30 John J Ohata . U Cal-Berkeley and Man1arl 
Ohala San Jose St U; Testing Hypotheses 
Regarding the Psychological Manifestations ol 
Morpheme Structure Cond tions 

10 00 Break 

tO 30 Sharon Sabsay, UCLA & Neuropsychiatr~ lnst· 
Communicative Competence in the Severely 
Retarded: Some Evidence from the 
Conversational lnteractoon of Down·s Synd rome 
(Mongoloid) Adults 

tt :00 Lynn Waterhouse and Deborah Fein . Trenton St 
C ; Language Behavior in Autistic and 
Schizophrenic Children 

tt .30 Ro5a M. Needleman and Date E. Elliott. Cat St 
C-Dominguez H'l ls: Hypertexia and the Relation 
between Speech and Wrtl ng 

s 
Phonology-Romance-Embarcadero C, D 
Cha r Sanford Schane 

9 00 Rob 1n 8 White. U Texas-Austi n. A 
Re~examJnaLon of Local Ordenng in Faroe!l!e 

9 ·3(1 Kong-On Kim. SW Reg Lab; Sound 
Symbol~m on Korean 

!1:45 Break 

10 30 Londa Norman , l ndoana U and Gerald 
Sander-s., U lJIInnesota. Vocate. Variations 1n 
Spanish Verbs 

t1 .00 Marta Lujan, U Texas-Austin .. Aeffexove 
lnchoatives In Spanish 

t1 30 

Nonprimary Stress and the 

2:30 Ivan A, Sag , MIT; Grassmann's Law: Unsafe at 
Any Speed 

3 00 Break 

3 30 Wolloam R Leben and Orrin W. Robinson, Ill. 
Stanford U: Upside-down Phonology 

4:00 David Michaels. U Connecticut; A 
Problem in Phonolog oca l Alternation 

4:30 Wayne O'Neil and Paul Koparsky, MIT; Vowel 
Metathesis in Old English Phonology; An Artifact 

5:00 Michael s. Flier. UCLA: O<l a Canonical of 
Absolute N eutraJ zal.iOn 

Hlslorlcal SJnlax-Embarcadero, C, D 
Chair: Patricia Wo~fe 

2:00 Michael Canale. McGoll U. Word Order 
Focus on Verb and Object 

2:30 Joan Casper Kahr . Stanlord' & Harvard; 
Adpositions and Locatoonals: Typology 
and Diachronic Development 

3:00 Alan Timberlake. UClA: The History of 
Subject-to-Object Raisong on Finnish 

3:30 Break 

4 00 Ruth Armentrout , Penn StU· 
Correlatoves and Relatives in Old Enghsh and 
Modern English 

4 30 Joseph E. Fischgrund. Brown U : The 
History of Tag-ques tions in English 

5 :00 Molton C Butlttr. U Te•as.Austin: Midd.e English 
•mpersona1 Construct1ons and the Not1on 
·subject of a Sentttnce· 

Blllnguallsm-S.n Francisco 8 
Chaor ; Muriel Saville-Troike 

9 ·00 Al lison Edwards and Marhn J Dov ak. UNM. 
L1nguJst1C Constra nts on Vanation •n 
Chicano Eng osh 

9·30 Carol W Pfaff, U Texas-Auston, Syntactoc 
Conslraints on Code .. switctltng: A Ouanli tative 
Study of Spanish/ English 

tO:OO Break 

t0:30 Alan Hudson. UNM; v·dd.sh and Hebrew as 
Elements in the Ethnic Identity of American Jews 

tt·OO Peter C Uncoln. U Hawaii: 
Acknowledging Dual-lingualism 

tt :30 Jackson T. Gandour. UCLA: 'Counterfeit 
Speech· among Sout~ern Thai Bidialecla s 

8 
Sociolinguistics-Dlscourse- Seacllff 
Chair: Roger Shuy 

9:00 Brian F Head. U Campinas· 
Sociolonguostoc Differences between Geograph oc 
Variehes of Brazitian Pori uguese 

9 30 Vera M Henzl. Stanford Functional Var ab' 'IY 
in American Czech 

t 0 00 Carol Myers Scotton. Yale and 
William Ury, Harva rd, Bolingua Slrategoes The 
Socoal Functions ol Code-sw.fching 

10:30 Break 

11 .00 Richard R. Hurllg, ETS The Validity of Clausal 
Process1ng Strafeg 'es at the Discourse Lewe( 

Sus.n F Schmer"no U TeKal Austin· 
Synonymy Judgments as Syntactic E\lidence 

2·30 Elyse Piqueue. McGill & Montreat U: 
How Syntax can Confirm Semantics: The Case 
o1 French Time AOverbials 

3.00 Adrian Akmajian , U Arizona: Tile Deep Structure 
of Perception Verb Complements and 
the Inadequacy of Paraphrase Arguments in 
Syntax 

3 :30 Break 

4 :00 Ar ce F. Freed, Montclair St C & U Penn: An 
Event Analysis of A~pectual Complement 
Structures 

4:30 Ahce Davoson , SU NY-Stony Brook; C la usal 
Connections and Reason Adverbials 

S·OO John Hinds and Wa ko Tawa. U Hawa'i ; Condi tions 

e 
on 

Muroel Savolle-Trooke , Georgetown U; Sapir s 
Athabaskan Correspondences: 
Variable Data and Phonetic Law 

2 :30 Ray Freeze. U Utah: Hopi Internal 
Reconslruclion and Surlace Phonetic Constraints 

3 00 Rochard A. Demers. U Arzona and George M. 
Horn. Fulbright Exchange Prof . Poland: Stress 
Assignment and Morphological Structure in 
Squamosh 

3:30 Break 

4:00 Frances Karttunen, U Texas- Austin and 
James Lockhart, UC LA. Spanish 
Contact Phenomena in Nahuatl 

4 :30 Mary V . Krout. U Alaska· Koyukon Alhapaskan 
Classifier Occ urrence: A Semanlical.y·based 
Model 

s·oo Donald E. Crook. U Ca 1-San Diego· The Serrano 
Absolutive: Makong the Most of Your 

Sympoalum on Ellperimental Unguisllcs 
Chair: Sidney Greenbaum 
1:00: Patrick Suppes. Stanford; Empirical Linguistics and the Semantics of Children's Speech. 11:00: Stanley Legum. SWRL; Some Child Language and Socoolo nguostic Constrao nts on Lin
guistic Metatheory. t :30: Walt Wolfram, Federal City C & CAL. Rosa Montes. Georgetown U & CAL. and Peg Gr iffin, CAL & USC; Extending a Corpus Language Games for Anatyzong 
Pragmatics. 10:00: Robert Berdan. SWRL. Thtt Ideal Speech Community in Empirocal Linguistic Research. 10:30: Guy Carden. Yale & MIT; Summatoon 
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1:30-11 a.m. 
LSA Bualneu Meeting-GOlden Gatewar A 
Cha~r Thomas A. Sebeok 

Tuesday, December 30 
MORNING 

Resolutions Committee: Dwight Bolinger, Chairman. Kostas Kazaz1s, and Rabon Lakofl 

The followmg rues for mot ons and resolution 'Iii were prepared by Will1am J . Gedney anCI lise Leh•ste and approved by the Execut•ve Comm•ltee at 
's June 1973 meeting LSA members are urged to tollow the .e ground rules :n order to have their motions and resolutions consu:lered at the Business 
Meeting. 

Members wishing to propose mot•ons under 2d (below! should inirate s.lch a.etions through the e~~.ecucive Committee prior to the Business Meet•ng. 
Th•s may be accomp~ shed by send ng mot•ons to the LSA Secretariat 1or inctus•on on the Execultve Commillee agenda. pt10r to 1he 30 December 
1975 meeting. 

Resoh.Jtions may be nlfoduced by conlac,ing any ot the abo've member'S ol rhe Resolu11ons Commeuee pnor to lhe Buseness Meeting . 

RULES FOR MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 
Ground Rules lor Motions and Resotu11ons 

1. Definitions A mosion ' s any prOPOSition callmg lor action whelher by an ofhcet of the Societv. the Executive Committee. ex the membership. 

A resolulion expresse' the opinton or tee eng c l a g~ot.Jp. Res~ution,. are ot two kinds: a1 resolut ons expressu-.g ·-the sen o;.e ot the maiotity ot the 
meeting,·· and b • reso ulions expressing " the sense ot the majorily oil he membership." 

2 . Procedure regardmg motions 2 .a Motions are en order only a1 I he duly constituted annual bus•ness meet ng. Vo1ing is restricted to members of 
lt'le Sociely. MotiOI'\S may be inet•ated by the Executive Committee or hom the floor. 

2.b. Mot otb tn·rated by the Exe;,;utive Comm!Hee requ~re tor lheH passage a majOtUy vote ot members vot ng at ~he meettng. 

2 . .:. Mo~ ons itul a1ed hom the fluor. d they receive affrmahve vote or a maJority ot members vot1ng at the meeting. are then to be subm•ned by the 
Execu11ve Comm llee to a mall ballot ol I he memt>ershtp of lhe Soc1e1y 1n the Mxl iS>ue ot lhe LSA BULLETIN. Passage requires a majority (over 
50%) of the individual membership. 

2.<1. II a member w 'shes to inrroduce a mot10n but prefers to avoid the delay ·nvolved tn 2.c.. above. he may subm1t his molion n advance 10 the 
Execu1ive Comm1ttee tbetore 1he~r regula, mee11ng precedeng the bus"ne~!J mee11ng at which the motion is to be inrroducedJ with a request that the 
Executive Commiuee. by majority vote ol th~ Commiuee. approve the •ntrod'-Ct1on ol the mo11on at the business meetmg as a motion •nttlated by 
lhe E•eculive Commiuee 1see 2.1>. above). · 

3. Procedure regarding resolutions . 
3 a Resolutions may be introduced at the annual bvsmess meeting or at any special meeting of the Soc1ety. such as the summer meeting. 

3.b. A Resolutions Commiuee consist1ng of three members will be appomted by the Pres1den1 prior 10 the beginn .ng of each regular or special 
meeting. Any member wishing 10 introduce a res~uuon must submit ., ·n advance to lhe Resolutions Committee. which, 1n add11;on to "li lradillonal 
duty of fo,mulating resolu t•on s ol thanks and the like. will have the duty to make sure that lhe tanguage ·s Clear. and thai duPiicafon is 
avo'ded. The Resolutions Commiuee may mee1 in a elvance ror thi'! purpose Ot' may if necessary rettre 10 caucus dunng the course of the meeting. 

3 c . A Resoluhon exptessmg the sense ot the maionty of I he meeling requires for its passage 1he att.rmat1ve vote of a majorily of the members 
voting at the mee11ng. 

3 d I at leasl ten members pr~sent al the meet1ng so Oesere. a resolut1on may be broadened 10 express. ""the \ 8nse of the maiOti ly ol the member· 
sh p regardless ot whelher or not 11 hU pau ed the procedure in 3.c. above. by the follow·ng steps: The resolut1on ·s forwarded to the Execulive 
Commntee for subm1ssion to the membe,<h p by ma1l ballot r;n the neJCt issue of the LSA B ULLETtN). Passage of svch a "sense of the matOt'ity ot 
the members.h p" resolulton requires the aft rmatJVe vole Cover 50 iltf of the membershep respondtng 

1 1 :00 ..,.oostdenllal Addr"a: T"- Pertrnence ol Peircfl to LlngiJ/$1/cs 
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Tuaada~. D e c e mbe l' 30 
AFTERNOON 

-~. 

3 
Srnt••·Semanllca 11-Gotden Galew•r A 
Cha r Dwight Bol:nger 

Experimental Pllonetlco- San Fr•ncloco A 
Chair John Ohala 

Srntax IY- San Franclaco 8 
Chaor James McCawley 

2 00 Guy Carden. Yale & M T. Appositive Relat ive! 
and Singular 0 .Jantf ers. 

2 30 Samuel Epstein u Cat-San Diego A Pragmatic 
Accounl o! the Nega11ve Transpor1at10n 
Phenomenon 

3 00 Frank Roberts Brandon. Centro 
Unificado Professional & Fed U R-o de 
Janeiro Quantification. Negation. a nd the 
Semantec salat•on of Sentenc e 

3·30 Etizat>eth M Riddle. U IUino1s, A New look at SOT 

4 .00 Break 

4 30 Robert Helzron. U Cal-Santa Barbara 
The Evi<lence for Deleted Ouotahve Frame·clauses 

5 00 James T Heringer U So Cat; ndirect Acts and 
Pre-acts 

4 
Hlatorlca1 Ungulsllcs-Embarcadero A, B 
Chair Ernst Pulgram 

2·00 Sarah Grey Thomason. U Pillsburgh 
Grammatical Change in Progress Messy Grammar 

2·30 Oanoel A Dinnsen. lnd1ana U and Andreas 
Koutsoudas. U W1scons•n. On the Exptana11on ol 
Rule Reordering 

3·00 Break 

3·30 Benjamin K T'sou U Cai ·San Diego: 
Unid·rectional Change in Natural Synta• 

4:00 Anthony J. Narc. u Fe<l Rio de Janeiro & PoniTc·a 
U Catotica Rio de Janeiro and Miriam Lemle, U Fed 
Rio de Janeiro: Variation and the Synchronic/ 
Diachronic Dichotomy 

4 30 Dennis E. Baron. U Jllinoos.Urbana. 
I nam but tied· Lex1caJ Change 1n Present-day 
English 

5 00 William H Jacobsen. Jr . U Nevada. Hisl orical 
Implications ot the Western Basque Tonal Accent 

2.00 M F. Dorman, Lehman C & Hask1ns Labs, 
A M Liberman. Haskins Labs and Lawrence J. 
Raphael. Lehman C: Silence as a Cue to the 
Perception of Stop Sequences 

2 30 Donna Erickson. Haskins Labs & U Connecticut: A 
Laryngeal Description of Thai Tones 

3:00 Jean·Marie Hombert, UCLA: Development ot 
Tones from Vowel Height 

3 30 Break 

4 15 Edward T. Purcell. U So Cal; Pitch Peak Locat•on 
and the Perception ot Serbo·Croatian Word Tone 

4 30 Terran~e M . Nearey. U Connect:.CUI : 
Arguments for Ac ousteea·Jty .or ented f:'eatures for 
Vowels 

5 00 Wilham G. Ewan U Cal· Berkeley· The Linguistic
phonetic Basis tor the Intrinsic Pitch for Vowels 

5 
unguage Pedagogr- Embarc•dero C, D 
Chair Wall Wolfram 

2·00 Harvey A. Daniels. Rosary C: Robert GundlaCh 
and Rae Moses. NOfthwestern: What Tea-Chers 
Believe: An Histor•ca11nvestloation ol 
Language Attitudes and the Implications tor 
Bidia~eclaltsm in the Schools 

2 30 Marc L. Schnitzer. Penn St U: Another 
Look at Generative Spelling: 0Janlit~ live Rewtt 

3 00 Break 

3 30 Stephen D. Krashen. U So Ca : A Mooel o f 
Adult Second Language Perfornnanee 

4 :00 Suzette Haden Etgon. San Diego Sl U The 
Pedagog1cal Case tor Case 

4 30 J Ronayne Cowan. U llhno1s. Reading. 
Perceptual Strategies and Contrast ve Analysts 

2 00 John Y Hou, U So Cal. 
Nominal Modi fiers in Mandarin Chinese 

2:30 Shigeo Tonoike. U Hawaii: Case Ordering 
Hypothesis 

3:00 Noriko A. McCawley. U Chicago: 
Ae·eKaminalion of Relalivization in Japanese 

3:30 Taro Kageyama. U So Cat· Sentence 
Accessibility 

4.00 Break 

4:30 Kashi Wah. Syracuse U. Proxy: Erzabeth Riddle; 
Two Marath" Rellexives and Their mpi:.Cation l or 
Causative Sir ucture 

S·OO Anuradha Saksena, UCLA· A Surface Structure 
Constra1nt in H1ndi 

e 
ACL S.Uion-S.aclllf 
Chair: 

2:00 Robert Smith and Lee Blaine, Stanford U: Use 
of Natural Language tn Computer Proof Check· 
ing 

2:30 Jonathan Allen, MIT; A Model for Fundamen· 
tat Frequency Based on Commun1cahon 
Function 

3.00 Ralph Weischedel. U Cal- rv1ne; A System for 
Computing PresuppoSit.ons and Entailments 

3 30 G. C Goldbogen Un1on C and E C Chyt1nSk1. 
Ge Co<p: Natura Language AnalySIS n a Func· 
tlon Oroented System 

4 :00 F. Dreizen. Bar-tlan U: Negation. Grammati
cal . Semanticat, and Pragmaticat 

4 :30 Linda Misek. Vassar C: Claim Structure 
Grammar 



STATEMENT FROM THE PROGRAM COMMITTEE 

The abstracts which appear in this Meetinq 

Handbook are photocopies of the originals 

submitted to the LSA Program Committee. 

Infelicities of style, grammar, punctuation 

and spelling are the responsibility of the 

authors . 
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[MON PM: III/ 

tbat at least one or the structures which IIIU8t be assiped to 
ar':rb eam,plements (PVC's) 1 such as that underlined in (la) 1 ia 

sbovn in (lb): 
we sav tbe aoon riSing over tbe llOUDta1n 

--------~VP---------KP. J: t~n =:. ~ri;ps~1~n~;~:e~~r~the~=::ll0Wl=~ta1~n 
, 1 are single IP constituents is shown b;y s;yntaet1c constituent 

tests such as the following: 
a. Wbat ve saw was the aoon rising over the aountain (Pseudo

Clett) 
b. You can see, but J'OU can't bear, tbe 11000 rising o-,er the 

a:nmtain (Right Node RaiSing) 
c. It was tbe moon rising over tbe .auntain that ve sav (Clett) 
4. Tbe aoon rising over tbe IIIOUiltain is a. beautiful si~t to see 

(ObJect Deletion) 
e. fiii""iOoo rising over the IIIOUDt&in bas been witnessed by many a 

toYer here on lover's lane (Paasi-,e) 
to sbOV that PVC's are not sentential liPs, 1. e. that their deep 
is nat ot the general fol'IIIL · gcwe sav NP[s( The moon-be-rising o-,er 

lslHP• First ot all, PVC's never contain overt auxiliary 

or campleaentizers, a tact completely inconsistent with a seaten
Seco~, tbe BP the aoon in sentences such as (la) does not 

an embedded sentential tJ.ubject, but rather behaves like the 
its containing HP. 'l'bis is sbovn first by tbe tact that this BP 
a.ber agreement in the matrix sentence, a phenomenon never exbi
true eabedded subJects: 

The 1100n and Venus rising in Conj11Dction were photographed by 
tbe astronomers at K'i.tt Peak -

b. ct. il'l'bat the Moon and Veaus were rising in conjunction vas 
(*were) surprising -

tbe phrase rising over the mountain in the PVC Wlder consideration 
~~po!led away fraa tbe IP the moon: 

a. 'rbe moon r1s1Dg over tbe aoantain is a beautiful sight 
b. The 1100n 1s a beautitul. sight rising over the JDCNDtain 
or extrapos1t1on is never possible trom within a true ellbedded 

a. That tbe JIIOOD vas risins over the llOWlt&in vas obvious 
'b. *!hat tbe moon vas vas obrtCNS rising oftr the 110UDtain 

ertdence used to arrive at the correct analysis is pureq tOl'll&l. 
"). We consider alternative deep structure analyses tor 

seek to capture paraphrase relations (e. g. We sav the sigl!t ot 
OYer We sav tbe moon while it vas rising over 

ve altenative is emp1rical.l.7 1nadequate. 
arguments troa paraphrase relationships are inappropriate 

-.ctu~at.fl! to establish correct syntactic analyses. 

l 



ADRIAN AKMAJIAN & ADRIENNE LEHRER 

University of Arizona 

NP-lik.e ·Quantifiers and the Problem of Determining the Head of an ~ 

Certain quantifier expressions 1 such as ! number of, ! ~ of', etc 
vhich we call KP-Q's, exhibit significant cbaracteristics of RP status ., 
shown by the following diagnostic criteria: (a) occurrence with an a.rf1~ 
or possessive ('a nQIJI.ber of', 'our p-oup of'), (b) occurrence With adJect 
1 val modi:f'iers (Ta la.r'tfi n\lllber -of'), (c) occurrence in the plural ( • &eft-
groups~ seen'). s bas led certain linguists (e.g. Jackendo:tt (1968zr 
to aDaq&e tbe RP-like quantifiers (NP-Q's) as heads of their containing 
IPs: ...Ja number y/.~ people]ppJMP' and bence""'i'i"Parallel vith RPs such 

as! portrait ~ Jolm (J,.a portrait pp[RP). We Will argue that this aaa1. 

;ysis 1s incorrect for two reasons. First of all, NP-Q's never function aa 
heads of corresponding genitive constructions: 

{1) a portrait of John f+ John's portrait 
(11) a number of people t=-+ * people • s number 

Secondly, NP-Q's do not allow the expected extraposition of the pp 
complement, which 18 normally possible vith. a complement to a head of a KP· 

(111) a n\lllber of pictures of John were taken ....,. - • 
* a number were taken of pictures of John 
a review~!: movie with Marlon Brando was published 1n the 
a review was Pii'bfiShed in the Times of a movie vith Marlon BraDdo 

Even more puzzling is the tact that a type of extrap()sitlOii vbich 18 norDiiiif' 
'banned 18 possible vith RP-Q 18: 

(iv) 

(v) a. a number of pictures of John were taken__,. 
b. a number of pictures weret:&ken of John 

{vi) a. a review of a movie vith Marlon Br'a.ii'iiO'"was published in tbe 
Jfev York Times --& 

b. *a review of a movie was published 1n the New York Times vith 
Marlon Brando --

We sbov that it NP-Q 1 s are not heads of their containing NPs 1 but rather 
SUbordinate to the heads, the facts of (iii)-(vi) are expla.ined (1n a way con
sistent with the NP-cycle hypothesis argued for in Akmajian 1975). 

---RP-
~NP r= -NP-- pictures 

a m.miber of 

This analysis predicts certain facts about number agreement 1 which are 
born out by (vii), where the NP-Q need not agree With the verb. 

(vii) J. box of books were on the table. 
This coul.d never bappen withatrue bead followed by e. PP complement as in: 

(viii) A book about skunks was {*were) on the table. 
A closer look at the various quantifiers shows a gradation ( "squish11

) from 
least NP-llke to most NP-llke, with certain productive devises for turning 
tull NPs into quantifiers, such as ·f'ul, in a roomful of people. The more 
8D MP-Q resembles an independent lexical H ( s~h as 1 a "box'), the more 
likely 1 t is to govern no. agreement (ct. 'a box of books vas on the table', 
but *a number of books!!.! on the table'). This duality is plausible, given 
the gradation mentioned above. 

Alaaajian, A. (1975) ''More Evidence tor an NP Cycle", Linguistic Inquiry, 
6. 115-129 

Jackendott, R.s. (1968) "Quantifiers in Engl.1.sh .. , Foundations of LinguistiS,!, 
4. 422-442 
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Einstein College of Medicine 

tion 

nevelopmental psychol1ngu1sts generally agree that 
· n in the early stages of language developme nt 

use language for the apparent purposes of obt aining 
obJects and of moving adults to perform tasks for 

) 

EVen before single-word commands such as ~· cookie, 
appear, pre-verbal children frequently use a re

nazalized schwa sound (usually accompanied by index 
r pointing) for this "conative" function. (Cf. Jakobson, 

nespite the prominence of imperatives in the pub lished 
language data, there has been a not able lack of 

1minating analysis of these structures. The i mperative 
~utahit ball is not distinguished from t he declarative ill 
~ l l in most grammars of child language si nce children 

ifthis stage of language development regularly omit t he 
Fonominals in both kinds of sentences. Brown (1969) reports 
t~t the imperatives of the c hildren in his longitudinal 
study could not be considered to be transformationally derived 
ln the early stage and imperatives were only marked by such 
words as e;i(e and please in later stages. The grammars of 
~th Bloom 1970) and Schlesinger (1971) also fail to 
differentiate between imperative and declarative forms. 

In the present paper, the author argues for a proposition
al construct analysis of imperatives. In t h is paradigm, 
c~nds are viewed as but one of a number of different 
possible manifestations of the underlying proposition 11 Speaker 
desires X. 11 Data from a 14-month longitudi nal study are used 
~ support the suggestion that such various ly constructed child 
utterances as cookie, want a cookie, I need a cookie, Can I 
have a cookie? • Give me a cookie, You give me a cookie?, 
aoo Let's have a cookie have a propositional synonymy which 
distinguishes them from other types of declarative and i nter
rogative sentences. The data further indicate t hat in the 
expression of "Speaker desires X," the child 1 s rule-governed 
stylistic variation between H·and 2! years of age is as much 
a reflection of her growing social awareness as it is of her 
linguistic competence. 

The view presented here on the basis of empirical data 
Mises serious questions about the viability of the theoreti
cal You will deletion rule for children's imperatives. It 
also offers a simpler explanation for the utterance Ca n I 
Mve a cookie? than that provided by the performat ive 
analysis: I REQUEST YOU TO TELL HE WHETHER YOU PERMIT ME TO 
!lAVE A COOKIE OR NOT. • • • 
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Languages reflect distinct syste-.s for orienting predicated objects .... 
events ln relation to the spatio•temporal center of tbe language user (~ 
ego-htc-~ of Damourette and Pichon, 1911-1940). These systems aay be 
scribed as marked or unmarked according to whether or not they express or 
tation towards the spatio-temporal center of the language user (hereafter 

It appears that, in general, verb systems in Indo-European languages 
press orientation towards £.but those in many African and Asian languages c1o 
not express such orientation. For example, ln an Afro-Asiatic language S~b 
as Hausa the verb system has no formal marker that orients temporally a pred 
cated event (hereafter I) towards ~· Hence the same verb form is used to 
predicate ! as having occurred by some reference point (hereafter !), 
! (which may be expressed adverbially) precedes ~~ 

E 
r-t. 

!. 

coincides with ~~ 
E 

.=,. 
!..£. 

or follows ~~ 

Jha mun dawo. 
'Yesterday we returned.' 

Yanzu mun dawo. 
'Now we have returned. • 

Gobe mun dawo. 
'~rrow we shall have returned.' 

As evidenced by the glosses, the verb form changes ln English as the te11p0ral 
relation of R to C changes. 

In the domain-or spatial predication Englisb and Rausa differ in a 
parallel way. For example, in English! is oriented towards £1 as illustrat• 
ed by the following• 

! 11114 ""r 
£. f-! 

The hat is ln back of the ball. 

The ball, serving as g, lacks an intrinsic front-back axisJ it is assumed 
to be oriented towards k• the point in space at which the language user is 
located. Hence the hat ls normally represented as ln back of the ball. 

A Hausa speaker, however, does not orient R towards c, as evidenced by 
the following• -

Hula yana gaban 'wallo. 
'The hat is in front of the ball.' 

The ball is assumed to face in the same direction in which the language user 
himself faces. The hat is normally represented as in front of the ball. 

The systems of spatial and temporal predication may be described as un• 
marked in Hausaa R is not oriented towards C within either system. In con• 
trast,the English systems of spatial and temporal predication may be describ• 
ed as .arked in that R is oriented towards c. Further evidence fro• each 
language, along with ;upporting evidence fr~m other languages, wlll be used 
to demonstrate that marked and unmarked systems for expressing orientation 
towards ~ differ in parallel ways within the domains of spatial and temporal 
predication. 
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See?" 

thi• paper discusses ways to influence children's responses to sentences 

11 "Is Kathy easy to see?" 

earol Chomsky has shown that syntactic development is not complete in 

~dren in the five to ten age range. Specifically. she has shown that 

~ran interpret constructions which are exceptions to Rosenbaum's 

they were not exceptions . A six-year-old 

.,. a blindfolded doll and asked• "Is Kathy easy to see or hard to see?" 

~ly responds that Kathy is hard to see: The object of the infinitive 

to see" is taken to be the NP immediately to ita left, so it '·s 

doing the seeing. Chomsky claims that only when confronted 

Gth a situation which semantically permits no other interpretation (such 

u •stairs are hard to climb") will the child adopt the adult interpre-

By testing twenty-eight kindergarteners on structures like those used 

,c~ky, it waa shown that her thesis is fundamentally correct. Only 

~children said that the blindfolded Kathy was easy to aee. We also 

~ted these children in a situation where a non-blindfolded doll is placed 

~ a fogged glass shield. Although an MOP-regular interpretation was 

-.mtically possible, all but one of the children said that this Kathy was 

~bard to see. Half the children did the blindfold teat before the 

~•• test• and half the other way. Unexpectedly. the six children who 

•nectly answered the blindfold question were among the fourteen who were 

liked the glass question first. This is significant at the p ~ • 05 level. 

~ we showed that physical and conversational environment can reverse 

~ interpretation of "Is Kathy easy to see?" for many five-year-olds. 

'- fauor in children's selections of an interpretation is what seems 

r-~nable to them, based on the physical setting and the thread of the 

Colaveraation. 5 



RUTH ARMENTROUT [MON PM: 

Pennsylvania State University 

Correlatives and Relatives in Old English and Modern English 

In Old Bnglish man7 correlative constructions were used to connect 
subordinate and main clauses. In thea~ correlative constructions the 
relationship between the two clauses is indicated by the presence ta 
each clause ot oerresponding demonstrative elements. The Old English 
correlative element to be diacuaeed in this paper is the frequently 
used temporal adverbial}.!_, which £\motioned both as an adverb, th• 
equivalent •t Xodern Inglish ~' and as a subordinating conjunction, 
equivalent to Mede~ Inglish ~· The use of ~ for correlation ie 
demonstrated in examples such as& 

Orosius 128.5 pa Darius geseah l>&t he oferwunnen beon wolde, '\>a 
wolde he hiene ••• forspillan 'When Darius saw that he would 
be overcome, then he wanted ••• to kill himself.• 

In this paper I will argue that such correlative constructions in 
Old English were really relative clauses embedded in the pro-adverbial 
~ similar to Xodern English ~-~ sentences in which the ~
clause is a relative clause embedded in the pro-adverbial then. I 
will argue that both when and then ia such Modern English sentences 
are pronominalizatione-O:f some-underlying, possibly abstract, temporal 
prepositional phrase and that ~ is the relativization of this phrase, 
which is used to embed the subordinate clause in then in the main 
clause-. Tbeo!!differenoe between the Old English an(i""'ifc;dern English con
structions ie on the surface, in the choice of the relativ& pronoUDJ 
to~ we use the interrogative ~ whereas in Old English the adverb 
~was used. That the ~-clause in Old English is a relative one 
ia clear from the difference in word order in the two clauses. 

I will disscuss optional deletions of then in these correlative· 
oonatruotione, possible in Old English, but-more frequent in Modern 
Bbglish1 the use of both ~ and !h!! when a surface temporal prepo
sitional phrase is present; the use of another ~ in these clauses 
as in the Old English example: 

w.s. J(atthew 9,8 sol>lice 1>a '\>a seo lllltlligeo 1>is gesawon, "}>a 
ondredon hig hym and wuldrodon God 'Truly then when (or 'when 
then') the many saw this, then they feared him and glo~fied God! 

and in similar Modern English sentences. In addition I will discuss 
other correlatives used in similar relative clause constructions as 
well as ia subordinate clause or complement constructions in both Old 
BRglish and Modern Bnglish. In conclusion, I will consider how such 
an analysis of correlatives clarifies some aspects of English adverbs. 
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university of New York, Stony Brook 

paper is concerned with tha manner in which facts about 
and soc~ety interact with the word-forming patterns of 
(in th~s case, English). The interaction will be 

as on~ between two components of a grammar: the syntactic 
•orpholog~cal and the pragmatic. The pragmatic provides a 
ter through which the individual words produced by the 

.·'llllr'Pnology and/or syntax must pass. 
I will give an example. I have a cold and am confined to 

J/f bed. Yo~, the reader, bring me juice and aspirin and 
aeoerally m~nister to my needs. I may say to you "You • re a 
aood nurse." Note that I may not say, "You're a ~urse " unless 
you are one. The first sentence, "You're a good nurse'" may be 
paraphrased (roughly) as "You perform well the functio~s of a 
111rse." The general patter is as in (1): 

(1). Z be a XAdj YN 

~general pattern of the paraphrase is as in (2): 
(2). z performs the functions of a y x d n a v 

lt can be dem?nstrated th~t Y in (1) is being used in a new sense 
~that (1~ 1s a product1ve pattern for introducing new senses 
(or words) ~nto the language. Now, if we look at individual 
mstances ?f (1), we dis7over differences is acceptability: 

(3) ~~) You re a good teacher. 
ii) You're a good surgeon. 
~ii) You;re a good chair. 
~v) You re a good prime-minister. 

It is not d~fficult to imagine a circumstance in which one 
~ld say (1) ?~ a perso~ who may or may not be a teacher by 
professi?n· (1~) is a l~ttle more difficult to place it could 
H said 1f some?ne.we~e removi~g a splinter for exampie. 
(iii) can be sa~d JOk~ngly. ( ~v) is impossible unless the 
~rson addressed is indeed prime-minister. The variation is :r to be caused by a single pragmatic factor: the ease with 

ch one who is not a Yi may perfonn the function of a y 
Ateacher teaches; a surgeon performs surgery· a chair isifor 
si~ng.o~; but what characteristic function ~r activity of a 
fftlelmmuter can be performed by one who does not hold that 

We thus see that, though the pattern in (1) which 
f~r~~es1n~w senses of Y is autonomous, the acceptability of 
1 r! ua. 1nstances of the pattern, each Yi, is governed by 
~f gmat~c.notion, independent of (1). The pragmatic thus 

s as a f1lter on the syntactic product. 
-•ce~~blaper d~a~s with other more complex facts which are 
t~t Ph e to s~m1lar sorts of analysis: it will be shown 
of " ~ e set of ~gent ~o~ns is limited by the r.ragmatic notions 
of c aracterist~c act1v1ty" and "natural kind'. The mysteries 
~i~~~ound p~rtictpial adjectives (e.g. chain-smoking vs. 
- a e-eras1ng) will also be touched up::o=n-.----'---
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CHARLOTTE BAKER 

University of California, Berkeley 

Regu1ators and Turn-taking in American Sign Language Discourse 

This paper provides an initial characterization of the 
multi-channel behaviors used to regulate dyadic conversation in 
American Sign Language (ASL). These behaviors are first 
classified according to the •regulator' categories of Wiener 
and Devoe (1074) and then discussed in terms of the tum-taking 
system formulated by Duncan (197J). Special attention is given 
to the unique role of eye contact in conversations of deaf 
persons. Eye contact (+EO) is found to be one of the most 
powerful regulators in ASL discourse since no potential 'speaker• 
can initiate a turn until the desired addressee gives +EO to 
that speaker. Shifts in speaker eye contact are also found to 
signal information-unit boundaries and to vary systematically 
with syntactic function. 

In ASL, initiation, continuation and shift regulators 
(each subdivided into speaker and addressee forms) are composed 
of systematic variations in the use of postural shifts, signing 
speed, •rest• positions, facial displays, the holding and/or 
raising of signs, indexing, head-nodding, palm orientation, and 
eye contact. Data on each of these variations is selected from 
a corpus of ASL elicited from two dyads of native deaf signers. 

Finally, observed differences between the kinds and uses 
of regulators employed by deaf and hearing interactants are 
considered as contributing significantly to conflicts encountered 
in deaf-hearing communication situations. 
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IIOlogUa is the 110at euily observed type of linguistic chaose, aod ou 
c f.a too often ipored by theoriata. It does not ao unnoticed in the popu

• preta, however, where it is seen as evidence of the death of Enslish, or :rita aoribuadity, a reflex of the decay of our .oral and natural resources. 
at- pesdaiatic attitude 18 not nev; suspicion of laoguase chase se ... a ao
~~stic universal. The confueion of grammar and aeathetica does little 
__. than instill in others a eenaa of linguistic insecurity that produces 
flftb•r innovation. 
~ fact the lexicon of present-day English is changins rapidly and regularly, 

,_j a description and explanation of this change ia nece .. ary for any c:oapre._.1.,. diachronic theory. An examination of a corpus of 500 new words c:ol
liCtecl during 1975 provides the basis for a typology of lexical change ad 
~ •upporte and suggests modificationa for the theories of language chana• 
~W.inreich, Labov, and Herzog (1968), and Samuela (1972). 

loth linguistic and extralinguiatic factors influence lexical change. Many 
~ogisma are nonce words, eg, babylift, coined durin& the evacuation of 
ddldreD from cambodia and South Vietnaa, and phone ~. referring to the loss 
of telephone service in parte of New York City after a fira. Inventions and 
~ries generally require new names for theaeel•ea Ccroeetie meiiOrf), and 
... ct.ee cause changes in older forme (eg, the spread of videotape caused the 
.- formation, ~ ,!!2:!. for what had previouely been the only kind of tape) ; 
~ aoc:ial and political .ovemeats (eg, the woaen'• movement) may aenerate ea
dn yacabulariee. SOM neologisM are technical (~ pericardiotO!!Y .!m"' 
~ or stigaatized (aule, 'tranaporter of narcotics') and may therefore 
~r transcend their original reaistere. Phonological transcription of 
~cb and hypercorrection are increasingly noticeable in some print .. dia 
(~itione, eiane, advertisements provide forae like .en's brifes, alrilbt, 
!{, 'haft'; and phrases that are irresuler, es, "If the broadcaster is opin
loutiD& hie report"), indicatiDI that the standard written languasa 1e shift
Ill to udailate features of nonstandard languaae. 

1M rarut uologia .. are unique words, created from scratch <Ie, xerox); 
IDrda that contain new or unc0111101l morphs combined with .ore ordinary ones 
(clto.tricia) ; and revivals (confactioned). Lese rare are new co.binatione 
of old 110rpbe Cethnopoetica); borrowinp froa other laguages (xakuza) or cul
••• (beer ~ hua), or fr011 epedalized (nontraditional student) or non
.Ute dialects ~; word• created by analogy (deaexisrate); and vorda IIOdi
ftld to fit new syntactic slots (abortional, 1....-duckiaas). New functiona 
111 be given to exbting words <!!I.~. retread) and existing words uy be 
COIIIined to fora phrases which act ae ainsle aeaantic unite (toaato stretch, 
cll!skboolt 1ournalba). 

Lexical chana• usually in•olves uterial already present in the languase 
~te. or in that of a contact syatea. It occurs to all idiolects and regia
ten (contrary to the traditional notion, it ie not •re frequent in poetic 
tUA in ordinary discourse), in responee to definable linguistic forces, in 
Ylrioue degrees of conscioueness; and ita diffusion, while not necessarily 
~dictable (and subject to the influence of lexicosrapher-obaarvera ae well 
• Ulera), can be upped according to a nuaber of specific linguistic, social, 
~ paycbological variables. 
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MADISON S. BEELER & KATHRYN A. KLliR 

university of Ca~ifornia, Berkeley 

Interior Chumash 

The most widely accepted picture of the distribution 
and structures of the native languages of California has been 
largely shaped by the work, during the first half of the 
twentieth century, of A.L. Kroeber. However, there were other 
scholars in the field of California Indian languages whose 
manuscript materials provide new insights into the linguistic 
situation in aboriginal California. One of these scholars was 
C. Hart Merriam. We intend to present an analysis of two 
vocabularies left by Merriam in order to show that they are 
evidence for two dialects of Chumashan, Emigdiano and Alliklik, 
both previously thought to have been entirely unrecorded. 
Emigdiano was cited by Kroeber as Chumashan, Alliklik as 
Shoshonean. Merriam's materials provide enough adequately 
recorded forms to allow a determination that both of these 
dialects were in fact Chumashan. 

The manuscript entries are written in system of phonetic 
transcription, bas~d roughly on English spelling, which Merriam 
himself developed. The vocabularies were recorded in or around 
the year 1905. 

Merriam's entries are sufficiently well recorded to allow 
direct comparison with other Chumashan languages (and in the 
case of borrowipgs, with languages from other linguistic 
stocks such as Yokuts and Shoshone). For example: 

Indian people: Emig. hool-koo-koo; Barb. hu-i-kuh-kuP; 
Vent. si-ku-ku; Ines. ma-kuh-ku 

man: 

blood: 

Alliklik a-ta~haht; Vent. 7a!axa~; Barb. ?ihiy; 
Ines. lihiy 

Allil<lik ahn"; Vent. -7an; Barb. ?axulis; Ines. 
faxulis 

The Merriam vocabularies not only allow a determination of 
Emigdiano and Alliklik as Chumashan, but also are sufficient 
to allow subgrouping within the family: Emigdiano can be 
grouped with Barbare~o, Alliklik with Ventureno. 
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~astraints on Prenominal Relativi zation i n German 

German-spea kers appar ent l y have as part of their compe
tence the abi l ity t o produce noun phrases such as the fo l low-
ing: 

der zusammengeschmissene Kram 
das me rkwlirdige schon lange da stehende Kamel 
eine i n vielen Hi nsich t en n i cht mehr zu r e ttende Anal yse 

It has been t hought f or s ome time that s uch constructions de
rive f r om " r elat ive clauses," and i t has more r ecently been 
shown t hat on ly cer tai n , not a l l , r e lative S • s can be s o 
transformed. The paper is an att empt to e l uci date and ext end 
our knowl edge o f t he k i nds of c ons trai nt s t hat exist on trans
forming relativ e s• s int o p r enomi na l ( and postnominal) rela
tive modifi ers , hereaf t er abbreviat ed as PREr-1 and PoREI'1. 

A gene r at ive - transforma t i onal model is u s ed to demonstrate 
briefly knowledg e cu rrent i n the lit er ature, e.g . , Motsch and 
Konig, v1ork i ne; ·.-.rith a transformat i onal model , \!eber , Helbig, 
and Schenke l with de i )endency g r ammar, and Keenan '.vi th lincui 
sti c unive r sals. It i s s hown, f or i nstance, that the tJP of 
the relative S corefer enti a l uith the head noun must be the 
subject o f its S, \vhi c h sugges ts that only a small proportion 
of relat ive S' s can b e preposed in German. I nformation avail 
able in the handb ooks ( e. E., Cur me, Duden) regarding the pre
posing or reduct ion of a uxi li aries i s explicated fully . The 
genera l qu es t ion u s u ally asked, n ame l y l·;hat kinds of relatives 
do PREMs come f r om and how, is t reated in terms of t ·.w more 
specific ques t i ons : 1) 1·1hat i s the SD of re l ative S ' s '\oo:hich 
lead optionally t o PREl'l d erivati on and 2) precisely \·that trans 
formations does PHEf'1 deri vat i rm itse l f entail? It is shown 
that t he der i v ation consists of t hree ordered tra nsformations: 
1) adjectivali za t i on (OP'l') 2 ) p r epos i ng (condi tionally OBL) and 
3) preposing (OBL fo r r estri ctive r elative S ' s) . The f irst T 
is shown to be t he c r ucial one , i n that i t substi tutes the co
pula for t he t hree AUX ' s of the input SD , i . e . , l) dummy AUX 
marked for t ense 2) non- copular SEI N 3) pas s i ve AUX . The remain
ing t wo trans forma t ions a r e t hen relatively unproblematic a!. 
Some feature ma r king found i n Koni g ' s work is carried out in 
~et?-i l \'lith regard to trans i ti v i ty , passivity, and aspect, and 
lt ls shown that 1) tense mar king i s eli mi nated with the dele 
~on of the copula 2) t he two part iciples , while they do not 
s1gnal tens e , d o s ignal perfecti ve and non- perfective aspect 
';Jllambiguous l y , except when t he past participle i s marked pass 
l"l(e 3) the pas t par t . \vi th und e rlying passive is partially am
blguous just be c ause the passive AUX ";/ERD- , mar ked for the ac
pect of t he h i gher S , is d eleted - an ambigui t y reflected of 
~ours e in the l anguage i t s e lf. It i s shown further that there 
ls a close binary fit between the cons t raint that blocks PREM 
~e~ivation when 1) the r elat ive S contains a perfective trans
l t lve verb on the one hand and 2) a non- perf ective transitive 
verb in the pa ssi ve on the other. Feature marki ne;s on VB and 
AUX make exp l ici t the sy stem of binar y opposition underlying 
a constr uction tha t is we ll known f or its cognitive and 
grammat i c a l c omplex i ty . 
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FRANK ROBERTS BRANDON 

Centro Unificado Professional & Federal University of Rio de Janeiro 

Quantification, Negation, and the Semantic Isolation of Sentence 

The purpose of this paper is to propose same J;entatiD uni veraa11 
about the interaction of tbe scope of Quantifier(Q'l) and Negatil'l 
(Neg) baaed an data frCIIIl English, SWahili, Japanese and two db
tecta of Portuguese. In English, tbe interaction of tliD% and ~ 
vas studied by Lakoff (1971 "On Generative Semantics' in steiniier 
and Jakobovitz Wt Spmantiss, Cubridge O. Press) and Jaclrl!ndotfg 
(1972 semantic Jnt;eJ'reta1;ion in QeneraH.u Grapgpu, MIT Preas). 
Each found his posit on strengtheneds L. found a need for Global 
Derivational Constraints (and Generative semantics) and J • a need 
for surface semantic Interpretative Rules (and Interpretative sa .. 
aantics). For all four languages, I will show that L. is mostly 
right and that J. is wrong. The data concerns scope interaction 
of miDX and 11$&. If JUDX is in the scope of DQ1, the meaning ia 
equivalent to an affirmative S with :.X• If ~ is in the seope 
of~. something is denied about •any individuals. All fourla• 
guages have patterns where the difference in scope is e:xpreseed 
by a coaaand relationship in which one of the eleMents Qn or Neg 
is in an eabedded s (relative clause). In simple s, Qn/Neg inter
action is determined by relative order. All four pe1'11lit the ~ 
in NP and the Neg with v. English and sme. dialect of Portugue• 
perait Neg before Qn under NP in SUbject position. In Object po
eition this is strange in English, Wlgrammatical in Portugeae. 
Japanese bas the order Qn Neg-V with Qn nevertheless within the 
eeope of Neg. I first conclude that ( 1) command is a more basic 
relationship tl\an order in tbeae caaes ( 2) order within simple s 
relevant to scope is not the order of production in speech, but 
a" dependency order in which Object always ie in the scope of v, 
Based on this, I choose most of Lakoff' s analysis. The major 
change I aaJte is to propose a universal Neg Lovering Rule which 
1'ith the rest of the analysis peraits the restriction of the ba• 
in these cases by allowing unrestricted lowering of Neg to main v 
~or all four languages. The two that allow Neg to be lowered to 
Qn are seen as generalizations of tha rule to other v. Thus, tbl 
•inor dialect difference within Portuguese can be explained. 
Theee results are relevant to the Generative D• Interpretative 
Semantics controversy,.. as noted, and also in that seaantic and 
syntactiqstructure are eqd.valent in Most cases.· Also, I disagree 
vith Jadeendoff•s otijeetions to the generative solution, sinoe thl 
Passive does not need to be restricted given the formulation of 
Neg Lovering in this paper • Further, if Neg is generated in the 
base as part of NP with Qn, then the dialect difference in Portu~ 
gueae woUld be in the base and unexplained and the fact that such 
NP are strange in object position in English and ungrammatical ~ 
Portuguese would be Wtexplainable. In fact, the Passive woUld 
give J. problems with this last fact. My general conclusion is 
that Generative Seaantics, at least in the case of Neg/On scope 
interaction, offers a more prc.ising approach to the problem of 
restricting the base and finding language universals. 
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and t.he Limits of Granrnars 

~s of texts or narratives analogous to generative sentence grammars 
(f.A· van D~jk, T. Pavel, J. Ihwe) are inherently misconceived. The most ser
~~ object1on--that no unambiguous empirical evidence for linguistic units 
t}IJve the sentence. has been found--bears only on the problem of text grammars, 
~ other more bas1c objections reveal problems which can infect generative 
~rr in genera~. We shall ex~ne these objections, arguing against prolifer
ation of grammahcal categories 1n order to encompass all linguistic phenomena 
vitbin the grammar . 

~~~grammarians, and many linguists, go wrong in assuming that all linguistic 
~ledge is knowledge of rules (as distinct from contextual facts or empirical 
~eralizations, for examp~and that all rules figuring in linguistic com
petence are grammatical rules. Van Dij k, for example, claims that a "Text
Qra11119o1'11 would generate, i.e. , enumerate and describe "all and only the gram
~&tical texts of a language." Thus every aspect of discourse: memling, coher
ence, formal structure, etc. would be determined and defined by the rules of 
the grammar alone. Text-grammars attempt to provide an autonomous formal ac~ 
count of language abilities which have always been recognized (although typi
callY relegated to "performance") in generative theory: speakers' ability to 
t~ and interpret whole texts, to distinguish coherent from incoherent dis
~~e, to respond appropriately in conversation, etc. There is, however, no 
~lling reason whY the grammar must account for such abilities. 

~n~grammar theorists assume that speakers have a single linguistic competence, 
represented by the rules of the grammar, and underlying all performance. We 
u~e that this is unfounded. Speakers possess three interdependent but dis
tinct competences: grammatical, speech-act, and genre. Grammatical competence 
is knowledge of rules enabling speakers to form and interpret an infinite set 
ot sentences, linguistic objects definable by traditional generative syntax, 
toJ'II&l semantics, and phonology. Speech-act competence underlies speakers' 
ability to perform semantic ~ in uttering sentences in context (J. Searle): 
~ts of referring, predicating, and illocutionary acts of asserting, asking, 
etc. Genre competence is knowledge of rules constituting genres of discourse: 
~versation, verbal play, speech-making, sermons, fictional discourse in gen
mU, and the particular genres within it: plays, novels, folk tales, etc. 
Genre rules assume both grammatical rules and speech-act rules, 1110dif'yiilg 
ud constraining their: operation. Genre rules specify details of grammatical 
~~.various soruof truth value (suspension of truth conditions in fiction, 
tor example), and, significantly, for accounts of text coherence: the linking 
udordering of illocutionary acts (e.g. what counts as an answer to a ques
tion in conversation). Examples of genre rules familiar in linguistic theory 
ll'e P • Grice's rules of "conversational cooperation," and W. Labov 1 s account 
er ritual insults in black vernacular culture. 

!be multiple competence account we suggest avoids the traps of text grammars. 
~independently motivated speech-act rules, for example, accommodate inten
tional and contextual conditions, to make the "words-to-world'' ldnk impossible 
~autonomous grammatical accounts. Genre rules can account for speakers' abil
ity to form and interpret coherent discourse without forcing us to postulate 
~tract text units. Since the three competences are defined separately, there 
Uoo reason to assume isomorphism between the accounts. Most crucially, it 
~cognizes that linguistic competence involves more than knowledge of rules, 
~that linguistic rules may be of theoretically and formally different types. 
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Pennsylvania state University 

A Tbousand Years of JElfric' s Grammar 

JEI.fric' s Old English Latin Grammar (c. 99S) was the first graJmnar 
written in English and the first Latin granunar in any vernacular. Its 
remarks on contrasts between Latin and EngliSh provide the earliest 
linguistic commentary on English. Throughout its mi.llenium-long history 
the Grammar and its appended Glossary have continuall;r pla;yed a role in ' 
the study and teaching of languages and in the English gr&lllll&tical. 
tradition. 

In its medieval period it was an important tool for the stud1' of Latin. 
The unusuall;r large number and wide distribution of manuscripts in 'Which 
the Gr8J1llllar and Glossary- are extant and to which the extant manuscripts 
attest demonstrate the popularit;r through the eleventh and twelfth centuriea 
of these works, as does the annotation and glossing in Latin, Old French, 
and English in the manuscripts. The famous Worcester scribe with the 
tremulous hand even saw fit to make a complete l1iddle English version in 
the thirteenth century. From this period stems the Vocabularium,Cornicum, 
a translation of the Old English parts of the Glossar;r into Old Cornish, 
thereby providing our earliest major source for the study o£ the Brythonic 
languages, just as the Worcester text is a valuable tool for the stud1' of 
West t11dland English in the early thirteenth century. 

In the modern period the Grammar and Glossary have figured in the BtudJ 
of Old English and in the basic grammatical tradition. In the sixteenth 
centur;r they were a major force in the rediscovery of Old English as 
scholars studied, annotated, and copied them--Talbot and Leland in the 
1540's (I have discovered a hitherto ua~ecognized transcript by Leland 
which preserves an early, now-lost manuscript of the Glossary), Nowell 
and Joscelyn among others in the 60•s and 70's. Somner appended a copy 
of the Grammar (from a transcript by Junius) to his publication of an 
Old English dictionary in 1659 as a complemJnt to the dictionary in the 
study of Old ~glish. \oJhen Elizabeth El.stob published the first Old 
English grammar in English (1715), she based it primarily on ~frio's 
Grammar and used his vernacular grammatical terminology as an answer to 
those who like Swift disparaged the language and called for an academy. 
The use of the Gram~r and Glossary for the study of Old English was 
enhanced in the nineteenth century by publication of texts, especially 
Zupitza's (1880). In addition to several twentieth-century studies of 
the grammatical vocabulary, the Grammar has recently been used by 
Elizabeth Closs Traugott in her ! History of English Syntax. Yet the 
Grammar has also influenced the tradition of English grammar through 
its use by Ben Jonson (1621) when he was writing the first grammar of 
English. Besides its role in the tradition and its precedent for 
presenting the subject in the vernacular, ~frio's Grammar uses a 
theological basis for explanation (volo takes no imperative because 
man's will must be free) which reflectS a continual attempt to root 
grammar in something more permanent than convention. 
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Austin 

A oumber of verbs in Old English could occur without 

subjects, usuall7 taking preverbal dative or accusative 

• As Middle English was developing rigid SVO order, 

replaced by constructions 

subjects or the preposed objects were reanalrzed as 

I argue that a number of aberrant eases of the 

~-~~-~]··~- of iapersonal constructions provide evidence that the 

•subject of a sentence• cannot be defined in teras of 

111 1ingle property. Three sets of data will be given where 

_.~1oaetu objects were reanalyzed as subjects while retaining 

_.,ir object case morphology: ( 1) cases where the 11ain verb 

~·· with a preceding object case pronoun, e.g. !!! !!!!! 
1u.1 ail'; (2) where the subject of a personal construction is 

ltleted on identity to the pre posed object of a preceding 

ltper•onal: !!.! of~inc1z_ !!!.! .e!! ~ l!!! !!,! misdeed ' be 
reaounces his guilt and betters his misdeed'; and (3) where 

a. iapersonal with a preposed object takes a second accusative 

•J~t, not regular for impersonal constructions: swetest 

~)uncb~!!! •they appear to him most sweet•. In set (1) 

""agreement but not noainative ease aarking characterizes the 

_.ject, whereas in (2) and (3} neither agreement nor case 

uridng characterizes the subject. While confi~ing the multi

fKtor definition of •subject of' given in Keenan 1974, this 

bta calls into question the rigidity of the Promotion Hierarchy 

~the form given there; the Promotion Hierarchy predicts that 

'uiYed subjects most easily acquire initial position, ease 

.ting, and verb agreement, in that order, whereas in set (1} 

qreement was acquired before case marking. An output constraint 

ft!uiring surface structures to have overt subjects seems to 

bYe been added to the grammar of )Iiddle English, but it no one 

'o~rty is sufficient to characterize subjects how such a 

~traint is to be stated is unclear. 
ltterences: 

~Dan, Edward L. 1974. A universal definition of •subject of'. 

Paper delivered to the LSA Annual Meeting, New York. 
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THOMAS BYE 

university of California, Los Angeles 

Some Consequences of Presupposition Failure in the Discourse of Children -
Crucial to tbe develop~ent or the cbilcl'a CCIIDIIIUDicative ak1Ua 1e Ilia 

acquisitioa or tbe abilit7 to produce vell-tormed speech-acta. Tkie pape~ 

advallcea and supports the claim taat ia order to produce a speech-act vlaiQ 

is to be Jlldged appropriate bJ tae UsteJler, tae child must aold ce~a1a 

presuppoaitioaa about waat tae liateaer kaowe wita res~ct to some dOilaia 

b. tlle real world. Learab.g to produce a gina t;rpe ot epeecla-act is e .. a , 
ia part, aa lear.aiag tae particular set ot proeuppoaitioae attached to a 

givn tn>e or apeecla-aot. Coaveraely, varieua aa~cte or aa 111-tO!'Iled 

epeoca-act ma7 be viewed as tae coasequnce or eitaer tae abaeace or tail~ 

ot oao or more preauppeeitioaa associated vita taat apeeca-act. 

Bddeace auppertiag tala clU.. is towtd 1a seta ot di.rectieaa (tl.lat ia, 

telliag a ow to get trca oao place to aaotaer) ellci ted troll clt.ildrea 

betweea tJuoee aad alae 78ara. The set ot directioae was choaea tor 

iaveatigatioa beoauae it ia a lt.ig.Bl7 structured epeecla-act vita respect 

beta to coateat ad !ora aad because its tuactioa ia 1ligllly specific, aiplJ 

liateaer-orieatod. 

A geaeral set ot presuppositioas are proposed waica ve claim must be 

aeld bf tao speaker it be is to produce a 'euccesatul' set ot directio••· 

Ia geaeral teraa, tala aet ot presuppo•itioaa will determiae, ia part, wkat 

tao apeakor claooaea to sa7 od aow lao claooees to ea7 it. More spociticallJ, 

tile speaker'• preauppoaitioae regard1ag ala listeaer'• kaovledgo will 

detoraiae tae domaia ot the aet ot directioae lle producee, the poiats 1a 

space and tao patlas linkiag taem that ae identities, tae determiaers ae 

caooeee, aad bis usage ot aaaplt.oric devices. Fiaall7, it ia demonstrated 

tlt.at these presuppesitieas are arraaged ia a hierarchical structure eucla tllat 

failure ot a presuppesitioa at a particular peaitioa ia tae aierarch7 will 

predict failure et otaer preauppositioas below it, witlt. atteadant coaaeque•~ 

to tlt.o speech-act itself. 16 

[MON PM V] 

rn this paper, I shall first examine the accounts of certain word order 
ta given by Gre:nb:rg (1966), Lehmann (1973), a~d Vennemann (1973) and 

~propose a prtnctple of language structure whtch collapses much of their 

Counts and relates word order phenomena more closely to language acquisi-
1' . 
t"on stratepes. 1 The co-occurrence of certain word order patterns, for example, verb- ob
ject and head noun-modifier order as opposed to object-verb and modifier-head 
~order, has often been described as the generalization of a relation be
c~en modifier and modified, operator and operand, etc. Given this analysis, 
c•e relative verb and object patterning is assumed to be key in determining 
c•e relative modifier and modified order in other constructions. 

Greenberg's ( 1966) and Vennemann's (1973) accounts of such word order 
co"espondences provide little more than a restatement of the modifier/mod
ified description. Lehmann (1973) proposes to account for the modifier/ mod
ified generalization as well as certain typological characteristics of a 
l~guage (e.g. why SOV languages tend to be agglutinative, etc.) with his 
stroctural principle of language: modifiers are p laced on the opposite side 
of a basic syntactic element from its primary concomitant. However, this 
stroctural principle gives no necessary primacy to the verb and object pat
terning and makes incorrect or ambiguous predict ions with respect to several 
~rd order patterns. For example, given, within Lehmann's position, that 
the direct object is the primary concomitant of the verb, Lehmann's struc
tural principle predicts that an indirect object should precede the verb in 
aVO language and follow the verb in a OV language ; in fact, ver b-direct ob
ject- indirect object and ind i rect object-direct object-verb are the 
no111ally observed orders. 

The fundamental role of the verb and object positioning in bringing 
~ut word order changes in a language suggests that the verb and object re
lationship may be of special significance to the language learner. I pro
~se that there is a strong tendency in the language acquisition process to 
t~p the main verb and object noun as close together as possible. Assuming 
that elements belonging t o the same syntactic category (NP, VP, etc.) group 
together in surface structure, t his principle implies that, for example, 
n•inal modifiers are optimal ly placed after the object noun in VO languages 
aoo before the object noun in OV ones; t hat auxil i aries, negative partic l es, 
and other verbal qualifiers shou ld precede the verb in VO languages and fol-
1~ it in OV ones; and that there should be few languages in which verb and 
®ject are split by the subject NP, i.e. VSO languages (OSV, VOS, and OVS 
l~guages appear to be undesirable on independent grounds - cf . Greenberg 
(1966)). 

Aside from accounting for most of the word order data presented in the 
above studies, the principle which I propose allows us to focus on t he ac
quisition of verb and object constructions and on forma l linguistic proper
ties of the verb and object relationship in seeking exp lanations of word 
order data. The possibility that the verb and object a re acquired as a unit 
or single lexical item at the ear ly acquisition stages may be instructive . 

Greenberg, J.H. 1966. Some universals of grammar. In J.H. Greenberg (ed . ), 
Universals of language. Cambridge: M.I.T. Press . 

~hmann, W.P. 1973 . A structura l principle of language and its implications. 
Language 49: 47 - 66. 

Vennemann, T. 1973. Explanation in syntax . In J.P. Kimball (ed.), Syntax and 
semantics II. New York: Seminar Press. 
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Appositive Relatives and Singular Quantifiers 

In standard analyses, restrictive relatives are derived from an und 
lyine; structure with the relative clause embedded in the NP it modifies 

8
1'

while appositive relatives are derived from .mderl~·ing performative-lev;l 
conj~ctions by a rule of Appositive Clause Swooping. More recently, 
Thompson has argued that appositive and restrictive relatives both come 
from underlying conjoined sentences. 

This paper provides evi<ience to support the standard analysis by 
ex&ll1ining s. construction in which rcstricti ve rola ti vc s act like suborllinat 
clauses w~ il e appositive rulbtives act l1ke surface conjoined sentences. e 

Conuder number agreement w1th the '1singular 11 q·uantifiera each and eve 
In s i..:•!llt> sentences informants :u~si tate between singular and. plUral anap~' 

(1) a. Everyone did his best. {correct school gra:nmar) ' 
b. Everyone di~ their beat. {co~on in spFech) 

Subo~dinate clauses work the same way, with the singular anaphor possible 
or preferred~ 

{2) Everyone claimed that he knew the answer. (complement) 
(J) Ever,:on~ s~art~d work as soon as he finished bre~f&at. (adverbial) 

When tb.e anaphor appears in a sc}arate co~.junct, :to'trever, only t r.e plural 
is poss1ble~ 

(4) a, : ... ... ·.cnc likt>a Jane, ~:c:l he li:<es Sally too. (he cannot be 
core!'erent ~tith everyone) 

b. Eve1·yone likes Jane, and they like Sally too. (they can 'be 
coreferent with every2n!) 

Exatdr.ing more complicat ea examples, we find the following generalill:ation: 

( 1) ~ and ~~rz. take singular pronoun anaphors only if the quantifier 
commands the anaphor. 

Aa expected, restrictive rP.latives act like other subo 1 'in~te claueea 
and ~rmi t sino!Clu•r an6.phors~ 

(5) Everyone is looking for the woman who he loves. (~core! everyone) 
AI-l·O Slt.Lvo relatives, however, uct like separate conjuncts and req_uire 
plural an~phors~ 

(6) a. Everv~ne is looking for Jane, who he loves. (h~ not coref ~e'~·~e~~ 
b. ~eryone is looking for Jane. who thby love. (thel coref ever·one 

These facts would be exr,lained if the number-agrPement generalization 
applied to a stage in the derivatioV. whP. I'e , as ir. t he standard ar.alysis, 
restrictive rel&tivea were subordinate clauses while appositive relativf's 
were ttill separate conjuncta. 
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of Arizona 

Cues for Juncture in 

Most previous research on syllable juncture perception, for example 
~iste 1960, has used as stimuli recordings of natural speech . From this 

search it has been possible to suggest that certain differences observed 
~ 5~ctrograms of the recordings might cue differences in the perce i ved 
~ation of the syllable boundary. There has, however, been one important 
pin this research, in that confirmatory tests with synthetic stimuli 
~~been rare. One such confirmatory test was made by Christie (1974), 
~oexamined intervocalic~ c lusters and confirmed some of Lehiste's 
findings. The present paper describes a similar experiment to be made with 
~clusters. Although the full experiment has not been performed, a pilot 
~suggests that the durations of the ~. the g, and the silence between 

1~ are all important, as had been suggested, but that unambiguous, non
r~dom results are achieved only when all the cues agree on the placement 
of the juncture in the same location. When the cues are mixed, perception 

15 random or unclear. A revised interpretation of Christie's results 

5~s the same phenomenon, and the tw o suggest a new approach to the des
cription of phonetic encoding. Previous studies, such as Liber man 1970, 
laVe emphasized the complex encoding of a sequence of message units (for 
usple phones and junctures) into a smaller number of complex transmission 
•its (acoustic syllables), with an attendant increase in the speed of 
c~nication. It appears from the present discussion that the code further 
provides in the transmission sequence multiple cues for each of the message 
~its, with an attendant increase in the quality of communica tion. Finally, 
it is suggested that both compression and multiple cuing are characteristics 
DOt only of the acoustic signa 1, but perhaps a lso of language structure 
es a whole. 

References 

Christie, William (1974) , "Some Cues for Syllable Juncture Perception in 
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In an attempt to resolve "Hume's problem of induction~ 
{i.e., that it seems to be impossible to arrive at true 
theories usin~ inductive inference), Wesley Salmon, in The 
Foundations of Scientific Inference (1966), proposes a--
solution which makes extensive use of a result from proba
bility theory known as Baye !>:' Theorem. There are two aspects 
of Salmon's proposal which seem to provide significant in
sights into the form taken by current ar~umentation in 
linguisticsc accordin~ to Bayes' Theorem, an hypothesis 
i s relatively hil~hly probable in the light of some favorable 
evi dence if (1) the hypothesis was highly probable to begin 
with, and/or (2) the evidence would be improbable unless the 
hypothesis were true. !"urthermore, a slight revision of 
Salmon's proposal, in which prior probabi.li.ties are assigned 
subjectively, can account for the fact that a given argument 
can be convincing to one person and still be quite unconvincing 
to another. 

Although the first aspect of Bayes' Theorem mentioned 
above can be of some use in understandjng the success of 
proposals such as those given in Weiser {1974, 1975), this 
paper will focus on the second aspect, which seems to be 
more prevalent (at least overtly) in lingujstic argumentation, 
In particular, three well-known linguistic are;uments and the 
re j oinders to them wil be examined from this point of view, 
The arp;uments are Kiparsky's (1968) are;ument in favor of the 
brace notation, Lakoff's (1970) argument for global rules, 
and Ross's (197 0) argument in favor of hir;her performat ]ves, 
anrl the rejoinders are found in Stampe (1972), Baker and 
Brame {1972), and Searle (1975), respectively. 

In addition to this discussion and a more extensive 
treatment of Bayes' Theorem itself, there will be some 
discussion of this subject from the point of view of the 
philosophy of science, as this conception has only a limit ed 
compatibility with the Chomsky-Popper falsificat i onalism 
which is so prevalent in current linguistics, 
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Texas, Austin 

for Hittite 

rtee in "Some Transformational Extensions of Montague Grammar" has 
~n that the principle of Montague semantics requiring that the meaning 

each constituent be obtained from the meaning of its immediate sub
~tiuents selects among analyses for English relatives. They must be of 
a forrn like (i) rather than for example (ii). 

(i) [[everyJoet[[manJNom[who dates Mary]s]NomJNP 
(ii) [[[every)Det [man)NJNp[who dates Mary)sJNP 

) yields a Nom whose meaning may be thought of as denoting the set of men 
tii'O date Mary. The quantifier every will quantify o ver this set producing 
tile correct result. In interpreting (ii) we must combine the meamng of the 
q.Jal1tifier with the meaning of man thus quantifying over tt-e set of all men. 
There is no way of combinirg the meaning of the NP every man with the 
meaning of the S which will obtai n the correct quantification. This presents 
a problem for the analysis of languages like Walbiri and Hittite where there 

15 no syntactic evidence that the relative ever appears in a structure next 
to its head but occurs to the left or right of the sentence in which the 'head' 
occurs. We are presented with the problem of combining the meaning of 
twO sentences and obtai ning the same meaning as on the analysis argued 
ror by Partee. An example is the Hittite sentence ( i ii). 

(iii) [[SA NA4 • HI.A-ia kuies GUNNI.MES)5 [nu kuissa 1 GINJsJ§ 
of stone-pl-ptc which hearth-pl pte. each (one) 1 shekel 

'(and) every hearth which is made of stone weighs one shekel' 
It might be argued that the requirement of our semantic theory is justific
ation enough for proposing that Hittite relatives are generated in deep 
structure next to the head and moved to the left by an obligatory rule of 
extraposition. However, the particular pronominalization possibilities 
between the head and the wh-NP make such an analysis difficult if not 
impossible. Thus we are presented with somethi ng which looks like an 
irreconcilable conflict between syntactic and semantic struct-ure and might 
be a serious counter-example to Montague's theory . This paper wilt show • 
I'ONever, that there is an elegant solution to the problem which uses a non
abstract syntax and preserves Montague's theory. Given the approximate 
structure indicated in (iii) we require that the translation of kuies GUNNI. 
~'which hearths' include an occurrence of a distinguished individual 
concept variable z and obtain a translation for the relative clause which has 
this variable occurring freely: hearth(z}.of stone(z). In translating kuis~a 
'each (one)' in the matrix sentence we include a distinguished property 
variable in just that place where the translation of the relative would occur 
in the treatment proposed by Montague and Partee. The matrix sentence 
translates as: vx[entity(x) ... R[xj:>weigh 1 shekel(x)]. The rule that combines 
the matrix and the relat i ve requires that we apply R[SmJ to z[Sr]. (Sm 
translates the matrix, Sr the relative.) In this way we achieve a translation 
for Hittite relatives which can be shown to be logically equivalent to 
Montague's and Partee's treatment of English relatives despite the great 
difference in the syntactic structure of Hitt ite. The system also allows us 
to account for the fact that the head Np may be a pronoun or a full NP and 
the wh-NP may contain a common noun which can be different from the 

head noun. 21 
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Reading, Perceptual Strategies and Contrastive Analysis 

Evidence f~om psycholinguistic exne~iments suppo~ts a 
theo~etical modal of readinP, which entails the testing of e~. 
nectancies the ~eade~ sets up as he p~ocesses sentences. The 
expectancies a~e based on languape specific ne~ceptual st~ 
gies. The study of the tyoes of confusions end comn~ehension 
breakdowns arising from the app!ication of native language 
egies when reading e foPeign langua~e is valuable fo~ two re 
sons: it sharpens the charActqrization of nerceptual strat 
and the role they play in second lan~ua~e acouisition, and 1 
lends some clarity to the debate about the value of anriori 
aoosteriori approaches to cont~astive analysis. 

This oape~ o~esents examples of c omnrehension difficul 
which occu~ when native sneakers of Japanese, Persian and 
English set uo expectancies based on ne~centual strategies in 
thai~ ~esnective langua~es when ~eading fo~eign languages. 
Negation is indicated in the verb nh~asa in Jananese and En
glish, but since Jananese is an SOV language the nePative ele. 
ment occu~s in sentence final oositton. The effect of adher1 
to the st~ategy "exnect negation clause f1nally 11 is that Jap
anese fail to pick up the negative element in reading English. 
Pe~sian and English restrictive relative clauses employ dif
ferent syntactic devices for indicating the NP which the clau 
modifies. In English this is accomplished through a weak con
dition of agreement between the relative nronoun and the NP 
e nragmatic p~inciple, 11select the NP to the immediate left ot 
the relative nronoun." Relative clauses in Pe~sian a1"9 intl"o
duced by a subordinator ~, whose only function is to mark the 
beginning of the clause; the antecedent NP anoea~s somewhel"e 
within the clause as a p~onoun. In ~eadin~ Englisn, Persians 
eauate the relative n~onoun witn ke, exnecting the antecedent 
be signaled as it is in Pe~sian. -rn ce~tain cases where the 
subject of tne high~~ sentence could ag~ee witn the verb.of a 
subject focus clause, e.g., He met the man who said ••• , 
a coo~dinate reading results: Hal met the man (and) hel 
said. • • • The major svntectic p~oeess for establishing co
~eference in Hindi is deletion, in English it is pronominal 
Serious confusions arise when the native sneaker of English 
reads Hindi and searches fo~ the pronominal signals he has 
learned to exoact as the indices of co~eference. 

Although the tyoes of comorehension nroblems desc~ibed 
cennot be o~edicted ·with ne~fect accu,..acy from a cont!"astive 
analysis, a fAct which argues for the anosterio~i annroach, 
some anrio~i generalizations About po~sible erwors can be 
In fact both positions have relevance fo~ the investigato~y 
pedagogic~l application of contrastive analysis. 
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paper reports on a cross language investigation of thematization in 
ial languages nnderta~to establish and explain universals of thema

Previous accounts (e.g., Firbas 1972, Kuno 1972, 1975) have not 
data from VSO or VOS languages, but an understanding of thematiza

these languages is important because of the possibility that in t hem 
of thematization is reversed. 

first present evidence showing that the status of sentence elements with 
to the semantic features theme (topic) and rheme (comment) is strongly 

with surface word order type. In SVO languages t here is an unmarked 
theme + rheme, but in VSO and VOS languages t he order is reversed to 

For example, in equational sentences the predicate nomi nal is 
unmarked case) always the rheme. This yields the order theme + rheme 
languages and rheme + theme for verb-initial languages: 

) ot(~no ajw~·ga 'Otieno is a doctor' 
doctor (Luo, Nilo-Saharan, SVO) 

kipkerfcO.·t k(pe·t 'Kibet is a doctor' 
doctor (Nandi, Nilo-Saharan, VSO) 

manggagamat si juan 'John is a doctor' 
doctor theme (Tagalog, Austronesian, 'VOS') 

appropriate in answer only to the question 'wha t is Otieno? ' not ' who 
doctor?'. Hence Otieno is the theme in (1) . 

M~uv••b" the unmarked order for the association of constit uents with theme 
in verb-initial languages is rheme + theme, all such languages seem 

rules of thematization which front sentence cons tituents which are 
producing the order theme + rheme: 

kipe· t ko kipker fcO.· t 'Kibet is a doctor' (Nandi) 
si juan ay manggagamat 'John is a doctor' (Tagalog) 

s need not have resources for producing t he order rheme + t heme. 
an inverted order (rheme + theme) for the elements in (1) above can 
achieved by clefting: 

ajwoga { gt m(a ) ot(~no { · n 
doctor is thing that is 

'a doct or i s what Ot i eno is' 
(Luo) 

(5) however are not semantically 
as (2) and (3) respectively. 

clefts and have the same logical 

existence of marked thematization in VSO languages producing theme + 
requires explanation. I argue (and present supporting data from 

conversations) that marked thematization is found under di scours e con
of marked topic continuation and topic shift . That is, when (1) an 

that topic talk on a given topic is finished is controverted by 
talk on the same topic or when (2) an expectation that topic talk 

on the same topic is controverted by an unprepared topic sh ift, 
uc•~essaJ~ for a speaker to indicate to the listener what the (unpredic-

topic is . A third type of situation where marked thematization i s 
(and is found) is with the establishment of a new discourse topic 
previous one has been closed. Here that a new topic will come is 

• but what it will be is not. In all of these situations speakers 
lish a topic first before proceeding with topic talk. Unmarked 

in verb-initial languages is limited to a fourth situation: 
continuation is expected and occurs . Here, with the topi c predic

is possible to have rheme + theme order. A portion of t he syntact ic 
found in VSO and VOS languages is therefore directly attributable t o 

~··~el~ents of various kinds of discourse situation. 
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University of California, San Diego 

The Serrano Absolutive: /taking the Most of Your Morphemes 

Many Uto-Aztecan languages are characterized by a special noun surr· 
most of~en ca~led t~e "abs?lutive". The details differ slightly for eac~\ ~ 
guage ~~spla~1ng th~s sufflx, but most generally it marks the noun as bei an 
otherw~se un1nflected (rather than indicating any particular morphosyntac~ 
category). That is, the absolutive is suffixed to prev~nt a noun stem fr c 
appearing bare. om 

In Serrano, a Uta-Aztecan language of Southern California this class i 
~efiniti~n of absolutive holds for the most part. Thus, a no~ l i ke havi-tcal 
blanket drops the absolutive (the -t suffix) when the plural suffix is add 

(havi-m 'blankets') or when a possessive prefix is added (ni-havi 'my blank~~ 
T?e only systematic exc~ption to this loss of the absolutive is with the su~- ). 
f1xat!on ofhthe ahc:uhsatlve morpheme, -_!:. hav:i-t-i 'blanket (Ace) •, not hav!-i. 

morp erne w lC marks no morpholog1cal category or syntactic function -
would seem to be a choice candidate f or re-analysis or even complete loss. 
While both have happened in other Uta-Aztecan languages, the absolutive in 
Serrano has been generalized t o a new syntactic environment and has gained 8 
~ew syntacti: function. ~pecifically, it i ndicates that the noun t o which it 
~s suffixe~ ~s coreferent1al t o a ~ro~ominal copy (a prefix, i n all cases) 
elsewhere ln the sentence. Thus, 1t lS f ound in the f ollowing construction. 

(1) Ni - ABSOLUTIVE PROi - X 

(X in this schema stands f or a possessed noun, a postposition, or a nominalized 
verb:-the ?nly elements which m~y take pronomi~al prefixes.) Given this syn
tactlc envlronment, the absolutlve may appear 1n places it would normally drop 
(as on posses~ed nouns) and even in places it could normally never appeAr (as 
on demonstrat1ve pronouns and proper names). The f ollowing examples i l l us-
trate this use. · 

(2) ni-?as-t kuci? pi-yika? 
my-pet-ABS dog it-toward 
'toward my (pet) dog' 

(3) hwaan-t ?a-na ? 
John-ABS his-father 
' John's father' 

Why would a language innovate an overt marker of coreference? A func
tional explanation seems poss ible: since word order in Serrano is remarkably 
free, the coreferential elements of (1) are not necessarily contiguous; there
fore, the use of the absolutive suffix may disambiguate potentially ambiguous 
situations. Compare (4) and (5), f or example . · 

(4) hwaan ?a-t:iht:iy-iva hawayt caacu? 
John his-wor k-when always sing 
'John always sings when he wor ks.' 

(5) hwa.an h t "' ? away caacu mariya-t ?a-tiht!i:y-iva 
John always s in~ Mary-ABS her-work-when 
'John always sin~s when Mary works.' 

The absolutive suffix is requ~red in ( 5) t o make clear which of two possible 
nouns is the subject of the embedded verb, while in (4) there is no potential 
ambiguity so the absolutive is not required, even though the syntactic envir
onment of (l) is met. 
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U>s Angeles 

SfSPHEN J(RASHEN 

pJversitY of southern California 

1n previous reports, it was hypothesized that ~enie, a.gir~ who 
dured at least ten years of environmental and soGHl depnvat1on, v1as 

~~ ui ring and utilizing her ~irs t ~ anguage vii th her. he a 1 ~hy ~nd m~ture 
~~or (right) hemisphere. Th1s cla1m ~1as based on d1chot1c l1sten1nq 

sults, which sh01~ed a left ear advantage for both verbal and non-verbal 
~imuli. There was also some indication that her oerformance on right 
~;sphere, or "appositional" tasks v1as much better than her oerformance 
on verba 1 tests. 

Since that time, additional evidence has been qathered that confirms 
~th the locus of her language function and her unusual appositional 
abilities. H. Brm·m, at the UCLA Brain Research Institute, oresented Genie 
with both verbal and non-verbal stimuli and found a greater evoked response 
in the right hemisphere in both cases. Also, Genie has been found to perform 
unusually \~e 11 in a variety of tests knm'ln to be deoendent on the right . 
hemisphere in normal subjects. He are, however, unsure whether all her h1gher 
cognitive abilities are lateralized to the right. 

Genie's progress in language acquisition allows us to make some 
comparisons beb1een her competence an~ other cases of right h:mi sphe:e 
language in older subj~ct~. ller capaclty . to learn vocabu~ary 1s cons1stent 
with Zaidel 's recent f1nd1ngs of a relatlVely large passlVe vocabulary 
tn the right hemisphere of split-brain subjects. Uhile relatively little 
syntactic competence has been exhibited in split-bra~ n right he~i sphere 
studies. Genie has made considerable progress. Some 1mportant d1fferences 
exist betueen Genie and normal first language acquirers (e.g . her rate of 
development is slm-1er, she shows more ritualized soeech, more variability), 
~t the similarities raise the question of whether the lanquage acquisition 
capacity of the mature right hemisphere is qualitatively different from that 
of the young major (left) hemisphere. 
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Referential Semantics 

rhe recent upsur~e of interest in semantics by linguist 
requires a thoroup.:h scrui tiny of the philosophical bases of ~h 
maJOr positions in the field . This ~~per will show that both .e 
interpretive semantics and generativesemantics are in essence 
translation schemes in which abstract entities either "semant 
marl<:ers" O'~" "semantic primes" are said to rep~.esant the meani ic 
of sentences and words. The limitations of translation sch ngs 
eithe: as models of lin~uistics behavior or as explanatoremee, 
cripttons of that level of grammar called semantics will bey des. 
sent7d: . Current work in philosophy of language sup;e;ests that P~e
a Prim1t1ve theory of reference can be the basis of a non-va nly 
semantic theory. cuous 

A primitive theory of reference would give the relationshi 
between.a predicat~ and its extension. A fertile area of evide~e 
conc7rn1n~ the relationship between a predicate and its extensi~ 
is htstortcal semantics. If a predicat~ a ~eneral term for exam. 
ple, ~s a symbol for a cate~ory of the particular culture's 
exper1ence with the environment, then changes in the properties 
of a cate~ory (the facts concerning the extension of a term) 
should lead immediately to perceived shifts in "meanin~". (t-ieani 
is in quotes because that term has no status in referential sem-~ 
antics, yet there is a phenomenon of ''acceptable definition of a 
word" which would corre::;pond to 11 meaning''. What this must have 
been at any point in history can be deduced from written records 
to a d~gree of accuracy necessary to prove se~JBntic shift occurred 
Borrow1~g s~:ould be explanable in terms of the introduction of new' 
c~te.Q;ortes 1nto the physical or cultural envronmen t. If a category 
dtsappears from the environment the word which referred to it 
should disappear. These pointswere borne out in the research 
into semantic shift and borrowinp.: of ~eneral term~ in An~lo-Saxon 
and Middle En~lish carried out by the author. 

Data from. the ~istorical semantics of English presents insur
mountable diff1cult1es for a semantic theory, such as that P'roposed 
by Jerrold Katz, which represents word meanings in terms of atomic 
concepts. Each component of meaning (semantic marker) which would 
be needed to represent the general terms studied underwent constant 
and gradual shift, while the term a s a symbol for a category of t~ 
English speaker's experience remainedstable. A lexical represent
at io~ such as Katz 1 s would have to represent these g;radual changes 
as dtscrete changes of particular semantic rrarkers. It would re~ 
present.historical facts as linguistic changes. It would have to 
select 1n an ad hoc manner from the l a rt;e set of properties of the 
ex tens ion of a term those which were to be subject to· future change. 

Referential semantics distinguis hes the relationship between 
a term and i:s extension and the ~i_Qf_Qro~rties true of all 
members of tne extension of the term. 'rhe relations hl:p that is 
the c~ tegorization of objects, events or states for whi~h the ' 
~erm is a symbol ~s seen a s the lingui s tic factor and the propert
Ies are seen as htstorical fact s . A referentia l theory thus can 
describe and explain data from historicAl semantics wt thou t appeal 
to ad hoc intralinguistic represent~tions . 
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GUNDLACH & RAE MOSES 

t reachers Believe: An Historical Investi ation of Lan ua e Attitudes and the 
JbS~ications for Bidialectalism in the Schools 
~ 

t e the mid-1960's, linguists and educators have devoted much attention 
~on~he presence of nonstandard language varieties in American public school 

1 ssrooms. An outcome of this work has been the general recommendation 
c~t schools adopt bidialectal language policies. Bidialectal approaches, 
~ever, presume a relativistic view of language on the part of teachers --

requirement which has received little scrutiny since bidialectalism has 
~come a predominant approach to divergent language in school settings. 

In order to provide a better picture of the language attitudes of American 
teachers and their compatibility with the demands of bidialectal programs, 
this paper offers evidence drawn from the documents of the American teach
ing profession over the past 50 years. Employing in particular Raven I. 
McDavid's historical monograph (1965) and the publications of the National 
council of Teachers of English, our paper reveals a pattern of absolutist 
unguage attitudes among teachers. Though the leadership of the profession 
•lntalns a strong relativistic line throughout the period, substantial 
evidence and the testimony of the leaders themselves suggests that the rank 
and file American teacher is committed to an absolutist position on lan
~age in the classroom. During the 1960's a shift is seen in which concern 
aoout nonstandard dialects partially replaces disputes over usage issues, 
wt the underlying and persistent inclination towards an absolute view of 
language prevails throughout. 

~e question of teachers' language attitudes has only recently come into 
the purview of linguistic research. For it was the issue of language in 
t~ classroom during the last decade that brought linguists into the 
dlscussion of school policy matters. The work of Burling, Labov, Shuy, 
Ste~art, and others had an important and immediate impac t on the practice 
of teachers and upon teacher-training institutions. Now, however, it is 
~coming apparent that the first wave of involvement was not enough: the 
early research of linguists has left many questions unanswered and early 
recommendations have not always turned out to be feasible or appropriate. 
~r historical investigation suggests that teachers' language attitudes may 
~sea serious obstacle to the success of bidialectal language programs. 
Fishman and Agheyisi (1970) pointed out both the enormous importance and 
great difficulty of devising language attitude research , but in the area of 
school language issues linguists have an opportunity to take on this 
challenge and in so doing, contribute to the de velopment of appropriate and 
linguistically sound school programs for minority children in America. 

Fishman, Joshua and Rebec ca Agheyisi. "Language Attitude Studies: A Brief 
Survey of Methodological Approaches", Anthropological Linguistics 12, 
number 5, Bloomington, Indiana, 1970 . 

McDavid, Raven I. An Examination ~the Attitudes ~ ~ !:!£!l;. Toward 
Language, National Counc il of Teachers of English Research Report No. 4, 
Champaign, Illinois, NCTE, 1965. 
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State University of New York, Stony Brook 
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Clause Connections and Reason Adverbial 

It is often assumed that classes of lexical items with simi
lar meanings may be expected to have similar syntactic propertie 
and functions (for example the marked and unmarked properties Ofa 
verb cl.as8""S in R. Lakoff 1968). This paper wil l investigate the 
class of causal subordinating conjunctions because, since, as and 
!2!:_, which can all be used with causal meaning, as in (1), j)~l"t 
which n i ffer among t-

1) -=>:nselves in ability to undergo rules, as in 
(2), assertability o~ the connective as in (3), and tolerance of 
direct and indirect speech acts in their compl ements, as in (4) 
(cf. Hooper and Thompson 1973) . The sentences in (4) and (5) show 
that because and to a greater extent !2£ connect their compL~1me•n~. to the preceding speech act, but not necessarily as a syntactic 
constituent of it. 

1) a. John didn't stay, because/since/ as/for he ran out of money. 
b. Henrietta is here, because/since/as/for her Saab is outside. 

2) a. *Because/since/as/ *for her Saab is outside, Henrietta is here 
b. Henrietta is here, because/*since/*as/for out front is a 

green Saab. 

3) It's because/ *since/ *as/*for he ran out of money that he left. 
4) a. John will have to go, because/*as who needs hlm?: 

b. John will have to leave, for I must say he's been nasty. 
5) a. Are you tired of living? because, consider the alternative. 

b. The fact that this is false is not the main point. For 
suppose we waive that objection for the moment and ...• 

The paper will look for meaning differences, in pragmatic assump
tions made by the speaker and ir. type of causal connection, which 
would be related to the closeness of the syntactic connection. 

Since, which presupposes its complement and does not allow 
speech acts like those in (4), describes an indirect semantic 
relat i on, 'given that p, it follows logically that q'. Because 
and for have a more general meaning, similar to ~: some speech 
act is warranted and reasonable because of some other speech act. 
They function as coordinate connectives like~ (but p,so q is 
equivalent to q, because p) and as syntactic markers of the prag
matic assumption that speech acts in sequence have some logical 
relation. The syntactic distinction between coordination and sub
ordination is thus not sharp. The properties of all the se con
junctions suggest that there are different degrees of clause con
nection within a surface sentence, differences related to speci• 
fie connectives. As the class of adverbials considered here is 
not semantically uniform-, there is some explanation for the syn
tactic differences. 

J Hooper and S.A. Thompson, On the applicability of root trans
forma~ions. Linguistic Inquiry 4 . 465-98. 

R.Lakoff. Abstract syntax and Lati n complementation. 
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i f tbe relationship between stress 
fbe most detailed invest!gat ~~t~c structure bave been carried out on 

!a4111111"' .. ¥ (s.A.) and abstrac(l~) and Bresnan (1971). Many of the theo
by Chomsky- and Halle 7V ' llcation of the rules, were devel
principles, such as the cyclic a~p f S A in English. The fact tbat 

to account for the general ;~::~::i~ent In Sqwunish, a North American 
principles are ba~!cdt~einsllsh is evidence that these princi ples are 
~~1~:1~: an~ must theref~re be considered as characteristic of 

)IIIII ~· (?' a 'snake' qwwAyus 'high tide), but 
lforlll8ll¥ S.A. is penultimate l~~q ~he position of stress may differ. 

Sf Ule word iS JOOrphologically ~o~ e~, in the f'ollowil!fo forms, all of which 
,.SI iS demonstrated by the ~ a, ,oq lS ~ cl·~m7JC!» antfB-x5n-)Cdn. S.A. in 
lll!lbit reduplication: lam- ' pa-pah~logical constructions, is accounted 

e torms, as veil as all other morp ultimately when possible, and a :Sb)' a basic stress rule vhichomiapplles ~~ Will cause the rightmost of tvo 
ominence rule. The pr nence ( d t the 

nz-ess p\o dominate if that stressed vowel is !' !' or .!! anbe~~e~' the two 
nzoesaes 1) d at least two se~ents intervene ~ underlying vowe ' an the leftmost of tvo stresses will 
ldJ&Cent stresses. In all other cases, tflth two ~tresses after 
..s-te. Thus the redupllca~ed forms suu;t -E~cb, [~a)-9\Sm"xw] s-[~n)-
.....cc stress has applied: [ 18mi]l-[l.8m]f,S[~A J .... 11 accoWlt tor the potentially .] Th above simple princ p es o ... ... 
~~s o; dif'f'erent combinations of prefixes, roots, and affixes. 

iants a f'orm may take, the more va1ied the 
Tbe more morphological var •6• consists of the root (~] and 

~tion of stress is. The vord6 for the combination [ta~]+[ac] is used. 
atfix (~]. When referring to things, d s partial (the first CV ee-

l t 6 animals the root un ergoe 
llllen reterr ng o 'T ta4 .., When referring to 6 peo{)le, the root 
q~~eDCe) reduplication: ta- -ac. e) reduplication: ta4-ta4-a~. The 
..aergoeS f'ull (the firSt CVC 8equen~6 I (aS Veil aS the pOSitiOn in many 
poeition of' stress in the forms for) will be properly assigned it the rules 
GUier recalcitrant appearing cases kets. 

ly cyclically to morphologically determine~ br~ ']] . [~)] •6 (people)' 
drt•a]-(t:aq]l -[~]] '6 (animals)' [([~:,q~;\~,aq - Basic Stress 

t•a-t'a~ t'a~-t'aa (right) stress Dominance 
t'a-t'~ (left) t a -t a -(a~] Basic Stress 
tll-t'Q4-[~] t'a -t'aq-a~ (left)Stress Dominance t'a-t'aq-a~ (right) th hundreds of different morphological types 

~&e derivations are typical of le t utilizing only two basic rules. 
vbich yield to the remarkably simp e sys e: our analysis are: 1) the stress 
~ maJor tbeoretioal points folloWing tro hological bracketing violates 
rules apply cyclically, 2) the propier mo?3) the derivations violate the Bra.e's Natural Bracketing Hypothes s, an 

4
) 

principle of strict cyclicity proposed by Kean (l97 • 

Brame, M. 1974 The cycle in phonology: stress in Palestinian, Maltese, and 

Spanish. LI 5.1. 09-6o) ti s Lang. 47. 2 
~snan, J. 1971 Sentence stress and syntactic transforms on • 

(257-281). nt:.S Th d pattern of English. Hal"Jier and Rov: Chomsky, N. and M. Halle l:?V e soun 

Nev York. LI 5.2 (179-20;). lean, M. -L. 1974. The strict cycle in phonology. 
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GEORGE DILWN 

Indiana University & Purdue University 

Perceiving Grammatical Functions in Paradise Lost I 

Grammarians have described the ways the syntax of various poets 
differs from the syntax of modern, formal English, but they have not 
discussed how those differences challenge the reader's perceptual 
strategies. Here aspects of Milton's syntax will be examined as th 

bl · i · · ey Pose pro ems 1n perce v1ng grammat1cal relations and as they may elicit 
special strategies. 

I. Because of a rule inverting V/0, not only 0 S V, but s o v ar 
functional orders in main clauses. One cannot depend on the ~i 
of two preverbal NPs as a Topicalized 0 (2 examples)· rst 

II. ' 
a) because Milton allows an S to terminate a right conjunct 

S V 0 +SandS 0 V + S are possible orders (3 examples): 
b) because th: V/0 inversion rule can split conjuncts, ' 

S 0 V + 0 1s a possible order (3 examples); 
c) because V/0 inversion can apply within a conjoined VP, 

S V 0 + 0 V and S 0 V + 0 V are possible orders (6 examples). 
The result is that NP

3 
in strings 

NP NP Vj 
NP V NP CONJ NP

3 
v

2 
••• 

can be either part of S or 0 in relation to v
1 

or v
2

. 

Examination of actual cases suggests that two special strategies may be 
worked out by the reader: 

1. "NPs which share many semantic features may be split conjuncts;" 
~. "fun<;tional elements will be in parallel order in co-ordinate clauses.• 

Ev1dence 1s both p~sitive (where a strategy facilitates perception) and 
negative (where it accouts for misperception). Discussion centers on such 
examples as 

Such place Eternal Justice had prepar'd 
For those rebellious, here thir Prison ordained 
In utter darkness, and t hir portion set 
As far remov'd from God ... (!. 70-3) 

By falsities and lies the greatest part 
Of Mankind they corrupted to forsake 
God thir Creator, and th'invisible 
Glory of him that made them, to transform 
Oft to the Image of a Brute, adorn'd 
With gay Religions full of Pomp and Gold, 
And Devils to adore for Deities. (1.367-73) 

The implication is that 'learning how to read' a poet may involve re
weighting the perceptual strategies one brings to the poem and working out 
some new ones. It may be more fruitful to view the 'differentness' or 

'creativeness' of poetic language in this light than as a matter of formal 
deviance. 
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long been held within generative theory that rule reordering 
It has. 1 mechanism for the proper characterization of historical 
•:~~n~~= notion 'dialect'. Our purpose here is to argue for the 

claims: 

Putative rule reorderings are not inconsistent with theories 
which exclude extrinsic ordering; 

various empirically defensible rule reorderings follow from 
an independent universal principle; 

Theories which include extrinsic ordering and/or quasi
universal principles for reordering are incapable of 
accounting for the facts of linguistic change and variation. 

The universal principle to be developed in this paper ~s th: . 
1e of Morphophonemic Precedence (henceforth PMP). Th1~ pr1nc1ple 

pnes the applicational precede~ce of r~les.based on the1r ~rpho
c or allophonic effect in a g1ven derivation---effects wh1ch are 

Jy determinable from other independent properties of a grammar. 
ly, the principle states that morphophonemic applications take 

over allophonic ones. 

The necessity of this principle can be demonstrated by examining 
of historical changes characterized as rule reorderings. A 

1 example is the putative reordering 'of Terminal Oevoicin~ and 
Lengthening in German (King 1969:51-54}. For Early New H1gh 

it can be established that Vowel Lengthening is allophonic while 
n~l Devoicing is morphophonemic. The principle thus predicts that 

I Oevoicing must precede Vowel Lengthening--establishing the 
lcally correct bleeding relation. By the time of Modern Standard 

however, various independent changes in the grammar had eff~cted 
, rendering the application of Vowel Lengthening morphophonemic; 
feet of Terminal Oevoicing remained unchanged. Since no universal 
pie can apply to sequence these rules, they can only apply in the 

ically correct counter-bleeding relation. Thus, PMP explains the 
lve reordering. 

Of equal weight are dialectal differences characterized as 
ces in rule ordering. For example, two rules can be motivated 

lalects of Catalan: Oevoic ing and Spirantization. In one dialect, 
tizatlon is allophonic while Devoicing is morphophonemic. For that 
t, the PMP correctly sequences Oevoicing before Spirantization in 

ing relation. in the other dialect, however, both rules can be 
to have a morphophonemic effect; consequently, they must apply in 

leeding relation. Thus, the PMP explains why the two rules 
ly apply in different orders in the respective dialects. 

Finally, it can be shown that adopting this principle falsifies 
hypotheses formulated in terms of paradigm conditions (cf. Kiparsky 

'King 1973). 
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PAMELA DOWNING 

University of California, Berkeley 

Pragmatic Constraints on Nominal Compounding in English 

In an attempt to clarify the conditions on noun + noun compound 
tion in English, I have considered a corpus of attested .!12!!! compOUJlda 
have asked subj ects to 1) interpret such compounds in the absence of 
and 2) create compound names for novel entities depicted 1n a series of 
drawings. The results of JIIY investigation indicate that the underlying 
relationships appropriate for compounding are not finite in number and 
the appropriateness of a given relationship cannot be evaluated abscl 
in the absence of contextual considerations. It is proposed that these 
sults are explicable in terms of the compound's functional status as a 
(classificatory), rather than a descriptive device, a distinction often 
looked in previous treatments based on consideration of existing compoua4 

Many of the interpretations associated with the attested novel 
or suggested by JIIY subjects were based on extremely complex underlying 
relationships, e.g. thalidomide parent, cranberry morpheme / egg-bird_ a 
that steals other birds' eggs. Often these relationships were not ..... , .. I.LQ.LD.ll 

to any more basic semantic specification, such as location, origin, time 
Thus any exhaustive listing of "appropriate compounding relationships" ' 
rapidly become infinite. 

Even if such a list could 'be devised, the appropriateness of a gi'Y81l 
relationship would not be absolutely guaranteed, 
to situation, depending on: 

l) The semantic class of the head of the compound - Naturally 
entities (plants, animals, and natural objects) are typically classified 
the basis of inherent characteristics (appearance, origin, composition, 
while synthetic objects are categorized instead in terms of the uses to 
which they may be put. 

2) The permanence of the relationship - Temporary or fortuitous 
relationships are generally considered unsuitable for compounding, while 
permanent or generic relationships are preferred. 

}) The predictability of the relationship - Relationships which are 
totally predictable or even which represent the unmarked state of ~fairs, 
dispreferred. Thus *head-hat, *mouth-whistle, '*book-novel . Predictabilit7 
of course varies from context to context. As one subject suggested, bO,R'-1~01 
might be "pork from a hog as opposed to a sow or piglet". 

These facts derive from the status of the compound as a naming amruu •• · 
Names are created to denote relevant categories of experience, and what 
relevant to the categorization of entities of one type {e.g. synthetic 
may be irrelevant with respect to another (e.g. animals). Categorizat 
based on permanent or generic characteristics are typically of greater 
range usefulness, for categorizations based on temporary relationships maJ 
time become obscure or irrelevant. And the information carrying potential 
a compound is wasted if it is based on a totally predictable relationship 
all Bs are ABs). 

These results indicate t hat the distribution of compound f orms is 
predictable on the basis of functional considerations not reflected in 
treatments of the problem. 
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ard Montague approached the analysis of English syntax and semanti:s 
cb . or mathematician would: he strove for formal elegance and max1-

1an n . • " d " · bl -~·~rfL~~ty in delimiting poss1ble syntact1c_categor~ an pos71 e syn-
" and in contrast to the linguist, d1d not v1ew the cho1ce of par

rulte gori~s and rules as an empirical issue at all . But if we are to 
ca e . , h · · 1 p tee's suggestion to cons1der Montague s t eor1es ser1ous y as a 
B-b~S of linguistic theory, then we sooner or l ater face t~e task 

appropriate constraints and eval~a~ion meas~r~s ~der_wh1ch par-
1 rammars can be claimed to have emp1r1cal just1f1cat1on 1n Montague s 

gin this paper I will investigate ways of a~proaching this t~s~. . 
adopted a modificati on of the categor1al grammar of Les~1ewsk1 

n•u~l<:w~.~ ~ · Their categories consist of two fundamental categor1es (Name 
and a series of functor categories defined recursi vely : If ~and 

syntactic categories, then~~ is a possibl~ synt~ctic category. 
"wunarkedtt syntactic construct10n , an W~ comb1nes ~1~h a,~ to give a. 

of category ~· Though linguists are often fam1l1ar w1th categor l 
the important semantic motivation behi nd them is generally over

. the;e categories correspond exactly to Russell's simple theory of 
(the basis of most logics and of set theory), and in_Monta~e's system 

of a syntactic category must all be semant1cally 1nterpreted 
the corresponding logical type. This means that assignment of :xpres
to categories must be determined on semantic as well as syntact1c 

, Though Montague diverged from Ajdukiewicz in allowing more than one 
c category to correspond to a single logical type , the cases where 
appear s necessary are rare. A language .. optimally s i mple" from a 

point of view would have a one-to-one correspondence between syntac
and t ype. I thus propose we evaluate grammars according to (a) 

and (b) the "complexity" (in a sense to be defined) of grammatical 
used and to (c) the degree to which they approach the one- to- one 

•pon1~er1~e between grammatical category and logical type. 
treat the category Verb Phrase categor ially, Montague made use of the 

tical idea that anln-place function may always be treated as a func
(n-1)-place functions to 1- place func tions . Thus rather than treat 

ive verb as a "two-place predicate ," he treated it as a function from 
es to one-place predicates (i.e., Verb Phrases) . This means that 

McCawley ) Verb Phr ase is a perfectly respectabl e semantic category. 
i s extendable: we can treat a thr ee-place verb as a function from 

~urao•~s to (phrasal) transitive verbs , etc. What emerges from this is a 
categorial (hence semantic) definition of the noti ons Subject , Object, 

etc . and the Keenan-Comrie "case hierarchy" which orders them. 
attempts (e.g. by T. Vennemann recently) to recognize a "func-

" relation among categories and explain universals of word order 
basis of them have been severely hampered by a lack of an explicit 

of functor and argument and a semantic criterion for identifying 
~·'aw.Lvu; both of t hese are defic iencies Montague's theory remedies. In 

, vord-order principles can be expressed as a tendency for a lang
order an A/B before a B ( "VO language" ) or vice- versa ( "OV language 

11
) • 

iple predi cts that vo languages tend to have prepositions rather t~an 
ons, prefixes rather than suffixes , complementizers before their 

etc., while OV languages prefer the opposite order. The principle, 
• raises questions about certain other observed word-order universals. 

, I will discuss some categories which appear "unnatural" accord-
~ sals: adjectives (whi ch appear to play two semantic _roles) and 

intransitive verb and~ (which have the same log1cal type). 
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The Source of American Linguistic Prescriptivism 

The linguistic thought of Americans has long been marked by a con· 
cern for 'correctness' (Marckwardt, 1958) . Scholars conventionally make 
two assumptions about this prescriptive attitude: 1) that it derives 
from 18th century prescriptionist notions, and 2) that the doctrine of 
correctness has existed through the American experience essentially 
unchanged and unchallenged (Boorstin, 19)9, Lyman, 1921, Dillard, 1973). 

A careful examination of linguistic thought of the 19th century 
reveals that the first assumption is too simple and the second is 
inaccurate. The doctrine of correctness in the present time has become 
so strong and accepted that it has led to the misperception that the 
correctness doctrine has reached across American history from the 18th 
century to the present . 

The prescriptive doctrine met with significant intellectual 
challenge from 1820 through the 40's. The reaction against prescriptive 
grammar in the first half of the 19th century grew partly out of a spe. 
cific revolt against rote learning, partly out of the development of 
national consciousness, and partly out ot' the romantic 'boundless' 
intellectual tenor of the times. 

The thought of the period 1850 through the 70 ' s was a significant 
source of the doctrine's subsequent vigor which was to exhibit a curious 
and remarkable continuity into and throughout the present century. During 
the latter half of the century the doctrine of correct ness revived with 
a new vehemence in a new drive for uniformity and conf ormity. It became 
a ~ for correctness. This mania was facilitated and accommodated in 
general by the intellectual milieu of the time : national integration 
and consolidation. The single most important specific factor was t he 
development of the genteel cultural apparatus, as manifested linguistically 
by an increased interest in language, especially in 'linguistic etiquette' 
in genteel publications; in the reaction against i nnovation; in the 
application of intellect and logic to language; in the high premium 
placed by the genteel on books a nu authority; in the anglophile tendency 
of the genteel; and in the desire for a responsible, stable co~nunity. 

In conclusion, aspects of 19th century American lif e are crucial 
to the understanding 01 the history and nature of American prescriptivism. 
The story is not merely one of continuity from 18th century Britain. 

The basic data for the study are three major education and language 
journals that span the period. They are examined not only for the texts 
they provide but also for leads to other sources, such as important 
figures and books , which in turn become data for the study. 
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of Wisconsin, Milwaukee 

The purpose of this paper is to explain a numbe r of typo
ical facts concer ning Raising . I t has gener a lly been assumed 

~t t he relat ionship between the (a) and (b) s entences in (1)
is characterizabl e by a r ule or set o f rules whe r eby an NP 

pl a subordinate clause is raised into either subject or object 
lPsition of the main c lause. 
~ (l ) a. John believes t hat Mary i s rich. 

b . John be l ieves Mary to be rich. 
(2) a. It seems that John is rich . 

b . John seems to be r i ch. 
(3) a . It is easy t o please John. 

b. John is easy to pl ease . 
n at has not been previ ously investigated is whether there are 
~y implicational depende nc i e s wi t h regard to these sentences . 
It has been found that, with respect to the occurrence or non
~currence of these sentence types , l anguages can be typo l ogized 
into the fol lowing c l ass es: 

(4) TYPE SENTENCE (lb) (2b) (3b) Exampl es 
- A--- yes yes yes English 

B yes yes no Hungarian 
C yes no no Modern Greek 
D no no no None (?) 

From t he chart in ( 4) , i t c a n be determined that if a language 
y s sentences like those in (3}, i t will necessari l y have sen
~nces like t hose in (2). I f a language has sentences like (2), 
1t wi l l necessari l y have sentences l ike (1}. 

The t hesi s of this paper i s that t hese facts can be explained 
only if the fo llowing assumptions are made : (l} there is a r ule 
of Raising which raises an NP f r om subject position in the lower 
clause int o object posit ion in t he higher c l ause; (2) there is 
arule of Psych Movement which appl ies to certain"psychological" 
predi cates; and {3) ther e is a rule of NP Preposing (passive}. 
ne ru l e o f Ra ising accounts for the relationship of the sentences 
in (1) . The sentence in (2b) i s derived by first applying Rai
sing to the s ubject of t he l ower c l ause and then applying Psych 
~vement on the higher sentence . Sentence (3b) is derived by 
appl ying NP Preposing on the l ower clause , raising this pre-
~sed object i nto the higher c l ause, and then applying NP Pre
~sing to t he main c l ause. 

This proposal has the fol l owing consequences:!) the sentence 
~pes i n (1 ) - (3) can be accounted for by a single raising rule; 
(2) the implicational dependencies summarized i n (4) f ol low 
necessarily; (3) the fact that the raising in sentences like (2) 
occur~ with "psychological" predicates liks ~ and appear is 
expla1ned; and (4) the fact that l anguages with sentences like 
13) also have passive sentences with agents is exp l ained . 
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Linguistic Constraints on Variation in Chicano English 

A number of studies have drawn attention to characteristic features of 

several varieties of Chicano English (Cornejo 1969, Matluck and Mace 1973, 

Sawyer 1957), but a systematic description of even a partial grammar of any 

of these varieties has not yet been achieved. The wide range of differences 

between certain elements of Standard English and their counterparts in the 

speech of members of a single Chicano speech community suggests that their 

speech can best be described by a variable rule analysis, in the manner of 

earlier studies (Cedergren 1973, Labov 1972, Wolfram 1969 & 1973). Our work 

has been the formulation of a rule which specifies the probability with which 

word-final (z)-devoicing occurs in different combinations of phonological 

environments in the speech of English-dominant fourth-grade students from the 

Martineztown barrio of Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

We have found three constraints which favor the application of the (z)

devoicing rule: (1) (z) not followed by a voiced segment; (2) (z) following 

an obstruent; (3) (z) followed by nothing. The rule incorporating these 

( ] A(w [+voiced]) 
three constraints is (z) ~(s] /B ( +obstruent )_II f'<[ -segment)). There is 
strong evidence to suggest that other phonological and syntactic constraints 

are operating on this rule as well. The possibility that situational, topi

cal, or stylistic factors might be influencing the variation was investigated 

with the result that any differences in (z)-devoicing can be attributed to 

the linguistic environments typical of each situation. This finding has ob

vious consequences for sociolinguistic investigations of the relationships 

between social or situational variables and linguistic variables. One social 

variable which does appear to influence (z)-devoicing significantly is the 

sex of the speaker. It is possible that certain social and situational 

factors should be built into the rule as lower order constraints. 

Exploratory research into other phonological elements in samples of the 

fourth-graders' speech has revealed similar variation which is at least par

tially phonologically conditioned. We are exploring the relationships among 

these variables by intercorrelating the percentages of occurrence of their 

non-standard variants in the speech of each individual. The results of our 

research emphasize the necessity of exhausting the linguistic constraints on 

variability prior to investigating social or situational influences on the 

choice of linguistic variants. 
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pedagogical Case for Case 
~ 

The continuin~ controversy over the validity of the case 
rammar model has a value in the classrooms of institutions like !1r and Berkeley ~s a part of the training of professional lin~

~ists• Hot·'ever, there is another use for this model, ~-1hich has 
not recei~ed sufficient attention, and that is its use in biling
~1/bidialectal (or multilingual/multidialectal) education. In 
classroo~s where linguistics is taught to varied combinations of 
non-native speakers of English, in ti-le ESL or TES0L class, and 
in "service" courses ··1here linguistics is tau~r-1-tt to non-linguists 
•• for example, to teachers and teacher candidates--the case gram
~r model offers unquestionable pedago~ical superiority. 

First, this model alloHs all lan8ua~es to be represented in 
terms of a verb-like constituent plus its arguments, allowing 
the reduction of examples in the classroom to a sin~le parallel 
structure regardless of the langua~e or lanp,uages involved. The 
~fessor can thus concentrate upon the shared structure of the 
unguages represented by the students rather than upon their 
surface differences. 

Second, the model provides the professor with a superb tool 
for identifying, and for demonstratin~, areas of cross-cultural 
communication breakdot-ln. In Navajo, for example, the sequence 
111 am riding a horse" contains neither a~ent nor patient, be
cause it is literally "the horse is ~oin~ about '-lith me" and 
therefore requires the commitative case. Examples of this kind 
allow the professor to demonstrate to the non-linguist very 
clearly why it is danp,erous to assume that full communication 
is taking place just because both spealcers are usinp, sequences 
of English tvords grammatically. The problems of case mismatch 
a~, in my experiP-nce, the greatest sin~le linguistic source 
of communication problems in the multi-ethnic classroom. 

Finally, the case grammar model offers a pedagogical tool 
that requires the student to subject his/her native language to 
intensive examination. For the student ,.,hose entire exposure to 
linguistics may be this one course to be required to draw trees 
and do derivations of elaborate structures is an exercise in fu
tility; the formal problems are too great. Hm-1ever, to require 
such a student to determine what cases the ar~uments of a given 
verb must take, ho\-1 those cases are marked in surface structure, 
and hoH that analysis can be justified, is possible from the 
very first class meeting. To be required to determine these 
facts for sequences like "ask a question",or for verbs in the 
"buy/sell/give/trade" class, immediately teaches these students 
that determining \o~hat you REALLY mean by a .';iven surface struc
ture is no simple matter. 

The paper \-lilt outline the pedago~ical advanta.';eS of the 
c~se Rrammar model, as briefly stated above, and offer numer
ous examples to justify those advantages. 
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A Pragmatic ACCOWlt of the "Negative Transportation" Phenomenon 

The semantic relationship of such sentences as 
(1) I don't believe that insects have souls. 

and (2) I believe that insects don't have souls. 
has been well noted in the literature (Fillmore 196J and else
where). In this paper, it is argued that this relationship is 
best explained in terms of general principles of semantics 
and pragmatics, without positing either a syntactic transforma
tion of Negative Transportation or a special interpretive rule. 

It is argued that the so-called "negative transportation 
verbs" are just those with the following property• stated 
roughly, for each such verb V, from a speaker's utterance of a 
sentence in present tense with V as matrix verb, with S as 
complement, and with first person subject (if V takes such 
arguments), it is reasonable to conclude that P(S)vP(rvS), 
where P is the predicate formed from V by fixing its subject 
argument as the speaker. The utterance of (1), for example, 
suggests that the speaker has considered insects have souls 
as an object of belief, and it is psychologically reasonable to 
assume that he has reached a conclusion; thus the speaker 
believes that insects have souls or the speaker believes that 
insects don't have souls. This disjunction, together with the 
assertion of (l) that the speaker doesn't believe that insects 
have souls, yields (2). If the disjunction is not assumed, 
one obtains a "non-negative-transportation" reading. 

An account of the motivation for using (1) to communicate 
(2), and thereby 

(J} Insects don't have souls. 
but with connotations of considerable uncertainty on the part 
of the 9peaker, is given in terms of general conversational 
principles. 

A pragmatic explanation of the "negative transportation" 
phenomenon avoids setting up a special rule and accounts for 
Bolinger's observations that (1} and (2) aren't synonymous. 
Such an explanation is furthermore far superior to a trans
formational description in accounting for certain data. For 
example, when a subject that isn't first person or when a tense 
other than present tense is used, a "negative transportation" 
reading can be obtained only in non-reportive style. (See 
Kuroda l97J,) Further examples are provided by such sentences as 

(4) I don't believe that even insects have souls. 
where it is presu~posed that insects are relatively unexpected 
to have souls. (4) can receive a reading such that the speaker 
commits himself to the falseness of even insects have souls. 
The source of (4) with this reading cannot, however, be the same 
as that of 

(5) I believe that not even insects have souls. 
which presupposes that insects are relatively expected to have 
souls. 

Syntactic arguments and counterarguments for a rule of 
Negative Transportation that have appeared in the literature 
(R. Lakoff 1969, Lindholm 1969, G. Lakoff 1970, Horn 1971, 
Jackendoff 1971, Cattell 197J, and elsewhere) are briefly 
recounted, and several of the counterarguments are amplified. 
Some new counterarguments are offered. 
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~geal Description of Thai Tones 

I wish to address the handling of phonological tones in Thai. From a 

taxonomic point of view, Central Thai as spoken in Bangkok and the surrounding 

central plains has five contrastive tones--two dynamic and three static tones 

(Abramson 1962) . An alternative description of the tones treats the dynamic 

tones segmentally as a series of two static tones (Trager 1957, Leben 1971, 

(iandour 1974). One approach to the problem is provided by an e lectromyographic 

~!nation of the laryngeal mechanisms involved in the production of the 

tones. The results of such an experiment conducted with three speakers of 

~ntral Thai reveal that each of the tones can be described in terms of a 

~ique and consistent configuration of cricothyroid (CT) muscle activity. 

~reover, there appears to be a basis in the electromyographic signal for a 

se~ntal description of the dynamic tones of Thai: the larynx seems to be 

performing two separate tasks for the dynamic tones--an f 0 lowering task fol

l~d by an f 0 raising task for the rising tone, and vice versa for the fall

ing tone. Since these tasks appear quite similar to those performed by the 

u~ for the high and low tones, it would seem that the t ones can be de

scribed in terms of a laryngeal feature system which consists of a single 

~valued cricothyroid feature with values of high , mid, and low. The high 

tone would have the value of [high CT], the low tone, (low CT], the mid tone, 

[nd CT), and the dynamic tones, [high CT] followed by [low CT], or vice versa 

depending on whether it is a rising or falling t one. Further investigation 

rsains to be done with connected speech to confirm the findings and interpre

tations discussed here. The observa tions raise certain ques tions with regard 

to the advantages of feature systems in general and s pecifically, whether the 

features should be binary or ternary. 

~ramson. A. S. 1962. The vowels and tones of standard Thai: Acoustical 

measurements and experiments . Bloomington: Indiana Univ . Res . Center in 

Anthr o., Folklore, and Linguistics. Pub. 20. 

Gandour, J. 1974. On the representation of tone in Siamese. UCLA Working 

Papers i n Phonetics. The Tone Tome. Studies from the UCLA Tone Project, 

118-145. 

~ben, W. 1971. On the segmental nature of tone in Thai. Quarte rly Progress 

Report, Research Laboratory of Electronics MI T. 101 , 221-224. 

~ager, G. L. 1957. Siamese phonemes: A restatement. Bull. Inst . History 

Philo. Academia Sinica . 99, 21-29. 
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The Linguistic-Phonetic Basis for the Intrinsic Pitch of Vowels 

High vowels have a higher intrinsic pitch of voice than 
low vowels all other things being equal. These differences in 
pitch have led to tone change in certain Southern Chinese dia
lects which reflect the original underlying intrinsic pitch 

differences of vowels. In order to find the cause for these 
intrinsic pitch differences, two experiments were performed. 
The first was a study of the movement of the larynx using a 
photocell/computer tracking technique. The most common pattern 
found for larynx position during vowel production was 1 most 

superior and relatively anterior, ~intermediate and posterior, 
and u always lowest and generally most anterior, relative to i - -
and~· These results may possibly suggest that changes in 

vocal fold length contribute to intrinsic pitch differences 
between vowels. The low larynx position for the vowel ~ 
apparently helps to enlarge the pharyngeal cavity to meet the 
acoustic requirements for this vowel. Larynx lowering with 
pharyngeal wall expansion should increase vocal fold tension 
and elevate pitch slightly. Inferior pharyngeal muscle 
constriction may account for the posterior position and low 

intrinsic pitch of the vowel ~· A second experiment was 
designed to shed light on this possible mechanism. The effects 

of Arabic pharyngeal approximates on vowel pitch vis-a-vis the 
effects of Arabic stops were investigated, since pharyngeal 
constriction is a key feature for their production. Arabic 
pharyngeal approximates were found to cause a significantly 
lower pitch on following vowels than Arabic bilabial, alveolar 

and velar stops. This is evidence that pharyngeal constriction 
and tongue retraction lower pitch. If pharyngeal constriction 
and tongue retraction vary inversely with vowel height, the 
same forces may act to automatically lower vowel pitch. Other 

hypotheses to account for intrinsic pitch differences between 
vowels will be reviewed in the light of these pitch and larynx 

movement results and in the light of the Arabic pharyngeal 

effects observed. 
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Rules: The 7Wo Reflexives in tch 

Reflexivization in English has been treated transformation
tllT as a single obligatory rule subject to various conditions 

its application. In Dutch, however, two obligatory rules 
::tb different conditions on their application are needed to 
4, 1cribe reflexives. In direct object position, a reflexive 
~ib!ts the form!!!! suffixed to the pronoun: 

(l) ik zag mijzelf. "I saw myselr." 
(ct. (2) Jan zag me/mij. "Jan saw me.") 

~addition, in the third person, the pronoun base itself is 
c~nged to !!£h; but ~ is still surfixed: 

(3) Jan zag zichzelf. 
(ct. (4) Jan zag hem. 

"Jan saw himselr. 11 

11 Jan saw him. 11 ) 

kamining reflexives other than direct objects reveals that the 
1wearance or zich and of zelf are controlled by different con
ditions. Like -aii English --rel'lexi ve, ze lf does not require its 
etecedent to be a subject; also, it does-not appear in certain 
k~ds of (typically locative) prepositional phrases. Like the 
~rman rerlexive, zich does require its antecedent to be a sub
Ject, but it appeari'ln any prepositional phrase in the same 
clause as its subject-antecedent. Thus, while in English a pro
MUn is either reflexive or not, Dutch has three possibilities 
tor third person reflexive pronouns, depending on which condi
tions are fulrilled: 

(5) Jan heeft Kees over z1chzelf verteld. 
"Jan1told Keesj about hlmselfi•" 

(6) Jan heert Kees over hemzelf verteld. 
"Jani told Keesj about hlmselfj•" 

(antecedent is 
subject) 

(antecedent is 
not subject) 

(7) Jan zag een slang naast zich. 
"Jani saw a snake near himi•" 

(locative phrase) 

let. (8) Jan zag een slang naast hem. 
11 Jani saw a snake near him j." 1 :1: j) 

~. coexistence or both rules in Dutch despite the relatively 
light functional load carried by the opposition between them 
(e.g. distinguishing (5) from ( 6) ) , plus the fact that vir
~ally identical rules exist just by themselves as the reflexive 
rule in other languages, suggests that we consider-oQth of them 
to be natural rules of reflexivization. As further support, we 
trace the different historical origins of zich and zelf. We also 
note that in other, unrelated languages, subject-ant;Ce'dence is 
correlated· with relatively less restricted occurrence of the re
flexive (Japanese, Lakhota) while the lack of subject antecedence 
~rrelates with tighter restrictions on the reflexive (Tagalog). 
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Variation in Nonprima.ry Stress and the English Stress System 

The paper will focus on what occurs when two nonprimary stresses 

are in adjacent syllables in an English Word, This most often occurs 

in relatively long words stressed secondarily on the second syllable, 

with a 'strong' first syllable, eg ~conderoga, re~irmation, but may 

also occur internally, as in electrotroptstic. Contrary to the impli

cations in much of what has been written on English stress, not all 

'secondary' stresses are equally prominent. Sometimes the first is 
3 2 1 2 3 1 

more pronounced, sometimes the second: T' d or T' nd • 
~con eroga ~co eroga 

This is also true when the 'secondary' stressed are separated by one 

or more syllables, but the difference in prominence is less pronounced: 
3 2 1 2 3 1 

geniohyoglossus or geniohyoglossus' It will be shown that word famili-

arity or frequency may affect which of the pronunciations is chosen, 

It will also be shown how this relates to the well-known but little

understood phenomena in such words as Flfth Street vs. Fifth Avenue. 

While not calling the cycle into question, the paper will show that 

noncyclic English stress assignment involves essentially the SPE main 

stress rule, Halle (1973)'s Stress Subordination Rule, and a new rule 

suggested by the above data stressing 'strong clusters', all followed 

by a Destressing Rule similar to Halle's, but critically affected (as 

shown in an earlier paper) by word familiarity . There may also be an 

Initial Syllable Stress Rule before the Destressing Rule, as argued by 

Halle. Longer nonanalyzed words have also been earlier shown to be 

treated in effect as a sequence of relatively short pseudomorphemes 

which receive stress independently rather than by an iterative process. 

The net result is a coherent account of English stress, including 

those syllables whose stress is not and never was primary stress, but 

which fail to reduce. 
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of Tag-Questions in English 

the development of tag-questions in English provides 
e linguist with an opportunity to study change in a !!11 defined syntactic structure over a relatively short 
riod of time. The variable tag based on verb or 

!~iliary verb form first appears in English about five 
~odred years ago, and representative examples ranging 
over this period have been collected. A clear pattern 
f syntactic change emerges from this data. Early tag

ouestions, like these from Early Modern English, 
q (1) 'Twas a pennywort, was't not? 

(2) I thinke it is good morrow, is it not? 
are generated by a rule that acts primarily on ~ as a 
.Un verb and selectively on other parts of the then 
developing English auxiliary system. This rule, 
~Formation, later extends itself over the fully 
~anded auxiliary system, producing familiar modern 
forms like 

{3) John's here, isn't he? 
Ihe introduction of Tag Formation in Early Modern English 
is treated as a case of rule addition, and thus an 
1~vation in the diachronic grammar of English. The 
~anges in the rule from Early Modern to Modern English 
(~d the intervening stages as well) are analyzed as 
cases of specific types of rule restructuring. in the 
direction of generalization and paralleling the growth 
of the auxiliary system. This development is in fact 
~overall simplification in the grammar, although the 
resulting rule is of greater formal complexity and 
&enerates more possible surface structures. 

By analyzing the changes in a particular structure 
~ rule over a limited period of time I conclude that 
s~tactic rules change in some narrowly defined ways, 
~d that the class of possible syntactic changes is 
closely related to the class of possible syntactic 
rules. 
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On a Canonical Case of Absolute Neutralization 

!n 1962 r-'torris Halle made what was probably the first clail'll 

of ab~Olt!te neutralization in generative phonology. Relying on 

~o~th Russian dialect data, he stated that archaic jakan'e (the 
z:•.:·:.::ac e realization of non-high vowels in first pretonic posi. 

"':::·.o:-. after palatalized or palatal consonants) was best explained 

::..n t~rms of an underly).ng seven-vowel .system. This vowel inven .• 

tory included tense i and £, even though these phonemes had no 
distinctive phonetic manifestation, always merging with that c:f 

u~derlying ~ and £, respectively. 

Schematized Derivations of rebro 'rib' 
::::::::o:==:::===~::::.=;:;:::::.:-:========:;= .. ====a 

~J:n.0.erlying 

i\~:;::-esentation 

':'cr?senE>ss 
'Jet~tre>.lization 

:.) ';Cli,':\~ t~ .. c 
·J~c2.l::. '3a·tion 

' 
r'ebr+o 

" 
r'abr+o 

r'abr+o 

[r'abro] 

instr. sg. 

r'ebr+om 

r'ibr+om 

r'ibr+om 

[r'ibrom] 

::'::-,:>•'1 the above derivations it is apparent that the r(~alization 

of first pretonic ~ as [a] or [i] is determined by the presence 

o= tonic £ or £, even though the distinction between them is 

!v:-u·i.:ralize·d by the Tenseness Neutralization rule. 

l\l though most cases o£ putative absolute neutralization have 

beer'. questioned in the literature, the original data utilized 

.Jy t.:.:::lle has not been challenged directly. Actually, older evi

c ."'!'lce anc'l. more rece11t wor!c cast grave doubts on Halle's O!:"iginal 

i l" ~erpretation. 

<·1cmy of these archaic dialects P.reviously ·thought to have 

f :O.Ye--vo\·:el systems have been shown to phonetically distinguish 

t(~f":-~ and non-tense mid-vowels under stress. In these dialects 

j :: !~an'e is phonologically conditioned. In dialects with five

vo•.,·el systems, however, j akan' e al te!:"nations can be traced to 

: .. c>:p;>.ological conditioning. 

Th~se phonetic and morphological facts render the use of ab
~o1vte neut~alization in these cases totally inappropriate. 
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A recent anthropological focus has been semantic (cul-
al) classification as reflected in the lexical systems 

tfnatural languages. Berlin (11)70:1'1) predicted a ra,pproche• 
~nt between linguistic anthropologists and generative gram
~ans through a similar interest in universals of semantic 
~ucture. Yet the latter have continued to concern them
selves as little with paradigma·tic organization as the former 
~tn the syntactic actualiza-tion of abstracted systems. Th1:s 
paper describes the degree to which e-overt spatial elassifi
cat1on is integr~ed syntactically in Tarascan and suggests 
some theoretical implica:tions of the underlying feature organi
zation. 

Three spatial features defining total (outline) contour 
are specified. These are llD), 'long 1 , [2D], 'flat •, and 
(JD] 1 bulkyfround '. A fourth feature, [GDj, specifies gene
ric dimension. lGDJ morphemes or stems may substitute for 
tbose of numbered dimension. Phrase structure lexical concord 
requires matching of contoural features in verb and subject 
or object NP in accordance with the transitivity resolution of 
tbe verb theme. Over 200 verb stems combine a lD J feature 
nth a finite set of binarily organized features representing 
other spatial concepts. 

Examples of contoural contrast are: 
(1) i~antet'i ~kari. 'the stick is lying (there)' 
(2) iMmtet'i ilSuskuta. 'the tortilla is lying (there) • 
(3) kirantet 'i cakapu. 'the stone is lying (there) t 

The verb (l+) xarat'i may replace the first lexical ltam 
rn any of the sentences with no meanin~ change. lD) features 
m the three sentences are (l)llDJ, {2)l2DJ, {3)L3D]. These 
are features of the (C)VC'O' stem. Stem (l+), xara-,is lGDJ. 

Syntactic intersection of binarily and trinarily organized 
features in Tarascan suggests that an assumption of universal 
binary feature organization, common since Chomsky, 11;16 ' , may 
need reexamination. Linguists may be well-advised to consider 
the dictum of Levi-Strauss (11;163:161) that apparent manifesta
tions of dualism are "superficial distortions of structures 
whose real nature is quite different and vastly mure complex." 

References: 

~rlin, Brent, A universalist-evolutionary approach in etrulo
graphic semantics, In Ann Fischer, Ed., Bulletin of the 
Amer1can Anthropological Association, Vul.3.~, September 1~70 

Cbomsky, Noam, Aspects of the Theory of Syntax, Cambridge: 1-~ .l.T. 
Press, 11;165' 

Uvi-Strauss, Claude, Structural Anthropology, New York: Basic 
Books, l\)63 
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An Event Analysis of Aspectual Complement Structures 

The complement structures of Aspectual Verbs may be consistently classi
fied as "events." Similar claims have been made elsewhere, principally to 
indicate the presence of the head noun "event" in the deep or source fon 
of these structures. What is intended here is a temporal analysis of events 
(as they appear in surface forms) which adds in significant ways to an un
derstanding of aspectual verbs. 

Aspectual verbs have a consistent semantic effect of a temporal nature 
on their complement structures, They constitute a time-index referring to 
the onset, initiation, continuation, duration, repetition, cessation, or 
completion of the activity or event named by their complement, The possi
bility of referring to separate time-segments of an event suggests the need 
for a temporal analysis of events themselves in terms of an onset, a nucleus, 
and a coda. Through the use of aspectual verbs we repeatedly refer to these
various temporal intervals. 

The ~ of an event (a preparatory stage) is referred to in such sen
tences as: 
(1) Henry started to sneeze but quickly regained his composure 

(without actually sneezing). 
The nucleus (or the 'activity' itself) is indicated in: 
(2) Linda kept worrying about her graduate course. 
The coda (or final definite ending) is referred to in: 
(J) I finally finished writing my dissertation. 

Sentences (1) and (J) should be compared to (1') and (J') respectively, 
In (1') where start has been changed to begin, an onset is no longer indi
cated; in (J') finish is replaced by stop with the loss of any reference to 
a coda. 

(!')Henry began to sneeze but quickly regained his composure 

{
*without actually sneezing. l 
after sneezing only once. I 

(J')I finally stopped writing my dissertation, 

In his article "The Time-Axis Phenomenon" (Language, 49.4.1973), Talmy 
Givon distinguishes several time periods (the time-axis of the verb) accord
ing to which he describes, among others, aspectual verbs. However, he does 
not go far enough as he fails to develop a similar time-axis for their com
plement structures. A full account of these verbs requires a description 
of the various temporal and aspectual properties possible for their comple
ments as the two interact, In fact, it turns out that aspe'ctual verbs 
have classificatory powers that allows us to distinguish the aspectual char
acter of other verbs accordin, to their co-occurrence possibilities with 
aspectuals. This is done partly along the lines of David Dowty (following 
Zeno Vendler) where states, processes, activities, actions, etc. are distin
guished, 

It will be shown, for example, that aspectual verbs are awkward with 
complement sentences containing verbs that are considered to be "states" 
as op~sed to "events." 

l4}? Our students began to know the difference between nouns and verbs. 
Our students began to learn the differencebetween nouns and verbs. 

Similarly, certain aspectuals will be shown to occur only with certain types 
of events, 
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1 ternal reconstruction in Hopi forces the statement of two reconstruc
hn nological rules in terms of "everywhere but ... ", entailing a complicat

udfP 0
alization and thus predicting that the rules in question are relatively 

- ~~al. However the exceptional environments of both rules are entirely 
~a al as exceptions to the rules in question. There is proposed a kind of 
,.tu~ace phonetic constraint' (SPC) tentatively called an 'articulatory con
·-r·nt' (AC) to distinguish it as being more directly a consequence of the 
st~~~e of the articulatory mechanism than the SPC proposed in Shibatani (1973) 
•d the targets of conspiracies as in Kisseberth (1969). The proposed ACs 
~~ w formalization of the rules in the simplest unrestricted terms by 
1 ~ifying particular sound sequences which no phonological process may pro
:ee obviating such restrictions in any particular phonological rule . 

c 'The rules in Hopi concern (1) the lowering of pre-Hopi */u,w/ to [o,~] 
pectively in all environments except when contiguous to high, back, unround 

~f/ and (2) the lowering of */k/ to [q] before pre-Hopi non-high back vowels 
•/a ~/except when also after pre-Hopi high vowels */i,+,u/. In broad per-
~tive, the exceptional environments of these rules are expecte~ since ~n 

:th cases high segments are prevented from being lowered by cortt1guous h1gh 
vowels. The articulatory constraints proposed as part of Hopi phonology are 
~t suggested to have been two manifestations of the same constraint in Hopi, 
thoogh the phenomenon is perhaps less unexpected than common kinds of more 
~nly discussed phonological process such as palatalization. A subsequent 
~nting of those */k/ before */a,o/ but following */i,+,u/ to [~y] suggests 
achange in the form of one of the ACs, perhaps to increase the perceptual 
difference between [k ,q] or perhaps to even further insulate /k/ from 
t~ering after high vowels. 

Various investigators have suggested complicating phonological theory by 
the addition of what Shibatani has attempted to formalize as SPCs in order to 
wintain some form of an evaluation metric which closely associates greater 
simplicity in phonological rules with greater naturalness. If we establish a 
cootinuum ranging from •more language specific= less universal' to 'more 
~iversal', morpheme structure rules would be nearer the specific end than 
~ibatani's SPCs. The ACs of the type discovered in Hopi are yet one more 
step in the direction of 'more universal'. That this is true is apparent 
wen considering the inception of both. Unlike Shibatani's SPCs, ACs do not 
o~essarily depend on single or on cooperating groups of phonological pro
cesses for their existence. They may determine phonological processes or 
they may have no overt effect until some phonological process shows itself to 
~constrained by them. Both of the ACs to be discussed are of this latter 
type. 

As our knowledge of the spectrum of SPCs widens and deepens we will 
doobtless find ways to incorporate more of 'what linguists know more 
c~fortably' into phonological theory. For instance, Schacter (1969) af
fimed that non-vowels assimilate to vowels rather than conversely. This is 
shown by the present data to operate more as a constraint whose form may not 
~directly accessible from the rules involved but by recognizing the sys
t~aticity and naturalness of the excepted environments. Thus it is 
~arent that vowels, besides governing assimilation, prevent other phono
logical processes which would have the effect of making neighboring conso
~nts unlike them in certain features. 

nsseberth, Charles W. 1970. 'On the functional unity of phonological 
rules•. Linguistic Inquiry 1.291-306. 

~hacter, Paul. 1969, Natural assimilation rules in Akan. IJAL 35.342-355. 
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Arguing for the Syntactic Cycle 

Virtually all existing arguments for the syntactic cycle ar 
weak because they demonstrate only that the cycle is sufficient e 
and not that it is necessary. The purpose of this paper is to ' 
show that there is a strong argument for the cycle--in particular 
the strict cycle (Chomsky 1973)--based on the evaluation metric • 
that the theory weakest in expressive power makes the strongest 
claims about language and is therefore the most highly valued. 
The strict cycle is preferable to alternatives such as linear 
ordering (Kimball 1972) or unordered simultaneous application 
with free reapplication (Morin 1974) because it excludes deriva
tional possibilities which these alternatives allow, but which 
do not show up in natural languages. 

If extrinsic ordering is assumed, linear grammars allow 
rules applying to complex-S domains to feed or bleed simplex 
rules that apply to the sentential subdomains of these complex 
structures: whereas the strict cycle does not. Should these 
derivational possibilities allowed by linear grammars be relevant 
to natural languages, we would expect to find languages which, 
for example, have both passives and infinitives, but no passive 
infinitives. Yet such languages, it seems, do not exist. The 
Koutsoudas-Sanders-Noll hypothesis of universally determined rule 
application prevents this type of bleeding in linear grammars, 
but it still allows for the unnecessary feeding possibility. 
Linear grammars under the KSN hypothesis also differ from strict 
cyclic grammars in that they exclude derivations in which ob
ligatory rules that apply to complex-S domains are bled by op
tional simplex-S rules which apply in the sentential subdomains 
of these complex-S structures. In this respect they are too weak 
in expressive power since English allows such derivations (e.g. 
Passive bleeding Equi as in Sam. expects the committee to be 
chosen by him.). The unordered~simultaneous application with 
free reapplic!tion theory is also weak in this way, although it 
does exclude the same bleeding and feeding possibilities the 
strict cycle excludes. Furthermore, this theory is less con
strained than the strict cycle because given an obligatory 
simplex-S rule which bleeds a complex-s rule by applying to the 
sentential subdomain of the complex-S structure, it allows two 
derivations, bleeding and non-bleeding, while the strict cycle 
allows only the bleeding derivation. 

Chomsky, N. (1973) ' Conditions on transformations' in Anderson 
& Kiparsky (eds.) A Festschrift for Morris Halle, Holt. 

Kimball, J. (1972) "Cyclic and linear grammars' in Kimball (ed.) 
Syntax and Semantics, Vol. 1, Academic Press. 

Morin, J-Y. (1974) 'Rule ordering and the cyclic principle', 
I.U.L.C. mimeo. 
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of California, Berkeley 

Jla1!4festation of Subject and Object in American Sign Language 

~ral languages have two means of distin~uishing subject and 
. t (and other arfuments) in constructions with transitive 

obJ~~ and (semantically) reversible subject and object: t ixed 
,er order or case marking s or a combination of the two . 
wo~ican Sign Language (A6L) has neither tixed word order nor 
A111e~ markings. 'l'his paper presents a discussion of the 1 ormal 
c~s rnents available in ASL for markin~ the relation of are,ument 
e everb. ~urtace manifest ation depends on which of three classes 
t~e verb belongs. 'rhese classes are semant ically determined and 
~heir difference s are reflected i n the phonolog ical design. 

'l'he majority of verbs are mult_!.-Qirection~l · Bach verb has 
core hand confit.; urat ion and place ot articulation ( most common

a in neutral space); the verb 1 s movement traces a t ra jectory 
~~m the location (real or .:.rammat i cal ly establis hed) of the 
ource to that or the t< oal, thus unan;bi~uously indicatine, ae~;ent 

!nd patient or benet iciary. 'lhus in 1 I tell you 1 the extend.ed 
index fin~er moves outward toward the addressee brushine past the 
~in· 1you tel l me 1 is identical except that the hand moves 
inwa~d from neutral space toward the si~;.ner. I··Ul ti-directional 
verbs include r i VE , BHINLr/'l.Al\E, c,O/GC~;E. 

'l'he second class are what may be called anchored to the body 
in that they cannot move off the body t rom source to ~oal. Exam
ples of these semant i cally transitive, stative verbs are At.GHY, 
LIKE LOVE, ~URHU!:>E(D), !:>CARE(D) . Anchored verbs always appear 
on the surface as one-place predicates--thus for t his class of 
FQch verbs, A!:>I has signs which desienate c• ly t he reaction of 
the experiencer but which do not lexicalize or 1 packa~e 1 the 
Nent. The i dent i ty of the experiencer is most commonly indicated 
oy the signe r assumin~ the previous ly established body posit ion 
of the appropriate reterent. (Cne type of J rd person reference 
involves movint-; or orienting the body or head in particular 
directions to 1 take-on 1 one or more Jrd person 1 roles 1 , e. (';. 
look up for child, down for rnother, without overt nlention o1 
10other or child.) '1'hus 1 !:>am loves Hilda 1 rMlY be rendered as 
(simplified transcription): !:>Ar! r ARKEH (on ri(.,ht) HILDA I'IA}H\ER 
(on left) r•tEE'l (markers make contact), (body moves into 6arn 1 s 
position--on right, lacing lert) LOVh. 

'l'he third verb class--multi-orientation verbs--combines 
characteristics o1 multi-directional and-anchored verbs: core 
hand shape, place, and movement, orientation depends on location 
of agent/experiencer and patient/benet iciary. ..ost col!lrnonly 
verbs such as HA'lE, 1:-l'tY, b0'lHErl are made i n the allent/experien
cer•s body position, the hands oriented i n the direc t ion of the 
~tient/beneficiary. for example, in 1I hate you• the palm side 
or the hand in HA'lE (a tlickine.. of the midd le t in,~ er from the 
thumb) is toward the add res see; in 1 you hate 1o1e 1 the palm t aces 
the signer, back of hand toward addressee. 

ASL avoids ambi,.uity in (semantically ) t ransitive construc
tions with reversible subject and object by the use of the sit;,n
ing space to establish locations or reff'rents and. to rrove verbs 
~tween (amon"' ) them, by the use of the body and body-space to 
lndicate Jrd person referents without overt lexical items lor 
those referents, and by the avoid.ance of' a rubir-uous transitive 
constructions by choosin..., surface one-place verb constructions 
anchored to the experiencer. 
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tructural and Generative 

This paper will demonstrate the possibilities of analyzing a linguistt 
system from both Pragueian structuralist and generative semanticist points~ 
view, focusing on the interaction of pragmatic factors with syntactic form 
Aside from the perfect and pluperfect, Nacedonian has two preterite forms1 s. 
the simplex past (minato opredeleno vreme 'past definite tense') and the s~ 
series, which is formed with the 1-participle (minato neopredeleno vreme ~ 
'past indefin~te tense'). The two pasts are frequently interchangeable, but 
in subordinat~on to verbs directly contradicting the notion of affirmation ' 
only a .§!:!!!! form may be useda ' 

(l) Ne veruvam deka toj go napravil toa 'I don't believe that he did it' 

(2) *Ne veruvam deka toj eo napravi toa 'I don't believe that he did it' 

In (1), the~ form of napravi 'do' is used while in (2) the simplex form is 
used, Although in other contexts the exchange of one preterite for another 
may result in a changed meaning, e.g. a~ form's implying 'reported' or a 
simplex form's implying 'witnessed', it is only in the above mentioned con
text that the substitution is completely impossible. 

There exists a sort of hierarchy of affirmation, e.g. the choice of per
son influences the degree of affirmation necessary. Thus, for example, if 
the subordinated verb is in the first person, it is possible to have a main 
verb which hedges the concept of affirmation! 

(J) hislam deka zr;resiv sto ja prifativ va5ata pokana 'I think that I was 
mistaken in accepting your invitation' 

The form prifativ 'I accepted' is s implex. It is also true that a sentence 
like (2) is acceptable if the illocutionary force i s one of great surprise 
rather than disbelief, but then the use of ne veruvam 'I don't believe' is 
not literal and therefore 'infelicitous' in Searle's (1969) terms. 

In the existing work on the hacedonian verb, Lunt (1952) considers the 
~ form to be marked for a feature Hhich he calls distanced aspect, while 
Koneski (1967) considers the simpl ex/sum series opposition to be one of 
definite/indefinite. ;:)uch judgments are belied by examples such as the 
followinga 

(4) Vo dva saatot vcera jas sum (!,0 skrsil siseto namerno 'At two o'clock 
yesterday, I broke t he bottle on purpose' 

( 5) Koga go vidov l-11so, t oj veKe gi kupi kartite 'i·lhen I saw r.Jiso, he had 
already bou6ht the tickets' 

In example (4), a sum form is used in a context where it is neither 'dis
tanced' nor 'indefinite'. In (5), the act of buyin;~ expressed by the simplex 
form kupi takes place at some i ndefinite time in the past. 

Structurally, the simplex past can i>e said to be marked for the basic 
meaning of affirmative, which is a markin~,; of the grammatical category of 
status in Aronson's (1968) redefining of Jakobsen's (1957) term as the speak
er's evaluation of the narrated event. Genratively, one can enploy perform
ative theory (Jadock 1974) to :.how that in sentences using a s implex past 
tense form, the abstract performa.tive verb must be different from the per
"ormative verb to which a SUr.! series f orm is subordi nated, e.g. the former 
rnust be so:nething like AFFI'R'N while the latter should be an unmarked declara
tive performative . Thus the two different theories can both be sho1m to 
present valid explanations of V1e sa:ne pr o ole:n. 
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Bidialectals 

speech errors are or interest to the theoretical linguist insofar as 

al the nature of human language. This paper examines the so-called 
t'lfl1 reve 
•cGUDterteit speech" of Southern Thai bidialectals - a linguistic phenomenon 

b • southern Thai bidialectal eolllllli ts an error while attempting to 
.. re'/ 
~icate in Standard Thai. Some of the errors can be shown to be due to 

1111
.arsal tendencies rather than dialect interference. In particular, ~ 

... considered - which provide evidence on the following theoretical 
errors --
111ues: segmental versus suprasegmental representation of tone, nature of 

eo~~tour tones, "naturalness" in tone rules, "markedness" in tone, intonation 

1114 tone. 
Fl'Olll a corpus of 300+ tonal errors , 3 primary types are found that 

c~ot be explained simply in terms of dialect interference - (1) 
perseverative (2) anticipatory and (3) reversal. For example, 

Standard Thai 

ll)~(0,,have 
diarrhea' 

(2~ ba~ 

l-:!J '\J 'be at home' ~ 
/ ~1\ " 

(3) ~ li pr~ch~a' h~ k~ c~ 
'The group meeting 

today depressed me.' 

Southern Thai "Counterfeit Speech" 

~'1@ 
{perseverative) 

@·\f 
(anticipatory) 

van nii prachumF>~haj {>,;;;;ca...1 

. . . Ljl \} l:!/ ~ 
(reversal) 

Each or the above "counterfeit" errors may be pronounced in different ways 

~tioned by the preceding and/or following phonological environment. These 

e~ra are remarkably similar in type to segmental speech errors reported 

for monodi&lectal English speakers (see Fromkin 1971). 

The phonetic shapes of the tones themselves in the "counterfeit 

•peech" are sometimes identical to lexical or sandhi tones in the local 

~them Thai dialect, sometimes not. Sandhi effects that have been 

~aerved suggest that the errors may occur at different stages in the 

P~duction of a sentence. 

h~in, Victoria A. 1971. The Non-Anomalous Nature of Anomalous Utterances. 

Language 47.1:27-52. 
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The Nordic Quantity Shift: Quantity vs. Quality 

The historical development of the Nordic quantity system shows that 
the domain of quantity "shifted" from the seRJ"Rent to a syllable-sized unit 
Thus, in the ''pre-shift" period there were 4 combinations of closed-SYllabie 
types: VC, VC, VC, VC (where diphthongs were only V); while in the "post
shirt'' period there were only 2 cominations: VC or V'C (~here diphthongs 
as well as monophthongs are V or V). 

Benediktsson, argues that the quantity shirt occurred perhaps as late 
as 1600. Grundt, however, claims that the change must have occurred earlier, 
She bases her argument, in part, on Lehiste's discovery of vowel duration 
ratios in which negative correlations of duration are found in the 
production of vowels in English word pairs such as skid~v-skitty. 

This paper supports the claim for the earlier date of the chan~e in 
the quantity system. The arguments are based on three sets of facts, 
(1) Spectrographic data of the mid vowels in Modern Icelandic show that 
long allophones are diphthon~ized, whereas short allophones remain mono
phthongs, e.g. the long [e£:) vs . short [~J allophones of /e/. This 
relationship between Modern Icelandic vowel quality and quantity sup;~ests 
re-examination of the historical, scribal evidence. (2) Scribal use of 
the accent mark in the 13th and 14th centuries shows, e.g. the frequent 
omission of the accent mark on hip;h vowels, as in s!a and bua, written 
sia and bua. However, the long non-hi~h vowels such as o and a (which 
have l-fodern Icelandic pronunciations [oUJ, [ aUJ) were more consistently 
written with the accent mark than were the hip;h vowels, and (b) the original 
diphthongs , especially ei and~· frequently were written with the accent 
mark. Since the non-hi~h vowels developed into diphthongs whereas i and u 
did not, the scribal use of the accent on non-hip;h vowels as well as on -
diphthongs can be interpreted as indicating vowel quality, not quantity. 
(3 ) The earliest Icelandic evidence from the First Grammatical Treatise 
shows that the First Grammarian in attemptin~ to demonstrate the Quantity 
opposition he posited, used 7 (poss ibly 8) minimal pairs which involve 
junctural differences, as in the example which illustrates long and short e-
~ 'look thou' vs. s~o 'nailed (III pl.)'. However, quality differences 
were exemplified by simple one-word pairs. This su~~ests that the focus 
of the quantity opposition may already (12th century) have be~n to shift 
from the segmental level to syllable-sized units. 

In conclusion, support is found for the claim regardin~ the earlier 
dating of the shift. However, it is based on re-examination of the historical 
data wi~h the additional insight provided by the phonetic structure of 
Modern Icelandic. 
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Poorer: A Functional Analysis of Diegueflo case Hierarchies 

Diegueno has six surface cases, marked by nominal suffixes . Though 
~erally parallel morphologically, the cases show some hierarchical behavior. 
SuPerficial motivations for them differ, but the hierarchies are notably con
.~tent with one another, leading to the suspicion that there is some common 
~is. Furthermore, they generally agree with other proposed case hierar
ddes (e.g. Ross' Primacy and Keenan and Comrie's NP Accessability). This 
~per describes two of the Diegueno hierarchies and proposes that they reflect 
the functional effect of derivational history on the se~ntic content of 
surface categories. 

The first hierarchy is linear order: cases surface generally in the order 

(1} SUBJECT < OBJECT < COMITATIVE <Locative Cases 

~en deviation from this order occurs, there are independent functional 
reasons (e.g., preposing of object relative clauses eliminates a center 
~edding) and special morphological constraints apply. 

The second hierarchy governs optionality of case marking. Not all surface 
~'s are marked for case, and the conditions on when case must be marked 
~elude one governed by the hierarchy (1). If any case in a sentence is 
•rked, then all cases to the right of the marked case on hierarchy (1) must 
~o be marked. Thus sentences like (2) are acceptable 

(2) eu:~ na?alY wa:LY .;.:w.;:;a..:..:~~~ 
3+0BJ father bouse+IN be-sitting 

'his father is in the house' 

even though the SUBJECT na7 aly 'father' is unmarked, but those like 

(3} * ?i:kwic+pu+c ?wily wa:+m w+a: 
man+DEF+SUBJ ~ house+COMIT 3+go 

'the man went from the rock to 
the house' 

are ruled out (since ?wily 'rock' is unmarked for ABLATIVE, while SUBJECT and 
roHITATIVE are marked). 

This hierarchy parallels the traditional opposition of "grammatical" and 
"lo al" Th " · 1" c cases. e most opt1ona cases are least semantic: they often 
derive from a variety of deep cases, and hence their marking carries less 
information than if their semantic origins were more immediate and transparent . 
As the term "grammatical" reflects, such cases are often the product of rules 
(e.g. Raising rules) which conflate vertically the semantic structure of sen
tences, Grammatical correspondences (or "transformations") increase the 
distance between meaning and form. The Optionality Hierarchy "preserves" the 
cases closest (grammatically/semantically) to their sources. Several other 
factors in Diegueno case optionality and other hierarchies governing the 
applicability of "dis-semantic" gratmnatical processes (e.g, Ross' Penthouse 
Principle) behave similarly: items which are already (at the "time" of 
application) most distant from their semantic sources are most amenable to fur
ther mutation. By "expanding" existing differences among syntactic constituents 
this "poor get poorer" tendency contributes to the (informative) function of 
category differentiation in surface syntax. 
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Relative/Correlative Deletion in GOthic 

Gothic exhibits the t)~ical relative -antecedent correlative struct 
of Indo-European lane;uages: ure 

(1) h~a wileip jus ei ik taujau pamma ~nei jus kwipip piudan Iudai ? 

what will ye COMP I do to-him whom ye call ': ing of Jews? e. 
'what do you want me to do to hirn whom :;ou call "kir.g of the Jews"• 

In some cases, either the relative or the correlative maJ be deleted: 

(2) hwa wileip jus ei ik taujau pammei jus kwipip piudan Iudaie? 

(3) taihundon dail allis pizei ik gastalda 
tenth nart of-all which I own 

'a tenth part of everything that I own' 

where (3) renlaces the expected: 

(4) taihundon dail allis pis patei ik gastalda 

Careful examination of the correspondinc Greek text indicates that certain de· 
letion possibilities were systematically avoided in Gothic and hence it seems 
reasonable to conclude that certain deletions were ungrammatical in Gothic. 
(2), for example, is the translation of the following Greek sentence: 

(5) ti thelete poieso hon legete basilea ton Ioudaion? 
what ye-wish !-shall-do him ye-call king of -the Jews? 

where hon is the relative pronoun in the accusative case, but Gothic ~mmei 
is in the dative case, the accusative relative ~na having been deleted despite 
the example of the Greek original. 

Standard transformational analyses (relative movement and/or. deletion 
rules), I shall argue, can account for the observed patterns only in a very 
cumbersome and ad hoc way with clear loss of Generalization The deletion phe
nomenon in question is governed by the hierarchy below: 

(6) !-Nominative, 2-Accusative, 3-Genitive, 4-Dative 

In this hierarchy, the whole ranee of deletion possibilities can be captured 
as in (7): 

(7) In the confiGuration •. . f:~PNJil ... .I:~PNJill. •.. , where 1. is a cor
r elative and j is a relatl~e a~ n aHa m ~·are indices of dele
tion, (1) if li /: m., outionaJJ ~' delete the NP whose index of dele
tion is the lower; (2) if Il = m., optionally delete NP1.. 

Some speculations are offered as to the nature and relevance of such hierar
chies in grammatical descriptions and general linguistic theory . 
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Intonation Come From? 

A number or recent studies have attempted to make predic-
uons or intonation' particularly placement of the main sentence 
,tress, on the basis ot underlying structure. Bresnan (1971,1972) 

1114 G. Lakoff (1972) have argued along differing lines for the 
ddstence ot underlying syntactic constraints capable of predict-
1113 sentence stress placement on a categorial basis. Others, in
du~ng Scbmer11ng (1971,1972) have ~uestioned the adequacy of syn
tectic explanations of intonation, and Bolinger (1972) has strongly 
attacked "the error of attributing to syntax what belongs to seman
tics," arguing that intonation might better be predicted by semantic 
r~ors such as presupposition, semantic novelty, etc. The study 
~ported here is an attempt, by means of a series ot controlled 
~riments, to provide evidence tor either syntactic or semantic 
~traints on intonation. 

This study assumed that if the principal constraints were 
~tactic, then stress placement would be predicted by the syn
tactic categories, but if the main stress were seen to move from 
ooe position to another as words were substituted in key sentential 
positions, then this would argue for semantic constraints, particu
lulY' if the movement correlated in a gradient manner with the 
nriable of semantic richness. Thus the test cases, all adapted 
trca examples in the articles listed above, were specifically de
ngned to display gradience, if it existed. For example, in the 
•~lest test, sentences containing the three-way contrast 

I've got some lessons to learn 

I've got some passages to learn 

I've got some passages to memorize 

nre elicited from eight native speakers of American English by 
~~of randomly-ordered cue cards, and months later played for 
~listeners, including the eight speakers, who made forced-choice 
J~ments relating to stress placement. 

Statistical evaluations of several such tests clearly show 
lignificant differences in stress placement correlating with dif
~rences in word-length and semantic richness. rather than with 
~tactic categories. More sophisticated analyses show the rela
tive importance of the word-length and semantic richness variables. 
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University of Missouri, Columbia 

Variable Rules and Generative Metrics 

The Halle-Keyser generative metrics of English iambic 
pentameter provides a model of the experiences reader's 
ability to judge sequences of syllables as "metrical" or 
11unmetrical." The model conceptualizes this ability, 
which may be called "metrical competence," in terms of a 
categorical linguistic rule. This rule constrains the 
placement of stressed syllables in the weak (W) positions 
of a line of metrical verse in one particular linguistic 
environment. The present paper attempts to demonstrate 
that this conception of metrical competence in terms of 
a categorical rule is unnecessarily narrow, and that 
metrical competence can be conceptualized in terms of a 
variable rule, using the paradigm of variable rules intro
duced by Labov and refined by Cedergren and Sankoff. 

Large samples of verse by several 17th century English 
poets were analyzed to determine the frequency of stressed 
syllables in W positions occurring in different environments, 
These frequency counts were than examined to see whether W 
position stress placement is systematically dependent on 
the presence or absence of certain features in the position's 
environment. The data suggest that W position stress place
ment tends to be systematically dependent on adjacent stress, 
adjacent major syntactic break, and line position; further
more, this dependence is evident in all environments, not 
just the one included in the Halle-Keyser categorical rule. 
This finding argues for a revision of generative metrics. 
The stress placement rule should be restated in the terms 
provided by the new paradigm--as a variable rule with the 
influential strength of various features represented by 
probabilistic "feature weights"--rather than the old 
categorical paradigm. The variable rule, here as elsewhere, 
subsumes the categorical rule, which is simply one particu
lar instance of context-sensitive W position stress placement. 
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university 

relatedness of cleft sentenc es like (3) to ps eudo-
fh~ike (1) and ( 2) is widely accepted in the literature. 

What you heard was the phone. 
The thing you heard was the phone. 
It was the phone tha t you heard. 

the specific deriv~tion of t he former fran the l~tter 
i controversial. r.:ost authors, for example Akmadjan ( 1970) 

1 . th (1975) as sume that the clause in the cleft sentence 
~~aposed fr~m its orit?inal posit~on in the ps~u~o- cleft, 

ses differ in the~r ex~lan~t~on of the orlg~n of the 
it" in clefts. 

The purpose of t hi s )aper is to ~r6ue t:tat cleft sentences 
reduced forms of ri~~t.dis~oc~ted pseu~o-clefts,.i.e~ no 

rule of extraposl t~on .1.s lnvol ved ln t he de.n vat~ on of 
tructures. The derivation of (3) is p roposed to be roughly 

s: 
that you heard W'"l S the phone 

~ Right Disl ocation 
It was the phone, X tim t you heard 

\j. .tmpty Head Deletion ( BHD) 
It was the phone that you heard 

EHD applies only if the main predicate of the matrix 
e is an identifying "be" form. 

'l'he presence of "it11 in clefts whose corresponding pseudo-
has an anima te subject is shown to be a consequence of the 

e noted fact that subjects of identifying sentences are 
cally pronominal ized by it or tha t regardless of wh~ther or 
they are animate (this ~henomenon appears to be typ~ca~ f or 
ean languages in general , a~d Faltz (1975) has noted ~ts 
ence in Hebrew as well}. Th~s fact accounts for the 

ion between sentence (4), which attributes a former 
to the subject , and (5), which i dentifies the subject 

peaker's wife. 
She was my wife ( ·*?Nancy). 
It/That was my wife (Nancy). 

s thus claims that a sentence like (6) is unacceptable 
the same reason as a sentence like (7) . 
(6} * He was bill, the one who said that. 
{7} * He was Bill who said tha t. 
'l'he fact that cleft sentences necessarily have an 

interpretu tion, while sentences which have the form 
-clefts are generally ambiguous with respect to an. 

ive or identifying reading follows from this analys~s. 
analysis also explains why sentences l ik e (8), which are 

ily attributive, have no corresponding clefts. 
(8) What you heard was untrue. 
(9) * It was untrue that you heard . 
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TED GUNDEL {SUN AN: 

Ohio State University 

On the Significance of Semantic Models for Stylistic Analysis 

Many twentieth century literary artists have been. concern~ 
with the problem of meaning in language and their statements on 
meaning parallel, in significant respects, the various semantic 
theories advanced by philosophers of language. The first part 
of this paper is an adumbrated discussion of how the semantic 
notions of linguists and writers relate to one another. In the 
second part of the paper I will argue that an author's views on 
meaning in language (more exactly, the semantic basis of an 
individual work of literature) have important implications which 
must be taken into account in a stylistic analysis. 

For the sake of convenience and clarity two main theories 
provide the framework for presenting the semantic views of 
authors - the analytical and the operational. The analytical or 
referential definition of meaning has two versions; one 
ide>ntifies meaning with a non-linguistic phenomenon or 'thing' 
and another identifies meaning with a non-physical process or 
'thought'. Various authors and literary theorists have subscrib" 
to eithc:f of these approach<>s. Acco:r·dingly the author attempts 
to manipulate language in order to either 1) present a 'thing' 
devoid of all traces of ~ priori human jud~ment, including that 
wld ch is deeply embeddE-d in language, or 2) convey an intuited 
form or mental image of some phenomenon. In such cases meaning 
d~p ends entirely on the correspondence of the linguistic 
presentation with a pregiven entity and the semantic basis of 
a text will differ according to whether that entity is a 
physical object or a mental construct. The operational or 
contextual definition of meaning posits meaning as a function 
of usage or of the dynamics of words in action. Authors whose 
works are discussed under this definition of meaning are those 
who maintain that no specific (meaning-) conceft exists prior 
to the literary text itself and that meaning or the consciousness 
of some thing emerges only through a basically linguistic 
conception. 

WhiJe it is not possible to categorize authors or works of 
literature according to the semantic theories of linguists (for 
the obvious reason that their intentions are quite different), 
the alignment of styles and semantic models suggested here does 
indicate certain similar tendencies. More importantly, this 
alignment permits the introduction of semantic arguments which 
highlight distinctions in language style, the implications of 
which are of consequence for the application of basic concepts 
in stylistic analysis. Such concepts as subject-ouject dichotomy 
and the related concept of irony cannot be applied uniformly to 
all styles without modifications necessitated by the semantic 
basis of a particular literary text. 
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Pronominal Infi Hua 

In the Hua dialect of Yagaria, an Eastern Highlands 
of New Guinea, objects of transitive verbs and the 

assessors of inalienable nouns are represented by one series of 
P nominal prefixes on the nominal or verbal stem in question. 
~ b I fitb all roots eginning with the sequence /•ha ••. I, this pronoun 
U infixed : thus for example the first person singular possessive 
f bAku 'wing' is not /*dh~ku/ but rather /had~ku/ 'my wing'. In 

;isation of this sort is not found in any of the other Yagaria 
•ulects, and it is optional with certain prefixes in Hua as well. 
thuS the first person dual pronoun /ra'a/ may be either prefixed 
~infixed : /ra'ahaku/ or /hara'aku/ 'our (2) wings'. We attempt 
to account for this anomaly by describing the mechanism whereby 
iafixation a rose. 

The explanation is provided by four facts about Hua, 
pd two mechanisms of reinterpretation. These are the facts : 

a) Rua, alone of the Yagaria dialects, does not tolerate /Ch/ 
phonetic sequences, and avoids them in various ways when 
they arise; 

b) a large number of roots occur with an unstressed prefix /ha-/ 
of indeterminate meaning, whose status as a prefix is 
nevertheless assured; 

d when two identical vowels occur together, a productive phono
logical rule deletes the one that is unstressed; 

cl) the third person singular pronoun is phonologically null. 

Given these facts, the following mechanisms of morpho
~lical reinterpretation seem to be at work : 

a) the analytic leap. whereby a surface form which happens to 
be identical with the output of a productive rule may be 
interpreted as having an underlying form identical with 
the input to that rule; , 

b) Watkins' Law, whereby a null 3 sg. form may undergo 'invisible 
metathesis; with another morpheme. and thus create the basis for 
visible metathesis of other forms in the paradigm. 

If the mechanism of invisible metathesis is operative 
here, it may perhaps be isolated as the only systematic source of 
~unterexamples to the putative universal definition of the word 
11 that entity within which the order of morphemes is fixed. 

A similar case of metathesis and fluid morpheme order 
f~m Turkish will be discussed. 
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MORRIS HALLE & PAUL KIPARSKY 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Towards a Reconstruction of the IE Accent System 

\'/e briefly examtne th~ major rules thc.t goveril the accentuation 

in the nominal declension and in the derivo.tion of words in modern R~ 

I.ithuanians cla.ssicl:!. Gre111k and S· r skrit. In all four languages the:.e 

turn out to be a rule that de-accents vowels and a rule ih3t retr~cts 

the accent f"•cm onE< vo~;ol to an adjacent ons • bu.t the conditions unde1• 

the !"'.lles apply as :-:ell as tl.c vrccise m.ar.ne.r in :r)-ich they oper&.t'l 

fro:u lant;uage to language., Our point of departure is the treatment or 
phenomena in Halle (1973) and Kiparsky (1973). on which we L~prove in a 

number of wa.yso ~ending to Russian, with mod1fication9, Kiparsky's 

parallel treatment of derivc.tiona.l and inflect~.onal suffixes, we simplitr 

the description of the accentual patt.erns ila derivational morphology, 

olhinate the use or ad h.:~c constituent struct.u1•e that marred Halle's 

treatn:ent, and explain sever~l previously }J\\~zli.'1g cates in the 

morphology.. (Just to mention one, we o;.:plai."l \"Jhy the pattern of the Rus 

~ , 
participles ~rcdan.,.Y.#Jperc~ occurs only with certain verbs and no 

We uH::ninate in all four laTlguagcs. the Po!;t4Stem (or Oxytone) rule and 

assum~ that su!fixets ir. the ~1! ~~ are inherently accentedo A:uong 

advantat<;es of this ne\T solutior: is that it eltminat.?s scme damaging 

which Kiparsky (19'73) did not notice in his treat•~ent of Li.thuaniano 

••esul tin~ analyses not only shed mM light on each of the four lang\\af::ee 

(eo~peci3lly Russian and Lithuanian) b1Jt at the s:lr!le t:Ur.e show their 

syst<:ms to ba r-.~ra ciFiil<..r that was hitherto :...pparent. 

.,,; th <? pr~poeed reco:'lstruct 1 on of the IF. ~ccent syst.~ >n the light of 

fit.ding::c,. 
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the beginning of the study of general constraints on 
ion (Ross 1967), it has been a mystery why (I) in English 

.T, ... u,,atical, whil: its exact paraphrase in a language like 
(2) is grammat1cal: 
*The girl who that Harvey likes is clear is Alice. 
Harvey'nin sevdi~i belli alan kiz Alice-tir. 

r words, why do some languages (e.g. English) have a con
pro~ibiting ext:action_from sentential subjects ~he Sen
SubJect eonstra1n~) wh1le some languages (e.g. Turkish) 
Ross (1967), see1ng no way to predict which languages 

ve the sse and which would not, was forced to suggest 
presence versus absence if this constraint was one of 

itrary ways in which languages could differ. 
this paper I will argue that the SSe in English is a re

o£ a more general constraint on the interaction of ex
on with center-e mbedded structures, and that the reason 

s like Turkish do not exhibit such a constraint is that 
raction in Turkish is out of an external clause rather 

an internal one as in English. [The terms "e~ternal" 
nternal" must be slightly refined.] With this caveat 

~ •. ~~-·eed principle may be stated as follows: ' 
extraction which results in a structure such that 
clause containing the extraction hole is internal 
es ungrammaticality (of the island -violation kind). 

s is simil~r to, bu~ distinct from, Kuno's (19 73) propo
t ~he sse 15 essen~1ally a constraint prohibiting clause
! 1ncomplete const1tuents. One prediction made by the 
le advanced_here, a~d n?t by Kuno's principle, is that 
langu~ges l:ke Turk1sh 1t will be difficult to extract 

sententlal_obJects, but not from sentential subjects. I 
present ev1dence that this is indeed the case. Similar 

from several other languages will also be adduced in 
of the proposed principle . 
. conclusion~ I will sugge~t an explanation for the prin
ltself: Iw1ll ~how that 1f the perceptual difficulty 
ated ~1th relat1ng an extracted constituent to its ori
locatlon (or function) is seen as the same kind of com

ty as t~at associated with center-embedding, this extrac
constra~nt can be accounted for as a reflection of a gen
~ons~ralnt on the degree of complexity which can be t oler-
1~ t e_processing ?fa sentence. In other words, the Sen-
1. ~UbJ~Ct eonstra1nt turns out to be a reflection of the 

lm1tat1on as is responsible for t he unintelligibility 
tences with more than one degree of center-embedding . 
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ALICE C. HARRIS [SUN PH: 

Harvard University 

Is Georgian Ergative? 

Georgian is often represented as a prime example of an 
ergative language. It is considered to be of more than usual 
interest in the study of ergativity because its ergative con
struction is confined to one of the three tense series (Series 
II), in ~hich all verbs may occur; in the other two series, 
the language is apparently nominative-accusative. There is 
debate no~ over the real significance of the classification 
of languages as ergative vs. non-ergative. Ho~ever, we must 
agree that if the term "ergative'1 has any significance at all, 
it identifies those languages in which the subject of an in
transitive verb is treated in the same way as the direct ob
ject of a transitive verb by at least one of the rules that 
that language uses to code grammatical relations (case mar
king, verb agreement, or word order). 

Georgian does not make use of word order to code gramma
tical relations; verb agreement is clearly non-ergative, even 
in ~eries II. It is argued here that according to the defi
nition above, Georgian is like~ise non-ergative in case mar
king, even in ~eries II. ~'irst, it is shown that there exist 
a large number of intransitive verbs which belong to the mor
phological class usually called "transitive" (or "active"); 
in ~eries II tenses, the subject of these verbs is in the 
"ergative" case, although they never have a direct object. 
The presence of these intransitive verbs in the class of 
verbs which take an ergative case subject in ~eries II doos 
not appear to be a historical accident, since the verbs be
long to a few clearly definable semantic classes, for example, 
body functions, such as "cough", "sneeze'1

, etc. 

A second group of verbs, traditionally called "middle", 
also contains a large number of intransitives (eg. "work", 
"shine") which put their subjects in the ergative case in 
Series II. 

The group traditionally called "intransitives11 (or "pas
sives") contains five or six transitive verbs (eg. "tell", 
"beg for"), which nevertheless put their subjects into the 
nominative (or absolutive) case in Series II. There is some 
evidence thBt these verbs, unlike those discussed above, may 
be in transition. 

It is suggested here that the three traditional classes 
of verbs do not correspond to a strict transitive/intransi
tive dichotomy. \lihile the morphological clas~>ification of 
verbs in Georgian is related to transitivity, no class can 
be characterized as exclusively transitive or intransitive. 
Thus, the assignment of cases in Series II must be sensitive 
to the morphological class of the governing verb, not to whe
ther the verb is transitive or intransitive. Hence, Georgian 
is not ergative. 
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The present study deals with di£ferences between some o£ 

tilt sociolinguistic rules o£ several regional varieties o£ 

~asilian Portuguese. It is based on data from a survey of 

~dress among some one thousand speakers representing several 

resions o£ the country. 
Among the localities studied, two types o£ di£ferences 

occur in the address systems: (1) the £orms employed, and (2) 

the sociolinguistic rules £or usage of the same or correspond

~ forms. Formal di£ferences serve to distinguish three 

principal sets o£ address terms: two binary (aenhor,-~: voce 

ud senhor,--~:!.!!) and one ternary (senhor,-~:vocet!.!!)• The 

10ciolinguistic rules £or the use o£ the same £orms or o£ cor

reeponding ones vary extensively £rom one locality to another: 

flow charts representing most common usage in the dyads o£ 

-tire domains (such as £amily or education) reveal di£ferences 

~om one place to another in the number of relevant selectors, 

their nature and their relative importance. Hence, socio

linguistic rules permit identification and description o£ many 

yarieties, with both spacial separation and socio-cultural 

diYision; formal dif£erences distinguish only a few o£ these. 

In the data analyzed here, £ormal di£ferences and di£fer

eces in sociolinguistic rules do not necessarily accompany one 

another: in a given dyad the nature of preferred usage may be 

the same for two localities, although the actual forms employed 

~• di£ferent. For example, intimate usage in some varieties 

requires voce, in others ~; elsewhere, however, the distinction 

between voce and !.!! re£lects di£ferent degrees of intimacy or 

deference. 

Although dialect geography has traditionally focused almost 

exclusively on formal features rather than their use in com

~ication, the present study shows that, £or the localities 

•~eyed, sociolinguistic rules are more signi£icant than 

tol"'Dal £eatures £or revealing the differences between geo

~Aphic varieties in terms of their address systems. 
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VERA M. HENZL 

Stanford University 

Functional Variability in American Czech 

In Czech there exists a marked phonological and morphological var 
bet,~een its literary (i.e. standard) and colloquial fot1ns. As claimed by 
ra (1961,1973), the variability is functionally motivated and follows h 
chically interdependent rules. Results of sociolinguistic research 
by this author in Czech ethnic communities in the USA, confirm Kucera's 
thesis and demonstrate that ongoing linguistic change in the speech of 
Americans is related to the restructuring of the functional variability 
language, \~hich in turn influences the extent of the English interference. 

The diglossic structure of the present-day Czech consists of the cod 
Literary Czech (LC), used in most written communication, as well as in 
speech, and of the Colloquial Czech (CC), used in informal conversations. 
use of either variety is not associated with any socio-economic or educat 
class of speakers. Rather, the variability is utilized functionally to d 
guish varying degrees of social formality of the speech events. Unlike in 
er standardized languages, deviations from the codified norm which occur 
CC, are not restricted to lexical "colloquialisms" or syntactic simpl 
tion but include elements of phonology and inflectional morphology wh , .., ) 
fer systematically from LC. Kucera (1961 experimentally established a 
chy of the relative frequencies in the occurrence of CC phonological 
in speech (e.g. CC /ej/ N LC /i:/, CC /i:/"' LC /e:/, etc.), and nrc•no1oa 
(1973) a formal grammatical description that accounts for the functional 
ability of the overall Czech system in terms of absolute and partial rule 
terdependency (e.g. making the use of the CC phonological variant /ej/ 
gent on the use of the CC inflectional suffix in the same word). 

The maintenance of functional variability in American Czech was s 
by this author in the speech of 84 Americans of Czech descent, represent 
four successive immigrant generations. Each informant was given a series 
five tests, (1) a structured elicitation instrument which tested 
LC and consisted in conversion of tape-recorded CC sentences to LC; 
(3) story-telling tests examining use of LC and CC elements in two situat 
ally distinct contexts provided by pictorial guides; and (4) and (5) let 
writing tests examining the functional variability in formal and informal 
written communication. 

Statistical analyses of the data show that the range of functional 
ability is decreasing with the growth of the generational distance and 
cultivation of LC by the immigrant. Subsequently, it further reflects on 
declining responsiveness by the generational categories to the social f 
ity of the speech events. E.g. the mean use of the LC :CC elements in the 
formal Story is 8:19 for generation 1 and 2:19 for generation 4, while in 
Formal Story the ratios are 14:5 (gen.l) and 4:19 (gen.4). Although au••v~'~ 
frequencies of the use of LC elements decrease in the late-generation 
the ~ierarchical order in the use of the variable elements is fully 
even ~he fourth-generation speech whose grammatical complexity is very 
ed. These results validate Kucera's claim and also comply with this 
earlier findings in the study of register (1974) and language acquisition 
(1975). I would like to present the hypotheses and summarize the resultS· 

References: Kucera, Henry. 1961. The phonology of Czech. The Hague: 
• 1973. Language variability, rule interdependency, 

------ gra~~ar of Czech. Language Inquiry 4:499-521. 
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California 

oaner atternDts to relate the ethnornethodolqgical 
of the pre~act found in the work of H. Sacks, 
loff G. Jefferson and others to what linquists 

philosophe rs have termed indirect illocutionary acts. 
act (PA) is a part of a conversational turn that has 

functio n of preparing the way for the possible per-
of an associated speech act soon afterwards in 

conversation. Examples are such utterances as "Are 
doing anything tonight?" as a pre-invitation, "Guess what?" 
pre-announcement , and "Oh-oh." as a precursor to an 

of noticing. PA's are generally followed by either 
tive acknowledgement or by an avoidance maneuver from 
oarticipant addressed and then, if not successfully avoided, 

formance of the act in question. 
It is shown to be profitable to consider indirec~ 

~"'-"''-i'J'ary acts (IIA's) to be a special limiting case 
•s for several reasons. First, while some PA's like 

'Oh-oh." mentioned above ao!)ear to be particles developed 
serve a ~articular conversational function, others, like 

in (1) · (4) (all of which are preparatory to making 
(1) Do you know something;l·· 
( 2) There • s somet~1ing you don't yet kno\'1. 
(3) I want to tell you something. 
(4) Do you mind if I tell you some thing? 

sort of assertion) make use of lingui stic forms 
can be explained by reference to the felicity con

of the illocutionary act in question, lUSt as 
•s can be. Notice the striking parallel between the 
sin (1)-(4) and the indirect assertions in (5)-(8). 

(5) Do you knm1 that the :olanet Jupiter is entirely 
liquid? 

(6} You don't yet know that my mother is coming 
t o visit. 

(7) I want to tell you that your tires need rotating. 
(8) Do you mind if I tell you that it's time to 

l e ave? 
a uniform account of PA's and IIA's is supported. 
Second, there are sentences like (9) which can either 

t as IIA's or as PA's depending on whether or not the 
(9) Are you able to construct a trihexaflexagon? 

xt make s clear that the other felicity conditions 
the act are fulfilled. Such examples provide support for 
hypothesis that IIA's are simply cases of PA's which 
. of context do not require overt performance of the 
1n question. 
Third, s uch an approach can account for the double 
rs many I IA's are given, as in (10). It is shown 

(10) A: Do you want to help me find my contact? 
B: Yes, alright. or Not really, but OK. or 

I'm not sure. TDause) OK. --
first part of such double answers corresponds to 
pair-part associated with the PA in question and 

second to a second oair-nart for the actual act nerformed. 
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An Interpretive Approach to Inalienable Possession in French 

An interpretive treatment correctly indicates "coreference" (i.e. 
codesignation) relations for alienable and inalienable possessions in 
French, and explains a stylistic variation by using the notion of marked
ness. 

Inalienable possession is usually indicated in French by use of the 
definite article, and in many cases, an indirect object pronoun. 

1. Elle leve les mains. "She raises her hands." 
2. Elle se lave les mains. "She washes her hands." 
3. La t!te lui tourne. "His head is turning/He is dizzy." 

There exists also the possibility of using possessive adjectives, usually 
for stylistic variation: 

4. Elle leve ses mains. 
5. Elle lave ses mains. 

"She raises her hands." 
"She washes her hands." 

A Transformational account proposes that in 1-3 the possessor be included 
in a relative clause in the deep structure, and later deleted, while in 
4-5 the possessor is transformed into a possessive adjective. This ap
proach is unmotivated because the relative clause derivation violates 
the recoverability condition on deletion transformations (all possessives 
cannot have the same source). 

A Lexicalist approach proposes that possessive adjectives be genera
ted as such in the base and that possessive relations be interpreted by a 
semantic projection rule. French data is better described by the Lexica
list than by the Transformational approach: both articles and possessive 
adjectives can be generated with inalienable possessions, the former being 
the norm (unmarked) and the latter being the aarked form. The marked 
inalienable possessions would be interpreted by the same projection rules 
as other possessive adjectives. The unmarked inalienable possessions are 
marked coreferent with the surface indirect object pronoun. This pronoun 
is always the "possessor" regardless of the syntactic position of the body 
part in the sentence (subject, direct, object, etc.). The only exception 
is a group of forty verbs (such as avoir, croiser~ ~. etc.) which 
become "pseudo-transitive" when constructed with a bod1 part; they acquire 
a middle voice interpretation, evidenced in reflexive paraphrases. 

.5c>n 
6. 11 baissa l1! front. "He bowed his forehead." 
7. Son front se baissa. "His forehead bowed." 
8. Il lava ses mains. "He washed his hands" 
9.*Ses mains se laverent. "His hands (were) washed." 

In the case of pseudo-transitives, the body part is marked coreferent with 
the surface subject of the sentence. 
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Austin 

1 wish to consider sentences of Northern Guipuzcoan Basque 

f the form: 
o 1.a Jon nai du aye ekarri. 

l.b Jon(+0) nai du aye(+0) 
1.c John(+absolutive case) want auxiliary him/her/it(+abs.) 

ekarri 
bring 

1 d John wants to bring him/her/it. 
t phe~ Anderson (Anderson, 1975) and Jeffrey Heath (Heath, 1974) 

S elyse sentences such as 1 as a phenomenon of Equi-NP-Deleti?n· :":ed on this analysis, Heath and Anderson argue that the not1on f subject-of (Chomsky, 1965, pp. 69-71) is the "same" in Basque 
0 it is in English; that is, that subject-of is defined accus a
~:vely in Basque. Anderson extends this analysis to a wide 
range of languages w~th ergative morp~ology. He arg~es that each 
language is "underly1ngly" or ~ypolopcally acc~satl ve ~ based on 

description of Equi-NP-Delet1on as coreferent1al subJect dele
:ion (or Raising as subject raising, e~c.). A~though ~he Basque. 
data considered by Anderson and Heath 1s cons1stent w1th an Equ1 
analysis, a consideration of fu:ther data clearly demons~rates 
that sentences like 1 cannot ar1se by means of a product1ve rule 
of Equi-NP-Deletion. . . . . 

Basque is morpholog1cally ergat1ve. In add1t1on, Basque 
also exhibits accusative morhology (Lafon, 1972). For example: 
the third person subject (nominative) pronoun root is 'bera-'; 
the third person object (accusative) root is 'aye-'; the ergative 
case marker is '-k'; and the absolutive case is unmarked. However, 
in sentences with pronouns, informants do not distinguish between 
embedded absolutive pronouns with subject or object roots. For 
example, sentence 2 is equally as acceptable as 1 is. 

2.a Jon nai du bera ekarri. 
2.b Jon(+0) nai du aye 
2.c John(+abs.) want aux. him/her/it 
Z.d John wants to bring him/her/it. 

ekarri 
bring 

I claim that the fact that native speakers of Northern 
Guipuzcoan Basque use sentences like 2 if free var~ation ~ith 
sentences like 1 is inconsistent with a coreferent1al subJect 
deletion (Equi-NP-Deletion) analysis for these sentences. This 
claim is further supported by other similar facts. . . 

Neither can sentences such as 1 and 2 be analyzed as Ra1s1ng 
phenomenon (Postal, 1974); as the raised form of 1 and 2 is: 

3.a Jonek nai du aye ekartzia. . . 
3.b Jon+(e)k nai du aye(+~) ekar(r1)+tz1+a 
3.c John+erg. want aux. him/her/it(+abs)bring+dur.+def. 
3.d John wants him/her/it, to bring. 
Greenberg claims that the use of a generative grammar, based 

on (Chomsky, 1965), presupposes that all languages have only one 
sentence type (Greenberg, 1974). Based on morphology~ Basque 
appears to have at least two sentence sypes: accusat1ve and 
ergative . The use of a single generative rule, such as Equi or 
Raising, fails as a test for "underlying" sentence typology in 
Basque, an apparently mixed ergative-·accusative language. 
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ROBERT HETZRON 

University of California, Santa Barbara 

The Evidence for Deleted Quotative Frame-clauses 

Recent th~ohries of "performatives" or illocutionary "higher 
sentences ave hardly gone beyond merely establishing that 
there is such a thing as a speech-act and that it has its 
reflection in language. The true evidence for underlying 
deleted higher clauses ought to show that they have at least 
some of the properties of actual (non-deleted) sentences. 
Such evidence is presented here . 

1. In a Romance language, Gascon, main affirmative declar
ative sentences have a preverbal particle ke, interrogative 
sentenc;:es contain~ (the so-called "enunciative particles"). 
Subord1nate sentences also have e, with the exceotion of 
sentences ~hat are complements of quotative verb~ ('say, 
know'): wh1ch also have~- · Etymologically, ke (qu~) is a 
subord1nating particle. If quotative verbs govern ke in 
their complement clauses, ke in main sentences must:be 
governed by a deleted quotative frame-clause. Clauses 
subordinated to a surface-main clause have e. Thus, the 
use of ~ might be interpreted as a sign that xhe clause 
containing it is not directly dependent on the hiqhest 
quotative frame-clause. This suggests that surface-main 
interrogation has more than one deleted higher clause . 

2. In Hungarian (also English) reclamatory wh-questions 
(questions soliciting repetition) , the yes-no-prosody reflects 
a deleted higher clause of the type "Would you tell me again?". 
Hungarian main imperative sentences and echo-questions have 
the prosody of subordinate clauses that have been extraposed 
from an emphatic slot in the main clause, with a pronoun left 
behind . This suggests that frame-clauses of the following 
respective types must have been deleted after prosody 
assignment: "I want THAT that •.• ", "Are you asking THAT 
that ••. ?" (where "THAT" stands for the Hungarian e~phasized 
pronoun-copy left behind), cf . French qu'il vienne, spoken 
Hebrew ~e-yavo 'let him come I' I with an initial subordinating 
particle in a main imperative clause. 
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of California, Los Angeles 

Phonetic studies indicate that the intrinsic perturbations caused by 
.oealic consonants on the fUndamental frequency of the following vowel 

tt' of about the same order of magnitude as the intrinsic differences de-
.,. ding on vowel height. However, it is very rare to find these variations 
,... ding to changes in the phonological structure or a language. The goal or 
:. paper is to provide preliminary explanations for this asylllllletry. 

~0 points will be emphasized: 

1 A voiced (vs. voiceless) consonant causes a rising (vs. falling} tunda
-tal frequency pattern at the onset or the following vowel. On the other 
~d, the intrinsic fundamental frequency associated with different vowel 
~ities is manifested by differences in stea~-state fundamental frequenc7 
~eyels. Our auditory system is more "efficient" at detecting changes in 
~ng fundamental frequency signals rather than differences (or the same 
...,u tude) between two steady-state fundamental frequency signals. 

2• The cause of the fundamental frequency perturbations of vowels caused 
~ prevocalic consonants can easily be noticed by listeners since these 
perturbations disappear when consonants are removed. In the case of vari
ations due to vowel height, the listeners' task is more difficult since a 
pftm intrinsic fUndamental frequency is always associated with a given 
'f'OVel quality. 

Results from an experiment involving subjects imitating synthesized 
"imuli ( 5 vowels [i,e,a,o,uJ ) with different fundamental frequency levels 
( 100, 125, and 150~z ) will be presented in order to support our hypotheses 

These data will provide preliminary explanations to the asymmetry 
observed in development or tones from segments, namely that many more lan
~s developed tones from consonantal influences rather than from vowel 
height. 
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LAURENCE R • HORN [SUN P}f: 

Yale University 

On Preventing ~USE + NOT 

A universal conspiracy exists to block negation from overt rep 
t . . 1 . k reaellf.&-10n 1n non-sentence 1 e embedded clauses. In some inst~es an ot~ 

t · 1 1 f · · ' nent op 10na ru e o neg-ra1s1ng cannot apply in tensed indicative that-
plen,ents of some predicates. Thus the literal English equivalentof e;-
~ersen' s Danish example "Saa vil jeg aldrig ,6nske, a& du maa blive . tea
( lit. 'Then I Yould never wish tho.t you would get married' i e t gl t" 
th t ' ) . . bl ' • • •• ·•i ... a you never... 1s 1mpossi ef cf. 'I never hope to see a purpl 
vs. 'I never hope that I will see a purple cow•. On the other hande COlfl 

t t . . t dl . . bl , e%-rac 1on 18 unexpec e y perm1ss1 e, or unexpectedly quasi-obligato 
out of certain infinitival clauses. Thus, neg-raising applies rarel~' 
the fa- (that-) clause governing verbs for 'think', 'believe' or 'dye 1°~r · ~1-1 - ' • ret 1n .a a~sy, but freely over the infinitivo.l-governing 'intend' o.nd '• 
Greek pbemi 'say' is a neg-raiser which governs the infinitive while a:•• 
G~eek verbs of sa~ing ~re not and do not. This is seen to partake of : er 
Wlder phenomenon 1n Yh1cb the freedom of negating an embedded clause ia 
directly relatable to the syntactic and semantic independence of that 
clause. 

This presentation will focus on the difficulty of expressing negati 
Yithin.an extrem~ly dependent, non-~lau~y structurel that embedded uU::r 
caus~t1ves, part1cularly after apphcat1on of verb-raising ( "clause-uniotl'') 
It w1ll be shown that the status of negation is determined by the degree f• 
simplexity (Aissen1 s term) of the derived structure. Examples range fra.

0 

the contrast betYeen English force not to and make not (the latter le•s 
clausy with no overt complementizer and correspondingly harder to e•bed 
negatio~ ~nder) through increasing degrees of clause-union, as measured by 
e.g. cl1t1c ~lacement ~heno~ena--and correspondingly increasing difficultJ 
in negati~e 1ntercalat1on--1n Czech, French, and Italian, to languages witk 
morpbolog1cal causativea (Turkish, Swahili, the Korean "lexico.l"-type eaue
ative) in which negation cannot intervene between cause-marker and stem. 

Examples will be given of devices used by languages to express embedded 
negation.in other words, ran~ing from incorpDtation of the negative into 
the matr1x or embedded.verb (prevent X from going or make X stay for!!!! 
X not go) to s~batitut1on of the dual form (not let or ne pas laisser for 
make not or fa1re ne pas) to the toleaation of ambiguity in the causatiTe 
formative (Italian non fare =Fr. ne as faire ne pas laisser, depending 
on context1 Turk.-~- 'make not' 'not make•). Significantly, this 
ambiguity often is virtually absent (as in Italian and Czech) except under 
negation, where the 1make not' reading is in fact primary. 

T.be existence of languages in which these devices are not availo.ble or 
do not suffice will be touched upon. In some of these, a special negation 
--often termed "emphatic"--is utilized in non-finite dependent clausea 
(Greek mi vs. 2,!!, Estonian~ vs. &h in othera (e.g. Aztec and Mayan 
languag~, no non-finite clause negation exists, resulting in large-seale 
ambiguity. 

A functional explanation Yill be suggested for the existence of the 
embedded-negation conspiracy, based on the nature of negation as an oper&
tor o~ propositions (or thoughts) and the consequent difficulty of applJiDI 
negat1on ~o a clause or clause-remnant which is not felt (syntactically ~n~ 
or aemant1cally) to express a complete and independent thDUght. 
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the surface structure of Mandarin Chinese nominal modifiers (deter-
In adjectives, quantifiers, relative clauses, etc.) N.Y occur either 

~··or after a IIIOdified ncnm. In most of the transfortMtional studies of 
~ syntax (e.g. Cheng 1966; Hashimoto 1966; Mei 1972), it has been assumed 
gaoo-\JCh NP's have the basic order of IIIOdifier + noun (M-N, henceforth) with 
tlll\!rtant surface order of noun + modifier (N-M, henceforth) being derived 
.. rule of nominal modifier poatposing. 
llr • I argue in this paper that, contrary to the previous works, Mmtdarin 

se haS the N-M order underlyingly, and that the variant M-N order is due 
~ optional transformation that reorders the N-M sequence. It is first 
to that the "traditional" M-H hypothesis requires a set of complex cons=ts on the rule postposing modifiers in order to account for the following 
~t~ exhibited by NP's containing more than one modifier. 

11) 

12) 

(3) 

N 

15) *M
2 

M
3 

N M1 

(6) *Ml M3 N M2 

(7) *Ml M2 N M3 

(8) *Ml M2 M3 N 

/'I- -:\. "'' e.g. qiuanbu xiuesheng n~ixie dii yanjing de 
all student 

1 
those wear gle1ses rel. Nrker 

d'ai y~jlng de xiuesheng n~ixle qi~ 

,-I- '1. "' /' neixie xiuesheng dai yanjing de qiuanb\1 

/ ..... - ~. y __ ' / ' xiuesheng neixie da1 yanjing de qiuanbu 

'"l ,-,- /' *d&i yanj ng de neixie xiuesheng qiuanbu 

I , , - / - ' V '-
*qiuanbu neixie xiuesheng dai yanjing de 

I '\ ' 't/ '- / - ' -*qiuanbU dai yanjing de xiuesheng neixie 

/ '' "' ... - /*qiuanbu d81 yanjing de neixie xiuesheng 

ror example"= in order to derive (1) but to block (5) from the underlying order 
of [M

1 
[ M

2 
l M

3 
H ]]] , the rule must be constrained in such a way that it can 

IIPPlY to M
2 

and M
3 

but skip M
1

• But in order to obtain (2) but to block (6), 

the rule must affect M
1 

and M
3 

but skip M
2 

this time. And so on. 

In the N-M hypothesis proposed here, on the other hand, the above pattern 
can be accounted for by constraining the N-M inversion rule to the following 
effect; namely, it can apply to any NP, either a higher one or a lower one, 
but only once within the domain of a possible NP. That is, given the under· 
lying structure ~p·l----

~NP2~ M1 

~NP3 M2 
NP ~3 

the rule may apply to either NP 
1

, NP 
2 

or NP 3, but only one of them can be 

affected. In other words, the forms (l), (2), (3), (4) above, which have 
been affected only once, are well-formed, but the forms (5), (6), (7), (8), 
llhich have been submitted to the rule more than once, are ill-formed. Thus, 
the phenomenon of nominal modifiers in Mandarin Chinese calla for a mode of 
rule application that obeys neither the uA-over-A" principle nor the principle 
Of transformational cycle. 
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ALAN HUDSON [MON AM: 

University of New Mexico 

Yiddish and Hebrew as Elements in the Ethnic Identity of American Jew~ 

There is little available empirical research which has specifically 

explored the roles, if any, of Yiddish and Hebrew in the ethnic identity 

of contemporary American Jews. In the present study, a questionnaire 

containing 78 language-related items and 53 Jewish identity items was 

administered to 191 Jewish college students in New York City. Responses 

to the language items and to the identity items were separately factor 

analyzed and the initial factors were in each case rotated to varimax 

orthogonal solutions. Eighteen language factors were extracted, 

representing Yiddish and Hebrew abilities, attitudes, and patterns of 

use. Some thirteen identity factors were extracted, representing such 

independent dimensions of Jewishness as religious orthodoxy, commitment 

to Israel, Jewish educational background, and organizational involvement. 

Composite factor scores were then computed for each subject on all 31 

language and identity factors and Pearson product-moment correlations 

were calculated between the language factor scores and the identity 

factor scores. 

Examination of the zero-order correlation matrix suggested a very 

tenuous relationship between Yiddish- and Hebrew-related responses, on 

the one hand, and identity responses on the other. The highest single 

correlation was .49, between Hebrew ability and religious background, 

and only three other coefficients reached or exceeded .30. However, 

multiple correlations ranging between .50 and .68 were obtained in four 

instances when individual language factors were regressed on all identity 

factors collectively. Finally, canonical correlation, a procedure hitherto 

neglected in sociolinguistic research, showed the relationship between 

the language and identity factors to be much greater tha~ anticipated. 

Three linear combinations of language factors, two predominantly Hebrew 

and one predominantly Yiddish, yielded highly significant correlations 

of .88, .67, and .59 with three linear combinations of identity items. 

When linguistic and non-linguistic identity are both viewed as complex 

variables, the relationship between the two may be substantially greater 

than that revealed by simple, or even multiple, correlations with the 

individual components of such variables. The value of canonical 

correlation in elucidating just such a relationship is demonstrated. 
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tional Testing Service 

Processing Strategies at the Discourse Level 

In the last few years, considerable research in psycholinguistics has 
~ught to test the hypothesis that the clause is a relevant segmentation unit 
~ the processing of speech. The current interest in linguistic contexts and 
discourse analysis has raised the question of the validity of the clausal 
rocessing strategy suggested by Bever, Garrett and Hurtig (1973). They 
:~nstrated that the alternative readings of deep structure ambiguous 
sentences are available during the processing of a clause but that at the 
clause boundary only one reading remains available. They argued that such 
evidence supports a view of speech processing as operating clause by clause. 
nat is, the primary processing strategy i s one of clausal segmentation of 
the input string. It has, however, been suggested that the use of ambiguous 
sentences in linguistic argumentation or in the psycholinguistic 
investigation of speech processing is unjustified since phenomenally such 
sentences are never ambiguously perceived in context. 

The present study is an attempt to demonstrate that the type of strategy 
suggested by Bever, et al., is operative in the processing of connected 
discourse. An experiment was designed using the fragment completion paradigm 
(~ver, et al., Exp. 2). Subjects were presented context s entences followed 
by sentence fragments which they had to complete. The experimental variables 
included: (1) complete and incomplete clause fragments (2) ambiguous and 
~ambiguous fragments (3) neutral and disambiguating contexts. The analysis 
of the latency to completion data support the hypothesis that the clausal 
processing strategy demonstrated in research on sentences in isolation is 
also operative in connected discourse. 

Such a finding is consistent with the functional interactionist model 
of language proposed by Bever (1970) and Fodor, Bever and Garrett (1974). 
Thus the notion of interactionism can be extended to account for discourse 
phenomena by characterizing the relationship of sentence grammar, discourse 
grammar and the psychologi cal processes operative in the encoding of 
sentences and discourses in the following way: The sentence (clause) is 
the on-line perceptual unit while the discourse (proposition/idea set/ 
logical event space) is the unit of cognitive (semantic) memory. That is, 
the discourse is the object of analysis at the cognitive organizational 
level while the sentence (syntactic structure) is the object of analysis at 
the production/comprehension level. Such an hypothesis thereby treats the 
research on sentences and discourse in linguistics as well as psychology 
as interactive models of the various subcomponents of a total lingui stic
cognitive sys tem. 

~ver, T. G. 1970. The cognitive basis for linguistic structures. 
Cognition and the development of language, ed. by J. R. Hayes. 
New York : John Wiley . 

Bever, T. G., Garrett, M. F. and Hurtig, R. R. 1973. The interaction of 
perceptual processes and ambiguous sentences . Memory and Cognition 
1. 277-286. 

F~or , J . , Bever, T. G., and Garrett, M. F. 1974. The Psychology of 
Language. New York: McGraw Hill. 
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WILLLIAH H • JACOBSEN, JR • [TUE PH: 

University of Nevada 

Historical Implications of the Western Basque TOnal Accent 

Of five geographically differentiated types of accentual 
systems in ~asque distinguished by Luis Michelena, the moat 
widespread, and the only one whose history has not been under
stood, is a tonal accent found in the western part of the area 
This occupies the greater part of the ~asque-speaking region • 
within Spain, in Vizcaya, Guipuzcoa, and part of Navarra. 

I have suggested that the contrasts involved are best re
garded as between unmarked words, which bear no accent at all 
and marked words, which bear a tonal falling accent on a pre-' 
determined syllable. This distinguishes, for example, in the 
word for 'man', unmarked ergative singular ~zonak from marked 
nominative-ergative plural giz6nak or gizon (cover symbol 
gizonak). All plural forms of nouns are accentually marked, as 
opposed to the singular and indeterminate forms. 

The tonal accent seems to have developed as a result of the 
shortening of long vowels or diphthongs. Basque marked forma 
must have contained double vowels, usually arising from the 
loss of an intervening consonant. The ergative plural gizonat 
is from *~izonaak < *~izonaek < *6izonafek. In some dialects 
the position of the p1tch drop has drif ed forward in the word. 
The ending *-a6ek is analyzable into -~, mark of definiteness, 
*-Er 'plural', -e-, a 11 buffer" vowel occurring between conson
an~s, and -k, mark of the ergative case. 

Other pTural case endings must be reanalyzed so the plural 
marker *-B- (final -k) runs throughout, as seen in this partial 
paradigm Tor (h)aran-'valley•: 

nominative * haran-a-k > ( aranB.k) 
ergative *haran-a-g-e-k > aranak 
dative *haran-a-g-e-ri > aran~ri, aran~it (aranH) 
genitive *haran-e-g-en > aran~m, ( aranan) 
instrumental *haran-e-g-e-z > aranez 
allative *haran-e-g-e-ta-ra > aranetara 
partitive *haran-e-g-ik > aran:l.k. 

The accentual marking would have spread analogically to the 
nominative. The -e- which distinguishes the plural of the lo
cal cases (as mendietara •to the mountains') from the indeter
minate (menditara 1 to mountain(s)'} is seen to originate from 
the buffer vowel(s} engendered by the presence of*-~-. 

Certain case endings are themselves accentually marked, re
gardless of number. Again this points to former double vowels 
in them, as Vizcayan sociative -gaz 'with' < *-gaaz < *-faez 
< *-iaiez (cf. -gati(k), Vizcayan -gaiti(k) 'because of' • 

ccentually marked affixes on verbs include the plural end
ing -te, -e, -de (<*-dee). This is from *-do-e, based on a 
former-third person singular suffix *-do. The second person 
singular feminine suffix -na (< *-naa}-may be from *-na-ga, a 
feminine gender marker *-na= preceaing the second person 
singular suffix *-~. -

Accentual marking in derivation and compounding is also 
considered. 
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of the PIE 

/ 
The major. though not the only source of Sanskrit verbs with -aya-

ffiX is a PIE formation with *o-grade in the root and an *-6ye-suffix, 
~ee function in the PIE verbal system has been much debated. Although in 
a,.etcal Sanskrit the reflexes of this formation have causative value, 
~Vedic Sanskrit the value of the formation is not unitary. The purpose 
of this paper is to use Vedic evidence to define the functional position in 
the PIE verbal system of the PIE predecessors of this formation. 

In IE studies this formation was traditionally considered to have had 
aueative value already in the proto-language. However, the Vedic material 
c~eents two major objections to this view: 1) Many of the reflexes of this 
~onaation do not function as causatives within,their verbal systems. 2) 
~~ough there are copious examples of Vedic -ayati formations serving as 
cauaatives to intransitives. there are no -dyati causatives to transitive 
verbs. An hypothesis responding to these difficulties was proposea by 
~lbruck (1897) and refined by Kury~owicz (1964. etc.). In their view the 
vuue of the PIE formation was originally iterative or intensive, and it 
a~uired causative value secondarily from opposition to other formations 
~the verbal system. There are two objections to this hypothesis: 1) 
~ere is no evidence for iterative or intensive value in the Vedic -ayati 
fonaation. 2) None of the mechanisms proposed by Delbruck or Kuryiowicz 
~nvincingly explain why an iterative or intensive without inherent tendency 
t~ards causative value should acquire this value independently in several 
l~guages. (In Gothic. too, the formation acquires causative value.) 

I therefore propose that the *o-grade *-eyeti formation was actually 
wed to build transitive presents in PIE. My hypothesis rests on an obser
vation made by Thieme (1929) • that the -:yati verbs in Vedic that are 
~ually called causatives are in reality simply transitives . They appear to 
M causative because within their verbal systems they stand in opposition 
to intransitive formations. Assuming an original transitive value for the 
~grade formation allows us to explain why the formation acquired causative 
value in several languages. but it does not impose causative value on 
Rflexes that lack this value, It also explains why there are no causatives 
to transitive verbs in Vedic. 

This transitive formation would then be entirely parallel in usage 
with the PIE nasal infix present. which is generally considered a transiti
vizing formation. In fact. I believe that the two formations were in comple
aentary distribution in PIE. According to current views of the PIE aspectual 
system, the nasal infix is used to from marked presents to punctual roots. 
~us, the nasal infix not only marked transitivity but also served as an 
upectual marker. Similarly, in my view. the *o-grade *-eyeti formation 
not only expressed transitivity but also had an aspectual function. It 
formed transitive presents to durative roots. 

Although already in Vedic the PIE aspectual system is no longer a 
f~ctioning system, the language preserves considerable formal traces of 
that system, and Vedic presents us with rich evidence in favor of the aspec
tuu function of the formation under discussion. This evidence is of three 
t~ee: 1) Of the very few *a-grade *~yeti formations that we can confidently 
reconstruct for PIE on the basis of cognate sets, all are compatible with 
•Y hypothesis. 2) In early Vedic -ayati verbs function as causatives 
primarily to unmarked intransitive presents, and patterns in which a 
~rked intransitive present corresponds to an -~yati transitive can be 
shown to be late and secondary within Sanskrit. 3) Old and well-estab-
lished punctual roots do not build -~yati formations in early Vedic. 
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JAY H. JASANOFF 

Harvard University 

Gk. amph5, Lat. aml>l1 and Related Forms 

Gk. amph~, Lat. ambl5 an9 Toch. A !mpi, like words for both' . 
IE languages (e.g., Ved. ubh! GAv ube (fern)· L'th b'. ~n other 
Go bai) b ----' • • ' 

1 
• a u OCS oba f • --- • can e analyzed into an element *-bhoh( ) ---' ___ ; ~ • 

phem? of uncertain origin, 'l'he "prefix" *am- is a~ precede~ by a mor-
osit1on and preverb Gk amph! Lat (b)--( f s? found 1n the preP-h · b · • • am - r • amb1re etc ) and · 
apop on1c yform ·~-, in orr. im(m) and OHG b'· ' : .. 1n an 
these forms to amph~ and ambO~ . ll ~· ~he relattonsh1p of 
still has the synchronic V&TUe 'o~s~~~~a~i~e~l~;~ tn Gveek, where amph{ 

The etymology of *am- is reveal d b th ian B, where intpi (antapi) can onl e Y_ e word for "both' in Tocher-
type *ant(a)pi (with the sub~tituti~nc~~t1~ue ~ ~ommon To~harian proto
This in turn implies immediate preforms *~n~~~;5 for ~ua~ :tnflec:tion). 
*andbhi for amph{ and am(b)-: the assimilation ofo~-a~~ho and ambo, and 
Greek and Latin has an-eiaet parallel in Toe - ~- to *-~- in 
*andbhi 'on both side ( f)' h. A amp1, The formation of 

. . s o c-an now c learl; be seen t b th 
quast-tnstrumental adverb in *-bhi of th IE o ;. at of a 
'side'. It may be noted that accordin e roo~ noun *~ents . gen.•qntes 
established by H. Rix, MSS 27 79-llO g to t~e J.a• yng?al vocal.iz~tion rule 
eliminate the need for assumi~g an ap~p~o~~~ o~~~~u · tton *h.,nt-bh1 .,;ould 
etc. and orr. im(m), OHG umbi - ~ erence hetween amph{, 

----- ----· 
We,are led, therefore, to r.eronstru t the , 

*h,nt-bhoh ("Q) • It is unlikely that thj s f . s~urc·e of ampho, etc, as 
ace. du, 'both sides'. it i -s . "1 orm 1S stmply an anorralous nom,-

b 
, more eas~ y taken as a dial t 1 . 

ased on the more widely distrib t d . . ec a 1nnovation h ~ • u e preposl t1on *'hnt-bh! Th 1 ~and am(b)- in compounds like h"' t ~ __ • eva ne of 
sides. having two mouths' (c:f d! tamp ~s omos 'havtng a mouth on both 
both sides, having two head·,· s ~os and anceps 'having a head on 
tion with the forms of th s (cfl. bleeps) suggests an analogical propor-

, e numera 't••;o', *d~i- . *dJ,Joh ( ) . . *hnt- "' 
X, X= ·~-bhoh(y). The creation of ·~-bh h( j · Y · · ~-~- : 
would clearly have been favored by th 1' o ~! . vJ.a such a process 
forms comparable to the words for 'bo~h~a~ 1~rdex•ste~ce of a form or 
and Germanic, tn n o-Iran1an, Balto-Slavic 
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A ~idespread assumption concerning the origins of Old Irish (Oir.) 
b$1-nouns (vns.) is that they are etymologically related to the forms 

::~ch are termed infinitives (infs.) in other IE languages, and that the 
~inal character of these forms, as well as the constructions in ~hich they 

cur, reflect, in Celtic, striking archaisms (Windisch 1878, ~ 2; Vendreyes 
~14, ~ 16; Lewis and Pedersen 1937, 315). This assumption has never been 
riticallY examined in the literature, and this paper will argue that there 
~s considerable evidence--lexical, morphological and syntactic--which suggests 
~bat such an assumption is not valid. Some examples follow: 

1) Recent research (Jeffers, ~· 51) has shown that a strikingly 
restricted set of PIE nominal derivational types show an apparently inherited 
tendency towards reanalysis as verbals (i.e., infs.). Oir. vns. show only 
the most superficial morphological correspondences with PIE vn. types which 
&re reflected as infs. outside Celtic. 

2) IE vns. develop as infs. due to formal identification with finite 
verb forms. Oir. vns. often show considerable formal divergence from the 
verbs with which they are associated. They may even be lexically distinct, 

e.g. caraid 'he loves' vn. ~· 31 The alleged correspondence (of which much has been made) between 
the Oir. productive vn.-suffix-~/-~, on the one hand, and the Cl. Skt. in 
-tum and the Latin supine, on the other, is spurious. Although each reflects 
p~*-tu-, t he occurrence of this suffix in non-finite verbals i s late in 
Skt. and Lat in (see Jeffers, 1a· 51). Moreover, the success of this suffix 
~a vn. formative in Oir. is a language specific development. It is 
lSSOciated almost exclusively with denominative verbs which are Irish creations 

(!l'hurneysen 1 s classes AI and AII). 
4) Oir. vns. are used in a far wider range of syntactic contexts than 

ue the vn. ~ infs. of late PIE and the early dialects. In Oir., e.g., we find 
vn. constructions in lieu of gerund and participial (incl. absolute) 
constructions (N.B. PIE participles and gerunds are lost in Celtic.) 

5) In those types of complement constructions where IE vns. come to 
be regrammatized as infs., Oir. shows vn. constructions which are structurally 
and typol ogically unique in IE. The IE construction is 'nom. obj. + vn.': 
possible Oir. correspondent is 'prep.+ vn. + nom . obj. 

1 

Etc. It should also be noted that many Oir. forms serve a dual function. A 
given form, when used as a simple noun (e.g. as subject) may show all the 
syntactic attributes associated with the category, 'noun', such as adjectival 
modification. When the same word functions as a vn. (i.e. in a complement 
construction), nominal modifiers do not occur. This phenomenon and several 
of the other vn. characteristics noted above are not inconsistent with the 
following hypothesis: At some point in the prehistory of Irish, nominal forms 
which were semantically related to given verbs (and which were often, though 
not always , lexically related to those verbs) were called upon to function 
in innovative syntactic contexts as a result of the loss of several inherited 
syntactic patterns. The loss of the patterns may well have been due to the 
demands made upon the language in the course of its significant typological 
shift to VSO structure. Moreover, the replacement patterns of Oir. are 
of a type associated with many VSO languages, a factor which further suggests 

their recent development. 
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The Linear Cycle in English Syntax 

In this paper we will present three arguments from Engl 
for the linear application of syntactic rules (Kimball 1972~ 
zwarts 1975) as opposed to the cyclic application of such 
(Chomsky 1965; Kayne 1969). 

One argument, the Comp Condition Argument, is that app 
Passive and wh-movement linearly allows us to eliminate one 
the conditions on transformations proposed in Chomsky (1973), 
viz., the condition that anything moved from a Comp must be 
into a Comp position. This condition was proposed to block 
generation of sentences like *what ~ asked to read ~ John 
which are automatically blocked by the linear application-oF 
Passive and wh-movement. 

The second argument, the Subject Condition Argument, is 
that, if we do not apply wh-movement linearly, then we will 
have to complicate the statement of another condition on 
formations, the Subject Condition (Chomsky 1973), in order to 
block the generation of such structures as *who ~ stories 
abo~ ~rd ~ John? 

The third argument, the Raising Argument, is that the 
linear mode of application of wh-movement, but not the cyclic, 
enables us to generate the correct range of constructions 
ing Raising with the ~-class of verbs. Thus *~does it 
to be tall? is generated in the cyclic, but not the linear we are proposing for syntax. 

Finally, we show that alternative proposals to the linear 
cycle in syntax, involving "trace theory" or the introduction 
of a "post-cycle," fail to handle the data. 
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a diacritic solution to a number of phonological problems that 
11.-.n:,ca·e"tre'"'ntly segmental, e.g. vowel harmony. This is equivalent to a 

im roach which in the prosodic school of Jitonology is applied to an 
apiange ~f If1enomena. In previous work I have demonstrated that 

and related Jhenomena are more adequately treated as segmental 
I will argue here that one Jitenomenon that appears to be 

accent in Swedish, is also more insightfully treated segmentally. 
1ve analyses of Swedish, it has been ~enerally assumed that words 

to accentual class by the feature L* Accent II]. I argue 
...... ~"''"1"'8 approach on four grounds: 1) Prosodic features tell us nothing 

Phonetic character of the accent, being features of whole words 
reference to specific segments. 2) Prosodic features are language

in general we should prefer to describe the accentual phenomena of 
in terms of universal phonetic features if possible. 3) Prosodic 
do not show the dependence of accent on location of stress. 

considerations prefer the less abstract segmental phonetic 
to the more abstract prosodic features, which are without phonetic 

inadequacy in traditional generative treatments of Swedish accent 
function of the stress rules. These are restricted to generating 

'!f//CJ~••J wo:rd stress in the correct position. Frequently the stressed 
is provided with a "portemanteau" feature that signals both the 

stressed syllable and the accent. While this approach appears to 
accent and stress, it does so by fiat, without providing an expla

But the deeper inadequacy lies in the lack of a description of 
stresses, which must be considered even in the absence of 
ji1enomena. 

these inadequacies, I propose an alternate approach in which 
is taken as the primary task. The principal rules invoked 

STRESS, which stresses a theme vowel1 MAIN STRESS, which stresses 
of a stem final syllable; a RETRACTION rule, which retracts stress 

f01'111S1 and the COMPOUND rule, which assigns primary stress to the 
eleaent of a compound. The ACCENT II rule operates at the word level 

to which the stress rules have assigned a pattern consisting of a 
stress, followed by a sequence of any number of stresses weaker than 

, followed by a secondary stress. Rather than assigning a feature 
] to such words, the rule assigns the phonetic values di;ectlyt for 

educated Stockholm speech, this means a mid pitch on the [ 1 stress] 
lgh pitch on the [2 stress]. This _analysis thus uses independently 

phonetic features. No feature LAccent II] is countenanced, which 
analysis is merely a convenient cover term for the phonetic facts 

outlined, 

IuT..-.n ...... wrinkle is observed which at first glance appears to offer 
for the prosodic analysis: if an accent II word appears as the last 
of a compound, the second (high) pitch occurs on the stressed~ syllable 

last on the first element as predicted by the accent II 
Thus ss][handlare]]J is accented imp§rtgrosshandlare, 

No change in the stress rules will be ne~ed if 
rule replaces the syntactically motivated structure 

in which the major boundary appears before the last compounded 
• A functional reason for this rule is the preservation of the 
II-ness" of such words: without this complication the words would 

to be strings of accent I words. 79 
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IMB Research 

Ergativity in Universal Grammar 

Ergativity in natural language has long been a controversial issue 
in linguistics. With the renewed interest in linguistic universals 
engendered by transformational theory and, more recently, by relational 
grammar, the general problem of characterizing ergativity in linguistic 
theory has been receiving increased attention, but no general, widely 
accepted solution to the problem has yet evolved. Out of this recent 
work a number of recurrent views can be isolated: 

Recent Views on Ergativity 

I. Base Reanalysis Hypotheses 

A. Oblique Reanalysis: erg. NP = base oblique agent 

B. Flip Reanalysis: erg. NP = base direct object 

II. Non-reanalysis Hypotheses 

A. Passive Analysis: erg. NP = agent of passivized 
clause 

B. Direct Analysis: erg . NP = cyclic subject 

The above hypotheses will be examined with respect to the Australian 
language Dyirbal and it will be shown that only the Direct Analysis 
Hypothesis (IIB) is consistent with both the facts internal to Dyirbal 
and various apparently well-justified universals involving primacy 
principles (defined on the relational hierarchy: subject<direct 
object <indirect object<oblique object (Perlmutter & Postal; Keenen & 
Comrie)) Silverstein's markedness hierarchy and cross-linguistically 

t h I b • regular correspondences between syntactic relations sue as su Ject-
of' and 'direct-object-of' and semantic ones such as 'agent-of' and 
'patient-of'. 

Since Dyirbal is the only well-documented language which appears 
superficially to be a perfect candidate for the base reanalysis 
hypotheses (IA & IB above), the fact that a deeper investigation re
veals that it too is best treated as an active-ergative language (IIB) 
suggests the general principle that, contrary to what the Oblique and 
Flip Reanalyses maintain, no ergative language involves a base that is 
radically different than that of the more familiar languages. Further
more, a direct analysis of Dyirbal opens the way for a unified char
acterization of ergativity in universal grammar within the framework of 
relational grammar and thus indirectly supports the fundamental claims 
of relational grammar and contributes to the development of an adequate, 
general theory of language. 
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an increasing SJOOunt of attention has been paid to the varying 
of clause boundaries. Thus Postal (On Raising) observes that 

constitute stronger barriers to transformations than 'quasi-
'. Postal's dichotoll\Y of clause and quasi-clause, however, turns out 

inadequate for Japanese, where minute gradations of clause strength are 
in adverbial subordinate clauses. This paper will show that the 
accessibility of clauses should be captured in terms of 'senten
rather than Postal's dichotoll\Y. 
notion of sententiality has already been proposed by Ross ( "Nouni

). Ross characterizes sententiality in terms of rule applicability. 
I think this is putting the cart before the horse. In this paper, I 

fiJ'It give an independent characterization of the sententiality of clauses, 
~ the sententiality of a clause is measured by its cooccurrence restric

vith various gra.tmnatical elements. That is, a clause is more sentence
as it can cooccur with a larger number of sentential elements. For 

r.--.JLt::1 as we proceed from right to left on the following hierarchy of 
~e conjunctives/inflections, 

(l) nagara ba node kara keredo 
'with ••• ing' 'if' 'because' 'since' 'though' 

1 ~ual decrease is found in the cooccurrence possibilities with such 
~ts as modals, performative honorifics, sentence adverbs, and subject. 
tllll in (1), the nagara-clause is most restricted, while the keredo-clause 
u.,st generous in allowing these elements to cooccur; hence, the former 
11 less sentential than the latter. 

With this sententiality hierarchy established on independent grounds, 
dl ~licability of transformations to these clauses is examdned. (NB: 
~se does not have the Adverb Constraint like English.) As exemplified 
•(2)1 it is found that clauses toward the left of the scale in (1) are 
JDre 'transparent'. 

(2) WH-Q Binding 
a. Nan! o tabe nagara, hanasi-masita ka? lit. 'Did you talk while 

what OBJ eat-ing talk did-you Q eating what?' 
b. ?Nani o tabeta kara, byooki n1 nari-masita ka? 

what ate since sick become did~ou Q 
c. ?*Nani o tabeta keredo, heiki desu ka? 

what ate though all-right are-you Q 
1111 the less sentential a clause is 1 the more applicable are the rules 
tbleh apply across the clause boundary (e.g. Binding, Pseudo-Cleft). 
.. opposite situation, however, is also found in which rules like Themati
~on (so-called Root transformations) are more applicable as sententiality 
I.Dcreases. 

The gradation of this kind cannot be explained by previous proposals. 
iWtal.'s clause/quasi-clause dichoto~ey and Chomsky's Tensed S Condition are 
illadequate, since most subordinate clauses in Japanese have subject and tense. 
~S-pruning theory does not hold for Japanese, which lacks a VP~node. 

In conclusion, the variation of clause strength is directly associated 
~~the degree of sententiality. The relatively high accessibility of 
!~1-clauses' is thereby attributed to their low sententiality. Cross
~stic support will be given from English, French, and German. Finally, 
tbe fact that some rules apply oore readily to a clause vi th lower senten
tlaUty argues against Ross' Penthouse Principle 1 which SS\Y"S that .!1:! rules 
Ire DDre applicable in main clauses than in subordinate clauses. 
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Adpositions and Locationals: Typology and Diachronic Development 

Fifty diverse languages were studied to de~ermine typolo~ical and 
universal attributes in locational expresstons (LE's), ~tth part
icular attention to adpositions. Lexical and morphological deve 
opments affecting LE's and their constituents were al~o traced. 
The semantic transparency and uniformity of LE's provtde a fruit
ful setting for analysis of the variety of surface structures t 
can be observed. Principal findings include: 

1. With few exceptions, langs. include both simJle and complex 
LE's. Simple LE's are of the form: (I?rE:P· )N(+\oc. {post.), where 
either the preposition or the postposttton, not both, are used, 
and •1\oc" refers to an oblique case, in case langs. Complex LE.'s 
incorporate these elements, plus an additional locationa\ noun and 
an optional genitive (possessive) marker. Word o~der correlates 
with primary constituent structure: En~. In the CitY vs. On top 21 
the box; Jap. Mati ni vs. Hako no ue n1 • 

2. With few exceptions, a lang. that.has adposition~ has loca
tional adpos. At least some of these e1ther are used !ndependent
ly as nouns (Eng. Inside) or, more frequently, are dertved ~rom 
morphs which previously functioned as nouns (Korean Aphe! '1~ 
front of 1 from*~ with Turk. and Mong. cognates meantng no~ 
le. ') N~mes of body parts are a prime source of adpos. (M~rgi lr 
mnva •at the edge of' )mny~, 'mouth.') Adpos. are also dert~ed 
from adjectives, verbs and adverbs. In almost all lantSS· wh1ch 
contain etymologizeable adpos., the process: adpos. +tadoos ~ ( 
adpos. is a productive source of adpos. (Eng.~+ !ow~~.) 
Nominally-derived adpos. often preserve obsol:te des~nences •. 
(Hung. Alatt, 'beneath' >*.2.1. + =.tl.i ~he ~ocattve endtng -tt 1s no 
longer productive in Hung., but rema1ns 1n Vogul and Ostyak.) 

3. In pre-transformational theory, LE's were classified as adj
ectival and adverbial. An additional function of LE's as "sc:ne
setters" or sentential modifiers has subsequen~ly ~ee~ recog~tzed. 
Of these three functions, only the adjectival •s.dt~ttnctly !dent
ifiable in all langs. studied. The sentence-modtfytng funct 1onof 
LE's is unequivocally represented in the surface stru~ture of sev
eral of the langs.--for instance, in Japanese, where 1t can be. 
marked by the particle~· following the LE. Existence of a dtst
inct adverbial function is more doubtful: most.apl?arent examples 
either involve motion or can be analyzed conv1nc1ngly as sentence 
modifiers. Some LE's'which appear to modify NP's.can also be an
alyzed as sentential modifiers to which a scrambl tng rule has ~en 
applied. For example, the sentence In the cities peo~le are e 
starving has variants in which the LE follows the subJeCt and th 
VP respectively. Corresponding to these alternate word orders 
is'an alternation of the conventionally-assigned phrase struc
tures, assigning each of the three funct~ons.to.the.LE. It seems 
highly doubtful that any possible semanttc dtst1nct1ons amo~g d'. 
these sentences could be sufficient to motivate such dramatiC IV 

ergences of derivation or analysis. 
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ThiS paper will deal with two issues in phonological 
•ange: what ~actors c~ lea~ to the reanalysis of a morpheme 
• a non-mean1ngful un~t; ana what sort of evidence in the syn
tbronic phonology. might justify a belief in such a reanalysis. 
D• case at hand 1nvolves the past tense prefix e- in Ancient 
(AG) ana Modern Greek. (MG) The synchronic evioence is interes
~~g in its own right, containing a morphophonemic rule which 
depends crucially on information from a fast speech rule. 

In AG, past tenses were formed by plefixing e to the root. 
fb• i.JDperf~ct paradigm of pher-o ; 'carry' for example was: 

,-pher-on e-pher-amen 
e-pher-es e-pher-ate 
6-pher-e e-pher-on 

tbe acce7:1 t shi f~ s be tween the stem (1, 2pl) and the pz·efix. This 
11 a man~festat~on of the 'recessive accent' of AG verbs: 
stress retracts 3 morae from the end but no farther. Since all 
past endings have short vowels, z-egular antepenul timate stress 
~bows up in past tenses (but not in other tenses.) 

The ~G : paradigm is . remaoc~ably simil&r on the surface. The 
~ly sign~f~cant change is in the 1,2p pl. No prefix occurs 
on these ~orms any longer. This is easily traceable to a bound 
c~ge wh1ch deleted unstressed ini~ial vowels. The interes~ 
ting question is , does MG retain the AG system where e is un
aerlyingly present in past tenses' recapitulating the sound 
~~ge by deleting it when unstressed? Or are past tenses un
derlyingly prefixlees, as I will argue, with the rule inverted 
111d t epenthesized to bear· the stress where ther·e are less than 
'syllables? Epenthesis may seem more pla.usi ble when one con
doers that in all po }ysyllabic roots, no past tense e will 
ever ~rpear. Furthermore, loss of phoneDJic length plus con
trachon of vowels have combined to make mora-based r·ecessi ve 
accent completely.; opaque. Antepenultimate accent bas thez·eby 
b~ome a ~r~pert~ solely of past tenses, regular ano salient. 

To f1no wh~ther !:_- is zea.Lly there unaer·l:y wgly though, 
wemust see if ~t behaves iaEntically toe's we know must be 
fhete .!!:8 twG · fast speech p:11oceeses which-treat root-initial· 
eae a real segment but ignore prefixed e- this inaicates 
~t the latter must have been epenthesized after these rules 
applied.These allegro rules are vowel contraction, which de
letes ~ less sonorous vowel adjacent to a.:more sonorous one 
~ver S1f:1gle ft, and gl.iae formation, which bleeds contraction 
by tUI·n1ng h~gh vowels before other vowels into glides. These 
rules are inhibited in all but presto speech by the pz·esence 

0~~e~oubl~.f#i, yet op~rate much mor e- fr·eely at ## to apparentl v 
. e PI E: x e-. Th1s is easily e:x.plai d " 
18 no e-t.t·ere ~he f t 

1 
ne if we r·ealize there 

:oundary' , atta~hin t~s speec .• rules _meJ·elJ~ delete a word-
~he ~yllable-countfng :P~~~~:~~~8 r~~~-a t~o t~ei l?ast tense verb. 
"8Yllabled woro an el fails to en nas a more-than-

~c the preceding former·l _ . app~y · Accent for the -. erb lands 
~itt•l verb likg echo 'h~a1n~epenaent wor~. Thus, a \ OWel-

. - - ;;;- . ve noPR not unaerR:o contrA0.t. · i 
:i~'ull word: afta#ftecho; but (e)pher-on does: 9.ft!Phe·r~~~ wAth 

ilar contra& t w1ITbe shown il. u~e behe.. vioi· of gJ.i Q.e I'oz·miD.L.. 
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Spanish Contact Phenomena in Nahuatl 

Early in the 16th century, Nahuatl began a period of 
intense contact with Spanish. vn the basis of extensive 
written material spanning 300 years and linguistic studies 
of the modern language, we are prepared to present a con
cise diachronic description of Spanish contact phenomena 
in Nahuatl. Three stages are discernible. During the first 
brief period, Nahuatl attempted to deal with contact entirely 
by extension of native vocabulary and constructions. During 
the second period, semantic extension of native verbs con
tinued, but Spanish nouns were extensively borrowed with 
little apparent morphological change in the recipient 
languageo Borrowed verbs were treated as nouns. The surface 
phonetics of Spanish were strongly assimilated to Nahuatl 
phonology. At the beginning of the third period, which ex
tends from the second half of the 17th century to the pre
sent, a strategy for borrowing Spanish verbs developed. 
The Spanish infinitive, the basis of the loans, brought 
/r/ into Nahuatl, and native sound substitutions for ~his 
segment subsided. Equivalence relatio~s between certa~n 
Spanish and Nahuatl verbs were establ~shed, so that all 
idiomatic uses of the fo:mer could be translAted by the 
latter. 

Spanish/Nahuatl contact phenomena are quite similar to 
those observed in other pairs of languages, although there 
is remarkable clarity in this particular case. We intro
duce data from otr1er contact situations to examine notions 
about order and layering of contact phenomena. We argue that 
degree of typological difference has been ass igned too much 
importance for two reasons. J..'irst, given two languages, the 
degree of typological similarity will not be consistent over 
all areas of grammar. And s econdly, specifi c typological 
differences may retard, but will not prevent borrowing 
(examples from IE/non-IE pairs). Finally, we r~late Nahuatl's 
extreme resistance to borrowing adjectives, wtuch has no 
apparent morphological basis , to a.curl~nt analysis of 
Nahuatl sentential structure (J. rl~chard Andrews, An Intro
duction to Classical li~q~tl, UT Press, Austin, Texas, 1975). 
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~tax and Semantics of Questions 

This.paper pr:sents a novel account of the syntax and semantics 
of quest~ons, mak~ng use of the framework of linguistic description 
developed by Montague. Certain features of the proposal are based 
00 Aqvist 

1
65, Hamblin 173, Hintikka '74 Lewis '74 and ~ rth · 

d 1 . h , 75 • LO com~ng, 
and Wun er ~c · As a whole, it differs from all of ;ts r d · "d • p e eces-~rs· The ma~n ~ eas are the following. 

- Direct questions are assimilated to indirect questions I 't 
"?"t d .s ~ _!!in1ng. ~s rea~e . as s:m~ntically equivalent to I want you t -o--

tell me whether 1t ~s ra~n~ng or not (Aqvist Lew;s) In th' 
- bl f . . • • . ~s way • the pro em o the semant~c ~nterpretation of direct questions redu-
ces to the ~roble~ of_how indirect questions are interpreted . Onl 
the latter ~ssue ~s d1scussed in detail. y 

.-A new s~tactic c~tegory, Q (defined as t #t) , i s set up for 
~1rect_quest1ons. It 1ncludes both whether-questions and indirect 
W-quest~ons. Whether-questions are derived from phrases of type t. 
For example, whether John smokes comes from John smokes. 

- ~e~ntically. i~direct questions are interpreted as sets of 
propo~~t~~ns. Intu1t~ve:y speaking, the extension of an indirect 
que~t1on 1s the set of.1ts true answers. This is achieved by trans
latlng a whether-quest~on such a~ whether it rains or not in the 
Ho~tague system to. Ap [Vp 1\ [p= it rains' V p=xit doesn't rain'] ) , 
wh~ch denotes a un1~ ~et containing either the proposition that it 
Nlns or the propos1t1on that it doesn't rain depending on which 
~ppens to be the case . An indir~ct WH-question such as who smokes 
15 t~nslated to A.p Vx[vp 1\ p= smoke'(x)J; it denotes a set which 
c?nta1ns for each smoker the proposition that he smokes. This seman
tlc treatment seems appropriate not only for cases like John knows 
woo smokes but also for more problematic cases such as Whether Mary 
comes depends on who invites her. -

.- :he most important feature of the proposal is the derivation 
of lndl:ect.WH-questions. They are obtained by a quantification 
nti7 wh1ch 1nserts a WH-phrase into a Q-phrase and deletes a sub
scr1pt7d pronoun· The syntactic category of WH-phrases is t//IV . 
~man:1:ally WH-phrases are indistinguishable from existentially 
q~antlfled noun ~hrases. For example, although which girl and some 
f-~l belong to d1fferent syntactic categories (WH and T, respective-
~· they ~th translate :o A.P Vx[girl'(x) 1\ P{x}). Under this 
~orposal, Slmpl7 WH-~uest1ons are derived from whether-questions. 
b texample, wh7c~ gl:l smokes comes, say, from whether he smokes 
vY1 he WH-quant~f~catlon rule. The resulting translation i£ equi-
a ent to Ap V x ( vp A girl' (x) 1\ p=Asmoke 1 ( x)]. 

the ~ ~ultip:e~WH-~uestions are derived by repeated applications of 
such H qua~t~f1cat~on rule. Many of the syntactic constraints on 
de que~tlons can be taken into account in a simpler way than un
,70r prev1ous proposals based on the indexing of WH-phrases (Baker 

• Hankamer 175). 
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Unbounded Movement Rules: Evidence from Navajo 

Chomsky, Ross, Bresnan et, al. have claimed that SOV, 
COMP-final languages will not involve unbounded movement rules. 
Based on data from Navajo, clearly an SOV, COMP-final language, 
I argue that this theoretical claim about possible transforma
tions is incorrect. Navajo WH question words embedded in di
rect discourse sentences provide examples of unbounded left
ward movement, as in the following example: 

1. haagoola Jaan shizhe'e adoolbts nisin n! 
where.to.Q John 1.father 3.F.drive l.want 3.say 
Where did Johni say h.ei wants hisi father to drive to? 

The underlying structure of (1) must be (2) since ~~~~~1~/ 
where can only be the complement of /adoolbts/ drive. 

[SUN PH: 

2. so[J~an 51 [shf 52 [shizh~'~ h~~g~~l~ adoolbfs)s 2 nisinJs1 nf)so 

I hypothesize that the movement exists in Navajo for se
mantic reasons, caused by the restrictions of direct discourse. 
A direct discourse S is defined as an S interpreted from the 
point of view of the immediately dominating S, as contrasted 
to an indirect discourse S where the point of view is the 
speaker's. Thus in (1) above, the first person verb /nisin/ 
refers to John rather than the speaker and the first person 
possessive pronoun /sh~/ in /shizhe'e/ also refers to John. 

I also suggest that the WH movement transformation in 
Navajo direct discourse sentences should be considered an 
instance of the universal WH movement rule postulated for 
languages like English. This however, raises questions about 
how such a rule should be written, both because the Navaj o WH 
question word may remain in any intermediate S and because the 
meaning of the sentence varies according to where the WH word 
is placed, as demonstrated by the following trans lations: 

mus t 
any 
s ome 
we ll 

3. haadila Jaan shizhe'e Mary din1lnish yilni n1 
where.at.Q John !.father Mary 2.P.work 3.3.say 3.say 
Where did John say his father told Mary to work? 

4. Jaan haadila shizhe'e Mary dinilnish yilni n1 
John where . at.Q l.father Mary 2.P.work 3.3.say 3.say 
John asked where his father told Mary to work. 

5. Jaan shizhe'e Mary haadila dinilnish yilni ni 
John l . father Mary where.at.Q 2.P.work 3.3.say 3.say 
John said his father a sked Mary where she will work. 

The evidence from Navajo clearly demonstrates that we 
modify cur r ently ac cepted universals, and suggests that 
constraints on the existence of movement rules must at 
level consider semantic factors, (such as point of view) as 
as syntac t i c fac tors . 
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Korean 

Alteration of vowels and consonants in imitative expressions including 
eic and sound symbolic words is a very common means of changing 

of the words in Korean . For exampl e, (1) /p io kil pi~k+ J/ , (2) 
lll!I!IU-Ufi,~ 

Jpeok+l/, and (3) /ppi~k+lppi~kil / are descriptions of a circular 
of an object . However, the difference in vowel between (1) and 

the difference in consonant between (1) and (3) bring abou t the 
e in the connotative meanings of t hese word s . The mov ement des

by (1) invol ves a l a rge circle and a slow speed while that described 
involves a relativ ely small circle and a fast speed. Again, (3) 

the repetitive movement of the object more emphatical ly than (1 ) . 
is unusually rich in such imitative expressions and t he maj ority of 

s undergo a systematic semantic shift by the s ame means as des-

In an article by Johanna Nichols (1971), it was shown that in many of 
North American languages, increased hardness of articulat ion (e .g., 
consonant becomes a corresponding fortis one) and higher pitch 
becomes s ) are highly regular means of diminutive shifting. In 

paper , it will be s hown that contrary to the cases discussed 
increased hardness and higher pitch are used as means of augmen-

shifting in Korean. 

have related t he meaning s hift involving 
alteration with the three groups of vowels which are relevant t o 
harmony in Korean. That is, if an imitative word conta ins a so-

'bright' vowel (i.e., e, a, and o), the state or action described 
the word has a qual ity of 'light,' 'bright,' 'small , ' ' quick,' 'thin ,' 

depending on the nature of the state or action. On the other hand, 
containing a 'dark' vowel (i.e., e , a , and u) has a connotat ion of 

opposite to the above qualities. 

be shown that the relevant fac tor in the systemat i c correla-
between the meaning of a word and the vowel in it is the height of t he 

the traditional description of the phenomena i s inadequa te to 
a number of related phenomena. Since the use of the same means of 

sound alteration is extended frequently to words of non-onoma topoeic 
, this means plays a very important role in Korean phonol ogy . Some 

of the significance of this means will be discussed. 
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Nasal Infixation in Latin: De-morphologization 

This paper introduces the notion of de-morphologization into the current 

re-evaluation in phonology and morphology. Cases of morphologization are 

by now well represented in the literature, but Latin nasal infixation re

~uires an extension of this concept. 

In certain 3rd conjugation verbs, Classical Latin exhibits a nasal infix 

in (A) the present (imperfective) {r~o, rupi, ruptum 'break'), {B) the 

present and perfect active (pi£go, pi£xi, pictum 'paint'), and (C) the pre

sent, perfect active, and perfect passive (i~go, i~xi, i~ctum 'join'), 

yielding the rule ~ ~ N I (as an infix in the present of certain 3rd conju

gation verbs). This rule never constituted a phonological process, being 

morphologically conditioned. from its inception. Hence, no morphologization 

could have taken place. However, as evidenced by examples (B) and {C), the 

nasal infix spreads beyond the present into the perfect active and passive. 

In addition, Classical Latin possesses 3rd conjugation verbs with etymologi

cal nasal consonants (ci£go, ci£xi, ci£ctum 'surround'). These facts render 

nasal infixation opaque and suggest that, synchronically, t he alternation in 

(A) should be accounted for by the deletion N ~ ~ I (in the perfect active and 

passive), and the one in (B) by N ~ ~ I (in the perfect passive). These rule 

inversions make the right prediction - their loss results in nasal consonants 

throughout the paradigm, a development shown by (C) and by the Romance refle

xes (cf. Italian pi£go, pi£si, pi£to). 

If morphologization may be defined as the "functionalizat ion" 9f an alter

nation, its opposite, de-morphologization, renders the alternation function

less: the nasal infix in (B) and (C) no longer has morphemic value. I t has 

to be str essed that this abandonment was prepared by the anomalous nature of 

the morpheme, as (a) no other verbs have an 'imperfective ' marker,and (b) it 

i s the only infix, all other tense and person morphemes being suffixes. 

The paper concludes, therefore, that, unlike morphologization, de-morpho

logization occurs infrequently, since the conditions making the l oss of a 

morphemic value possible are probably rarely met. 
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JI04el of Adult Second Language Performance 
!-------

It is proposed that adult second language learners develop and utilize 
twO possibly i ndepende~t. 1! ngui s tic sys terns, . one .'!.<:1_Uj red in Nays similar 
~child language acqu1s1t1on, and one cons c1ous ly ~~!~ed. It is 
hYPothesized that only the acquired system is involved in the initial 
p~aases of speech production, while the learned system, \·/hen conditions permit, 
acts as a monitor, inspecting and often altering the output of the 

1cqui red sys tern. 

The model explains certain otherwise puzzling experimental results . In several 
studies. all using oral tests, it has been found that adult ESL learners 
lilke errors that are similar in difficulty order to errors made by children 
learning ESL (Bailey, lladden, and Krashen, 1974 ; Larsen Freeman, 1975). Less 
consistent difficulty orderings are found, however, 1·1hen other sorts of tests 
are used (Larsen-Freeman, 1975). Such tests, it is sugqested, allow more 
p~cessing time and thus permit the intrusion of the idiosyncratically 
learned system (the rnoni tor). Adult monitor-free second 1 anguage production 
occuring in certain oral tests reflects the acquired system only. 

It has often been observed that some second language learners display a firm 
grasp of the structure of the target language, scoring high on "grammar" 
tests, yet seem to be unab 1 e to communicate. Others perform poorly on such 
tests yet function very \·/ell in the langua<Je . According to the mo del presented 
here, the first group lacks a -v1ell-developed acquired system, having probably 
been dependent on only the artificial linguistic environment of the class room 
for the pri me~ry linguistic data necessary for acquisition. The second group 
has developed 1 ittle or no monitoring to su pplement their relatively 
advanced acquisition. 

The monitor may be essential to adult second language improvement after a certain 
~int. It is hypothesized that while adults, like child Ll and L2 acquirers, can 
acquire through the envi rdlment, adults are limited in the extent to 11hich this 
process can develop. :1onitoring, the involvement of t he conscious IJ I~ammar, may 
be necessary for adults to outperform their acquired com~etence. An exam~le of 
conscious linguistic kn01·1ledqe used as such a suoplement is the linguistic 
performance of an advanced ESL learner: It was discovered that she was able to 
self-correct and provide the aporopriate generalization for 95% of the errors she 
nade in casual (un-monitored) speech. Her (monitored) 1r1riting is virtually 
error-free . · 

Evidence is also presented to support the hypothesis that language aptitude is 
directly re 1 a ted to monitor competence, while affective factors correlate 
primarily uith the level of acquisition attained. 

Finally, it is hypothesized that adult limitations in acQuisition are r elated 
to psycho 1 ogi ca 1 changes occuri ng at puberty . Such changes are thought to be 
a con~equence of Formal Operations (Piaget). On the other hand , the ability to 
theor1ze, brought about by the onset of Formal Ooerations, allows or compels 
the .lear~er to crea tc an abstract gralilllar of the target 1 anguage . bringing the 
monltor 1nto existence. 
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Koyukon Athapaskan Classifier Occurrence: A Semantically-based Model 

The Athapaskan languages are characterized by a set of pre
fixes known as classifiers, which directly precede the stem inver~ 
al constructions. Reflexes of four forms, Proto-Athapaskan *S, *da 
*i and *ia, occur in all adequately described languages in this fa.~ 
ily. The various classifiers are syntactically linked with a num
ber of grammatical attributes including activity-passivity, causa
tivity, transitivity-intransitivity and the like, though the co
occurrence of classifiers with verb stems does not vary in the same 
manner among these classes and stems. This has all been relatively 
well documented in the literature, including extensive discussions 
by Sapir (1915), Hoijer (1946), Li (1946) and Krauss (1965, 1969). 
A semantic link between stem and classifier has not, however, been 
presented. If there are, nevertheless, relatively broad semantic 
classes which obtain within each classifier base, then there is 
some justification in categorizing verb stems according to other 
than grammatical criteria. 

Data from Central Outer Koyukon, an Alaskan dialect, were ex
amined with this in mind. A "base form" of the verbal was desig
nated: neuter forms for attributive stems and active forms for 
active stems. If the latter showed classifier alternation within 
the active form, the intransitive was considered to be the base. 
Base ~ forms could be subdivided into six categories: 1) stems in 
which the verbal action involved a liquid subject or object (~baats 
'it boils'), 2) where the verbal action related to friction (desban 
'I paint, smear, daub'), 3) non-color term attributives (~szoon 'I 
am good, healthy'), 4) stems related to physical posture (l~sdo 'I 
sit, stay'), 5) where the stem involved the displacement of a pas
sive object (k'~n~s·~y 'I steal something') and 6) the stems -laan1 
'be, exist, think' and -nee 'say, think'. Base i forms showed two 
categories: 1) cultural processes, generally relating to the ir
reversable manipulation of a physical state (~h~ti'eeah 'I train') 
and 2} sensory actions or perceptions (k'oolaatiti'on 'he hears it, 
listens'}. Base 1~ forms divided into 1} color term attributives 
(lak'~i 'white, it is white') and 2) stems involving continuous or 
repetitive action (d-alk9n' 'he is arguing, talks continuously')." 
Base d~ forms, rather restricted in number, included a high propor
tion of sterns which appeared to be derived from stems in other clas
sifier bases (compare no'~s~baai 'I roll, turn' with ~sbaay 'I 
swim' [,classifier]). The alternation patterns of stems in the 
various classifier bases show some regularity, as well. 

The analysis of the verb classification system along f~ncti?n· 
al, rather than the traditional formal grounds, and the des1gnat1on 
of a semantic base for classifier-stem co-occurrence, provides a 
high degree of grammatical predictability, eliminating much of the 
special case treatment in classifier assignment and alternation 
with regard to specific verb stems, at least for Koyukon, and hope
fully will be found to function in cognate languages as well. 
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Limbic System in Human Communication 
~ 

Linguistics has chosen as its niche t he language component of human 
~ication, and, naturally enough, the linguist's growing interest in 
tbe neural basis of speech has been concentrated in language systems of the 
cerebral hemispheres. However, decoding a speaker' s total message r equires 
attenti on to gestures, facial expressions, voice quality, and other nonverbal 
communication channels over and above the sentences uttered. The language 
~er has the freedom to variously spread t he components of a message among 
~modes of human communi cation. Speech i s normally embedded within a 

16triX of other behavior patterns based on nonverbal communication systems 
tbat develop early in ontogeny and t hat evolved in phylogeny before language. 
To ful].y understand language and i ts neural substrata, the scope of the 
Unguist 1 s concern must be broadened to include the total range of human 
~mmunication; in particular the behavior produced by t he l imbic system, a 
forebrain complex shared by all mammals. In t he f i rst year of postnatal l ife 
the hUID8.n infant develops two permanent levels of limbic communication 
systems: an involuntary ~ system and an intentional and r epresentational 
~ system. In adults, limbic communication patterns and limbically 
re~ted emotions int eract i n complex ways with symbolic, prepositionally 
based linguistic behavior. This paper presents a swmnary of t he anatomical 
structure of the l i mbic system and a review of past proposals for t he func
tional organization of l imbic information processing syst ems. Citing both 
~rimental work on limbic i nvolvement i n primate vocalizations and the 
clinical evidence on limbic manifest ations in various types of language dis
orders, a framework will be presented within which t he relationship of limbic 
and lingui stic communication may be considered. Tentati ve conclusions will 
be drawn regarding inhibitory functions of the left (dominant ) cerebral 
~misphere on limbic activity and a special relationship of the l imbic system 
to t he right hemisphere . 
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Subject and (SWitch) Reference in Yuman 

Yuman languages have a set of two contrasting .. switch-reference" sUffixes 
linking a dependent clause to the main clause to indicate whether the two 
clauses have the same subject (-k or -c, depending on the language) or diffe
rent subjects ( -m). We investigate ttie decisions sptoakers Jllake when problellla 
arise in the identification of subjects as either same or different. Our 
findings are presented in the context of recent discussions of "Subject"' and 
"topic"' and their grammatical and semantic characterization. 

Non-problematic uses of "switch-reference" mrphem.es are shown in 
Mojave (l1) '>i.Jiyec pap "-ekco •r-!_ •-salyi •-k (I potato 1-peel-~ 1-fey-tllS) 

'After I peeled the potatoes, I fried them• 
M <>inyec pap "-akco•r-_!!! Judy-c salyi•-k (I potato 1-peel-.!!.!!,! Judy-subj fry

tns) 1After I peeled the potatoes, Judy fried them' 
Diegueno (D) nya-nekemic-£ tu~a· (when-return-~ crack-acorns) 'When they 

got back, the,y cracked acorns' 
When one of the clauses has a singular subject included in the plural subject 
of the other clause, speakers• choice of suffix varies' 
D nya-m.-nycewayp-c Riverside-m ?askwe•l m-hap-a (when-2-live~pl-same Riv.-to 

school 2&oente~) 'When you all lived there, did you go to schoOl in Rl.yt • 
M '>-iva•-k/m John mat <>-kunav-m (1-arrive-same/diff John reflex. 1-talk-tns) 

''When !-arrived, John and I talked 1 -- --

The choice of •same' is justified on grammatical (same person), formal (same 
shape of person prefix), and semantic (inclusion) grounds, though the sub
jects are not strictly identical--which explains some speakers 1 use of 1diff' •. 

A special case involves the comitative construction used to express con
junction in all Yuman languages• 
M 91nya'>a·k-c "i·pa hwnar-m. havik-m iyu•-pc (wom.an-Dubj man child-with two

diff see-tns) 'A woman saw a man and a chi ld' 
M ">i •pa-c hum.ar-m havik-k 91nya?a •k u •yo •v-k (man-subj child-with two-same 

woman se~pl-tns) ·~man and a child saw a woman' 
The verb 'two• is marked for different subject when the comitative NP •a man 
and [lit. with] a child' is not the subject of the following verb. If the 
comitative NP is the subject of the next verb, 1 two 1 is marked for.same sub
ject. But the subject of 1two 1 is grammatically singular (simply •~an•), 
while the following verb is plural. Consider further 
M ? inyec Allen-m '>-havik-k town "-tayem.-k Allen-e im.attekweha •v tu •raw-m. (I 

Allen-with 1-two-same town 1-go-pl-same Allen-subj shirt buy-tns) 'Allen 
and I went to town--and Allen bought-a-8hirt 1 

Here is a string of three clauses (verbs 'two•, 'go•, 'buy') all apparently 
"tame subject"' whose grammatical subjects are 11 1, 1I and Allen 1 , and 'Allen '• 

When both clauses contain verbs having no identifiable subject (cf. Eng. 
rain) there is much fluctuation but interesting trends emerge. Verbal time 
eii)ressions (e.g. M nyem.a9av-m 'in the roorning', D xi•cur-m 'in winter•) take 
-m 'diff', but other predicates describing weather conditions surprisingly 
tend to accept •same' marking if two compatible conditions are involved, par
ticularly if they are two aspects of the same condition, 
M nya-kuV"aw-k/m hacur-m (when-rain-same/diff cold-tns) 'When it rains, 

it's cold'-- --
D k9tu·~-vi nya-a•lap-£ a•lap-c apasiow (north-at when-snow-~ snow-same 

very) 'When it snows up north, it really snows' . . 
In conclusion it can be seen that given the proper condit~ons, the not~on 

"subject" c~ be' extended be.yond its traditional grammatical characteri~at~on 
to include such concepts as "pa:rticipant in the si tuationtt· or "hon-confllctl.llg 
aspect of the situation11 • 
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a~ been known for some time that gramma~s of human languages must contain 

tlJiite schemata that abbreviate infinite sets of rules, for example to ac

structure of coordinated conFtituents (Chomsky & Schfttz-

~rger, 1963, The algebraic t~ory of context-free languages, 133). How-

r tundamental mathematical properties of such grammars, such as their ... ' 
.-k generative capacity have not so far been established. Let us say that 

• intudte, but finitely schematizable grammar Q is of type-E if its rules 

.,. all of type-E (following the definitions of Chomsky, 19.59, On certain 

~~properties of grammars), and for each Q, let li be a finite hyper

puur of type-!!!_ (largest possible ,!!) that enumeratas the rules of Q· We 

enablish the following theorem. 

Let li be a hypergrammar of type-!!!_ that generates an infinite, but fi

nitely schematizable grammar Q of type-~. Then the weak generative 

capacity of Q f~ that of tY]>8-E gra!llllla~, where E "' min (_!, E). 

! sketch of the proof of this theorem is pre Rented. For !!!_ = 2. 3, the proof 

ilrfolves the use of the "pumping lemmas" for type-!!!_ grammars; for .! = O, 1, 

it involves consideration of the abstract automata that accept sentences 

g~rated by li· As a consequence of this theorem, the fact that the schemata 

for coordination (which are of type-3) do not increase the weak generative 

capacity of the type-2 base follows illllllediately. Similarly, the fact that 

transformations are schemata of type-1 means that the generative capacity of 

&~rs including transformations is at least that of type-1 grammars. 

other uses for schemata in grammars of natural languages, for example in the 

••.antic component, are considered, along with their consequences for the 

Veale generative capacity of such grammars as a whole. 
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Research carried out on variation during the last decade has 
uncovered two kinds of linguistic factors governing it: a) purely 
linguistic ones and b) social or extra-linguistic ones . Examination 
of recent sociolinguistic literature also shows that emphasis has 
been placed mainly on the discovery and interpretation of the social 
conditioning. 

We will argue that a more thorough examination than what has 
been cust omary of the purely linguistic factors will y ield a deeper 
understanding of how and why linguisti c variation takes place. 

Our argument will rest on a study of tense variation in 
si- clauses in Buenos Aires Spanish. Previous reports have discussed 
its socioli nguistic conditioning (1972, 1974). We wi ll here concentrate 
on the purely linguistic factors. The variation basical ly consists of 
the substitution of the conditional for the imperfect subjunctive, as 
in: 

Si tendrfa tiempo 'If I had time', i nstead of Si t uviera tiempo 
(same gloss) . 
The corpus analyzed consists of 1519 non- past si- clauses, drawn from 

105 face-to-face interviews, which for m a judgment sample of the Buenos 
Aires speech community. The data were examined withi n contexts three 
sentences long on the average, and treated quantitatively. 

At the first stage of this anal ysi s (reported on in 1972) non- past 
si-clauses were classified into two groups along the dimension of 
"degree 9f probabili ty of the condition named by the si-cl ause": 

[+Contra~, e.g. , Si pudiese volver el t i empo atras, me preocupar{a mas en 
e so ' If t could t urn t i me back , I would wor ry more about that', and 

[-Contrar.a, e.g., Si manana hiciera lindo dia , iriamos al club *' I f it be 
a nice day tomorrow, we might go to the club.' The highest frequency of 
imperfect subjunctive shows up in +Contrary examples, whil e the 
condi tional substitutes much more often in -Contrary ones. 

When the conditional replaces the imperfect subjunctive in 
L+contra~ examples, the variation relates to other linguistic facts. 
Two of these will be examined: 

a) the si-clause is negated, e . g., Si yo no sreer{a en Dios , que 
hago * ' If I didn't believe i n God, what can I do ,' 

b) the verb is the second of two conjoined verbs, e . g . , Si tuviera 
dinero y Dpdf{a comprar una casa, ser{a muy feliz 'If had money 
and could buy a house, I would be very happy . ' 

Quantitative data will be supplied. 
The analysis shows that the use of the imperfect subjunctive in 

negated si- clauses invol ves a decodification process which conflicts with 
the routines for negation in Spanish, and that the second position for a 
verb in a si-clause is an environment where the difference between protasis 
and apodosis (and therefore between condit ion and consequence) is sometimes 
neutralized. That is, both factors a) and b) are shown to constitute 
linguistic environments for which the conditional is better suited than the 
imperfect subjunctive to express what the speaker means, and to guarantee 
a more accurate reception by the hearer. 
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The position that the minimal unit of the lexicon of a generative grammar 
the word (rather than, say, the morpheme) has become quit e well established , 

~ recently Vsnnemann (1974) has argued for t his position , propos ing in addi-
£on that lexical representations be expressed i n t hei r surface phonetic 
~lation forms. The present paper elaborates on Vennemann's suggestion, adding 
further arguments for a concrete lexicon based on psycholinguistic evidence , 
laoguage change, and purely synchronic considerations as well. 

In the system proposed, phonological rules serve a different function from 
the one they serve in traditional generative grammars. They permit l exical 
ronunciations to be "undone" in various ways t hat relate s egments to ot her 

:.,_ents. To the extent that the phonological component i s descriptively 
adequate, it permit s morphological rules (whi ch apply af t e r each "undoing" of 

1 
phonological rule) to correctly parse lexical representations, t hus explain

wg how speakers can know that, for example, baron and baronial are related 
without having to be given this information explicitly . This is a significant 
~ance over some previous totally concrete theories, which in many cases pro
~sed a vocabulary for describing intuitions that spe akers were found to 
~ssess without being able to articulate what i n the structure of t he language 
provided the source of t hese int uitions. 

It is argued that upside-down phonology automatically captures t he essence 
of Kiparsky's (1973) proposed rest riction whereby certain t ypes of r ule apply 
~y to derived forms. In addition, by eliminating t he application of rules 
to forms that exhibit no alternations (such as the application of Vowel Shift 
to monomorphemic words like pool), this system automatically captures certain 
uternations (e.g. the vowel alternation in the second syllable of caprice/ 
upricious) that required exceptign feat ures in the SPE system and ad hoc 
~rrespondence rules (e.g. ly ~ i) in other concrete systems. Finally , even 
while profiting from the existence of deriva t ions with repr esentations more 
~stract than the s urface , ups ide-down phonology is able to explain why so 
.uch linguistic innovation takes place at the bot t om of t he grammar and why 
(e.g. in MacKay 1974) the most successful measure of psychological complexity 
of morphological relationships involves comparison of surface forms. 
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Memphis State University 

Single-word Utterances Before and After the Acquisition of Synta~ 

Despite the fact that the semantic notions underlying 
children's two-word utterances have been related to 
cognitive attainments which often predate even single-word 
utterances (Brown, 1973), investigators have been quick to 
point out that, because of the lack of structural properties 
which enable the expression of relations between words 
single-word utterances reflect more elementary underlylng 
notions than those reflected by multi-word utterances 
(Bloom, 1973). Yet spontaneous single-word utterances are 
nevertheless used by children well after the emer~ence of 
syntax. This paper examines some possible reasons why. 

Seven children were studied lonFitudinally from the 
single-word stage to the period when mean utterance len~th 
approximated 2.50 morphemes. The data were in the form of 
videotaped. language samples obtained durinF home visits. 
The videotaped data allowed for careful analysis of the 
contexts in which utterances were produced. Single- and 
multi-word utterances were analyzed. according to the semantic 
categories of Bloom, Lightbown, and Hood (1975). Single
word utterances were categorized by examining the relation
ship between the spoken word. and the object or event to 
Which it was referring. 

When the order of emergence of underlying semantic 
notions was computed separately for sin~le-word and multi
word utterances, the ord.er was nearly identical. Notions 
such as Existence, Action, and Locative Action emerged before 
notions like Locative State, Attribution, and Possession. 
Notions such as Instrumental were last to emerge. Usually a 
notion was reflected in a child's single-word utterances 
before in his multi-word utterances, although other multi
word utterances reflecting earlier notions may have been 
prod.uced at this time. However, some notions were first 
reflected in single- and multi-word utterances produced 
durin~ the same language sample. Finally, when multi-word 
utterances reflecting a particular semantic notion were 
produced, a single-word utterance could usually be observed 
in the same sample which appeared to reflect the same notion. 

The position is taken that the absence of syntactic 
information in single-word utterances has led too quickly to 
the assumption that they reflect more elementary notions 
than those underlying multi-word utterances. The initial 
acquisition of syntax may represent the development of a 
process which more precisely codes existing meanin~s for 
communication purposes, rather than representing a process 
forced to emerge simply to keep pace with a developing system 
of underlying notions. This position implies that the grant!~ 
of sentencehood to multi-word but not sin~le-word utterances 
must rely on more purely syntactic justifications than on 
assumptions about the differences in the notions underlyin~ 
these two types of utterances. 
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A. THOMPSON, University of California, Los Angeles 

In spite of the extensive literature now available on children's acqui
tion of phonoiogy, there exists very little data on the acquisition of lexi

tone. The studies that do exist, as well as the literature on the acqui-
ition of sentence intonation, suggest that tones may be mastered relatively 

5 rly (Pike 1949, Chao 1951, Fry 1966, Weir 1966, lenneberg 1967, Kaplan 1970, 
:rrk 1973). However, until now, no systematic answers have been given for any 
1 uage to questions such as the fo 11 owing: (1) What is the nature of the 
:~~d's approximations to the adult tones during the acquisition process? (2) 

cat is the duration of the tone acquisition process? (3) How does the ac
~isition of tones compare chronologically with the acquisition of segmental 
units? (4} How do the results from tone acquisition compare with results 
f~ tone production and perception experiments among adults? 

The data which we have collected during 8 months of tone elicitation with 
1 dozen 18-36-month-old children of Mandarin-speaking families in Taipei al
low us to provide some answers now to these questions. The Mandarin tone 
system {oversimplified) is as follows : there are four tones on stressed syl
lables in isolation: , 1 ~ ~ . Unstressed syllables 

high rising dipping falling 
have a neutral tone whose pitch is determined by that of the preceding syl
lable. In context, the dipping is sandhied under certain conditions. The 
conclusions which our data lead to are these: (1) There is a short period 
at the very onset of the one-word sta9e during which the child can produce 
only level and falling tones (Stage 1); {2) within a few months, the adult 
4-way contrast appears {Stage 2); {3) but at this point, syllables with ris
ing tone are sometimes assigned a dipping tone and vice versa; {4) mastery 
of the tones occurs well in advance of mastery of the segmental system; (5) 
syllables with neutral tone are treated as if they were stressed, the tone 
assigned to them bein9 an approximation of the phonetically conditioned pitch 
which they carry; {6) the tone sandhi phenomena associated with the dipping 
tone are acquired with very little error as soon as propositional utterances 
b~1n to be created by the child (Stage 3). The explanation for facts (1) and 
(3} centers around the difficulty in perceiving and producing rising tones, a 
well·known fact for which there is a substantial amount of independent evi
dence (Ohala 1973, Ohala & Ewan 1973, Sundberg 1973. Hombert 1974.1975, Tse 
1975, Kiriloff 1969). Our data add empirical support to the claim (Klatt 
1973) that language-users pay attention to the end component of tones rather 
than to the beginning, since what the rising and dipping tones share is a ris
ing end component. The explanation for the relative speed with which tones 
a~~~c~uired (facts (2) and (4)) can be given in terms of two factors: (a) 
tfie~s~mplicity of the perceptual and motor operations involved in producing 
and comprehending pitch; {b) the relative ease with which sufficient con
trol can be gained over the larynx to master the small number of tonal opposi
tions as opposed to the difficulty of learning to control and co-ordinate 
tongue, jaw, velar, laryngeal, and lip movements with sufficient skill to mas
ter a much larger number of vowel and consonant distinctions. Fact (5) fol
lows from the relative salience of tone in Mandarin, as opposed to a stress 
language such as English; the child fails at first to realize that some syl
lables have no tone. 

Our study indicates, then, that tone acquisition is accomplished within 
a relatively short period of time, that tones are mastered before the segmen
tal system is mastered, and that the stages of tone acquisition are uniform 
across a number of children of different ages. Significantly, we find that 
generalizations from the acquisition of tone converge with generalizations 
from experimental studies of tone. The study of tone acquisition thus con
tributes not only to our understanding of how languages are acquired, but 
also to our understanding of the nature of tone. 
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Traces and Twice-moved NPs 

I shall assume the trace theory of movement rules, first outlined in 
Chomsky, 'Conditions on transformations', and developed in the theses of Wasow 
Vergnaud, Fiengo et al., and in ch.3 of Chomsky, Reflections on Language {197S} 
Two views of trace theory have emerged: the 'pluralist' view says that traces 
(a) play a crucial role in the syntax and (b) turn out to yield exactly the 
right information at surface structure to support semantic interpretation and 
surface filters; the 'exclusively semantic' view says that the early syntactic 
evidence for trace theory is not crucial and that the theory is motivated only 
by a requirement that all semantic interpretation be done off surface 
structures. Tied in with these two views of trace theory is this question: 
does a moved NP always leave a trace or is a trace left only on the first 
movement, i.e. left only in the original, deep structure position? The usual 
assumption is that a trace is left only on the first movement. Clearly if one 
adopts the exclusively semantic view of trace theory, there would be no reason 
to have an NP leave a trace at intermediate stages of a derivation, because 
presumably such positions never play a role in semantic interpretation. Here 
I shall argue that a trace must be left for every movement of a given NP, hence 
that an NP may bind more than one trace (by transitivity). This will be 
support for the pluralist view of trace theory. 

The argument will be based on the contraction of want to + wanna, used 
to+ usta, etc., first -discussed by G. Lakoff as evidence for global rules, 
and then by Bresnan as evidence for her 'Ordering Hypothesis'. (The basic 
observation is that Teddy is the man I want to succeed is ambiguous, whereas 
in Teddy is the man I ~ succeed, Tedd! can be interpreted only as the 
object of succeed and not as the subject. I show that trace theory affords a 
superior account of the facts. Crucial data is (i) a Nikon was used ___ to take 
the picture, where contraction is impossible ((ii) *a Nikon was usta take the 
picture). Under the ordering hypothesis a statement will be needed that to 
Adjunction must precede Passive, in order to block (ii). This yields an 
ordering paradox, since I shall show that to Adjunction must follow Passi ve 
in other cases. Under trace theory, a trace is left between used to and 
blocks Adjunction. Precisely parallel facts obtain for twice-moved NPs, as in 
who do you want to be certain to succeed, which has two possible surface 
structures , corresponding to the two possible readings. Only (b) allows 
Adjunction, where who is interpreted as the object of succeed. 

{a) [who do you want [t to be certain [t to succeed]]] 
(b) [who do you want [PRO to be certain [PRO to succeed t]]] 

This argument has two further consequences: (a) a siight revision of 
the Specified Subject Condition in such a way as to yield another plausibility 
argument for some version of the autonomy thesis, (b) a counterargument to 
Chomsky's proposal that wh elements are preposed 'successive cyclically'. 

c. LINCOLN [MON AM: III] 

ur ose of this paper is to report on a partic~l~r case _of 
The P 1 .~ ualism. This example challenges the spec 1f1c appl lca-
4~al- (~a~ell 1962:173) of the theory of pidginization pro~osed 
tlO~ay (1926:595-8) to account for diversity of Austronesian 
~~nguages in Melanesia. 

l-lingualism is the form of language contact in wh ic~ a 
ouaaker of language A, living in close social contact w1th a 
spe ker of language B, understands language B, but does not 
speak 8 . furthermore the speaker of B understands A but does 
5pea • • 
not speak A. 

The particular case of this extreme asymm~ try of speakin~ and 
bearing i nvo l ves a woman who speaks Banon1, an Austron~s1~n 
language of the SVO type, and her husband who ~peaks S1wa~, a . 
on-Austronesian language of th~ SOV type. Th1s 7ouple l1ves 1n 
~he wife's village where all ch1ldren learn Banoni, .near l y all 

men speak exclusively Banoni, and the adult Banoni men 
vo erally speak at least Banoni, Siwai, and Tok Pisin fluently. 
f~~ Siwai man understands Banoni ~poke~ to him but ch?oses_to 
reply in Siwai, reportedly, even 1n private conversation w1th 
his wife. 

There are two ways that people ~n this v ill~ge deal with the 
problem that some neighbors, friends , and k1nsmen speak a 
different language . The Banoni men, from the smaller more 
exogamous group, learn to speak the neighboring languages. 
Siwai men, from a larger more endog~mous group, learn ~o 
understand Banoni but do not speak It. Thus, they avo1d a 
pidgin form of Banoni. 

Ray (1926:595 - 8) proposed a th7ory of pidgin~zation to.account 
for the diversity of Austronesian ~ang~ages In ~elanes1a. 
Capell (1962:173) mentions an applicatlon_of thi~ theory to 
account for the differences between Banon1 and P ~va! t~e latter 
being "Papuanized Banoni. 11 The pattern of Banon1- S1wai contact 
suggests this is impossible. 

Unpublished reports from Sa~o Is~and ~n~ Mala~ta Island 
indicated that dual-linguallsm w1th b1l1ngual1s~ may be charac
teristic of all Melanesia. This would be a ser1ous challenge 
to Ray's theory. 

Capell, A. 1962 . A Linguistic Survey of the So~t~wester~ . 
Pacific. (New revised edition). South Pac1~1c CommiSSion, 
Technical Paper No. 136, Noumea, New Caledonia. 

Ray, Sidney H. 1926. 
Island Languages. 

A Comparative Survey of t he Melanesian 
Cambridge: Univers ity Press. 
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Reflexive Inchoatives in Spanish 

Roldan (1971), follow!~ Lakoff (1965), has proposed that 1 choative verbs in Spanish {e.g. espesarse, enfermarse, etc.) dn
rive transformationally from a complex deep structure aR in (le)-
(1) A__ "' : 

it~~p r:iRO l 
~ I l+INCHOATIVEj 

the sauce V 
I 

thick 

( 2) 

( 3) 

La salsa se espes6. 
'The sauce thickened. • 
Roberto se enferm6. 
'Robert got sick.' 

Napoli (1974) argues against this analysis (cf. Fodor 1970) and 
proposes instead a simplex S source for such verbs in Italian 
as shown in (a), and the derivation shown in (b) and (c): ' 
(4) (a) ~ (b) s 

NP VP NP~VP 
I v----- NP COPX. 1 v ,.....-__ NP 

6 I I ====;> Roberto I \ 
ammalare Roberto ammalare Roberto 
enfermar 
get sick 

(c) S 
NP/---yp 

REFLEXIVE I ~ 
-===;~, Roberto 1 

anunalarsi 

(5) Roberto si ammalo. (It.) 
Roberto se enferm6. (Spn.) 
'Robert got sick. 1 

A different view is presented here of reflexive inchoatives in 
Spanish. Briefly, it is claimed that they are not transformatio~ 
ally derived. . Such inchoat ive verbs are lexically reflexive verm 

There are three main arguments agains t an analya is a la Napoli. 
First, many inchoa t ives (e.g. caerse, morirs e, arrepent irse, au
sentarse, etc.) do not have a transitive counterpart, hence no
possible source. Sec ond, if inchoatives are derived by the rule 
REFLEXIVE, why are they ungrammatical Ni t h t he emphat ic phrase 
a s i mismo~ while true reflexives are no t : 
(6) Se vio,a si mismo. ' He s aw himself.' 

Se mato a ,s i mismo. 'He killed himself. • 
(7) *Se enfe~mo a si mis mo. 'He got sick hims elf. r 
. *Se murio a s i mismo . 'He died himse l r. r 

Third, there are many transitive verbs which do not have inchoat
ive counterparts (e.g. , impelir, impedir, pint ar, etc .) 
(8) *Roberto se impili~ . 'Robert got impelled.' 

*Roberto se impedi?· ' Robert got impeded .' 
*La puerta s e pint o. 'The door got paint ed. r 

Verbs denoting 'change of s t ate' (trans . or in t r.) may have are
flexive intransi t ive count erpart wi t h an addi t i onal inceptive~
se (caer/caerse, enfermar/enfermarse). The reflexive cli t ic of 
these verbs must accord with whatever subjec t i s constructed wifu 
these verbs . 

If the facts about inchoatives are viewed as basically lexical 
facts, then their unsys t ema t ic distribution in rela t ion t o other 
lexical items can be properly understood wi t hin t he i dios incracy 
of the lexicon . 
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JoSh Smith 

Price 

OhuJ o/ San Nateo Ixtatt!n, a Mayan language o/ the xa~ 
famtly, ts a VOS languag• tn th4t the most morpho

~z.a~.£1V unmarked order ts that o/ Verb- Object- SubJect. 
btatn other poas£ble surface orders addtt£tmal morphe~s 
~ added to the moved conatttu•nt or th4 verb or both. 

c~emonatrates the most unmarked order, vos. 
(I) s- ; ... mak' ldlJ Xun nx Naltn 

Dresent- ard ... htt male John female Nary 
rJerson human 

prop•r nam. 
(I} r1 r1resents another nosstble surfao• order wtth hg, mar~£ng 
tM MOed ObJect. 

( 2) ha ldlJ Xun 
tol1£o male John 

marker human 
prop•r name 

s ... ~ - mak' 7tx Naltn 
r1resent- srd-ht,t female Nary 

Person 

fiMr• ar• other posst'bl• ma.rad surface orders. Wh.tle VOS 
£• tM most morDh.ologt.oally unmarked order, £t ts a very sy~ 
~ttcally rsstrtot•d order. Almost no comolex structure ts 
a1ltr111tl t.n tne 0 Z)Os£tt.on o/ the VOS strtng. OonJunotton h 
tJ£aallowed. 

(3}is- ; - mak' UXlJ Xun yet' waj Petul 7t.x Naltn 
present- ar4-htt male John and male Peter female Nary 

nerson eto. eto. 
blattve clauses are dtsallowed. 

(4}f s - ¢d- mak1 wtn wtnak 7tx- f- 7~1 -t 7tx Nalt.n 
Z)resent-3 -htt male man reoent-ara ... Jeave- theme female 

rJerson human r1ast Z)erson Nary 
~oattve Phrases are dtsallo~d. 

(~}Jfs- f- ma~'wt#l wtnak t'a oh.o#tlab' nx Mal£n 
r1resent-Jfd-htt male man tn market female Mary 

person human 
~ only complex exPresstons allowed tn the 0 r1osttton of a 
VOS strtng are nouns and th.etr mod£/ytng adjeottves as tn (6) 
and gent t£ ue s Olt tn ( 7). 

(6) s- , - ma~' no~' cheJ k'tk'£k' 7£x Naltn 
present-3rd-h.tt antma! horse black female Nary 

person 
(7) s'- f - mak' s- mam UXlJ Petu,l 7tx Nal£n 
"resent-ard_ht,t Ms-tather ma.le Peter /eTWJle Nary 

De rson e to. 
Of course ·the tdeas oontatned £n ( 3-~) are exl)ressable tn Oh.uj. 
fhe surface orders shown are stmply not admtssable, but any 
c1Jiln.ge tn that order IDhtcn results tn separattng the 0 and the 
S w£11 result tn an allowable sequence. Such orders may b1 
obtat.ned through ,asst,vtzatf,cm, to otoa1£zat ton or extrapos£tt,on. 

In San Mateo OhuJ the 0 pos£tton tn a VOS atrtng ts a htghly 
reatrtoted envt,ronment. No element tnvolvtng embeddtnQ may hold 
thh nosttton at the surface l1vel; a oonaotraoy o/ rules mauls 
ooer any oom?lex deeoer level atruoture to destroy th4 VOS ora1r. 

These same facts hold !or Tzeital ana Tz•tztl. (Josh Sm£th 
Dtrsonal communtoatt,on). I therefore eubmtt that, at least tor 
these lanouages and TJrobably tn a more (7eMra1 realm, VOS 
La a mar/fed order syntaottcally even when morl1holo(1toally th4 
IOet bas !o. 
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A Re-examination of Relativization in Japanese 

Relativization in SOY languages such as Japanese which do not have 
relative pronouns have been usually assumed to be simple delet ion of th a~ 
in the relative clause under the identity with the head NP In sha e NP 
with this theory is Kuno's (The Structure of the Japanese Language.rr973) 
In it it is claimed that what is relativized is not just an ordinary NP • 
the NP Wa, the theme of the relative clause. According to that hypothes~t 
then, relativization in Japanese is essentially similar to that in Mal • 
Polynesian languages such as Tagalog (Schachter and Otanes 1972) and M:io
(Keenan 1972), and the Dyir'ba.l language of Australia (Dixon 1972) whichagasy 
allow relativization of theme (topic). Consider (1), (2) and (3): (2) a~ly 
(3) represent deep structures for (1) according to Kuno and the usual 
lysis, respectively. (gaenominative marker, while o .. accusative marke~:}-

(1) (John ga kaita )s hon "the book (John wrote)'' 
wrote book 

NP 

S~P 
The~ !on 

Nf'wa~ 
hon 

(2) (3) /---_ 

S NP 

~tl ~on 

Recently Kuno ("Subject, theme ard the speaker's empathy--a re-examination 
of relativization phenomena." to appear. ) has conjectured that "I suspect 
that the above hiearchy (N.B. Keenan-Comrie NP Accessibility Hiearchy) is in 
fact a hierarchy for accessibility to thematic interpretation of NPs 
Namely, the subject is the easiest to relativize because it is easie~t to 
interpret the NP in the subject position as the theme of the S " 

In this paper I examine Kuno's hypothesis and arguments f~r it. Based 
upon data froM Japanese, other typical SOY languages such as Tamil (Masica 
1972), Basque (de Rijk 1972) and Korean (Tagashira 1972) as well as data on 
the historical evolution of relative clauses in English (Ceo_ghegan 1975) 
I conclude that the relationship between thematization and relativization' 
in Japanese is different from what Kuno holds it to be, Especiall y, I show 
that the parallelism pointed out by Kuno (1973) and elsewhere of t hemati
zation ard relativization is best accounted for in terms of the unique 
recoverabilit~ of the missing case markers from the rest of the S (and the 
given context) and that it has no direct relevance to "a hiearchy for 
accessibility to thell\atic interpretation of NPs" as such. This was actually 
once suggested by James McCawley to Kuno (§:!b:247). A particularly damag
ing piece of evidence is that certain direct objects do not thematize, while 
they do relativize as in (4). 

(4) Thematization: *Kekkonsiki no hi Va John ga matiwabite ita. 
wedding day awaited eagerly 

(cf. Kekkonsiki no hi o John Wa matiwabite ita ) 
"John eagerly awaited the wedding day." • 

Relativization: (John ga matiwabite ita)gkekkon siki no hi 
"the wedding day (John eagerly awaited)" 
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!be purpose of this paper is to show that certain phonological al· 
in Ttlbatulabal can be accounted for in a aore explanatory way 

abstract ses-ents posited in the original Svadesh and Voegelin 
(1939), end also in McCewley (1969) end Lightner (1971), are not 
in the underlying representations of these alternating forms. 

!lbatulabal bas a length rule vhich lengthens every other vowel be
with the first vowel in the vord as long as the vowel ie not a&-
8 syllable vi th an underlying long vowel or in vord final posi-

BaVever, alternating pairs such as yivin - iy~win appear to vio
tbe ~ttern. sa.v posit underlying fy<i'twin - IJy~?•vin/ with an 

:!:r-et'' sequence to account tfor the surface alternation. Each of 
Ot rill•• necessary to convert 1#eir underlying representations to the 
-~ce forllB is independently activated. Thus, both a glottal deletion 
1111 wwel contraction rule are necessary to account for the alternation 
Itt kf1in - 9kln (i.e. underlying 9ka 7in becoaes ekain by glottal de
lltlOD, i~ln by length, and ikin by vowel contraction. k11in, however, 
.. t be •rked as an exception to the glottal deletion rule. The dit'
fereDCe between this alternation set and the former is that no abstract 
~ts need be poaited in the latter since they are all attested to in 
., wrtace alternation. 

It is possible, however, to give a completely concrete account of 
tilt Jlvin - ~yavin alternation 1f the evidence of the infinitNe stea 
(16G is considered. Thus, underlying /y<~WUan - ~'Pvuan/ yield the 
correct surface forms after length and vowel contraction apply. The 
~te account or this alternation set permits a narrower formulation 
ot tbe glottal deletion rule so that forms such a1 ki'Zin are not only 
111t exceptions to it, but stand as evidence to the narrower formulation 
ot tbe rule. 

Reterences: 
LiptDer, T. 1971· On Svadesh and Voegelin's 'A problea in phonolog-

ical alternation.' IJAL 37.227-237. 
lcCavley, J. 1969. Length and voicing in Ttibatulabal . CLS 5.407-415. 
S.deab, M. and c. Voegelin. 1939· A problem in phonological alter

Dation. Lg 15.1-10. 
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The Use of Sign Language by TWo Chimpanzees 

The acquisition of sign language and artificial languages 
b! ap~s ?as been exci~ing, but a great deal of specifically 
l1ngu1st1c analysis has yet to be carried out. Towards that 
goal, this paper analyzes the use of the American Sign Language 
for the Deaf by two male chimpanzees, Ali, a three year old 
and Booee, a six year old. Both chimpanzees have approxima~ely 
three years of sign language experience, 

Each chimpanzee was observed using sign language during 
relaxed free play sessions with a human trainer. Twenty 
fifteen minute play sessions were observed (ten with each 
chimpanzee) and all observations were videotaped and later 
transcribed. 

During the sessions both chimpanzees asked and answered 
questions, made and carried out requests, commented on events 
used conceptually appropriate signs for novel objects, and ' 
combined signs with their natural communication system. 

.From a vocabulary of 90 signs Ali used 37 during the 
sess1ons, and from a vocabulary of 35 signs, Booee used 25. 
Ali's Mean Length of Utterance was 1.6624, and Booee's was 
1.7874 •. Their . sign utterance lengths ranged from 1 to 6 signs. 
While s1ngle s1gns were most frequent, multi-sign combinations 
represented the majority of sign utterance types. Semantic 
and syntactic analysis showed rule following behavior in sign 
combination construction. 

This suggests a greater complexity of linguistic output 
than has widely been supposed, and also suggests the possibility 
of a chimpanzee linguistic capacity in the wild. Greater ex
plorat~on of the parameters of language ability in apes may 
shed l1ght on both the nature and evolution of human language. 

l04 

[MON AM: VI] 

for Discourse Analysis is representation of more than one 
~~--a message, utterance, or text. Notations can be developed to 
linguistic events on the level of syntax, semantics, or communication 

but how do these different dimensions inter-relate? The need for 
retrieval tactics which express language as a 'system of systems' 

urged by many, in particular by Lamb (Stratificational Grammar), 
cs), Herdan (Type/Token dualities) and Frye (Polysemy), who 

that individual natural language units, including but not restrict
word, function simultaneously in many contextual frames . This 

ses extensive experimentation with nested, n-dimensional descrip
~-~~'"'~• concurrently applied to a source text and sorted by computer 

out associations and contingencies among the varied observation 
which discourse can be parsed or partitioned. 

purpose of this research into mappings is three-fold : to recommend 
that more than one "level" of language be observed both in automat

versions of discourse parsing; to suggest specific means by 
ive codes may be devised; to show how polysemous coding may lead 
y to predicting one code from another, hence to discovering deep 

themes as a by-product of parsing surface structure. Both in com
and more traditional approaches to discourse modeling, a goal is 
latent (thought) patterns from manifest (discourse) features. It 

a challenge to develop an indexing language in itself rich and 
in implications extendible, so that the multiple systems which 

language can be examined for their inter-dependencies . Predictor 
aay then be isolated, and elusive aspects of meaning eventually 
from features more easily perceived, coded, and culled . 

•ethod specified as STRUCTURAL THEMATICS consists of making several 
a message stream. On each pass, constituent cuts are applied ac

to a distinct classificatory principle , such as a system of "cases." 
the processing is parallel or serial, each separate pass over the 
resembles the usual procedure of Content Analysis, in that exclusive 

ve tags are assigned to discourse tokens according toa partition
a appropriate to just that pass; but the result of making several 

than just one is that each word in the message can be taggedfor 
set-theoretical membership in multiple domains of discourse, rang
lly from the semo-syntactic to the thematic , and, in the broad 

ion context, from the perspective of sender to that of receiver. 

demonstration of the value to be found in stratified coding and 
~orting of language data is provided by displays of polysemous pat

"dlstress" in texts drawn from literature and from real world dis
Multiple, hierarchic, and contingent code-sets employed in these 

reflect precepts of both classical (Aristotle, Cicero, and Quintillian) 
. (Skinner, Burke, Harris, and Sledd) rhetoric and stylistics. 
1ations linking such seemingly varied discourse taxonomies are 

• such that the burden of language on any one plane -- syntactic, 
• or pr~gmatic -- might be inferrible from what is occurring on other 

• Th1s paper concludes with discussion of just such an inferential 
. STRUCTURE GRAMMAR, which has been programmed on several computers 

d1scourse commitments regardless of genre. 
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Comitative Conjunction: A Syntactic Reinterpretation in Yuman 

Comitative constructions are used in a number of languages to express 
junction, but usually they are associated with asymmetrical rather than scon
metrical coordination. In Yuman languages, however, symmetrical conjunctr'
is generally expressed with a complex comitative construction, illustrated~ 
these Mojave sentences: 

(1) · ?i :pa-ny-c 9inya ?a :k-ny-m havik-k Parker tayem-m (man-dem-subj woman 
dem-w~th two-same P go=pl-tns) 'The man and the woman went to Parke;' 

(2) ?inyec ?i:pa-ny 9inya?a:k-ny-m havik-m ?-iyu:-~ (I man-dem woman-dem 
with two-diff 1-see-tns) 'I saw the man and the woman' • 

The first of the two coordinate nouns is marked for its case role in the lllain 
clause, while the second has the comitative/instrumental suffix -~; follOWing 
the second noun is the number 'two' with a suffixed -k or -m. Numbers are 
verbs in Yuman, taking person prefixes and other verb&! affixes. -k and -m 
are "switch-reference" subordinators widely used throughout Yuman: --k indi
cates that the verb it follows has the same subject as a following or-higher 
verb; -~ shows that the subjects of the m-marked verb and the higher one are 
different. Thus , -~ follows ~ in (1} because the comitative phrase 'the 
man and [literally with 'J the woman' is the subject of the next verb; -m is 
used in (2) because the comitative is a non-subject in that sentence. C~
tative phrases thus include subordinate clauses and· should be literally para
phrasable as 'the man, being two with the woman' etc. 

The ~-marked noun in this construction, though formally comitative, may al
so have direct object and subject traits, as this Mojave sentence shows: 

(3) ?i:pa-ny-c ?inyep-m ny-havik-k Parker ?-tayem-m (man-dem-subj me-with 
l=obj-two-same P 1-go=pl-tns) 'The man and I went to Parker' 

The NP 'me' is marked as comitative and must also be the direct object of 
~ (note the object prefix), which is being reinterpreted as a transitive 
verb--as shown by some speakers' tendency to omit the-m on comitative nouns. 
(In the Yuma and Paipai languages, in fact, the comitative -m preceding 'two' 
has been incorporated onto that verb as a prefix; the resulting verb is lite
rally a transitive 'be two with'.) 'Me' in (3) must, in addition, be a seman
tic co-subject of the following verb~' as indicated by that verb's plu
rality and first-person subject prefix. 

Despite the confusion introduced by them-marked noun's syntactic comita
tive and direct object characteristics, its-primary semantic role in the sen
tence is the same as that of the noun it follows (i.e., main-clause subject in 
(1) and (3), object in {2)). Comparative evidence supports the claim that 
this comitative construction is the main way of expressing conjunction in YU
man, a situation which must have evolved because of the lack of any true con
junction in Proto-Yuman (no other coordination pattern is reconstructable). 

The semantic change from comitative to coordinate left, of course , a seman
tic gap, filled in Mojave by a construction using the verb 'follow': 

(4) ?i:pa-ny-c ?inyep ny-takwer-k Parker iyem-m (man-dem-subj me l=obj
follow-same P go-tns) 'The man went to Parker with me'; literally, 
'The man followed me to Parker' 

(Note that the second verb ('go') is singular and marked for a third-person 
subject; the accompanier noun is not a co-subject, and there need be no lite
ral "following".) The adoption of this construction to express an asymmetri
cal comitative confirms the idea that the syntactic comitative described 
above has changed in function; the comitative construction with 'two' now ex
pressea a semantic coordination. 
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In the speech of the lower socio-economic classes subject

agreement in Brazilian Portuguese is a typical variable 

using the quantitative paradigm as realized computational

lY in the Sanko££ VARBRUL2 program, we have studied the behavior 
of thiS rule with respect to the following categories: surface 

pOSition of the subject (pre-verbal, post-verbal, deleted or dis

~t), the social situation (ranging from tense interviews to 
secret recordings), the phonetic context, and the morphological 

class of the verb. The latter classification was made according 

to the degree of phonic salience of the difference bet~een the 

singular and plural forms: 
Class Singular/plural opposition 

R fala/falam 'speaks/speak'; stem stress, nasaliza-
tion of the final vowel (=diphthongization). 

v faz/fazem 'does/do'; stem stress, presence or 
absence of the final nasal vowel. 

L da/dao 'gives/give'; monosyllables, nasalization 
of the final vowel (=diphthongization). 

E falou/falaram 'spoke/spoke'; ending stress, com-
pletely distinct desinences. 

F fez/fizeram 'made/made'; ending stress, desinences 
as in class E, but with some irregularity. 

w e/sao 'is/are'; monosyllable, completely distinct 
forms. 

We present and analyze results for all variables. The 

morphological variable, for example, shows the following typical 

probabilities of agreement (for a single speaker): 

R V L / E F W 
.OS .11 .30 .70 .84 .97 

The results are exactly in accord with the scale of phonic sali

ence, the biggest break occurring when the desinence becomes 

distinctively stressed. 
In traditional historical linguistics it is a recognized 

principle that the more irregular a morphological form is the 

more likely it is to survive over a long period of time. Thus, 

While a given morphological opposition may be lost in more regu

lar forms in the course of time, it is not uncommon for the same 

distinction to survive in the more irregular forms. The syn

chronic scale noted above is exactly in accord with this expec

ted diachronic scale. We argue that these facts strengthen the 
,__ .__ ....... ,_ .' 
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Arguments for Acoustically-oriented Features for Vowels 

As indicated by experimental evidence from the literature 
certain features traditionally used in the description of the' 
"color" or "quality• of vowels are more regularly related to 
acoustic aspects of speech event$ than they are to the artie~ 
ulatory parameters they nominally represent~ Radiographic and 
cineradiographic evidence indicates profound and evidently 
unsystematic variability in the articulatory configurations 
of phonetically equivalent vowels of different subjects: By 
contrast, comparison of the first and second formant frequen
cies of different speakers indicates a more removable (i.e,, 
systematic) variability. 

The problem of the removal of inter-subject variability 
from acoustic data has long been a subject of phonetic inter
est. Though it is a reasonably good first approximation, the 
"constant ratio hypothesis" (which holds that the formant fre
quencies of equivalent vowels of two speakers may be related 
by a single multiplicative scale factor) is here shown to ex
hibit statistically significant systematic error. However, 
statistical techniques suggest the general shape of a (pypo
thetically universal) non-linear transform, which when applied 
to raw formant frequency measurements better reduces inter
subject variability upon the subtraction of a single speaker
dependant value• Individual data from the classic Peterson 
and Barney study of American English as well as averaged data 
from several languages are used in the analyses. 

The acceptance of a feature set for vowels F1-F2 measure
ments has important phonological implications in the charac
terization of certain types of vowel harmony systems. The 
P1-F2 analysis of vowels is in fact more closely related to 
the so-called "German vowel triangle" (widely used in 19th 
century Europe) than it is to modern IPA-style articulatory 
descriptions. In particular, the acoustic figure implied by 
an P1-F2 analysis agrees with the German triangle in that it 
combines, in effect, the modern "backness" and •rounding" 
features in a single multivalued dimension• "high to low F2" 
in acoustic terms, "clear to dark '" in impressionistic audi
tory te~s~ It is argued that vowel harmony systems of lan
guages such as Finnish and Mongolian are better understood in 
terms of three F2 classes than in standard articulatory anal
yses. For Finnish, these are: 1) high F2 (/i,e/), 2) medium 
F2 (/y,p.~ and J) low F2 (/u,o~)~ The primary harmony 
constraint may then be stated succinctly as followsa medium 
F2 vowels do not co-occur with low P2 vowels within words. 
It is thus argued that the vowel feature set which appears 
to be more directly related to physical parameters may also 
lead to less ad hoc characterization of certain common phon
ological patterns .t 
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fbiS paper is concerned with the phenomenon of hyperlexia and its 

i•plications for linguistic theory. A small number of very young 

even before the age of three, develop a spontaneously children, 

t d or at least remarkably accelerated ability, referred to genera e 
as byperlexia, to recognize written words, sometimes with and some-

times without comprehension of their meaning. This ability, which 

bas been attributed by psychologists (Silberberg and Silberberg, 

19
67) and by neurologists (Mehegan and Dreifuss, 1972) to specific 

neurological causes, occurs both in normal children and in those with 

developmental disorders. Huttenlocher and Huttenlocher (1973) have 

proposed that children develop the "super-normal" ability to pro

nounce words as compensation for their deficiendes in other cognitive/ 

motor areas. This explanation is unacceptable for two reasons: 1) it 

is applicable only to developmentally abnormal children; 2) it pre

supposes the ability to speak. That this ability is in fact un

necessary is shown by a patient we have seen, who, although completely 

mute, developed a large reading vocabulary (at least 650 words) with 

comprehension before the age of st. This reading ability was first 

noted before the child was 2 and was not the result of teaching by the 

parents or others. We will present the case history in more detail 

with a discussion of its theoretical implications. We suggest that 

the fact that children, even those without speech, develop reading 

ability spontaneously and without explicit instruction indicates that 

written language is as deeply rooted in human cognitive capacities as 

spoken language, and that contrary to the opinion of most modern 

linguists, it may be fundamentally independent of spoken language and 

not merely a visual representation of it. 
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Vocalic Variations in Spanish Verbs 

The roots of Spanish verbs exhibit systematic vocalic alternations of 
the following types: 

(1) e - l!, ( [pensar) •to think'; [J)Y6nsan} 'they think') 
2 - !!! ( (volve'r) •to return'; (~lven) •they return 1) 
! - i - l! ( (sen~!r) •to feel'; (sintamos) 'we might feel'; 

[syenten1 'they feel' ) 
.2. - ~ - !.!:, ( (dorm!r) 'to sleep 1; (dur~mos) •we might sleep'; 

(dvermen) 'they sleep 1) 
! - ! ( [ped:!r) •to ask'; (p{den) 'they ask') 

In the traditional accounts of these alternations, found both in the stan
dard reference grammars and in the generative analyses of Foley (1965) 
Harris (1969, 1974), Brame and Bordelois {1973 1974) ~nd others the'~d lB d , ,.., 'JIU. 
vowe ! an .2. are assurMd to be basic in all cases, with the correspond! 
diphthongs (l! and ve) ard high vowel alternants (i and u) being derived ng 
t.rom them by generarrules ·t.hat are sensitive to the loeation of primary 
stress ~nd to various other phonological and non-phonological characteristics 
of Sparu.sh verbs • The derivational processes that must be posited hot~ever 
have a number of unnatural characteristics and must be supplemented

1
by a ' 

variety of subsidiary assumptions, including the postulation for every Span
ish verb stem of an arbitrary diacritic lexical marker specifYing whether 
the mid vowels in that stem do or do not undergo the assumed processes of 
diphthongization and raising. 

The present paper will provide a general critique of this traditional 
pattern of analysis, an:l will suggest an alternative analysis that seems 
more natural than the traditional accounts and more appropriate to the 
actual range of facts at issue. The proposed analysis is based on the as
sumption that it is the diphthongal alternates of (1) that are basic rather 
than the monophthongs, and that it is the latter rather than the former 
that are derived by general rule. Thus, in contrast to the traditional 
analysis, Spanish is assumed to have phonological processes of vocalic re
duction or• merger rather than epenthetic expansion and a processes of vo
calic lowering rather than raising. It will be a~ued that these assump
tions are quite natural and well-motivated for Spanish and that their 
adoption obviates any need for the diacritic I!Wirking of verb stems which 
is required in all versions of the traditional analysis. "Thus for ex
ample, where traditional analyses must distinguish the alternating o of 
con~ 'to count' (cf. £_~~ (k.w,ntan) 'they count•) from the noii
a~ternating o of ~ntar •to mount 1 (cf. ~I!~ •they mount') by means of 
diacritic marking o~ese two stems, the distinction follows under the 
present proposed analysis simply from the assumption that the stems are 
basically represented as /kwent/ and /mont/ with the phonetic o of contar 
resulting from the general process of merge; which applies to an we and-
l! which do not receive stress. -

'l'he •Tel.ative adequacy of the proposed analysis will be subjected to 
further test with respect to certain additional criterial facts about the 
synchronic ard diachronic phonology of Spanish. On the basis of this ard 
tbe consideration of some problems an:l possible counter-evidence to the 
proposed analysis, an evaluation will be nsde of this alternative relative 
to the traditional analysis of Harris and others. 
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C tain "type-token" distinctions pervade the use of linguistic descriptions. 
he:s in the species/individual interpretations available for bear in There 
~ ne bear on the isU1nd, or the concrete/abstract interpretations of book in 
U ~ught a book from Scribner's. Because of the obvious differences in entail
• ts and because certain predicates appear to select only one of the possible 
--~ r'retations (cf . class predicates like die out, be rare) it is usually 
in ~e~ that these sentences are either lexically or derivationally ambiguous . 
~~ it has been observed, as well, that anaphora and deletion operations which 
rdinarily require 'co-reference' or 'identity of sense' do not always respect 

:hese distinctions . Chomsky ("Remarks") cites Langendoen's example. The book, 
~ch weighs f i ve pounds, was ~ritten in a hurry; he argues that the relevant 
~otic features must be specified disjunctively under a single item book, 
~ther than in two entries. And McCawley and Green suggest equivalent treat
eents . Bu~ ail of these moves involve sanctioning ~he dubious dis~inction 
lletveen different senses and different items. 

1 will argue that these sentences are not ambiguous; rather, the alternate 
interpretations reflect indeterminacies of reference, and should properly be 
accounted a part of pragmatics . We observe the same range of interpretations 
when entities are identified ostensively. as when one points at a tiger and 
says, 

1. That does not breed in captivity . 
lnasmuc.h as de.nonstratives have no descriptive content. it is hard to see how 
~could call (1) ambiguous, nor does the physical demonstratum vary according 
to the interpretation. Extentionalist arguments that reference in such cases 
is restricted to the denotata of (linguistically) fixed labels cannot be made 
to fit the facts of language use; ostensive identification is in fact favored 
where no linguistic label is available. The reference can be of more than one 
kind; note that (1), in Goodman's analysis, should be equivalent on the generic 
interpretation to a sentence with those. But singular and plural can have 
different entailments in context. which cannot be accounted for in an ontology 
that does not distinguish abstract entities (Quine's 'fusions') from sets . 

The possible referents of that in (l) are constrained, but only pragmatically; 
one can ostensively identify any abstract entity whose criteria! properties 
are prominent in the demonstratum. So one can say He is called the clean-up 
~of a batter in the first inning. but not in the ninth , or when he is in 
the field. This allows us to rule out the possibility of reference to unnatural 
predicates 1 ike Goodman's "grue", without having to resort to an argument from 
'aat1.ar-al k i ,-,J:;' . 

The distinction between referent and demonstratum that we see in the generic 
reading of (1), it is argued, underlies problematic cases of deletion and 
anaphora discussed by Chomsky , Postal, and others . 'Co- reference' must be 
understood as involving the identity of the abstract individual described ; 
identity of concrete instantiations of the individual is not required . There 
is no need to introduce theoretical entities corresponding to "senses of a 
word". or in many instances, conditions like "sloppy identity". 
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A Reanalysis of Present Perfect Tense in Montague Grammar 

According to Montague 1 s analysis of present perfect tense, 

negation, and quantification proposed in the paper "The Proper 

Treatment of Quantification in Ordinary English, 11 Sentence 1 has 

the semantic readings given below: 

1. Many guests have not arrived. 
a. Mu ( guest~(u)A 1 H arrive!(u)J 
b. 1 H Mu r guest!(u) A arrive.L(u)J 

The first interpretation (VP-Negation) is not problematic. The 

second interpretation does not seem to constitute a Quantifier-

[SUN PH: 

Negation as Montague intended it to be but rather Tense-Negation 

due to the implicit quantifier involved in the interpretation of H. 

Thus lb says that there was not a time at which many guests 

arrived. It seems to allow only a group reading. In a situation 

where many guests have arrived but all separately. interpretation 

lb would not represent the meaning of Sentence 1. 

In the paper. three possible solutions are discussed and 

examined: 

1 ) • 

2). 

3). 

Analyze H as a tense operator operating on the result 
reading of verbs rather than the action reading. 
Analyze H as an operator operating only on an atomic 
verb. 
Analyze H as an operator operating only on what we will 
call atomic proposition. 

Arguments will be presented to demonstrate the plausibility 

of the third approach together with the difficulties of the 

first two approaches. 
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Evidence exists which shows that native speakers of a language exhibit 
awareness of the 11Phonotactics11 or the 11morpheme structure conditions" of 

~it language. At least three mechanisms have been hypothesized with some 
~licitness to account for this knowledge: 

Hypothesis 1: the Greenberg and Jenkins' (1964) phoneme substitution 
procedure, where the degree of closeness of a given word to the native 
pattern would be inversely proportional to the number of one-, two-, and 
up to ~-phoneme substitions for the ~ original phonemes in the word 
which resulted in existing words in the language. 

Hypothesis 2: the early generative proposal (cf. Halle 1962), that 
adherence to vs . violation of one or more morpheme structure rules (or 
conditions) would determine the phonological regularity of words . 

Hypothesis 3: the recent generative proposal (Chomsky and Halle 
1968:416ff) where the degree of closeness to the native pattern for a 
given form would be inversely proportional to the complexity of the rule 
(measured by counting features) needed to transform the nonexisting word 
into an existing word in the language. 

We will report our attempts to test these hypotheses by eliciting sub
jKt&' scalings of made-up English words, a la Greenberg and Jenkins . 
Attention is focussed on pairs of such 01words01 

• e .g., lll'lfbJ and [kl.Eb], 
~e relative scalings of which ought to be different according to the 
nrious hypotheses. For example, hypothesis 1 would predict (k~b] to be 
j~ged closer to English since more existing words, for example. ~. slab, 
~· can be made of it by phoneme substitutions than is the case with 
~b). Hypothesis 2, however, according to a reasonable interpretation of 
it, would predict both words to be judged equal in their distance from English. 

Preliminary results based on 3 scalings of each "word" by each of 10 
~jects show that there is no statistically significant difference in the 
ratings for morphemes such as [kl~b] and [kl£ b], thus favoring hypothesis 
Z at the expense of hypothesis 1. The results of further, more extensive. 
tests will be reported, Such experimentation is useful in two ways: first. 
fith appropriate refinements, it offers the potential for helping us to decide 
Htween two or more hypotheses regarding the mental processes underlying 
•~kers' mastery of the phonology of their language , and second, it forces us 
to uke our hypotheses explicit enough to be testable. 
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Vowel Metathesis in Old English: An Artifact 

In a recent paper (Metathesis and Old English phonology, University 
of Massachusetts Occasional Papers in Linguistics 1.125-163 [1975]), 
s. J. Keyser has proposed including among the rules of Old English 
phonology a rule of (Vowel) Metathesis in order to account for the 
seeming peculiarities of Old English Vowel Deletion: where in some 
cases it is a stem vowel (the a of [lufa] in [lufa + i +an]) that is 
deleted· in others (the e of [ena] in [sco + ena)) a vowel of the 
inflection. Metathesis is then presented as a way of getting all 
the underlying vowels into the right order so that Vowel Deletion 
can proceed in a perfectly regular wayo 

Keyser's solution is, however, very unsatisfactory--it would 
be unfortunate to include among the rules of a phonology a rule of 
no historical validity--and in fact, incorrect. There is, happily, 
a better solution, one dependent on a more satisfactory understanding 
than Keyser's of underlying representations in Old English, of surface 
representations, and of the rules of Old English phonology--a full 
discussion of which runs far beyond the modest limits of this paper. 
Yet it is a simple matter to do away with Metathesis: for example, 
[lufa + i + an] seems a correct enough underlying representation for 
lufian. But what is the phonetic surface represented by this Old 
English spellins? Surely (given early Old English spellings lufigan, 
lufigean, etc.) it is [lufijan] not--as I assume Keyser believes-
[lufjan). Surface [lufijan) can, however, be derived without recourse 
to Vowel Deletion (thus, a fortiori, without Metathesis) by 
independently motivated r~les as follows: 

lufa + i + an 
lufe + i + an (by !-Mutation) 
lufe + j + an (by Glide Formation) 
lufi + j + an (by e-Raising I --j) 

Similarly does all of Keyser's seeming support for Metathesis 
eva{lG't'ate. 
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Historians of linguistics who have written about the Latin gram

focused their attention on the specula-

tfve grammars of the 13th and 14th centuries. These works are, however, 

,ntypical of medieval grammars of Latin in that they devote no space 

~orthography and relegate a consideration of speech sounds to the 

p~vince of the natural philosopher. 

The purpose of this paper is to point out the extent to which 

notions about the acoustic and articulatory aspects of speech sounds 

are discussed by medieval grammarians. For primary sources I rely 

chiefly on Latin grammars written in Italy in the fourteenth century .• 

These works are relatively independent of the modistic tradition 

~ich flourished north of the Alps. Some of the material I cite has 

appeared in print in anthologies of medieval grammatical theory, but 

~st of it is from unpublished manuscripts which I have consulted in 

Italian 1 ibraries in recent years. 

The main conclusions arrived at are the following: 1. Acoustic 

ootions are found relatively seldom and exclusively in connection with 
c 

vowels. 2. Notions about the classifiation and points of articula-
A 

tion of sounds are in most cases fairly precise. 3. Further research 

on the possible influence of the Aristotelian corpus (especially the 

Historia Animalium) on medieval grammarians is called for. 
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Samuel Green: First Transformationalist? 

The purpose of this paper is to bring to light the anticipation, 1n 
a little-kno'Wn 19th-centuey school graJmDar, of certain premises and ex
planator.y devices of modern transformational theory. 

Published a century before Chomsky's Syntactic Structures, Greene•a 
English Grammar, along with th~ usual Latin-based parsing and admonitions 
against 11 false syntax," contains a aection titled "Transformation ot 
Elements - Equivalent Elements.11 Greene introduces this section by 
explaining that 

A sentence is transformed when it undergoes a change in the 
form of any of its ei'einents, without any material change in the 
meaning; the new forms of the elements, which express the same or 
nearly the same meaning, are called equivalents· (Greene 1857:196). 

Greene's statements and examples of equivalencies correspond to the pro
cesses that today would be called passivization- nominal compounding, 
infinitive nominalization, relative-~ deletion (whiz-deletion), gapping, 
extraposition (and ,ll-inscrtion), and ~-insertion. (There ie also 
mention of several other processes, including the now-discredited ques
tion transformation, cf. Chonsky 1957:63.) The latter two ~re discussed 
with reference to SVO ordering, which is for Greene the "natural or gram
matical11 arrangement of sentence elements (Greene 1857:198). 

Greene's interest in underlying meaning is evident not only in 
those cases in which he evaluates his equivalencies on•the basis of 
semantic similarity, but also in his Preface: 

ln the following classification of tle principles ot Grammar, 
great prominence has been given to thoughts and ~ in their re
lation to ~ ••• The thought determines the sentence (Greene 1857:5) . 

A second purpose of this paper is to demonstrate, by comparison with 
other 19th-century gr8llllllarians, that Greene iS unusual in his concern for 
meaning and in his use of process in linguistic description. 
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The purpose of the present paper is to report a preliminary quantitative 
of syntactic constraints on code-switching within discourses in which 

in participants, setting or topic is evident. Previous studies 
such intra-discourse switching have focused on the social fUnction of 

~tehing as a marker of ethnic in-group solidarity. Published examples 
.... illustrated switches at a number of syntactic points including isolated 
s~lsh loan words, exclamations and sentence connectors in otherwise English 
,.ntences and switches into Spanish in such syntactic environments as noun 

llfiers, verb complements, parts of noun phrases and predicates of 
~tional sentences (Gumperz and Hernandez 1972). In addition, informal 
s~dles of acceptability judgements of strings of real examples of code
svltching and semantically equivalent strings of Spanish and English in 
tblch the switch point has been moved suggest that native speakers have 
internalized rules of grammar which permit switching only in caPtain 
gr.-atlcal environments. 

The immediate goals of the present study are simply to provide a more 
FVc1se syntactic description of the points at which switches from Spanish 
to English and English to Spanish are pass ible and to assess the extent to 
lbich actual behavior conforms to the stereotypes represented by acceptability 
~dgements. Use of the quantificational technique of accountable reporting 
~ ~lative frequencies however, permits investigation of a wide range of 
~estions, including (l~ Do implicational relations exist among syntactic 
environments such that it can be predicted that a speaker for whom a switch 
in environment A is possible may also switch in environment B, but not vice
qrsa? and ( 2) Are the constraints on code-switching uniform throughout 
all populations and in all social situations or are there differences in 
JNquencies and/or implicational hierarchies? 

The data in the present study consist of taped conversations of adults 
aoo adolescents collected by bilingual participant-observers in the San 
Joaquin Valley of California and in South-central Texas. 

Preliminary findings indicate that differences between speakers are 
~iable rather than categorical but that implicational relationships do 
exist and that these are related to social phenomena. For example, ability 
~switch before an unoonjugated verb, either between auxiliary and main 
ftrb as in (1) and (2) or between copula and infinitive as in (3) and (4) 
~lies ability to switch after sentence introducing conjunctions or phrases 
as in (5) and (6): 

(1) pos~omas estaba making up con la morra de Yoli 
(2) aqui (e)sta un compadre que su hija hace teach all' en San Jose 
(3) la onda is to fight y jambar 
(4) all you see him is hablar puro ingl~s 
(5) buena, like we see those guys 
(6) s{, pero we didn't get together yesterday 

Utterances (1-5) are frequent in the street conversation of the "bato locon 
~ile conversations of the middle-class adult female are characterized more 
by utterances such as (6) and by alternations of whole sentences in English 
and Spanish. 

Gumperz, J. and E. Hernandez-Ghavez, 1972. Bilingualism, bidialectaliam 
and classroom interaction. In Functions of Language in the Classroom, 
ed, by C. Cazden et al., 84-108. New York: Teachers College Press. 
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How Syntax Can Confirm Semantics: The Case of French Time Adverbials 

In a recent investigation as part of a French - English syntax proje t 
analysis of nearly 300 French time adverbials in 85 different syntactic c 
was made and the1r dtstribution was studied. It was found that a fine 
classification is not only feasible but also that it is of much use in 
matic text parsing sucn as is done at the automatic translation centre to 
our project is connected. The three major classes: punctual, durative 
frequency adverDs were subdivided into sub-groups which were found to ' 
nearly perfect semantic and syntactic correlations on all tests, and 
correlations on crucial tests. It was thus possible to organize the 
tests in a critical path network which made later analyses of various 
easier and reliable. Moreover, these test frames not only were able to 
syntactically the members of individual semantic classes, but also to de 
what might be the temporal import of a marginally temporal adverb . For in
stance, the pseudo-passive construction can sort out subject-oriented 
adverbs from true time adverbs, whether in initial, intra-clausal, or final 
position: 

*Spontanement, la porte s'est fermee. I Brusquement, la porte s'est 
*La porte s'est spontanement fermee. I La porte s•est brusquement 
*La porte s'est fermee spontanement. I La porte s'est fermee ~~ ,w~<IUB-

The analysis of co-occurrences of adverbs with verbs of certain 
types were helpful in sorting out certain homonyms. For example, aujourd' 
with an eventive verb (Vendler: 1965 calls it an "Achievement" verb) is a 
punctual adverb, having a behaviour similar to and particular only to 
adverbs ti.e. being the domain of relationship prepositions: e.g. des, 
depuis, etc.; not being welcome between Aux and V:*Aux ___ V; and fitting 
with NP est ___ , __ ADJ, JUSTE __ , __ HEME frames), and means "today, this 
day on the calendar", while with an "accomplishment" verb, it has a con 
behaviour in these test frames and means "nowadays"; cf. 

Jean arrive aujourd'hui meme. Cet edifice est 
*Jean est aujourd'hui meme arrive. 

Aujourd'hu~ as well as all adverbs denoting a point during the period cont 
to the speech act,were found to have exclusively a future reading with 
verbs in the present tense, the following two examples being very closely 
onimous: 

Jean arrive aujourd'hui, ce soir, cette semaine, lundi, ce mois-ci, 
= Jean arrivera aujourd'hui, ce soir, cette semaine, lundi, ce 

Co-occurrences with such verbs also brought 
mingly perfect durative adverbs, e.g. d'ici a demain, durant la semaine, 
have a punctual reading with eventive verbs and a durative reading with 

We shall endeavour to show convincingly the importance of assuming 
there are systematic semantic explanations for various syntactic nrnn•~r~ 
upon preltminary examination, seem idiosyncratic) as several cases 
properties of sub-groups of adverbs, including their distribution• will be 
to depend crucially and in regular ways on their meanings. 

Vendler Zeno (1965) "Verbs and Times" in Linguistics in Phi losopl!l.. 
Cornell University Press, Ithaca, New York, PP· 
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. 6 said that Proto-Indo-European had no passive voice. Whether 
1
08 may conclude this from the evidence of the attested Indo-

0 languages, it is true that active paradigms are generallY not 
by an equally complete passive set. In Ancient Greek, for 

only aorist and future have some distinctive passive forms; 
has created such forms for other tenses with the aid of a 

originally free) morpheme attached to the verb stem. In Classic
only the tenses based on the present stem (present, imperfect, 

have passive paradigms characterized by an ~-formant (no doubt 
of a once free morpheme), while the tenses based on the per

stem (perfect, pluperfect, future perfect) employ the verb ~ 
, 88 an auxiliary in conjunction with the past ("passive") part-
of the main verb: laudatus ~ 'he was praised'. ln the Rom

languages the Latin synthetic paradigms disappeared and the use 
in its Romance forms, was extended to all tenses. As a resul t , 

' est lou~ means 'he is (and not he was) praised', which collid
--simple copula construction il ~ ~ 'he is rich' and 
may lack specific passive flavor. This is true also in Eng

but the ambiguity of ~ ~ praised may be remedied by the us e of 
being praised or he gets praised whenever pass iveness needs to 
ted explicitly. !i Modern German, the distinction is fully ach
by the use of werden as the obligatory passive auxiliary: ~ ~ 
vs. er ist gelobt. In French, however, ambiguity is avoided, not 

employment of a new auxiliary verb, but by means of a multi
subject pronoun and the use of the active voice: ~ !! ~~ 

literally 'people praise him', means i mplicitly 1 he gets praised'• 
reflexive construction may be used in some cases: cela se voit 

is (can be) seen•, cela!!! ~ dit pas 'this is not (mustnot be) 
• But this phrasing does not function with verbs and in situations 
true reflexiveness is possible: il se loue 'he praises himself'• 
flexive construction is used widely-rn Italian, with the same 
tiona: si dice 'it is said', si fa 'it is done• (extended also 

sitive-verb8, hence without-passive connotation: si sta 'people 
), but not si loda 1 he praises himself'. But Italian-hiS; among 

e languages;-gone farthest iD creating new passive paradigms 
venire, literally •to come',and andare 1 'literally 'to go•, as 

iaries: viene lodato, !! lodato 'he gets praised'. 
This inclination, in various languages, to devise or restructure 

paradigms, though an int eresting phenomenon of diachronic mer
and syntax, allows of no conclusions concerning a universal need: 
a need actually existed, no language would lack, or lose, a 
voice. But the continued search for a passive in IE, at least, 

one wonder if the active-passive contrast is, as some claim, a 
surface feature of an equivalence in the deep structure, with the 
ve derivable from the active by means of transformations. True 

equivalence in the deep structure would scarcely have occas
so many attempts at creating distinctiveness on the surface. 
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Pitch Peak Location and the Perception of Serbo-croatian Word Tone 

Based on their analyses of acoustic data, Lehiste and Ivic 
(1963) found that the chief factor differentiating Serbo
Croatian rising and falling tones was the ratio between the 
fundamental frequency in the accented vowel and in the first 
post-accentual vowel. Falling word tone was characterized 
by a fundamental frequency in the second vowel much lower than 
the level of the fundamental frequency in the first vowel, 
while a rising word tone was marked by a fundamental frequency 
in the second vowel which was as high as or even higher than 
the level of the fundamental frequency in the first vowel. 
Rehder (1968) reach a similar conclusion, namely, that a step 
up or a step down in the fundamental frequency occurring in 
the second half of the accented vowel or within the first 
post-accentual vowel would cue a rising or a falling word tone 
respectively. Purcell (1973) noted six si~eable.and ~egular 
variations in the acoustic parameters stud~ed wh~ch m~ght 
serve as cues for the differentiation of Serbo-Croatian word 
tone. One of these six variations involved the relative 
location of the peak of the fundamental frequency within the 
accented vowel. Falling word tones were marked by an earlier 
occurrence of peak fundamental frequency, while rising word 
tones were marked by a later occurrence. Such a patterning 
had not been noted in previous investigations. 

This paper presents the results of a perceptual experiment 
involving synthetic stimuli designed to test the ability of 
native speakers of Serbo-Croatian to hear differences in the 
location of peak fundamental frequency within ~he accen~e~ 
vowel. Nineteen natives from Belgrade and SaraJevo part~c1-
pated in the experiment in Yugoslavia in September, 1973. 
The results prove that listeners can attend t o differen~es 
in the location of peak fundamental frequency, and that 1n 
the absence of any other variation in the stimuli the natives 
interpret these differences in peak location as rising or 
falling word tone. A peak located in the final 24% of the 
accented vowel tends to be judged rising, while an earlier 
occurrence of the peak tends to be judged falling. The data 
of the present study demonstrate the relevance of the location 
of peak fundamental frequency in th7 differentiation of. 
Serbo-Croatian word tone. A compar1son of these data w~th 
those of Lehiste and Ivic (1972) on the perception of differ
ences in the ratio of the first and final fundamental frequency 
values within the accented vowel indicates that peak fundamen
tal frequency location is the more important cue for the deter
mination of Serbo-Croatian word tone. 

l20 

J. RAPHAEL, Herbert H. Lehman College 

DORMAN, Herbert H. Lehman College & Haskins Laboratory 

LIBERMAN, Haskins Laboratory 

present study was designed to investigate the 
itY of the (silent) closure i nterva l as a cue 

.-~·th-~e~ perception of stop consonants i n sequential 
!:irs. Both synthetic and real speech stimuli of the 
r- CVCCV were presented to listeners. The medial 
~ of consonants consisted of all the permutations 
of the voiced stops /b d g/. The initial consonant 
vas always /b/ and bot h vowels were /e/. The closure 
interval between the medial pair of s tops was varied 
5 stematically from 0 to 125 msec. With each of the 
~ssible stop sequences two types of closure i ntervals 
~re heard1 one with a fundamental frequency 
~oughout and another with silence t hroughout. In a 
series of listen ing sessions subjects were asked1 (1 ) 
if the first syllable ended with a consonant or not, 
~d if so if it was /b/, /d/, or /g/. (2 ) if the 
s~ond syllable began with a consonant or not, and if 
so if it was /b/, /d/, or / g/. In those cases where 
we medial stop consonants were not identical, an 
average of 60 msec of closure duration was necessary 
for recognition of the presence of a syllable-final 
stop in 50% of listeners' judgments. An inter val of 
110 msec was r equired for correct identification of 
we syllable-final stop to reach asymptote. 
Recognition of the presence of an initial s top i n the 
second syllable was virtually unaffec t e d by reduction 
Md elimination of t he closure interval, but correct 
identification of this stop required an average 
closure interval of 25 msec to reach asymptote. It 
thus appears tha t the closure interval is a necessar y 
cue for the recognition of the first stop in a 
s~uential pair and also, to varying degrees, for the 
correct identification of both stops in such a 
s~uence. In those cases where the stops in the 
s~uence formed a geminate pair, listener s correctly 
reported only the initial stop of the second syllable 
t~oughout the range of closure durations . At the 
outer limit of 125 msec of closure duration , fewer 
~n 50% of listeners ' judgments reported the presence 
of a syllable-final stop. It appears that for a 
l~guage such as English in which gemination is not 
~istinctive, quite a long closure interval is needed 
~n order to induce listeners to report hearing two 
tdentical stop consonants in sequence. These and 
?ther data suggest that t he duration of the closure 
tnterval necessary for stop perception may be 
related to the time necessary for the articulation 
of sequences of stops, as well as to the phonotactic 
~les of a language . 
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A Critique of 'Acoustic Assimilation' 
It has recently been ar~~ed (e. g ., Hyman 1973, Ohala 1974, 
l'hurgood&Javkin 1974) that phonology needs to recognize natural 
r11les of "acoustic assimilation" (ACA). In this papEr I sh<JN that1 
(1} ACA is implausible on general theoretical grounds; 
(2) the cases cited in support of ACA can be explained in term 

of different principles which are independently jsutified s 
and which have been given explicit recognition in the the~ 
of NATURAL SYSTE!~!-PHONOLOGY CNSP). ry 

The rules under discussion are1 

(a) ,u -• i /-t~1 {i1 (b) a -)d / _p (both l"e1fe'i -Hyman'?)) 

(c) *-at to-e, *-ap to-o, *-ak to -ae(Lisu,rhurgood&Javkin'74) 
(d) (sl>) s~l') ~~1 (~~l) (Norwegian- Ohala 1974, Haugen 1942) 

M-J.!.)a ACA is evaluated against the background of a formal 
typology of natural phonological rules, as incorporated into 
N:3P· Threemajor rule classes are recognized& 1. ARriCULATORY 
Si iiJP~IF!CATION RU~~S ~(lenition, assimilation, ~loppy timing) 1 
2. P~RC~PTUAL DIFr~R~Nl'IATION ~ULES (syntagmat~Cid1ssimilation 
epenthesis 1 paradi;}atic a from zero ("perceptual strengthening':) 
from other segments 1 3• P~RCEPTUAL R~ANA~YSIS (PRA) RULES. ' 
The first class is plausible since based on the "laziness 
principle." The second class ensures maximally distinct signals 
thereby increasing "perceptual ease;" it is diametrically ' 
opposed to ACA, which is based on the implausible assumption 
that perceptual ease is enhanced by making segments more 
simi~ar (rather than dissimilar) to their context. Admitting 
ACA ~nto phonology would weaken the predictive power of the 
theory, since "acoustic differentiation" and "acoustic 
assimilation" would cancel each other. rhe third class, 
PRA-RUL~S, codes changes involving minimal "perceptual jumps•" 

Ad (2)a It is argued that (a)-(d} involve interaction between 
ARTICULA'rORY ASSI.G.LATION and P~K.C EPTUAL REANALYSIS (PRA). 
~xamples supporting the validity of PaA are drawn from French, 
German, Ifugao, hannada, and Cockney. 

2 .1. A system of D~iUV ~D ~.1o·ror:t FE.:ATU~~s is used to describe the 
articulatory aspects of the processes. The resulting rules are 
shown to fit the structural definition of (articulatory} 
assimilation rules. 

2.2. The natural class of PHA-iWLES is defined in terms of a 
system of P~RC ~PTUAL FSATU.RES. PR.A-RULr~S have the form 1 

t -~x·, where X and X' are bundles of perceptual features, 
and the NO-CctOSSING CONSTRAINr is met1 

PR.A of a segment ,{ as X' may not cross over a segment X." of 
the original system, where i\.." is on a perceptual path from 
.< to .{' and the total perceptual distance between X and i" is 
smaller than the total perceptual distance between X and X'• 

The notion of uerceutual path is defined, and a tentative 
definition of t9tal ue~ceptual distance is given. 

2:3· rhe theory ~s appl~ed to the processes in (a)-(d), and it 
1s shown that the processes can be broken down into plausible 
steps, each of which conforms either to the definition of 
artic11latory assimilation rules, or to that of P~A-RULES. 
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It has been established by R. Lakoff and Costa that se-
nce of tense rules (SOT) are semantically and pragmatically 

qu~ivated in many cases. However, their analyses fall short in 
10veral areas. Both allow some arbitrariness or optionality in 
~~T and the proposed generalizations are often too specifically 
a~ed to particular examples, The purpose of this paper is to 

f:monstrate that all instances of SOT are semantically/ pragmat
icallY conditioned, and that the conditioning factors are of a 
•ore general nature than previously assumed, I will claim t hat 
no optionality is involved, and that no two sentences differing 
onlY in tense in the complement will be absolutely synonymous. 
For example, consider sentences 1 and 21 

1. a) John leaves today. b) John is leaving today. 
2, Mary said that John f*left . \_ later that day. 

\.was leavml6 
costa claims that it is an accidental fact of English that the 
will-less future in 1(a) can not undergo SOT while the will-less 
~~ future in l(b) can. But 3 and 4 show that the former can 
in fact undergo SOT in some cases 1 

J. John leaves next Thursday. 
4. But I thought he left tomorrow, 

The problem with *left in 2 is that it causes an ambiguity be
tween a past and future time reference. I will argue that 
~ther than being an accidental gap, the failure of SOT to ap
ply here is the result of a transderivational constraint pro
hibiting such tense ambiguity. 

Another problem concerns what Lakoff and Costa isolate as 
the significant generalizations governing SOT. For example, 
~koff proposes that 5 is the neutral case, wh i le 6 would be 
used just in case the speaker receives "new informa tion" as to 
the identity of the object she has stepped on after stepping on 
it. 

5. What I just stepped on was a kitten, 
6, What I j ust stepped on is a kitten. 

However, a better explanation for this example as well as many 
others involves the notion of focus, The focus of t he utterance 
in 5 is on the kitten as defined by the act of stepping which 
took place in the past. In 6 the speaker is focusing on the 
identity of the kitten as it exists in the present. It is per
fectly possible that she already knew that it was a kitten. 
Notice that emphatic stress on the copula affects tense selec
tion and that this is predicted by the focus but not the "new 
information" analysis. It will be shown that the focus general
ization also handles cases where Costa claimed optionality was 
~nvolved. For example, she claims that the two forms of leave 
ln 7 are interchangeable. Jhad left} 

7. s. suspected that B.1left before the police came . 
But there is a subtle distinction here. With left the focus is 
on the deliberate act of leaving, while had left focuses more on 
a state of being. 
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Linguistic Intuition and Introspective "Observation" 

Transformational generative linguists assert that linguistic 
involves the ability to intuitively recognize conformity to and deviation 
grammatical rules even though these rules cannot themselves be stated or 
nized by the language user whose intuitions are reported. 
emphasize that the data on which they rely in evaluating grammars and 
ot language consist almost exclusively of reports of such linguistic 
However, such reports are not considered to be incorrigible. Linguists 
quently question the validity of linguistic intuitions reported by 
who hold different theoretical views. (e.g., Chomsky 1972) 
tain contemporary theoretical conflicts can be resolved only if the 
and validity of such reports of disputed intuitions can be seriously as 
(Botha 1973) A fully satisfactory methodology for carrying out this as 
bas not yet been articulated. 

The purpose of this paper is to consider what constitutes a defens 
account of what reports of linguistic intuitions are and what they are 
or. These considerations suggest some basic guidelines within which to 
constructing a methodology for assessing the reliability and validity or 
of linguistic intuitions. 

In current literature, reports or linguistic intuitions have been 
as reports of introspective observations. They have also been compared 
reports of subjective judgments employed as data by investigators in 
physics. The first part or the paper is a demonstration that there are 
differences between reports of introspective observation (as understOOd in 
classical introspective psychology) and reports or subjective judgments iD 
psychophysics. A concise statement of the methodologically significant 
ences is provided. 

In the second part or the paper, evidence is adduced that in current 
linguistic practice there is a strong tendency to treat reports or lingui 
intuitions as reports of introspective observations. It is shown that 
conception of reports of linguistic intuitions, when combined with curreDt 
insistence that transformational generative linguistics is an empirical 
involves the same methodological/conceptual inconsistency which 
classical introspective psychology. Specifically, it involves an attempt 
base an objective empirical science on data whose reliability and validitr 
could not (even in principle) be checked. In addition, it is shown that 
the use or subjective judgments in psychophysics is not subject to the 
culties faced by attempts to engage in (and report on) introspective 
there are significant disanalogies between reports of linguistic 
reports of subjective judgments in psychophysics. Finally, some m~thc~o,l~ 
consequences of the preceding discussion are sketched. It is indicated 
certain kinds of appeals to idiosyncratic intuitions (e.g., Ross 1967) 
inappropriate in scientific linguistics. In addition, I identify some 
ologies (e.g., Garfinkel 1967, Greenbaum 1970, Labov 1972) which are not 
to the difficulties which beset introspective observation and which 
a sensitivity to differences between subjective reports in psychopbyeie• 
reports of an intuitive recognition of conformity to and deviation t.raa 
sorts of rules, Several specific questions about the relative usetulnesl 
appropriateness of the methodologies are raised. 

The point of the paper, then, is not to challenge the legitimacy of 
to linguistic intuitions, but rather to clarify the conditions under 
which reports of linguistic intuitions can serve as data in a science 
linguistics and hence to illuminate the conditions under which certain 
cant theoretical issues in contemporary linguistics could possiblY be 
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difficulty that English speakers have in processing sentences like: 

vase[that the maid[that the agency hired]dropped]broke on the floor. 

contains two levels of self-embedding (SE) served to motivate the dis
between competence and performance. Current notions about a theory 

~0~1nce hold that it includes at least two types of constraints: (l) 
constraints or strategies; (2) constraints set by the limits on 

processing. The limit on the capacity to process multiple SEs is as-
to account for the unacceptability of sentence (1). Recent work in per

theory has concentrated on perceptual strategies. This paper illus
the second type of constraint can be further explored. 
s of the limits of human processing have only utilized English to 

test structures. However, there is strong evidence from Korean rela
ses and predicate complements that up to two and possibly three le

SE can be processed by native speakers with little comprehension pro
(2) is an example of SE relative clauses. 

ktka[ k+ yaini[kya~chali cakieke chacacun]at+l eke c un]ttak+l makassta 
dog that woman[police for her found ] son gave]cake ate 
dog ate the cake that the woman gave to her son who the police found 

for her.' 

while the number of SEs that can be processed is limited , it is not 
limited as has been suggested by English SE structures. 

difficulty with sentences like (1) can be explained by assuming that 
factors beyond SE are at play. This hypothesis can be supported by 

a number of variations on sentence (1). For example, sentence (3): 

vase[ that the maid[that came from the agency]dropped]broke on the floor. 

that two levels of SE are also processable in English. The difference 
(3) and (1) is that in (3) the subject of the most embedded clause is 

, but in (1) the object of the most embedded clause is relativized. 
·~·~~•ub studies of SE have only considered sentences in which the object 

ized in both relative clauses. Sentences like (3) combined with 
data are support for the claim that the processing difficulty asso

h (1) is not primarily due to SE. The crucial problem seems to be 
requires the repeated assignment of the referent of a deleted NP, 
referent has been passed. 

raises the question of whether SE is relevant to the difficulty as
with (1), The difficulty might be entirely due to the two backward 

e operations. That this is not the case however is shown by sentences 

fixed the vase[ that the maid[ that the agency hired]dropped.] 

la much easier to process than (1) . Here we have one SE and two back
tiona. (3) contains two SEs and one backward reference operation. 

difficulty of (1) is due to the specific combination of two SEs and 
reference operations. 

suggest that cross language studies provide a laboratory for the in
ion of complex performance constraints and that such studies can pre

the kinds of operations that push the limits of hure 1 process-
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on Delimiting Phonological Variation 

This paper will be concerned with the proper characterization of 

1 inguistic variation within certain dialects of Spanish (Cuban, Porte-

no and Andalusian). The nature of this variation concerns consonantal 

alternations typically characterized as Aspiration of~ (s --t h) and 

the concomitant assimilatory processes affecting~ and a following 

consonant. Alternative solutions within a Standard Theory framework 

(as developed by Chomsky and Halle, 1968) will be considered and it 

will be shown that the Standard Theory does not allow for the correct 

characterization of the phenomena. The Standard Theory provides no 

explanation for the facts of language variation considered here, since 

it forces us to consider Aspiration ( s ~h) and assimilation as 

separate phenomena, thus allowing for the possibility of a dialect dif-

fering from another in having Aspiration but not assimilation. However, 

the facts are such that the exact nature of the assimilation may vary 

from dialect to dialect, but there is no dialect that aspirates~ but 

lacks the concomitant assimilation process. Since the Standard Theory 

allows for this logically possible but empirically indefensible charac-

terization of dialectal differences, we must conclude that the theory 

is t oo powerful and needs to be constrained. A proposal will be made 

which attempts to provide an explanation for the concomitant nature of 

the aspiration and as similation processes. The proposal will be formu-

lated in terms of weakening processes and phonological hierarchies with 

the intent to delimit the class of possible phonological dialect variab6ns. 
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In recent years the work of sociolinguists (e. g. GWDperz, Hymes), conver-
11uonal ana]¥sts (e.g. Sacks, Schegloff), develo}:mental sociolinguists (e.g. 

teSo corsaro, Garvey, Keenan), and others has generated a great deal of in
:l'llltion on what constitutes collllllUDicative competence and collllllUDicative stra
tegies 1n adults and children. We are now in a position to appzy this knov
).edge to the study of conversational interaction of retardates. What is be
~g to emerge from one such study is a picture of communicative competence 
t.Js&t differs from the image of the retardate as linguistic incompetent foster
ed b1 research which looks only at the language and speech of individuals. 

In this study ve audio- and video-taped both natural]¥ occurring and eli
cited conversational interaction of 9 severezy retarded (IQ 17-26) insti tu
Uonalized Down's Syndrome adults. Transcripts of these interactions were 
1tudied for evidence of coDunicative competence, including various aspects of 
~ersational structure and strategies, such as sequencing, repair, recipient 
deaign, and reference. Attention was also paid to the retardate's awareness 
ol differential conversational rights (e.g. retardate vs. caretaker) and the 
linguistic and "intellectual" abilities of his hearer. In this paper, the 
~versation or one individual is examined in detail, and illustrations are 
pnn trom the conversations of others in the group as vall. 

'lbe men we studied exhibited in varying degree 1118.ny of the abilities es-
1ential to the accomplishment of meaningful verbal interaction. One of the 
10st basic of these is the ability to shape one's responses to satisfy one's 
obligations as a conversational partner (Keenan, 1975). This includes the 
abilit,r to recognize questions, tor example, as opposed to declaratives, as 
ronas vhich require a particular type of response (i.e. response vs. simple ac
lalovledgJnent) and the ability to identify the question as asking for a particu
lar type of information (e.g. who, what, where, yes-no) or conveying a request. 

The ability to initiate and respond to "repair work'' (Schegloff, 19.75) is 
of particular importance in the conversation of these men. The "repair system" 
allhws the recipient of an utterance to signal and locate for the speaker a 
(possible) misunderstanding. Such devices as "Huh?', ''What?11

, or repetition 
(of possible hearing) plus question intonation solicit from the speaker a re
petition of all or part of his previous utterance. Because the speech of these 
aen ill severely impaired, nonretardates interacting with them must frequently 
attempt to repair their understanding or what the retardate is saying. The men 
not only respond appropriately to repair initiation by nonretardates, they also 
initiate repair vith other retardates. 

Speakers must also give enough information to allow their hearers to iden
UfY referents in conversations. The retardates were able to Su£Ply new infor
mation (e.g. "He's a marshall" No response. "n.tke. lJohn waynQ,/ He's a mar
shall.") or paraphrase vhen their original utterances received no response. 

Researchers in the field of language and mental retardation, concerned 
vi.th the relation between language disorders and cognitive impairment, have 
focussed primarily on the language and speech of individuals. This approach 
has fostered an image of the retardate as linguistic incompetent. However, 
verbally mediated social interaction is often managed b.Y the retardate despite 
severe language and speech disorders. An interactional approach gives us a 
llllCb broader picture of their actual linguistic and communicative competence, 
and, a.t the same time, gives us information about the collllllunication problems 
encountered by the retardate in normal, everyday interaction. 
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Grassmann's Law: Unsafe at Any Speed 

Sag (1974) has oftor&d objections to recent generative accounts of Sana~t 
alternations between aspirate and non-aspirate consonants ( of the tyPe: 
~ bhotsyati; dugdba- ~ dhokfi). The crucial issue is the viability of 
mann's Law as a synchronic rule of Classical Sanskrit and the assumption 
derlying diaspirate roots ( e.g. bhudh-, dhugh-). Sag offers objections to 
these assumptions, proposing instead an analysis ( essentially that of 
that posits no underlying diaspirate roots ( i.e. underlying budh-, 
a rule of Regressive Aspiration Assimilation (throwing back the aspiration);: 
account for forms of the bhotsyati, dhok9i type. 

More recently( however, Sag's analysis has been attacked by Hoard {1975) ~ 
by Phelps (1975), both of whom in addition offer new analyses with under~ 
diaspirate roots and a rule of Grassmann's Law. I will argUe that their 
ions to Sag's analysis are without substance, and that these new attempts to 
salvage Grassmann's Law as a synchronic rule of Sanskrit are untenable. 

Both Hoard and Phelps are agreed in assuming internal word boundaries beto~ 
the imperative suffixes -dbve and -dhvam. Indeed the success of either .. ".,,. ••• 
depends on the correctness of that assumption, Strong evidence against such 
boundaries exists, however. Progressive Retroflex Assimilation, which othervi• 
can never erose word boundaries (ct. dvit##ti§>hati; *dvitl#~isthati), doea 
indeed affect -dhvam and -dhve (cf. dvicJ~vam, *dvi~dhvam; dvigcjhve, 
although any other well-motivated internal word boundary is sufficient to bl~ 
this assimilation (cr. dvi~su, *dvi~~u (< dvi~#su)). 

Both Phelps and Hoard assume a rule of Medial Cluster Reduction to be opera~ 
ing in the derivation of desiderative forms such as dh!psati,ripsati, dhitsati 
etc •• Such a rule forms the basis, in fact, of Phelps' claim that Sag's ' 
is incapable of deriving such forms as dhitsati (~ ldhi-dba+sa+ti/ in Phelps' 
system), Medial Cluster Reduction cannot possibly be a rule, however, as the 
clusters it seeks to eliminate thrive in Classical Sanskrit {cr. kttsna-, 
vlrttK, karkvyati, etc.). Sag's claim that such desideratives arise by morph~ 
logical suppletion is further substantiated by such forms as mitsati ( deaid~ 
ative of both mi- and mi), which has no plausible derivation via reduction. 

Phelps adduces the isolated Vedic forms dhaktam and inttim as further aupporl 
for the superiority of her analysis over Sag's. Her argument, however, rests 
on on the demonstrably false assumption that "it is generally assumed that 
Bartholomae's Law is a relatively late development in Sanskrit". Similarly, 
insists that it is a virtue of his analysis that it generates such forms as 
*binddhi {< bhid+dhi in his framework), instead of the form bhinddhi cited b1 
Sag. bhinddhi, however, is the correct attested form. 

For all the above reasons and several others, the analysis offered by Sag (~ 
P~ini) is by far superior. 
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Constraint in 

Perlmutter (1970) has posited surface structure 
raints to explain why certain well formed deep 
tures in Spanish and French do not yield grammatical 

ences. The paper here brings to attention a similar 
traint in ·undi and thereby furt'1er supports the 

tncorporation of such constraints in linguistic theory. 
Rules for case marking (c.m.) assignment in ~iindi 

~t be ordered after the application of tranaforrna~ ions. 

0 
illustrate, tl-te agent sub,;ect of an ac t ive sentence 

takes the c.m. -~. This same category t akes t he 
instrumental c.rn. -~after T-Passive; the Dative c.m. 
-~after t~e dative subject transfor mations; and the 
possessive c. ~ . -~aa ~fter many embedding transformations. 
.~. is thus po3t trans~ormational, and therefore a 

surface structure phenc~enon. 
In simple sentences, the c.m. -koo signals four 

distinct roles. These are (i) a Dative(ii) a +Definite 
Accusative (iii) a +koo causee agent in causative sentences, 
and (iv) the subject of a sentence t~at has undergone 
~periencer Shunting. T~ere is a c. ~ . constraint such t hat 
t'lere can be only one -.k.Q.Q per single sentence. That is to 
say, no gra~atical simplex may contain more than one of the 
four -w roles. This prohibition on -koo roles cannot be 
stated in deep structure. 

First, it cannot be stated as a prescription on roles 
t~at may co-occur in tl-te Base, To be~in with, at least one 
-~ role, t"le sub,ject of ):o~Xl'eriencer Shunting i s transfor
ationally derived. Further, the constraint is not on 
cate~ories alone, but also subsu.'lies feat ures that will later 
~assigned to t~em. Thus, e.q., tl-te ~ative and t he causee 
agent categories t~emselves are free to co-occur in the Base. 
"iowever, t~e configuration would require the agent not to 
~ developed as +~oo. 

To consider a second possible analysis, t he constraint 
cannot be expressed as a selectional restriction on 
individual verbs. rrue, t~e verb determines whether the 
sentence may undergo Experiencer Shunting, and to a large 
extent whether the causee agent is +koo. ··rowever, the verb 
has no control over the feature +Definite on t he Accusative, 

Finally, the constraint cannot be fulfilled by deleting 
al~ but one -koo r ole in surface structure. At least one 
-~role, the Dative, is not 'understood' unless overtly 
present. Thus, this role's abscence in surface structure is 
not a consequence of its having been deleted. 

Clearly, the generalisation is on -~alone. But 
this c.m. does not exist in deep structure. Any constraint 
on -kQ..Q. ID'1St be a surface structure constraint. 

Perlrlutter, David (1970): 11Surface Structure CoOBtraints in Syntax", 
Linguistics Inquiry 1.2 
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MURIEL SAVILLE-TROIKE 

Sapir's Athabaskan Correspondences: Variable Data and Phonetic ~ 

One of the most tamous, as well as perhaps the most argued, claims 
in the h1story of l1nguistics has been tnat sound change takes place 
witnout exception. Tnis was the cornerstone ot much ot the acnievement 
of l~th century comparat1ve linguistics, and has been a productive 
hypothesis in work with many language families in this century. !n an 
early and 1nfluential article, Sapir (1931) showed how the comparative 
method could be applied to the Athabaskan languages, and reconstructed 
some of the basic sound correspondences in this family. 

Recent research in 19th and early LOth century archival data on 
Athabaskan languages snows that tne p1cture 1s not as neat as Sapir and 
some subsequent l1nguists have ind1cated 1t as being. Importantly, much 
ot the data analyzed and reported by modern linguists have shown the 
forms of individual languages as invariant, whereas in a number ot 
instances the archival records, reflect1ng the usage of several infor
mants, or different bands of the same tribe, show significant variation. 
For example, the forms for 'star' may be compared with Sapir's 
correspondences: 

Proto Ath 

'star' 

"s 
*ts 

Hupa 
s 

ts 

tsin 

Chipewyan 
1:1 

tQ 

lt)Qun 

Navajo 
s 

ts 

son 

Sa rei 
s 

ts 

son 

In other examples, 'star' is (t)Qun or ~ in Heaver and tt)Qon/ 
tsun/son in Kutch1n, while 'tongue' is tsad/zad/zad in coyotero Apache. 
'Head' 1s (t)Qi/tsi/si in Sekani, and 'star' is~ or tson, w1th a 1:2 
ratio in reported usage. Kutchin, a northwestern language, shows (Q] 
more than 60 per cent of the time . 

These and other examples illustrate that variability is found 
throughout the branches of the Athabaskan family, and point to the need 
for a careful re-examination of both archival and modern data--unhomo
genized by phonemicization-- to arrive at a better understanding of the 
internal history of Athabaskan, the phonological changes with1n the 
family, and the relation of variability to the process of phonetic change. 
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Since the publication of Rosenbaum's Grammar 2f English Predicate Comple
eonstructions. syntacticians have assumed an important distinction be
-;;expect-type" or Raising verbs and "persuade-type" or Equi verbs. Among 

several differences between these two classes of verbs is the well-known 
~& •• ~~••ce in synonymy judgments between sentence pairs like (1) and (2): 

I expected the doctor to examine John. 
1 expected John to be examined by the doctor. 

(2) a. I persuaded the doctor to examine John. 
#b· I persuaded John to be examined by the doctor. 

~e purpose of this paper is to argue against the widely held assumption that 
the difference between (1) and (2) shows that such synonymy judgments provide 
a useful~ for the correct analysis of predicates taking infinitival comple
~ts. Aside from its obvious methodological implications. this conclusion 
~ important implications for questions concerning different aspects of mean
in& and their relationship to syntactic structure. 

The argument is based primarily on examination of the verb ~· By t he 
abovementioned test. ~must be analyzed as an Equi verb on the basis of 
tbe judgment indicated in (3) r 

(3) a. I allowed the doctor to examine John. 
~b. I allowed John to be examined by the doctor. 

By equally standard assumptions. however, sentences like (4) and (5). where 
allow is followed by an NP of limited distribution. provide positive evidence 
~Raising analysis of ~: 

(4) The new regulations allow there to be intolerable situations like 
this all the time. 

(5) The administration allowed unfair advantage to be taken of the Arab 
boycott by the big oil companies. 

Standard assumptions thus force us to posit two verbs ~. a conclusion which 
appears to be supported by the observation that~ has a 'give permission' 
sense in (3) but is better paraphrased as 'do nothing to prevent• in (4) and (S). 

This traditional type of analysis is unsatisfactory in at least the fol
lowing respects: 1) it provides no explanation for why the "Equi ~" ap
~ars only in surface structures which could be derived by Raising; 2) it fails 
in itself to provide an account of why informants initially judge the pair in 
(3) to be non-synonymous rather than ambiguous, with a shared reading; and 
3) it begs the question of whether the positing of two (polysemous) verbs ~ 
is justified independently. It is shown that a wider look at the use of allow 
~ other predicates strongly suggests that we are dealing with only one (Rais
ing) verb allow and that its different interpretations are explainable on prag
htic grou~ I conclude that the informant judgment indicated in (3) is to 
be explained on the basis of special strategies used in dealing with example 
sentences and that it is thus not directly relevant to linguistic analysis. 
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MARC L. SCHNITZER 
{'.rUE PH: 

Another Look at Generative S~ling: Quantitative Results 

This is a report of the quantitative results of a study of the 
efficacy of teaching the pronunciation of t:nglish polysyllables to non
native speak~rs by means of ordered rules which use the standard 
orthographic representations as underlying forms, to derive a correct 
phonetic form. 

Out of some fifty sets of ward~ ending some seventy suffixes, which 
were studied, fifteen word classes, representing ninct~en suffixes 
were selected for detailed quantitative study involvin? between five 
and twelve non-native speakers (predominantly Francophon0s) as ex
perimental subjects, and five French speakers as control St!bjects. 

Experimental subjects read lists of words ending in the nineteen 
suffixes. They then applied ordered rules to between ten and forty 
selected words ending in the suffixes to which each set of rules applied, 
After performing these ruleson this small number of words, they reread 
the original words lists. Control subjects did the same except that they 
performed a repetition exercise instead of employing the sets of ordered 
rules. 

The experimental subjects made 15, ~89 errors on the first reading, ~' 
gompared with 2,562 on the second reading, for an improvement of over 

qo /o. The control subjects made 12,112 errors on the first reading, as 
compareg with 7,990 on the second reading, for an improvement of less 
than 35 /o. The difference between the experimental and control ~cups' 
percentage improvements for each of the fifteen classes were at the .r~ 
level or better as determined by a l'~ann-'tlhitney U-test. 

At the presentation, an analysis of why the differences between 
experimental and control subjects were greater for some sets of words 
than for others will be given. Also, it will be shown hCM a selected 
sample of these ordered rules work. 

Implications for the study of the structure of the lexicon and 
the psychological reality of underlying and orthographic representations 
will be considered. 
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nata were gathered in a multilingual African society to test a 

explaininB code-switching as a strategy to signal changing 

The study provides needed quantitative support to 

the widely-held view that choice in language variety signals social 

Jeanings to listeners. other code-switching studies usually have re

~t~ language shift t o shift in topic. However, this study emphasizes 

languaGe choice as a speaker strategy in relation to listeners and thus 

..braces a wide range of shifts. 
The hypothesis applies in any society in which two or more lingu

~tic codes are avaiJable to a sizeable proportion of the population, 

In such societies a consensus exists asaociating particular language 

wrieties with certain domains or with a speaker's socio-economic status, 

The hypothesis is that in such a multilingual society people choose to 

use more than one variety in the same conversation because as the en

counter develops they wish to signal a change in social distance be

tween the speaker and other conversants. 

To test our hypothesis facsimile tape recordings were made of 

actual conversations involving two or more languages among locals in 

Western Ker.ya. The recordings were then played to a prooobility sample 

of area residents, Sample membe:re were asked by the local int erviewer 

to describe the apeak ere and their relationships. 'We hypothesized that 

the respondents would report relationship changes paralleling language 

shifts among the speakers, We further hypothesized that respondents 

would spontaneously point to language shifts as evidence of these 

cl~nging relationships. P.relimina~ results support both hypotheses; 

fi~l resu]ts will be reported in the paper, 

Four conversations were played with one summarized as followss a 

group of Luyia men were discussing in LuLuyia establishing a business. 

One complains in LuLuyia that the 20-pound initial investment is too 

high, 1he individual acting as chairman says in English, "Anyone who 

can't contribute 20 pounds shouldn't be part of this group." Another 

group member agrees-- also in English, According to our hypothesis, 

the chairman and his support er switch to Enelish to signal a change in 

the relationship among group members when their business plan is being 

criticized-- a change from members of the same ethnic group to business 

~rtners. We would hypothesize that this shift would be recognized by 
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GLORIA SHEINTUCK [MON AJr: 

University of Illinois, Urbana 

On the Gradation of Grammatical Relations 

A theory of Relational Grammar {RG) wherein grammatical relations (RG) 
play a direct and central role has been proposed by Johnson (1974), Postal 
Perlmutter (in preparation), et al. RG is superior to the "standard" struct
urally-oriented Transformational Grammar in that it "bypasses" the need for 
the inherently language-particular structural configurations for all rules in 
which GR's play a crucial role, and imposes structure on S's at a point in the 
derivation after all such rules have applied. 

An adequate theory of RG, however, must provide some operational princ 
(ideally, universal) for distinguishing whether a N' is the "subject" (s),"dir
ect object" (d.O.), or 11 indirect object" (i.o.) of a given S. A question rele
vant to the researching of such principles is whether the above GR 1 s are to be 
considered as absolute relations, or whether there is a finer sub-classi 
of the known GR's, possibly varying from language to language, motivated by~ 
diversity of the syntactic behavior they trigger. Keenan (1974) entertains 
this type of possibility in an attempt to provide a universal characterization 
of the notion "subject of," and comes up with the hypothesis that the 11Subject
hood" of a N' results from a combination of certain syntactic and semantic pro
perties that characterize N'' '> which are "pretheoretically felt to be s 1 s. 

A relationally-oriented study of some syntactic processes in Persian re
veals that the notion d.o. is not an absolute GR, and must be further "graded• 
into four sub-relations, depending on whether or not the d.o. is definite, 
and whether or not it is basic. Thus, for Persian, the Keenan-Comrie (1972) 
heirarchy of GR's would be altered to (1) to accomodate this finer sub-classi~ 
fication of d.o. 1 s: 

1) s~ indefinite d.o. ~basic definite d.o. ~derived d.o. ~ i.o.~ ••• 
the "strongest 11 d.o. being [-definite], while the "weakest" being [+derived}. 
The "strength" of a d.o. being signalled by the feature 1-definit~, it 
follows that a "weak" derived d.o. may not be[ -definite]. Thus all super
ficial derived d.o.'s in Persian, irrespective of their source, are (+definite], 
carrying the definite accusative case marker -ra: 

2.a) man ba~e *-(ra) sib dadam (Dat ive-Moved) 
I child. l*(def. ace. m.)apple gave 
1 I gavef ~~e ch~ld apples. 1 

_ . _ 

b) man bace- (ra) divane hesab mikonam (Subject-Raised) 
I child. *{def. ace. m.) crazy consider 
'I consider t~~e} child to be c razy.' 

Indefinite d. o. 1 s, like S 1 s do not carry a case marking, while all lower "gra
des" of d.o.'s on the hierarcy, like i.o.'s

1
have a case marking. In Persian. 

only S's with indefinite d.o.'s may undergo Dative-Movement, such t hat a deflo
ite d.o. is too "weak" a d.o. to be "demoted" to the "chomeur" ('unemployed') 
status by the rule: 

3. parvis ba~e-r~ sib- (e-man) (Dative-Moved) 
gave Parviz child-def. ace. m.

1 
apple -(*my) 

'Parviz gave the childt~~~ apple.' 
With respect to relative clause formation strategies (RCFS) the dichotomy is 
between basic and derived d.o.'s, such that with the former it is opt i onal to 
leave behind in the relative clause a pronoun copy of t he NPrelativi~ed upon, 
while with the latter, as with i.o.'s, it is obligatory. It is interesting to 
note that Verb-Raising, being a semi-productive process in Persian, results io 
a d.o. that behaves ~bivalently, sharing with derived d.o. 1 s the restriction 
that it be[ +definitej, yet behaving like basic d.o.'s in so far as RCFS are 
concerned. The features that unite every d.o. under a single "supr a-GR" are 
its position relative to other GR 1 s in an S, and its unitary subjection to 
Passivization. 

Though such a sub-classification of d.o. 1 s may turn out to be idiosyncrat~ 
to Persian, it should be clear that GR's do not seem to be clear-cut absolute 
relations, making imperative further intensive research on this issue. 

B. SHILKRET & MARIAN L. VIETS, Mt::. Holyoke College [SUN PM: II] 

WIBNER, Clark University 

's 

our general framework of language comprehension posits that redundancy of 
(e g intonational; semantic) facilitates comprehension and that such f [I!S • • , 0dundancY becomes a vehicle for learning new, more complex forms of language 

~ring acquisition. This study investigated the comprehension and production 
:U young children of sentences expressing temporally-ordered enents, and some 

0~ the linguistic variables facilitating comprehension of such sentences . 

To express two temporally-ordered events, one could say, for example, "Do 
X first, then do Y second", or in a more complex form, "Do Y after X". Con
nectives like "before" and "after" make possible an "inverted" sentence, in 
vbich the order of linguistic elements does not correspond with the order of 
events in "real time". Such inverted sentences, while extremely efficient in 
~ression, have typically been found not to be comprehended by young child
ren. In this study, it was assumed that sentences with the linguistic order 
of events corresponding to the "real-time" order of events ("noninverted" sen
tences, such as "After A, B"; "A before B"; "A and then B") are less "complex" 
than corresponding sentences in which this linguistic order is inverted (e.g., 
"B after A"; "Before B, A"; "B, but first A"). It was expected that increas
ed redundancy of the expression of the temporal relation and intonational 
stress on the temporal word(s) would facilitate comprehension of such forms. 
~undancy was defined as the number of times a temporal relation was men
tioned in a given sentence (e.g., "Before B, A" and "B after A" were con
sidered less redundant than "Before B, first A" and "B after A first"). 

Thirty-two children (4-6 years) were asked to manipulate objects to "act 
out" the meaning of sentences expressing two events (20 trials per child). 
The stimulus sentences varied in redundancy, as defined above (3 "levels"), 
ud in stress versus no stress on the temporal word(s). Additiona lly, a pro
duction task was employed, using increasing structured instruction, asking the 
child to describe actions (of a similar kind) performed by the experimenter: 
in some trials, the child was given a sentence stem to complete (e. g., "B "; 
nB after __ "). 

Results indicated that intonational stress facilitated comprehension (as 
indicated by success or failure, as well as a more finely-scaled response 
Hasure). There was an interaction between the inversion-noninversion and 
rMundancy variables, such that adding redundancy made the inverted sentences 
as easy to comprehend as the noninverted sentences. An independent set of 
analyses indicated that, with redundancy held constant, sentences with a tem
poral word appearing first were easier to comprehend (even if "inverted") 
than corresponding sentences with the temporal word in a non-initial position. 

Analyses of the production tasks provided further validation of the princi
ple of "complexity" tested here. Further analyses· will compare the child 1 s 
performance on the production and comprehension tasks with the expectation 
that a scaling of the child's production (here in a progressively-structured 
task) can predict his comprehension success and failure). 

These results confirming our general model of comprehension suggest a re
interpretation of some earlier findings of children's failure to comprehend 
sentences of the kind used here, and might be extended to comprehension of 
other logical relations, with the view toward specifying particular features 
that facilitate comprehension. 
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The Status of Irish Preverbal Particles 

Irish manifests striking parallels between the copula 
and certain preverbal particles. The copula radically 
changes form under questioning and negation: 

1. a. Is dochtuir ~ . (cop doctor he) He is a doctor. 
b. An docht~ir ~? (Q-cop doctor he) Is he a doctor? 
c. Nf docht6ir ~. (Neg-cop doctor he) He isn't a doctor. 

The forms of the copula in (lb) and (lc) are identical to 
particles which precede other verbs as markers of negation 
or questioning: 

2. a. Tuigeann s€.(understand he) He understands. 
b. An dtuigeann se? (Q understand he) Does he understand? 
c. N{ thuigeann s~ (Neg understand he) He doesn't under· 

stand. 
I will claim, contrary to what traditional terminology suggests, 
that the particles of (2) and the copula forms of (1) are best 
analyzed as having the same origin. 

The changes in the initial consonant of the verb in 
(2b) and (2c) typically occur on verbs in embedded environ
ments and contexts which might plausibly be analyzed as em
bedded at a more abstract level (such as in the past tense). 
I will argue that questioned and negated verbs are so embedded. 
It remains to determine whether an and n( are forms of the 
copula in which the verbs of (2)-are embedded, or more abstract 
predicates in which the copula is embedded like other verbs, 
with subsequent deletion. I will argue for the latter, on 
the basis of the following facts: (i) If (2b-c) are embedded 
in a copula, there is no explanation for the fact that the 
declarative is not also embedded and that none of the copula 
forms of (1) are embedded. Under the alternate analysis, 
embedding is associated specifically with questioning and ne
gation, for bothe the copula and other verbs. (ii) Phonologi
cal evidence suggests an intervening element between an and 
nf' and the following NP in (1), · which will b1ock the relevant 
mutation of the initial consonant of the NP. (NPs are 
commonly affected by other clitics, including the past form 
of the copula, so the fact that the NPs of (1) remain un
affected cannot be explained in terms of the NP.) (iii) In 
the past tense a form appears which~ems to be a contraction 
of both the particle and the copula, suggesting that both 
exist, even where the surface form shows a single particle. 
Similar evidence occurs in complement clauses. (iv) The copula 
has a specialized semantic function incompatible with an 
analysis which embeds all questions and negatives to it. 
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The term 'conditional' is used to refer to a wide variety of 

1 constructions in Japanese. For example, the verbal suffixes 
, !2• -(e)ba, and -~ are all termed conditionals in most 

~agogical grammars. Kuno (1973) offers the only recent linguis
tiC discussion of these constructions, although he does not con

sider -(e)ba. This paper offers syntactic and semantic motivations 
ror separating these suffixes. 

The most general distinction is an aspect distinction: both 
.(!)ba and to are used to indicate nonperfective, or incompleted, 
situations, while -~ and ~ are used to indicate perfective, 
or completed, situations. In terms of syntactic differences, when 

t~ main clause contains a past form (-ta), then subordinate clauses 
rontaining these suffixes are in fact not conditional. -tara and 
~form adverbial clauses; ~forms a topicalized claus~nd 
.(e)ba forms a subjunctive clause. When the main clause is nonpast 
(-D,!), then subordinate clauses containing these suffixes are all 
~nditional: -(e)ba is the most neutral, or unmarked; nara is a 
topicalized conditional; -tara indicates that the re lt i . . - su s expected; 
and to tndtcates that the result is unexpected. 

This discussion brings into focus the fact that terms such as 
~nditional, provis5.onal, temporal, etc., all of which have been 

used to describe these constructions' may not extend across language 
~undaries. By applying the label conditional to these constructions, 
~culiar properties specific to Japanese have been missed. 

Reference 

~o, Susumu . 1973. Th S 
M e tructure of the Japanese Language. The 
II Press: Cambridge. - -
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Grammatical Change in Progress: Messy Grammar 

Simplicity and symmetry provide a major motivation for 
abstractness in phonology. Such arguments reflect a natura} 
prejudice in favor of regularity in grammatical analysis. 
Though I do not wish to dispute the soundness of this prejudic 
I urge in this paper that there are circumstances in which thee' 
cost of achieving greater regularity can be too great. This 
point has been made, of course, in the standard arguments 
(especially Kiparsky's) against absolute neutralization in 
phonological description. My argument differs from these in 
considering different sorts of cases, in drawing a more general 
methodological conclusion, and in proposing a more radical 
substantive conclusion: that we should try to achieve less in 
certain cases, with grammatical rules. In particular, I think 
that we often stand to lose by demanding too much regularity 
in grammatical analyses of phenomena that are currently 
undergoing change. 

Local irregularities appear both when a set of changes is in 
the process of destroying an old pattern and when changes are in 
the process of building up a new pattern. At some stages in 
both types of development, variable rules of the type proposed 
by Weinreich, Labov, and Herzog in 1968, or some other formal 
device for describing variation, will in fact be able to show 
regular patterns of variation, so by irregularity here I am 
referring only to forms that are not pred1ctab!e by general 
rules of the more common invariable types -- phonological, 
morphological, and syntactic. 

The main argument of the paper goes like this: if, as 
innumerable well-known cases of phonological and morphological 
change attest, surface irregularities are to be expected at 
places where a grammar is changing, then describing these places 
formally as unstable points in the grammatical system will en~le 
us to look ahead to the pattern to come. Where the present 
grammar shows a non-rule-governed choice of two forms, for 
instance, a future grammar will show only one of the forms, 
and the grammatical change involved will be easy to describe. 
If, however, the present grammar glosses over a surface 
irregularity that reflects an ongoing change, in an effort 
to provide a more elegant analysis, then no overt clue will 
warn of a change in progress; the future grammar will not 
necessarily be foreshadowed in the present description; and 
the grammatical change will then be harder to describe and, 
from present grammar to future grammar, unmotivated. 

The thesis that a messy analysis is sometimes more accurate 
than an elegant one is illustrated by examples drawn from 
changing parts of two Slavic declensional systems, Standard 
Serbocroatian and Literary Czech. Both sets of changes have 
been under way for at least one or two hundred years, so there 
is no chance that a simple parent-to-child restructuring 
could eliminate the need for some means of handling the long
standing synchronic variation. Nor can the variation be ex
plained away as regionally or socially determined, for both 
sets of c hanges were set in motion by unrelated phonological 
changes, and there are no obvious complications in the form 
of patterned regional or social variation. 
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(withdrawn) 

the purpose of this paper is to discuss some examples of ana

l change and their impact on generative linguistic theory. 
In Old Icelandic (OI) we find paradigms like 

N A D G 
fjqtur+r fjqtur~ fjqtr+i fjqtur+s (fetter) 
helli+r helli+¢ hell+i helli+s (cave) 
fjqtr+ar fjqtr+a fjqtr+um fjqtr+a 
hell+ar hell+a hell+um hell+a 

tbe stem alternations f jotur-,...,f1ott- and helli·;ov hell- are 
,overned by a general syncope rulet v .._. fJ/VC ({ 1 }) 1- ,n,r +V 

In (relatively) Modern Icelandic (MI) we get 
N A D 

~· hellir~ hellir~ hellr+i G 
hellir+s 

Pl. hellr+ar hellr+a hellr+um hellr+a 

stnce an added r•shortening rulet r -t fl/r+__lla gives HI fJotur+@ 
ln N for OI flotur+r,the paradigms of f1otu_£ and hellir look ex

actly alike.The restructuring of the stem /helll·/ to /hellir-/ 
~.therefore,been called analogical change In i • generat ve terms 
oH might think of rule simplification as •he p i f ... r mary orce • the 
~rentheses in the SD of the syncope rule are not needed any 
mre. But unfortunately the first of the intermediate stages of 
thls development looks like this (15th century Icelandic) 

1 

N A D G 
sa. hellir+¢ hellir+¢ hell+i hellir+s 

The Pl. is the same as in OI. The restructuring to /hellir-/ has 
t~ only taken place in Sg.N,A,G,the result being suppletive 
stems.That does not look like a simplification.Concepts recent

:Y introduced into generative theory like Mparadigmatic coherence" 
Uparsky •71) or "Humboldt•s Universal" (Vennemann ·72) d 

help h b 1 o not 
ere, ut t might be possible to argue that rule opacity 

Plays a role (cf.Schindler •74), the r-shortening rule is e-

~: les~ opaque if N hellir is derived from /hellir+r/ aspf;otur 
1 /fjotur+r/.This reduction of opacity is different from clas

s cal examples 1 ike Lat • bonos ~ honor where the derived se -
lent h generalized. g 
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· · . FinniSh The History of Subject-to-object Ra~s~ng ~n 

ntential objects of verbs of 
Finnish uses two constructions to express se . h' . t 1 use structure ~n w 1ch the ea-
perception and cognition. One 1S a wo-e a . ett! 'that': 
bedded clause is introduced by the complement~zer ----

(1) {Sin!) tied!t, etta ne tulevat 
'You know that they are coming' 

t re in which the lower 
The Other is superficially a one-clause struc u . . 1 i part~c~p e: 
is in the genitive and the embedded verb s a 

(2) (Sin!) tied!t niiden tulevan 
'You know them to be coming' 

d ived from an Old Finnish con-
Historically, the construction in (2) is er o th th ;n the accusat~ve ra er an the 
struction in which the lower subject was • 
genitive: 

(3) Sine ne tiedhet tulewaiset 
'You know them to be coming' 

• 0 1 oonshiP between the 
In this paper I examine the h~stor~cal re at~ First I will show that 
in (2) and (3) as an example of syntactic change.ugh a r~analysis of the 
the Modern Finnish construction in (2) aros~ thrO possible because of a 
Finnish construction in (3). This reanalys~s ~asimplementation of this 
morphological ambiguity in the surface data; t e tic replacement of (3) by 
reanalysis can be seen in the gradual and systema 
(2). 

from (J) to (2) is more than simply a 
second, I will show that the c~ange . and (2) differ from each other 
change in case. The lower subJects ~n (3 ) 0 rules: case assignment ( 
their interaction with a number of syntact~c tion These differences 
rules), agreement (three rules), and reflexiv~~ect ~as the syntactic 
establish that in Old Finnish (3) the loweros ~2 ) it is the (nonfinite) 
of the matrix verb, but that in Modern Finn~sh analyzed a construction 
subject of the participle. Finnish t~erefore re tion which does not 
subject-to-object raising as a gerund~ve construe 
subject-to-object raising. 

ld Finnish and Modern Finnish 
Finally, I argue that the contrast between ? o h construction involved 

"f th . . l Old F~nn~S be accounted for only ~ e or~g~na_ anges which occurred in a 
raising; it is not possible to descr~be ~h~ chis not a rule (cf. Chomsky, 
coherent fashion if subject-to-object_ra~s~ng f re provide historical 
"Conditions"). The Finnish construct~ons there _oo 

o b · t ra~s~ng. dence for the existence of subJect-to-o JeC 
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'l'h8 purpose of this paper is to show that the Case Ordering Hypothesis 

which assumes that the order of constituents is assigned by rules of 

oxdering on the basis of their functions is to be chosen over the Case 

HypOthesis (CMH) which assumes that the functions (cases) are as

to constituents on the basis of their ord.er as is assumed by Kuno, 

there are a class of verbals in Japanese that appear in the surface 

preceded by two NPs marked by the subject marker Si!:.• Kuno analyzes 

However, one of 

.a•~~o••~~ of these verbals are, in fact, intransitive verbals which take 

NP. This can be seen from the following examplest 

Vatasi {~: ;!} ano eiga ga. omosirokat-ta, 
Co wa 

I that movie interesting Past 
"I found that movie interesting." 

ni=lla.tive 
ga=Subject 
wa=Topic 

is the most natural of the three. (lb) has an emphasis on "I", 

that movie was interesting" but it is 

acceptable as an ind.epend.ent sentence. However, it is acceptable as an 

sentence. (Cf, Doosite watasi ni ano eiga ga omosirokat-ta to omou 

"Why do you think that I found that movie interesting?") The most 

l&btfof:t'WlU'd way to account for the cognitive synonymy of (la-c) is to de

) f'rom (1a). The derivation of (lc) can be accounted for by Topic

The rule of Subjectivization applicable to "sentence-initial noun 

with n1 or no" 1 can derive (1b) from (1a). Crucial to this solution 

the dative NP is sentence-initial and is marked by ni in the deep 

so that Subject Harking d.oes not apply to it, just as locative NPs 

so marked for the same reason. 2 Thus Kuno' s case marking rules can 

a partial prediction about case markers. 

we adopt COH, however, we can predict the ord.er from the functions by 

of ease ordering rules capturing the generalization that the basic word 

of Japanese is ( ... SV) when the verbal is intra.nsi ti ve a.nd. sta ti ve and 

Oth8l.'Wise, since da tives and locatives are sentence-initial in intran

stative sentences, Since COH makes a stronger claim, i.e., it predicts 

other than the two types above will also precede the subject if they 

1n intransitive stative sentences, it is this hypothesis that is to be 

Kuno (1973) p.)68. 2, See Kuno (1973) Chaps.27-28, 

Kuno ( 1973) ~ Structure of the Japanese Language The NIT Press 
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The Fourteenth Century Alliterative Line: A Metrical Description 

. ~he purpose of this paper is to present a metrical des
cr1pt1on of the Fourteenth Century alliterative line in Engl' h 
The th7ory to be proposed here represents a modification and

15 
· 

extens1on of the theory of Old English prosody advanced by 
Samuel J. Keyser (College En~lish, 1969). Keyser's theory 
although it adequately descr1bes the short alliterative line 
of Beowulf, cannot be applied directly to the verse of Lang
land and the Gawain po7t. Furthermore, Keyser's own suggestion 
that the Abstract Metr1cal Pattern rule for the Gawain line i 
Verse-* X(S0 )S1 S:~.,S3S'I (in which S's represent subsequences s 
be~inning with fully-stressed syllables) does not clearly des
cr1be the longer verse. Rather, the Abstract Pattern Rule 
should be written as 

Verse~ (X)S_S_(S)/(X)S_S_ 

This formulation has two advantages. First, it indicates 
the characteristically longer first half line of the verse 
Second, it graphically symbolizes the metrical importance ;f 
the caesural break, which in Middle English in comparison to 
Old English ~erse, imposes str~cter requirements on the syn
tax of the l1ne. A set of Real1zation Rules governing allit
eration and the maximum and minimum line lengths forms the 
second part of the theory. In providing a metrical descrip
tion of the alliterative long line, this proposal complements 
both Keyser's theory of OE verse and the Halle-Keyser des
cription of Chaucer's prosody (College English, 1966). 
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Linguists have focused much more on how languages change than on the 
re revealing question of why languages change. Cyclical changes, sozre

:-s reflecting the integrated character of language, have bew repeatedly 
pated and the changeability of linguistic change (including reversion, 
e g nasalization ~ denasalization) is indeed recognised as a natural 
u•~ for linguistic evolution. In this paper we propose a theory of 
]inguistic change in which the category of irreversible change becomes 
crucial for the explication of certain phylogenetic tendencies in natural 
syntaX and of syntactic versat ility. 

Qle such example will be considered in detail here : 
1r0111 surface alignment of natural order to t he inclusion of non-alignment. 

(1) After M<l.ry broue}lt a gift as a peace offering, John was quite 
pleased. 

{2) John was quite pleased after Hay broue:ht a gift as a peace 
offering. 

There are two events represented by these Ehglish sentences and there is 

8 logical and temporal (i.e . nat ural) sequence to the events, i.e. ~lary's 
procurement of a gift preceds John's pleasure. Two surface ordering of 
the events are possible in Ehglish. There is s.urface alif}llllElnt of t he 
logical sequence in (1) but not in (2). Syntact ic versatility such as 
this is not commonly fourrl in ot her languages (e. £1:• Chinese and other 
Sino-Tibetan languages) 'Where natural alignment is usually the only pos
sibility. Moreover we can find no language where the opposite is con
sistently true. We therefore postulate t hat syntactic versatilit y in 
subordination generally evolves from natural alignment. Research in 
peyd1olinguistics (Clark, and Sasanuma and Kamio) have shown that 
developments in language acquisition and language disorder in aphasics 
follow the predicted order. ~"e shall present additional evidence from 
atinese, which is bee;inning to develop such syntactic versatili ty in 
the predicted manner, and from pragmatics, such as the process of idio
matization of the force of denial in pseudo-conditional sentences such 
as (3) & (4): 

(3a) I 1ll eat my hat if he is tallJ 
(3b) He is tall, my footJ 
(4) Golda VJ.eir is an Arab if he is talll 

It will be seen that the causes for unidirectional developments in 
natural syntax, as exemplified by the case study here , are to be found 
o~side of linguist ics proper in the domains of psycho- and socioling
UJ.stics. At the same time what is to be considered nat ural f or s yntax 
should have diachronic justificat ions. 
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TWo Marathi Reflexives and their Implication for Causative Structure 

This paper argues that the simplex structure approach ad
vocated for English kill by Fodor ('70) and for Japanese lexical 
causatives by Shibatanr-('73) is inadequate to explain the refle 
ive complexity of Marathi causatives. The paper claims that thex
complexity is best explained as a case of analogical (i.e. trans
derivational) constraint. 

The argument is based on the unique syntactic distribution 
of the two Marathi reflexives swataah and aapan. These are mut
ually substitutable in most contexts, except when the dative/ace 
type NP is within the same clause as its antecedent NP at a point 
in the derivation when the reflexive rule operates. In this con
text aapan is forbidden, as in (1). 

For aapan to occur the antecedent NP must be in a higher 
clause in the underlying structure as exemplified by (2) & (3), 
The presence of aapan thus signals a complex underlying structure. 
It then follows that Marathi causatives that allow aapan as in 
(4) must have a complex origin though they lack the usual surface 
evidence for it. 

There are, however, apparent counter-examples to the above 
stated complex structure. These come from causatives derived from 
active/stative intransitives of the kill type. These causatives, 
which henceforth shall be called c1 , reject aapan as in (5), 
just like the transitives in (1). 

The usual alternatives which throw these causatives into a 
simplex structure mold of the Fodor-Shibatani type or resort to 
some output condition incur loss of syntactic generalization. 

This paper claims that the rejection of aapan in C is based 
on their structural resemblance with the basic transiti~es at the 
surface level (compare 1&5). This rejection is thus a case of ana
logical constraint. The constraint unifies CJ with other caus
atives at the deeper level, at the same time Dinding them to the 
basic transitives. A plain simplex or complex structure approach 
confined to a single derivation could never accomplish this. 

(1) Minine swataahlaa/*aaplyaalaa badavle. (Mini beat herself) 

(2) Minila vaatte ki aapan cuklo. (Mini thinks that self was 
mistaken.) 

(3) 

(4) 

( 5) 

Mini aaplyaalaa muvistar samjte. (Mini considers herself to 
be a moviestar.) 

Minine Vinukadun aaplyaalaa kocavar basavle. 
(Mini. got Vinu to cause self. to sit on the couch.) 

Minine ~wataahlaa/*aaplyalaa jaalle. (Mini burned herself.) 

Ref.: Fodpr, J.A. (1970) "Three Reasons for Not Deriving "Kill" 
from "Come to Die". Linguistic Inquiry 1:4 
Shibatani (1973) "Semantics of Japanese Causativisation" 
Foundations of Language 9:1 
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. G rman dialects are characterized by their lack of the 
sw~s~. ~ German (-modern Standard German) final obstruent de-

fU~d~ e (;nd tensing) rule (1}: 'L 

,o1clng (+obstr] ---> [-voice, +tense] ( . - 1f . 
(l~h less the modern dialects possess a var~ety of sanoh~ 

•ever 8 yielding frequent surface neutralizations of tne oppo-
processes ... . d f' 1 d .. . . b tween tense and lax obstruents ~n wor ~na an ~n~-
s~t~onos~tion. The investigation of the connection existing be
tlalnPthe allegedly lost devoicing rule (l) ~nd the mod~r~ neu
twee. tion of phonetic contrast in word per~pheral pos~t~ons 
~f~~~~~ow that (1~ cannot be a rule lost from an earlier stage 
of Swiss German d~alects. 

Th phonetic basis of the neutralized oppositio ns in Swiss 
8 

is the tense/lax contrast in obstruents, paralleled by a 
German / ·t· . f . t· ( thu"' /p b/ oncomitant long short oppos~ 190 !n r~ca ~ves ~. - , 
c d/ /k-g/• /ff-v/ /ss-z/ /ss-z/ /xx-~/ ). All obstruents 
/t- 1'ways v~iceless' In fin~l position these contrasts are neu-
are a . • . A 8 • tralized accor~1ng to sand~1 sy~tem _ o: _. . 

A: strict f1nal regulat~on ( e. a. Ur~, Wa~l~s ) 

- ~~~ f:~~:~~j :::~ ~:~:~::j ~ :; ~ or // 
8: loose final regulation e. g . ~asel, Z~rich ) 
- (4) [+obstr] ---> +tense]./ - tf [+obstr] 

( where t he tense/lax contrast 1s preserved b7for7 pau se 
Similarly in ini t ial position two types of neutral~zat~on can 
be described C and D• they control mainly the lexical level: 

c strict'init ial-~e gulat ion ( e.~. Basel) 
- (5) [+obstr] ---> [-ten~ej ( (-o~s~rJ #

( eliminating all /p, t, k/ ~n th1~ pos1 t:on ) .. 
0 l oose initial regulation ( e.g. Ur1, Wall1s, Zurich 

( 6) (+obstr, +cant] ---> [-tense]/ #- . 
The three resulting dialect types (A,D}, (B,C), (B,D) exhaus~~
vely de s cribe Swiss German. They all share a further neutral~za
tion process affecting all superficial obstruent clusters: 

( 7) [ + o b s t r ] ---> [ + t e n s e J // [ + o b s t r ] (fJ) 

The r econstruction of a common ancestral form of sandhi-re
gulation for all these dialects offers these conclusions: . 

(a) The common ancestral situation consisted of a ~a~dh~- ra
~ulation of initi~l/f~nal ~bstruents. The ~erman devo1~~ng rule 
{1) doe s not qual~fy ~n tins case because ~t does not refer to 
any phonetic traits i n i t s environment ( cf. rules (2)~ (4) )~ 

(b) T~e postulation of the loss o f rule (1~ do:s no~ cxpla~n 
the existence of the extensive modern neutral~zatlons of a type 
similar to the one described by t he lost rule. 

(c) There is no indirect evidence either for an.earlie: ope
ration of rule (1) since th ~ dialects do no t conta~n.cruc:ally 
restructured lexical i t ems which could only be e xpla~ned ~n 
terms of a los~ of rule (1). 

(d) The common reconstructed rule was p~onetically mo tiva~ed 
as a voicing assimilation and tenscn~ss adjustment pruce ss; 7 t 
was reinterpreted in different ways ~n the context of the Sw t ss 
German di alects lacking the voicing contrast in obstruents. 
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Language Behavior in Autistic and Schizophrenic Children 

35 children who have been diagnosed as autistic or schizophrenic, 
and whose language behavior has been characterized by consulting clini
cians as bizarre; have been tested for syntactic and semantic skills. 
Comparison of their scores and types of errors on a standard vocabulary 
test (Peabody picture vocabulary test) and sentence repetition task 
(Hehrabian, Developmental Psychology, 1970), as well as a comparison 
of a detailed grammatical analysis of their spontaneous speech with 
scores and errors for normal children matched for MLU (mean length of 
utterance) suggests however that the disturbed children's speech is 
not bizarre, but delayed-normal. The autistic and schizophrenic 
children's speech is not significantly different from that of 1~ to 4 
year old normal children. 

T tests and F tests of scores and errors show no significant 
difference in Brown Stage II level of grammatical morpheme use, no 
difference in quantity or type of telegraphic repetition, no difference 
in verb changes and verb use, and no difference in vocabulary level. 
In fact, normal children showed significantly greater unusual uses of 
grammatical morphemes, suggesting greater experimentation or error on 
the part of the young normals. (Negative age performance error cor
relations in the disturbed sample support the decrease in error and 
experiment on the part of autistic children.) 

Analysis of the meanings of spontaneously told stories, and in
trusions into repetition tasks does however show a significantly 
greater number of uninterpretable concepts on the part of the dis
turbed sample, suggesting that the clinicians' pictures of autistic 
schizophrenic children's language are based on problematic content, 
not syntax, as they report. 

and 
and 

Finding identical syntactical skills in normal children aged 1\ to 
4 and disturbed children aged 6 to 15 years old is counter to views that 
environmental factors influence disturbed communication patterns, ·as it 
is extremely unlikely, if not impossible for the environment to exert 
such unilaterally even change-limits for behavior over time. Such find· 
ings also support the notion of an internalized''grammar~ most of the 
disturbed sample has had such minimal social interaction that even a 
sound two-to-four year old level of grammatical functioning appears 
remarkable. Whether the hypothesized internal language mechanism could 
carry the autistic and schizophrenic children further than the stage they 
are at now (Brown Stage JI level use of about half his set of grammat
ical morphemes) is part of an ongoing longitudinal investigation of a 
set of 6, 8 and 10 year old samples of disturbed children. 

Brown, Roger. A First Language. Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, 1973. 
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eexandnation of LOcal Ordering in Faroese 
!JL--

1n the Sound Pattern of English, Chomsky and Halle assume that 
the relation of order of phonological rules meets the condition of transi-
. "ty In "The Faroese Vowel System11 (in Brame, Contributions to 

tJVl • 
Generative Phonology), Stephen Anderson posits threek~'!.'!'dissimilation, 
'"Trant deletion and glide epenthesis. He then argues for the following 
:~dering relationships: a) dissimilation precedes spirant deletion, 
b) glide epenthesis precedes dissimilation, and c )spirant deletion 
precedes glide epenthesis . Th ese orderings violate the condition of 
transitivity. 

In this paper, I will argue that dissimilation and spirant deletion 
are not productive rules of Faroese. The descriptive problem is that of 
accounting for the presence of a dissimilated cluster in certaiQ verbs 
and nouns -- bugva [blgva}, grogva [grEgva] , doyggha {d:>j a] , etc.-

(Anderson argues that the dissimilated clusters in these forms are derived 
!rom derived geminate glides) and the absence of dissimilated clustel'lin 
other forms which also contain derived geminate gliaes -- viga [vujja] , 
i2Jur [juwwur], etc. --

Having shown that neither dissimilation nor spirant deletion are 
phonologically productive, I present evidence that c ertain aspects of 
dissimilation have evolved into a morphologi cally productive rule. This 
reanalysis of the data runs into no ordering paradoxes and eliminates 
the need for local ordering in Faroese. 

In the final section of this paper, I present the historical sequence 
of events which led to the rather complex synchronic situation in 
Faroese, When the rule of spirant deletion is added to the grammar of 
Faroese, it first appears in a very limited form -- [y] i s dropped only 
before front vowels, and[ v ] and [&-] are dropped only after certain 
diphthongs. Later dissimilation is adde d to the grammar and after a 
time ceases to be phonologically productive. Subsequent to this, the 
rule of spirant deletion become s generalb:ed. 
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Issues in the Acquisi. tion of Phonology 

Loan words, nev words, speech errors, and child language acquisition 
are ot'ten used as evidence tor the existence of certain theoretical 
constructs (psychological reality). A case can be made tor giving more 
weight to child language because it, unlike the others, has a regular 
relationship to the adult form ot the language, since the adult form 1a 
the target of the child's development. At the same time, the process 
by which child progress to the adult form, particularly in phonology, 
is not well understood. 

Smith (1973) presents the results of an extensive investigation 
of the acquisition of' phonology by his son, A, from 2 years to 4 years. 
Smith proposes 29 stages for 26 p-rules. From his observations, Smith 
argues that the child has the adult surface phonemic form as his under-
lying representation (UR). His arguments are based on 1) perceptual 
evidence (the child comprehends distinctions he cannot produce, eg. mouth/ 
mouse), 2) all the distinctive features needed tor English are needed to 
Wi='i'te the P-rules which map the child's UR onto his surface forms, 3) 
changes appear to occur across-the-board, 4) restructuring (although all 
the words subject to a rule appear to change with the rule, occassional:Q-
a word or words will behave as it the child has assigned it a different UR, 
and 5) direct production (the child's choice of irregular plurals) • In 
addition, Smith argues that child phonology supports various theoretical 
constructs (rule ordering, alpha notation) and does not support others 
(braces, markedness) • 

It vill be argued that there are alternative possibilities for the 
child's UR which are consistent with the data. A model presented in Ingram 
(1974), in which certain segments in the child's UR are not tully specified 
(arc hi phonemes in child phonology:) , is applicable and preferable here. It 
does not require a completely developed perceptual system, as Smith's does, 
and does not present the puzzle of vhy, if the child can figure out the 
proper UR, he can't get the P-rules right. Smith's ovn arguments are 
internally inconsistent, since restructuring can also be taken as evidence 
that the child is constructing hiv ovn UR. Smith's data supports the notion 
of UR, but it does not necessarilY require the child's UR to be the adult 
surface phonemic form (whatever that it). 

Smith's arguments with respect to the theoretical constructs will also 
be challenged. He argues, for example, that an apparently unmotivated change 
in a P-rule can be seen as a natural consequence of the fact that the change 
allows the rule to be collapsed with an adjacent rule by alpha notation. Hovenr, 
it can also be observed that in later stages of the child's development, rules 
are collapsed by alpha notation are treated as though the parts were un
related, as one part may change or disappear while the other remains un
affected. Further examples will be given. 
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as: 

0 voman vomanl if thou had'st but the least consumption of what 
pleasu~s we scullers have when we can cunster the crabbidst buck 
off hand, and spell the ethnitch vords without lucking at the 
pri I1II1E! r • • • 

lbtch occur frequently in the letters of Tabitha Bramble and her maidservant, 

llin, in smollett's Humphry Clinker, have long been a source of both amuse

•nt and frustration to scholars and to ordinary readers. Mlny of the latter 

st• such passages or skip them entirely, while scholars have often tried to 

eqlain some of the more difficult forms as new coinaaes. 

It ts our contention, however, that Smollett invents none of this language, 

~r is it the result of haphazard and arbitrary changes. Rather, as this 

~per will demonstrate, he has observed the variation current in different 

1~15 of 18th century England, and Tabitha's and Win's language is the 

~ult of his systematic exploitation of normal language processes, together 

with some eye dialect. The processes that will be discussed and illustrated 

include consonant cluster simplification, assimilation, metathesis, intrusive 

/r/ insertion, merger of unstressed vowels, faulty analysts of foreign words, 

faulty aspiration, faulty word division, stop and fricative devoicing, clip

ping, hypercorrection , excrescent /d/ and /t/ insertion after nasals, and 

e~nthetic schwa insertion. When these processes are perceived, the letters 

a~ quite straightforward, and the reader can appreciate how Smollett has 

used this variation to caricature Tabitha and Win, satirizing their rusticity, 

tq>erfect education, silliness, and preoccupations (money, social-climbing, 

and man-catching), frequently by the use of puns (many of which have sexual or 

scatological implications) resulting from the non-standard forms. 
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TWo-to-One It Happens 

Recent research in sociolinguistics has demonstrated the need for 
looking at language in a dynamic framework (Bailey 1973), that is, for 
not imposing the traditional synchronic-diachronic dichotomy on lingutsti 
studies. Support for the dynamic framework has been given from various c: 
oral languages. This paper attempts to test variation theory with 
historically related visual languages, French Sign Language (FSL) and 
American Sign Language (ASL), by examining an historical change occurring 
in both languages, the change of two-handed signs on the face to one
handed signs. 

Data was collected in the summers of 1974 and 1975 from 135 deaf 
informants, 75 ASL signers and 60 FSL signers, Informants were selected 
on the basis of geographic locat~on (France and the United States), 
age (above or below the age of f1fty), ethnic origin (Black and White in 
the u.s.) and sex. Signs were recorded from French signers in Paris, 
Albi, Toulouse and Marseilles. In the u.s. signs were elicited from 
residents of Atlanta and New Orleans. 

The results of this study support viewing languages in a dynamic 
framework, since traditional static theories have no formal mechanism 
to handle the inter and intralingual variation that occurred in this study. 
The change from two-handed to one-handed signs patterned implicationally 
(in similar orders) for French and American signers. However, FSL is 
undergoing the change significantly more slowly than ASL, Older signers 
in both languages retain more of the older two-handed forms than younger 
signers. Within the u.s., Black Southern signers preserve more of the 
two-handed signs as compared with other u.s. signers. 

Bailey, Charles-James N. 1973. Variation and linguistic theory. 
Washington, D,C.t Center for Applied Linguistics. 
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amining the communicative speech act performed with an utterance, a 
ex ive model for the generation of fundamental frequency contours can be 

Each utterance is considered to have propositional, interpersonal, and 
function, and the model shows how each of these determine a relation 

underlying syntax and semantics, and the surface fundamental frequency. 
ng performative and proposition control the basic contour shape, which 
rbed by markers of the speaker•s attitude toward the proposition and 

of focus-shifting transformations. The interpersonal function is supplied 
operators which indicate the speaker•s attachment to the truth-value of 

~sition, and we show explicitly how modals and their scope are realized in 
~~ntal frequency contour. The use of focus-shifting transformations to 

discourse effects is also strongly marked by pitch movements, and these are 
zed for a wide range of transformations. All of these effects are shown to 

~~tial for a comprehensive model of pitch contours. 
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Negation: Grammatical, Semantical and Pragmatical 

It is generally agreed upon that presuppositions are not 

negation. This is not so for a vast class of speaker 

those about the information at the disposition of the hearer. 

with respect to the sentence ·•rt was not John who killed Mary• a 

position of the above kind (•John killed Mary•) is normally affected 
uttering this sentence, 

I propose to distingui.sh between three kinds of negation: 

(a) graonatical (GrT): 11 not11
; (b) semntica:l (SN): 

ia described with respect to a basic semantic unity "hi t 11
, then umisee 

NEG (hi. t); (c) pragmatical (PN): 11no": rejecting a. piece of 

which the hearer is assumed to be aware of. This yields eight sentence 
( t A • stands for "Assertion"): 

(1) SN, GN, ~T: 'It wasn't John who killed Mar-<J'; 

(2) SN, GN, PA: ? Seems not to exist; 

(3) SN, GA, PN: 'He ndssed the target' ( 1missed 1 

stressed); 
(4) SN, GA, PA: 1 He missed the target'; 

(;) SA, GU, PN: 1He didn't miss the target'; 

(6) SA, GN, PA: ? Seeos not to exist; 

(7) SA, GA, ~l: 1It was John (rather than Mary) who killed 

(a) SA, GA, PA: 1He hit the target • • 

The subtle difference between semantically equivalent sentences (S) 

(a) can be ascribed to the opposition PN vs PA. The above framewort 

useful tool to aooount for negation in discourse. 
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is concerned with English comprehension and 
in an interactive system. An augmented transition 

is utilized to produce · a binary t ree reflecting the 
in the input sentence. Then a method of collapsing 

tree is introduced \,hich performs semantic analy:;is. The 
tic and semantic analysis produces a representation of 

sentence in the form of a LISP program. These LISP pro
are used for two different applications, in separate 

am modules. One module executes the program as a func
uon to be performed on the system data base. The other module 
uses the LISP program as a set of clauses (or l'lFF 1 s) which it 
~ically verifies also using the system data base. 

This system grew out of a system called SIGS which was 
designed primarily for GRAPH THEORY and built at State University 
of New York at Albany. 'rhe present system FORJ.'lAP is a general 
p~ose !unction ~iented ~tural language Erocessor. 

A function oriented system has a domain of discourse con
sisting of 1) elements in the domain and 2) functions on those 
elements. For examp~e when FORNAP 1 s do~ain of discourse is 
~aph Theory, the elements include points, lines, graphs, inte
gers, and (boolean values) true and false. An example of a 
function that operates on a graph (and returns an integer) is 
co~~ONENTS which counts components on a graph. This paper 
concentrates on tl1e programming methods of natural language 
ualysis utilized by FORNAP. 

In the first phase of the processing, syntactic analysisJ 
is performed by an augmented transition network modeled af t er 
Noods (1970) 2. This particular machine model was c hosen since 
it allows for the desired left-to-right scan of the input 
sentence and for building operations on state transitions. The 
modularity of the transition network also enables minor cha~ges 
in the allowable input sentence structure to be accomplished 
relatively easily. Certain restrictions are made on English 
which are described. The restriction of a word to a single 
part of speech allows an augmented transition network to be 
designed with no ambiguity for the parsing of a legal sentence. 

The next phase of the processing, . the semantic processing, 
has several unique aspects. The binary tree representation of 
the "deep structure" in the input sentence is passed to the 
semantic analysis module. This module collapses t he tree from 
~e bottom up until either the input sentence is found to be 
semantically in error or it is transformed into a WFF. The 
~!lapsing process works with the right most parent node ~hich 
has two terminal sons. These three nodes are collapsed into a 
single (terminal) node and the process continues. This col
lapsing of triples uses the syntax information present in the 
binary tree, a dictionary and an argument table . The semantic 
~alysis performed in this phase includes agreement of subject 
~d verb, type agreement o: argument and functions. The 
~alysis process of an~ tri~le is controlled by triple types. 
Sorne triples cause arguments to be checked semantically and 
then stacked for later reference. Other types cause pieces 
of the WFF to be assembled, possibly using the stacked data. 

Examples of this semantic processing are given. The out
put of the semantic processing are 'ilFF 1 s. Exanples showing 
how this is executed are given. Also sho\-Tn are applications 
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Claim Structure Grammar 

Kaplan i$ optimistic that Woods-type ''augmented transition network" 
grammars can capture the psychological reality of human language processing 
by modeling linguistic perfonnance and competence. Cognitive mappings fro. 

surface strings are also of interest to Schank, whose "conceptual 
infer deep-case relations from parsable features. Both approaches promise ~ 
lead us from language to patterns of thought. 

This paper presents recent developments 1n CLAIM STRUCTURE GRAMMAR, a 
stratified system representing real world text as sets of conceptual "claims• 
or assertions which bind entities, relations, and their properties. CSG 
postulates thematic deep structures by conceptually interpreting events at 
nodes and on transition arcs in surface networks. Discourse parsed for 
"claims 11 may be a well-fanned text, sentence, or clause-- or simply a frag
ment whose terms nonetheless entail ontological commitments. 

The fonn of CSG is a transition net; its function is to differentiate 
among the users of a language, and among the separate states through which 
an individual speaker or writer transitions in process of communicating world 
knowledge. Originally developed in the context of rhetoric and stylistics, 
CLAIM STRUCTURE GRAMMAR gains in power and significance when viewed from the 
computational perspectives of Woods, Schank, and others currently infusing 
natural language models with mathematical efficiency and elegance. 
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~ .. i a proof checker· designed to check and 
The ElCCHc.CK sys ... eim _s. s'"yle appr·oaching that of standar·d 

.. dent proofs g ven 1 n a " · ' d t t ch 
;a~,cuss s .. u • · ElCCH~CK is cur· r·ently being use 0 ea 
_. itY mathemat.los. ·"' • 
•1•er·s 1 set theory at Stanfor·d • 
piomat c , 

1 
matho!!!atical pr·oofs suppr-c1ss an enormous. amount of 

Infor·m~ ~:~ ~n tho way of understanding the proof. The 
dttail that sl.mp~~i g_ "de~ail i ~volves the use of natural lan!!;uage' 
suppression of .s ~ ~he known pr·oblems such as elliptic and 
il'lcorporatin; f ~:~~esot oper·ator scope and precedence, and. the use of 
cot~textual re e . ' In or·der to check such proofs • it J.s necessary 
.uantic in~~r·~~!l.~~lationship between rigoroous mathe~atical pr·oofs and 
to understa l presentation in a mathematics curriculum. 
ttleir infor'llla 

will present' thr·ough the use of film and. s~ide.s, t~e 
We . f .. h EXCHECi< m·oof ch'=!cl<er, with ~mpnas!.s -on tne 

nt. vers:l.on o '• e · ~ h • .... we will curre ' ects of th"' current syste~. Fur· .. ermor-, 
tural lan~uase asp - t f a student· s 

na ffor·ts to represent the struc ure o 
disCUSS our· e 
develoPing pr·oof • 

to be able to discus3 the r·esearch that is 
We anticipate he EXCHECK system. We hope to have the 

currently in pz·og~ess on t li d monstra~'-ion of E1CCHECl<, which runs 
~uni~y of giv~ng an on- _ne e • 

oppor.. " PD?10/Tt:!IE:X timeshar·ing system at Stanford. 
on t~e IHSSS 
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A System for Computing Presuppositions and Entailments 

Presupposition and entailment are a subclass of inferences tied to the 

structure of a language. Presuppositions may arise from syntactic struc.t ure 

and from the meaning of individual words; entailments arise from the meaning 

of particular words. 

Since they are tied to the structure of language. they may be compute~ 

by tre.a transfo=ations, independent of context not inherent in the structure 

of a sentence. This is a particularly simple computation. in sharp contrast 

to other computational mechanisms suggested for the general class of infAr•'--··· -

Other aspects of the uniqueness of presupposition and entailment as a class 

of inferen<:es will be considered. 

A program which accepts as input individual sentences and gives as output 

the presuppositions and entailments of each sentence will be described. 
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lin-' qwis-tiks 
' . t k SIn- a S deciphered. 
Why not give your introductory students a text they can 
really understand? 

An Introduction to Linguis
tics 
Bruce L. Liles, University of 
Missouri 

A~su_ming no previous background in 
hngu1s11cs . An Introduction to Ling
uistics combines the best of standard 
lmguistic theory with topics of current 
mte~est such. as case grammar. perfor
matlves. fact1ve verbs and raising. 

Throughout, the text uses a uniform 
transformational-generative model as it 
gradually leads the reader through its 
sections on. l~ng~age , syntax. phonol
ogy a~d vanat1on m language. 

. Th1s new text is an extens1ve revision 
of An Introductory Transformational 
Grammar, Recogmzing the impor
tanc~ of relevance. Professor Liles has 
rewntten and updated every portiOn of 
t~e text. The author has expanded con
Sider~bly the sections on 1m bedded con
structions and generative phonology. as 
well a~ added new sections on the na· 
ture ot language and the variation m 
language . 

Highlighting some other important 
ch.anges ~elps reveal the major extent of 
thiS reVISIOn: 
• provides one of the fullest treatments 
of generative phonology currently 
found many text. 
• imparts to students a better under
standmg of th~ subje~t by discussing 
selected syntac11caltop1cs at an in-depth 
level. 
• ~~~tains chapters on language ac
qUISition and dialectology. 
1975, 336 pp.: paper $7.50· cloth 
$12.50 . 

Foundations of Syntactic Theo 
Robert P. Stockwell, U.C.L.A. ry 

Syntax. The very word sends shud
d~rs down the spines of many a begin
nmg st.udent. Reeking of formalism, 
syntax IS seen as an overwhelming con
g.lomerate of technicalities, well de
Signed to baffle even the most wary 
scholar. 

Robert Stockwell's new text 
F ound~tions of Syntactic Theory, is ~ 
refr~shmg c.hange from this barren for
~allsm. It Introduces the absolute be
gmner to sy.ntax in a non-doctrinaire 
way, prese~ung the best of three differ
ent syntactical theories . Earlier struc
tural theory, current transformationalist 
theory, and several new directions m 
contemporary theory all are explored 
well beyond mere superficial levels. 

Complemented w1th a Workbook that 
extends the general theones of the text 
Foundations of Syntactic Theory ask~ 
a nu~ber. of questions students will 
1dent1~y wllh. The text seeks the ap
propnate answers m such areas as 
communica~ive efficiency. structure of 
the larger d1scourse. and the functional 
roles of speaker and hearer. Lastly, to 
help students clearly grasp syntactical 
theory. the text offers a variety ot 
~raphic. d isplays of sentence structures 
1n relat1on to the rules that operate on 
those structures. 
1975 , paper $4.95: cloth $8.95 

For further information. please wnte: 
Robert Jordan , Dept. J325. Prentice
Hall. Inc., Englewood Cli ff-; . New Jer· 
sey 07632. 

A Theory of Semiotics 
By Umberto Eco 
A major philosophical synthesis of semiotics focusing on the twin 
problems of the doctrine of signs- communication and signification 
_and presenting an original theory of sign production, including a 
typology of signs and modes of production. 

416 pages, index (Advances in Semiotics Series) $15.00 

Graphic Representation of Models in 
Linguistic Theory 
By Ann Harleman Stewart 
Approaching linguistic science from the combined viewpoint of the 
philosophy of science and the theory of graphic design, this book 
offers a radically new treatment of linguistic theory and the history of 
linguistics. 160 pages (forthcoming) $8.50 

Semantics and Syntactic Regularity 
By Georgia M. Green 
This important book summons evidence to justify the traditional idea 
that the occurrence of syntactic constructions depends on a governing 
verb's membership in a particular semantic class and examines several 
syntactic phenomena in detail. 256 pages, index $12.50 

Studies in the History of Linguistics 
Traditions and Paradigms 
Edited by Dell Hymes 
Original research by leading linguists throws new light on the de
velopment of linguistics and deals with crucial questions concerning 
the "beginnings" of scientific linguistics in the nineteenth century and 
its course since then. 528 pages, illus. $17.95 

Indiana Place Names 
By Ronald l. Baker and Marvin Carmony 
This authoritative dictionary, which includes names of Indiana coun
ties, cities, towns, villages, and a few rivers and streams, gives full 
linguistic data for each entry. For each ·name, current pronunciations, 
alternate names, location, origin, and associated folklore are given. 

Indiana University Press 
Tenth and Morton Streets 

Bloomington, lndiana47401 

256 pages $7.95 
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